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PREFACE

The attempt has often been made to condense into a small

volume all that is necessary for a beginner in numismatics

or a young collector of coins. But success has been less

frequent, because the knowledge of coins is essentially a

knowledge of details, and small treatises are apt to be un-

readable when they contain too many references to particular

coins, and unprofltably vague when such references are avoided.

I cannot hope that I have passed safely between these two

dangers ; indeed, my desire has been to avoid the second at

all risk of encountering the former. At the same time it

may be said that this book is not meant for the collector

who desires only to identify the coins which he happens to

possess, while caring little for the wider problems of history,

art, mythology, and religion, to which coins sometimes furnish

the only key. It is meant chiefly as a guide to put students

of antiquity in the way of bringing numismatics to bear on

their difficulties. No attempt, therefore, has been made to

avoid controversy where any profitable stimulus seems likely

to be provided by the discussion of doubtful questions. The

comparatively full references and the bibliography are also

added with the aim of making the book an introduction to

more advanced works, rather than a more or less self-

contained statement of the elements.
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Since the publication of Francois Lenormant's La Monnaie

dans VAntiquite—the last considerable work undertaking to

cover the whole ground of ancient numismatics—the number

of works of a general and special nature which cannot be

neglected by the student has at least been doubled. Fresh

catalogues of great collections, public and private, appear in

rapid succession ; a new quarterly, devoted entirely to Greek

numismatic archaeology, has been established within the last

year ; and, above all, the Prussian Academy has begun to

issue its Corpus of the coins of Northern Greece, which, it

is to be hoped, will in time grow into a Corpus of Greek

coins. Mommsen has said that he was driven to write his

numismatic work because he felt that the help to history

which he sought in coins ' was not to be found in a literature

which, after Eckhel, has been left mostly to dilettanti and

shopmen.' The publications of recent years show that his

reproach is no longer so true as it was. It is now not too

much to expect that all archaeologists should have at least

some first-hand acquaintance with coins. If coins do not, like

some other antiquities, throw much light on private life,

their importance as public and official documents is inesti-

mable. And it must not be forgotten that the number of

coins of which the condition is practically perfect, and the

authenticity beyond suspicion, is greater than we can find in

any other series of antiquities :

Le temps passe. Tout meurt. Le marbre mSme s'use.

Agrigente n'est plus qu'une ombre, et Syracuse
Dort sous le bleu linceul de son ciel indulgent

;

Et seul le dur metal que 1'amour fit docile
Garde encore en sa fleur, aux mgdailles d'argent,
L'immortelle beauty des vierges de Sicile.

As regards the illustrations in the text, most of the blocks

have been made from line-drawings by Mr. F. Anderson.

This draughtsman, to whom students of classical antiquity

owe so much, has made the drawings over enlarged photo-

graphs, adding nothing to what exists on the original. For
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permission to use one of the drawings (Fig. 31), I have to

thank the Council of the Society for the Promotion of

Hellenic Studies. Except in a few cases, duly noted, the

coins illustrated, both in text and plates, are all in the British

Museum. The collotype plates have been executed by the

Clarendon Press.

My indebtedness to the authorities, from whose works this

volume is nothing more than a distillation, can be fairly well

gauged by means of the footnotes, although it has been

impossible to give chapter and verse for every statement not

my own. These footnotes, as might be expected, show my
deep obligations to the works of Head, Imhoof-Blumer, and

Mommsen, as well as of the editor of this series of hand-

books, Professor Percy Gardner. To the last indeed, both as

writer and as teacher, I am under peculiar obligations, since

to him I owe my introduction to the study of numismatics.

Mr. Warwick Wroth has had the kindness to read the proof-

sheets, and to make many valuable suggestions, and I have to

thank Mr. H. A. Grueber also for similar assistance.

G. P. HILL.
British Museum,

July, 1899.
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NOTE ON ABBREVIATIONS

A reference to the Bibliography will make clear the abbreviated refer-

ences to works by individual writers. The chief periodical and collective

publications quoted in abbreviated form are as follows :

—

Abhandl(ungen) der Kon(iglich) Sachs(ischen) Ges(ellschaft) d(er)

Wiss(ensehaften).

Amer(ican) Journ(al) of Arch(aeology).

Ann(ali) d(ell') Inst(ituto di Corrispondenza Archeologica).

Arch(aologische) Ep(igraphische) Mitth(eilungen) aus Oest(erreich-

Ungarn).

Arch(aologisehe) Zeit(ung).

Athen(ische) Mitthfeilungen)=Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich Deutschen
Archaologischen Instituts, Athenische Abtheilung.

Berl(iner) Akad(emische) Abh(andlungen)=Abhandlungen der Konig-

lichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin.

Berl(iner) Phil(ologische) Woch(enschrift).

B(ritish) M(useum) Cat(aIogue of Greek Coins).

Bull(etin de) Corr(espondance) Hellen(ique).

C(orpus) I.nscriptionum) A(tticarum).

C(orpus) I(nscriptionum) G(raecarum) ed. Boeckh.

C(orpus) Inscriptionum) L(atinaram).

'E(p(rj^eph) 'Apx(aio\tyyiK7]).

J(ournal of) H(ellenic) S(tudies).

Journ(al) Internat(ional d'Archeologie Numismatique).

Mem(oires'i de l'Acad(emie) des Inscriptions).

Neue Jahrb(ucher) f(iir) Phil(ologie).

Num(ismatic) Chron(icle).

Num(ismatische) Z(eitschrift).

Kev(ue) des £t(udes) Gr(ecques).

Kev(ue) Num(ismatique).

Eev(ue) Num(ismatique) Beige.

Rhein(isches) Mus(eum fur Philologie).

Ram(ische) Mitth(eilungen) = Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich Deutschen

Archaologischen Instituts, EOmische Abtheilung.

Verhandl(ungen) der Berl(iner) Gesellsch(aft) fiir Anthropologic, &c).

Z(eitschrift) f(ur) N(umismatik).





INTRODUCTION

GENERAL SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF COINAGE

IN GREECE AND ROME

§ i. Early Stages of Exchange.

Thade in its development passes through three stages.

Beginning as barter, or the direct exchange of commodity
against commodity, it proceeds, as soon as it attains large

proportions, to the stage of mediate exchange, conducted with
the aid of a medium in which the value of exchangeable com-

modities can be expressed. In order to serve for the measuring
of value, this medium should above all possess three qualities :

intrinsic value, so that the possessor of it may feel secure

of his power to exchange it for commodities when he wishes
;

high value, so that a small quantity of it may represent

a large quantity of ordinary commodities ; and divisibility,

in order that accuracy of measurement may be obtained.

A later development of this kind of exchange is seen when the

medium of exchange is treated purely as such, and to save

time and labour, the number of units of value contained in

each piece of it is directly or indirectly
1
indicated. This obviates

the necessity of repeatedly calculating the amount of the

medium, and exchange is thus considerably facilitated. A still

further development is that of the ' token,' a term which may

1 Indirectly, by the genuineness of the piece being guaranteed by some
mark of authority.
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be taken, broadly, as meaning any medium of exchange which

represents on its face a value which it does not intrinsically

possess, but for which it is or should be redeemable. Thus

under tokens would be included all token-coins, bank-notes,

cheques, and the like. As these forms of money depend on

credit— i. e. a fund assumed to be somewhere in reserve—this

stage may be regarded as only a subsidiary development of the

second stage. We may therefore tabulate as follows the stages

in the development of trade :

I. Barter or Immediate Exchange.

II. Mediate Exchange.

(i) By means of an uncoined medium,

(ii) By means of a coined medium of full value,

(iii) By means of tokens.

The study of numismatics in its accepted sense deals strictly

with II, ii and iii (but with the latter only so far as the tokens

assume the external form of coins proper). But its roots

stretch down into the lower stages, and in dealing with

monetary standards and types it is often necessary to go back

to the days of early mediate exchange and even of barter.

§ 2. Scope of Classical Numismatics.

The table of contents will make it sufficiently clear under what
main aspects the classical numismatist considers his subject.

Tor the purpose of a working definition we may describe a coin'

as follows. A coin is a piece of metal (or, exceptionally, some
other convenient material) artificially rendered into a required

shape, and marked with a sign as a guarantee that it is of the

proper fineness and weight, and issued by some responsible

authority ; the prime object served by the piece being to facili-

1 The Latin cuneus, from which, through the French, this word is

derived, was used in the middle ages for the die for striking coins, and
sometimes actually for the coin itself. The Greek word fcr coin, voiiiapLa

(meaning, like vinos, in the first instance a regular custom or institution 1

has given, through the Latinized form numisma, the modern name of the
science. The use of the word medal for an ancient coin is now old-fashioned
in the English language, being properly restricted to commemorative or
decorative pieces not meant to circulate as currency.
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tate exchange, since it serves as an expression of the value of

exchangeable commodities. By this definition those objects

are excluded which serve other purposes than that of exchange,
such, for instance, as drinking cups or ornamental rings of

precious metals, which were made in days of barter, often

according to a fixed weight ' ; or medals ; or natural objects

which have been used, and in some savage countries are still

used, for the purposes of change, such as cowry-shells *, ' cats'

eyes,' and the like. But imitations in metal of such natural

objects, as for instance the snail-shell money of the Burmese ',

or imitations of implements such as the knife-money and hoe-

money of China 1

, come strictly within the limits of the definition.

Nevertheless, with this latter kind of coin the student of Greek
and Roman coinage has practically nothing to do, the coins which
concern him being almost enthely of a conventional shape.

Fig. 1.—Bronze Coin (?) of Olbia (Sarmatia) ; Bet. OY.

An exception may be found in the fish-shaped pieces from the

north of the Euxine (Fig. 1). If these are coins, they differ

from the ordinary Greek coin only in the fact that, instead

of putting a fish-type on a flan of ordinary shape, the whole
coin was made in the shape of a fish. Another explanation is

suggested by the fact that a pig of metal was sometimes called

&e\(f)is
5
. These fish-shaped pieces may be the degenerate repre-

sentatives of similar-shaped pigs of bronze. The rings and ball-

shaped pieces from Pannonia, and similar barbarous regions,

hardly come within the province of Greek and Roman numis-

matics. The ham-shaped pieces of Nemausus (Fig. 2) were

probably made for some religious purpose ; the person who

I See for instance, Ridgeway, Origin of Metallic Currency, pp. 35 ff. ; Journ.

Hellen. Stud. xiii. p. 225 (a treasure from Mycenae), and Holm, Griech.

Gesch. i. p. 257, Eng. trans, p. 214 (rings with the name of Eteandrob of

Cyprus 1

.

* Ridgeway, p. 13.
3 lb. p. 22. ' lb. p. 23.

II

Ardaillon, Les Mines du Laurion, p. in, who compares the French
saumon.

B 2
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would have liked to make an offering in kind, was able to give

its equivalent in a coin the shape of which suggested the animal

offered to his deity.

Fio. 2.—Bronze Coin of the Colony of Nemausus. Obv. Heads of Augustus
and Agrippa. Eev. col. neji. Crocodile chained to p.ilni-tiee.

§ 3. The Metallic unit generally adopted.

It is .unnecessary to dwell here upon the first stage of mediate
exchange, through an uncoined medium. It is sufficient to

recognize that it is in all cases presupposed by the next stage,

with which commences our subject proper. It should, however,
be borne in mind that the uncoined medium is not necessarily

metal, but may be anything, from a stock-fish to an ox, which
is capable of being regarded as a unit of calculation ; which is,

that is to say, of a generally recognized value '.

It was, however, the metallic unit which developed into the
coin, simply by having an official mark, a guarantee of genuine-
ness and true weight, placed upon it. The stage in which the
medium had to be weighed upon each occasion of exchange is

illustrated by a few monuments and by a number of literary
references. On more than one Egyptian wall-painting 2 a large

1 For these primitive currencies see Ridgeway, Origin of Currency, eh ii
2 Figured in Zeilschr. fur Ethnologie, 1889, pp. 5 ff„ in Ridgeway, Origin 0/

Currency, p. 128, and in many other works. The illustration in the text
is taken from Lepsius, Denkm&'er, iii. pi. 39 d.
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pair of scales is represented, in which rings of metal are being

weighed (Fig. 3). There is reason to suppose that in Greece

in early times small bars of metal were in circulation, which

Fro. 3.—Weighing Rings of Precious Metal. (Fifteenth Century B.C.)

being of uniform size could be counted out instead of being

always weighed '. But for aught we know these may have had

some official mark, like the rings of Eteandros (above, p. 3,

note 1), and have therefore been true coins.

1 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 17 mvSvvtvti d\ Kai rb -nap-nav dpxaiov ovrtus *x(tv
i

68t\i<rKois xptt>\itvwv vopiapaai aibrjpois, kviwv Si xa^K0 ŝ ' &*?' &v vapapLtvci

7rA.^0o5 *ti teal vvv twv tceppdrtuy 6j3oA.ov? Ka\eta9at, ftpaxp-ty 5e Toi»y If <5/3oAous,

Tooovraiv yap ^ x € 'P TrepieSpaTTero. Cf. Etym. Magn. s.v. 60€\iaicos. Pheidon
of Argos is said to have hung up in the temple of Hera specimens of the

60e\iaKot which had served for money before his time. (But see below,

p. 6, note 3.)
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§ 4. Tlic Invention of Coinage.

Of all those to whom the invention of coinage was, according

to Julius Pollux 1

, ascribed— the Athenians, the Naxians,

Pheidon of Argos, Demodice, wife of Midas, the Lydians-only

the third and the last have strong claims. As to Pheidon,

Herodotus speaks of him as having given measures (i.e. pre-

sumably, a complete metrical system, including weights) tojhe

Peloponnesians 2
. Herodotus himself does not mention coinage,

the introduction of which is only attributed to Pheidon by later

authorities, the earliest of whom is Ephorus \ The bulk of

the evidence, both literary and numismatic, goes to show merely

that the earliest silver coinage was the Aeginetic, but that

the Aeginetic coinage was at the same time only an adaptation

of something which already existed on the other side^of the

Aegean Sea.

The credit of inaugurating coinage in the Western world

1 Onom. ix. 83.
2

vi. 127 QciSaivos hi tou rd fierpa -trofqffai tos UeXoTTOWTjirioHTt Kal t/$plaavTOs

fjfyuTTa 5j7 ''EKkf]vaji> atvavTaiv, fty 6£ava/7Tr]<jas r< i/s 'HXeiajv a-ywvo9eTas avrbs rov

iv 'OXv^iri dywva eOrj/ce (cf. Pausanias, vi. 22. 2).
3 Strabo (viii. p. 376) has :

' Ephorus says that silver was first coined in

Aegina by Pheidon.' Elsewhere Ephorus (Strabo, p. 358) attributes to

Pheidon ' struck coins not only of silver but of other metals.' This to

t£ aAAo betrays Ephorus, unless we can suppose him to mean thereby the
iron coinage which was afterwards used in some Dorian states, or the
electrum Aeginetic coinage, of which a solitary specimen is extant.
Neither alternative is likely, and the truth is that Ephorus combined the
statement of the introduction of measures by Pheidon with the theory that
the Aeginetic silver coinage is earlier than any other in the same metal.
As to this theory, it is admitted by every numismatist. But as to the tradi-
tion that Pheidon was connected with the coinage, that can neither be
proved nor disproved, with our present lights. No accumulation of quota-
tions from later writers will strengthen the position of those who hold that
Pheidon introduced coinage into Greece. [Of these late quotations, one
from the Etymologicvm Magnum is worth mentioning, s.v. Eittnmiv v6inaixa :

Pheidon, king of the Argives, was the first to strike gold money hi
Euboao, a place in Argos.' Ye* even this has been taken seriously by
some critics.] Pheidon's date is quite uncertain. It should be noted that
by Herodotus Pheidon is mentioned in a context which makes the men-
tion valueless as regards his date (the story of Agatiste's suitors is only
a G-ri'ek version of the Indian story of the shameless dancing peacock
and the personages are introduced regardless of chronology!. ]?or (-he
other evidence see Busolt, Griech. Gesch. 2nd ed. I. p. 6n f. ; Macan note on
He -rod. I.e.; C. F. Lehmann, Hermes, 1892, p. 577 f. ; Th. Eeinach, Rev Xum
1894, pp. 1 8 (where it is suggested that the i&eXitncot dedicated bv
Pheidon were standards, and not obsolete coins'! y
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almost certainly belongs to th^_ Lydians '. 1 There is direct

literary tradition to this effect ; and the provenance of the

earliest and rudest coins, which clearly belong to Asia Minor,

and being of electrum, may be supposed to come from the

Tmolus district, bears out the tradition 2
. Again, the position

of the Lydians as intermediaries between East and West, which
EnabledThem to rise to a high state ofcivilization and luxury ",

'makes it easy for us to accept the tradition. The earliest

specimens seem, if we may judge by style, to go back well into

the seventh century B.C., and there is nothing improbable in

the suggestion 4 that we should ' ascribe to the seventh century

b.c^j and probably to the reign of Gyges, the founder of the

dynasty of the Mermnadae and of the new Lydian empire, as

distinguished from the Lydia of more remote antiquity, the

first issues of the Lydian mint. ' These issues are of electrum
;

but this fact can hardly be said to clash seriously with the words
xpvo-nv km a^yvpov in the account of Herodotus s

, of whom it is

unfair to expect numismatic accuracy. The first Lydian coins

of gold and silver are now usually attributed to the Time of

Croesus~(tfre nifddle of the sixth century B.C., PI. I. 8 and 9).

~~The c6inage~of" this famous ruler would naturally make an im-

pression on the Greek mind which would cause it to forget the

earlier electrum coinage.

What may be called the Ionian theory of the origin of

Western coinage is not, however, out of accordance with the

statement of Herodotus. This theory would attribute the

early electrum coinage to the cities of the western coast of

Asia Minor, leaving to the Lydians only the innovation of a

coinage of pure gold and silver. There is, however, no tradition

in favour of this view, and the Lydian tradition, confirmed

' Herodotus (i. 94) says of the Lydians : irpuiToi 5^ avSpwirajv twv r/pLfis

tS/xev v6[Xi<Xfxa xpvoov «at dpyi'pov ttoif/ctfievoi ixPVanvT°y np&Toi 5^ Knl Kdnr}\oL

eytvovro. Julius Pollux (ix. 83) gives Xenophanes as the authority for

the Lydian origin of coinage. This takes the tradition well back into the

sixth century.
2 On the evidence of the early Lydian coin-types see Curtius, TJeber den

relig. Charaktcr der gr. Munzen {Gesa7nm. Abhandl. ii. pp. 455 f.) transl. by Head,
Num. Chron. 1870, p. 91.

3 Herodotus. 1. v., Athen. xii. 515 d, xv. 690 6, c, &c.
1 Head, H. N. p. 544.
s These words must mean ' of gold and of silver,' not ' of gold and silver

mixed,' i. e. of electrum.
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as it is by the circumstantial evidence already mentioned, must

be allowed to hold the field.

§ 5. The spread of Coinage to European Greece.

If the Lydians invented coinage, the Greeks of the^Ionian

coast adopted it at an early period. For a very large series of

coins, with types that are endless in variety, has to be distri-

buted among the cities of the Asiatic Greeks. This coinage

consists chiefly of electrum ; but, as we have seen, gold and

silver were introduced by Croesus, and gold was used even

earlier by the great maritime city of Phocaea, in the period of

its thalassocracy, b. c. 602-560 (PI. I. 2). Farther east, at

a slightly later date, Persia adopted gold and silver jLoinage

from the Lydians. But as early as the seventh century the

institution of coinage had made its way across the Aegean Sea.

Its path is marked by a series of primitive issues which are

grouped together as island-coins (PI. II. 1 and 3). Of these the

series which can be most satisfactorily attributed to a mint are

the famous 'tortoises' of Aegina(Pl. II. 1). Somewhat different

in general character, but hardly less early in date, are the primi-

tive coins of Euboea (PI. II. 4). Euboea is the starting-point

of the coinage of two other great states : Corinth, which begins

to coin towards the end of the seventh century, and Athens
(PI. II. 2), where the earliest coinage is probably to be-asso-

ciated with Solon. But besides passing westwards across the

Aegean, the stream of coinage also in very early times went
southwards across the Mediterranean to the rich Cyrenaica.

These are the lines along which Greek coinage first spread.
In the islands and Greece proper, where little or no gold was
found, the early coinage is of silver. In Cyrene, on the~ather
hand, electrum is the material of the early issues.

§ 6. The extension of Coinage to Western Greece.

The middle of the sixth century saw a further extension of
coinage. In the north it was introduced into Macedon and
Thrace. Corinth had already extended her influence west-
wards, and the coinage of the important trading city of Corcyra
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(PL II. 7) probably begins as early as b. c. 585, when it gained

its independence. And the same influence passed across the

Adriatic to Southern Italy. Meanwhile trade, extending west-

wards by another route round the Peloponnese, carried the

invention to Sicily^ whence it passed to Etruria. While
coinage thus spread westward, it began to move eastward along

the south coast of Asia Minor, where, in Lycia, Pamphylia,

Cilicia,___and the island of Cyprus, the beginnings of coinage

date from the end of the sixth century. By the time of the

Persian wars nearly all the important states of the Greek world

were in possession of a coinage, with some few exceptions such

as Lacedaemon and Byzantium \ The fifth century saw a

still further extension of the limits, and an increase within the

old limits of the number of cities possessing a coinage. In the

latter half of this century begins the ' period of finest art.'

§ 7. Coinage adopted by the
' Barbarians'

And at the same time the influence of Greece begins to be

felt by the barbarians. The coinage of Carthage, struck largely

for Sicily, begins about 410 b c. (PL XI. 5). To the same time,

or perhaps to a somewhat earlier date, belong the first coin-

ages of Tyre and Sidon. By the middle of the next century

Borne has begun to coin, in bronze only, it is true. Bronze,

indeed, came into use as a coined medium for the first time

"towards the end of the fifth or the beginning of the fourth

century. Gold, which some few cities, such as Athens and
Khodes7bad begun to coin either shortly before or shortly after

400 b. c. , now becomes very important. The exploitation by
Philip II of Macedon of the mines of Crenides gave him a gold

coinage (PL VII. 2), the influence of which was of the most far-

reaching kind. Not only did it pave the way for the still

more abundant gold coinage of his son (PL VII. 5), but it was
eagerly imitated by the barbarians who hovered above Greece.

By the valley of the Danube and across central Europe Philip's

gold and silver coins (PL VII. 1 and 2) were carried to the

West, and from them were derived the most important classes

of Gaulish coinage (Fig. 4). Prom Gaul the imitations passed to

1 And tliese are perhaps not exceptions, for they may have had an iron

coinage. See above, p. 5, note 1.
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Britain, givingrise, after about twocenturies of degradation, to-tha

earliest British coinage. Curiously enough the gold of Alexander

Fio. 4.—Gaulish Imitation of gold stater of Philip II. (Weight

:

7-9 grammes.)

appears to have almost escaped imitation by the barbarians,

although they found his silver (PI. VII. 4) much to their taste.

§ 8. The Bcqal Period.

From the time of Philip II it is the coinage of the kings

both in the West and in the East that attracts most attention

for a considerable period. Alexander's conquests carried the

Greek civilization eastward, and soon after Alexander's death

began the regal coinages of the Seleucidae in Syria (beginning

with Seleucus I Nicator, b. c. 312-280, PI. VII. 11) and of the

Ptolemies in Egypt (Ptolemy I, Soter, took the title of king

in 305 b. c, PI. VII. 9) ; while somewhat later, about the

middle of the third century, begin the independent coinages of

BactriajDiodotus, b. c. 250, PL VIII. i)and JParthia_(Arsaces I,

b. 0. 249-247). In the west we have the important coinage of

Agathocles of Syra_ause(B. c. 317-289), who was followed, after

a short interval of democracy, by Hicetas, Hiero II (PL
V
XI. 6).

and Hieronymus. In Greece there are the various successors

of Alexander (such as Demetrius Poliorcetes, b. c. 306 283.

PI. VII. 7 and 10), and, especially important, Lysimachus, king
of Thrace

(
PL VII. 6). Naturally enough, therefore, the chief

feature of interest in this period is the portraiture of these rulers.

Nevertheless, in spite of the dominance of the individual ruler,

some cities, notably Rhodes (PI. V. 5), retained their commercial
and monetary importance

; and it is noticeable that the chief

currency of whole districts like Peloponnese consisted of federal
coinages, of which the most famous instance is the coinage of

the A^h£i£an_J£ague_(Pl. IX. 1). The coinage of Athens and
Corinth either disappeared altogether or dwindled for a time.
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§ 9. Revival of the Coinage of the Cities.

Towards the end of the third .century began the-new Athenian
coinage (PI. IX. 8) which surpassed the old in its extent. At
this time the number of large silver coins in circulation must
have been enormous ; for besides the ordinary regal coinages,

there were vast numbers of coins issued all over the East with
the types of Alexander the Great, and, in Thrace, with those

of Lysimachus. It is hard to disabuse oneself of the idea that

these are regal coins ; we speak of them as ' Alexanders ' and the

like, and forget that they were issued by autonomous cities.

§ 10. Beginning of the influence of Borne.

r
A turning-point in the history of ancient coinage is the

defeat~of"Antiochus"the GreaTTat Magnesia in 190 b. c. This is

the date of the first decisive sfep_ taken by Rome to interfere

in the affairs of"fhe East. Already the Greek and Punic

coinag3 of the West had lost all importance 7 the Carthaginian

^coinage from the begintmrgTrf-th& Punic War to the destruction

of the city is wretched in every way. There is no Sicilian

coinage ofany importance after the fall of Syracuse in b. c. 212.

By the end of the third century the influence of Rome was
making ilself felt in the western part of northern Greece. So

that, when Antiochus fell, the advance of Rome eastwards was
imminent. The peculiarity of the coinage of the new period

is the large size .fit the silver tetradrachms. This feature is com-

monest Tn Asia Minor (PI. JVTII. 10) and in Thrace (PI. IX72>,

TyutltTis also found, for instance, in the coinage of Athens
(PI. IX. 8) and the Macedonian district (PI. X. 5). Coincident

with the advent of the Roman domination is the gradual

disappearance of gold from the Greek coinage. The last.

Ptolemy to strike gold was the fifth (Epiphanes), b. c. 204-
181. Of the Seleucids, Demetrius I, Soter (b. c. 162-150), and
Timarchus, the revolted satrap of Babylon (b 0. 162), were the

last to issue gold as a matter of course ; but Alexander II,

Zebina (b. c. 128-123), iR an emergency, melted down the

golden Vietory that the Zeus of Antioch held in his hand, and

made her into coins, of which one, and one only, is known to
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exist (PI. VIII. 8) \ There are other instances of gold being

issued at this period (see chapter iv. § 5), but the general rule is

clear, that only Koman generals were allowed to strike gold coins.

The gold coinage of Rome itself, as apart from the coins required

by generals for the payment of troops, belongs to a later period.

Rome could hardly be expected to allow the petty Greek state

a privilege which she denied herself. The more direct inter-

ference of Rome with the ordinary Greek coinage is shown by

the introduction of the coinage of the Macedonian Regions and the

adoption of the Asiatic cistophori, which were made the standard

according towhich the other large coins ofAsiaMinorwere tariffed.

§ 11. Coinage under the Roman Empire.

In the early days of the Empire, all autonomous coinagejhad

died _ojiOnThe West (all extra:Roman mints had been closed in

Italy in b. c. 89) ; even in outlying parts such as Britain, the

autonomous coinage entirely ceased before the end of the first

century, a. d. In Greece proper, there is a bronze coinage

of not very great dimensions, and of a somewhat inconsecutive

character, down to the time of Gallienus. In ihe-Easi, an

important feature is-the semi-Roman coinage of the three great

mints, Caesarea in Cappadocia (PI. XIV. 2), Antiochia in Syria

(PI. XIV. 7) and its assistant-mints^ and AIexandria_in_Egypt

(PI. XIV. 5, 8). The latter remained open until the time of

Domitius Domitianus (a-, d. 296), longer than any other mint

from which Greek coins were issued. The rest of the Greek

imperial coinage consists of issues representing an enormous

number of cities and colonies, especially in Asia Minor, down
to the time of Gallienus (with a few instances of the time of

Aurelian and Tacitus). The subsequent establishment of mints

for striking purely Roman coins in all the provinces of the

Empire marks the complete supremacy of the Roman coinage.

The commencement of the Eastern Empire with Arcadius (a d.

395-408) did not affect this supremacy, which lasted until

the barbarian invaders, not content with merely imitating

Roman and Byzantine coins, began in the fifth century to

make those changes out of which were to develop the coinages

of mediaeval Europe.

1 Wroth, Num. Citron. 1897, p. 23, PI. V. 8.
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CHAPTER I

THE METALS

§ I. Quality of the Metals used for Coinage.

The ancients were well acquainted with the art of refining

and of alloying metals '. Of the three chief metals, gold (N)

was used in a very pure state. The Persian darics were 958 to

970 fine ; staters of Philip and Alexander 997 fine. The gold of

the Roman Republic was perfectly pure. The aurei of Augustus

were -998 fine, and the gold of the Roman Empire only began

to lose its purity towardsTEe time of Septimius Severus. The
gold coinage of the Bosporus, under the Roman Empire, became
rapidly debased, and after the time of Severus Alexander was
practically mere copper with a tinge of gold.

Silver (M) was also used in a form much purer than that

found in modern coins. The tetradrachms of Athens of the best

period are from -986 to -983 fine ; those of the succeeding age

are somewhat less pure, but contain about 002 of gold 2
. The

staters of Aegina average -960 fine ; those of Corinth ^961 to

•936. The analysis of three drachms of Alexander yields :

—

Silver. Gold. Other Metals.

(1) .991 -009

(2) .9885 .0005 on
(3) -9674 -°°36 -°29

1 See especially Mongez, Man. de I'Acad, deslnscr. torn, ix (1:831), pp. 187 ff.

;

Lenorraant, La Monnaie dans I'Antiqicite, i. pp. 187 ff. (who gives other refer-

ences). Ancient metallurgy, especially with regard to the mines of Laurion,

is dealt with by Ardaillon, Les Mines du Laurion, pp. 59 ff.

2 On the good character of the Athenian coinage see Hultsch, Metrologie,

pp. 232 ff. ; on the Macedonian, p. 248.
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The silver of Magna Graecia of the early and best periods is

of very good quality, though it not unfrequently falls below -95

fine. Equally good results have been obtained for the East,

although some of the smaller denominations, and the late coins

of the Seleucidae, Lagidae, and Arsacidae are largely alloyed,

the 'silver' coins of Ptolemy XIII, Auletes (b. c. 81-58 and

55-52J, being made of copper slightly alloyed with silver. The

silver of the Eoman Keputlic was always of good quality except

in the time of the civil war, when, for instance, the military

issues of Marcus Antonius contained some twenty per cent, of

copper. Under the Empire the history of the silver coinage is

one of melancholy debasement '. Silver of a kind was issued

by some provincial mints under the Empire, notably Alexandria

in Egypt, Antiochia in Syria, and Caesarea in Cappadocia 2
.

But the metal of these series rapidly degenerated into billon

and bronze, therein resembling the coinage of Eome itself.

One of the most important metals used for coinage in

antiquity was electrum (EL) or 'white gold' {fKacrpa , rfXacTpo^

XtvKus xp u(ro'0
, by which name the ancients designated any alloy

(natural or artificial) of gold and silver, in which more than

twenty per cent, consisted of the latter metal. The chief

source of this mixed metal was Lydia, where it was yielded

by the mountain-districts of Tmolus and Sipylus. It was
regarded as a metal distinct from either gold or silver, for

the purpose of coinage ; but its actual composition seems to

have varied within very wide limits*. It was used for coin-

age in the first place in Lydia. and very soon afterwards in

several great cities of Asiatic Greece, in Cyrene, and perhaps
in Aegina, Euboea, and even Athens. On the western side

of the Aegean it was soon superseded by silver; but on the

east its use was more enduring. It is found in Asia Minor in

early times as far north as Cyzicus and Lampsacus, and as far

south as Camirus in Ehodes. Two of the most important
currencies of the fifth century were the electrum staters of

Cyzicus (PL V. 8) and Lampsacus. The electrum of Mytilene

1 S -e eh. iii. * See ch. iv.
3 Bluinner, Technologie u. Terminologie d. Gewerbe u. Kuiiste, iv. p. 160
4 On the composition of electrum coins see Head, Hum. Chr. 1875, p 245

(Metrological Notes on Ancient Electrum Coins, ; 1887 p. 277 (El. Coins and tUeir
Specific Gravity ; Brit. Mus. Catal. Ionia, pp. xxv ff.
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(PI. IV. 9) and Phocaea (PI. IV. 8), in the form of sixths of the

stater, exists in great quantities ', and is somewhat later in date.

In the fourth century an electrum coinage is also found at

Syracuse and at Carthage ; at the latter place this metal was
coined as late as the beginning of the second century. At the

same time we find Capua coining electrum during her revolt

from the Komans, who had themselves introduced the mixture

some time before in their coins issued for Campania. -These

'

later issues of electrum seem to have partaken of a fraudulent

character, and the metal was an artificial and not a natural

product.

Copper was from the first days of its use in coinage almost

always strongly alloyed with tin. The abbreviation M stands

for copper and bronze indifferently. The smallest proportion

of tin, so far as we can tell from the analyses hitherto made,

is found in some coins of Massalia, although the copper in

them can hardly, with Lenormant, be called 'absolument pur.'

The analysis of these gives 2—

Copper 789^
Zinc 165
Tin 28 mu 1000.

Lead 12

Silver 6)

In other Greek bronze coins the proportion of tin is sometimes

as large as sixteen per cent. Greek bronze coins contained

a very slight amount of lead, not to speak of other metals

in still more insignificant proportions 3 The Eoman bronze

coins from the beginning contained lead in considerable quan-

tity (twelve to twenty-nine per cent.). After Republican times

the admixture of lead was discontinued until the time of

M. Aurelius, when it was resumed. Under the Early Empire,

however, it is necessary to distinguish between the metals

used for the various denominations of coins. Thus the sestertii

(PI. XII. 11) and dupondii (PI. XII. 9) were of brass (opeixdkicos,

1 But of the staters, only one (of Mytilene) is extant; the two known
specimens of the Phocaean stater (PI. I. 2) being of gold and belonging to

an earlier period.
' Lenormant, i. p. 199 ; Rev. Num Beige, 1857, p. 319.
3 Bliimner, Techn, iv. p. 191.
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orichalcum, aurichalcum, a mixture of copper and zinc) ; the

asses, on the other hand, of pure copper \

§ 2. Minor Metals and Alloys.

Potin, as distinct from billon, which contains about one-fifth

silver to four-fifths copper, is an alloy of copper, zinc, lead, and

tin. It is not found as a monetary medium except in some

late Gaulish coins, which are always cast, not struck, owing

to the want of ductility characteristic of this composition 2
.

A peculiar alloy of copper and nickel, in almost the same
proportions as those employed in modern coinage, was used

in the second century b.c. by some of the kings of Bactria,

who thus anticipated the use of ' kupfernickel ' by some 2,000

years *.

A certain number of leaden coins have come down from
antiquity, and the fact that they were used is attested by
ancient writers 4

. The only known specimens earlier than the

Christian era belong to the kings of Numidia. Besides these,

leaden coins were issued, probably in the second or third

century a.d., in Egypt, especially at Memphis, and in the first

and second centuries a. d. in Eoman Gaul. From actual leaden

coins it is necessary to distinguish the leaden 'proof pieces,'

struck with the dies afterwards used for the precious metals.

Tin coins are stated on good authority 5 to have been issued

1 As Blumner, Techn. iv. p. 191, puts it : at the beginning of the Empire
the proportion of tin falls, to rise again about 100 a.d. Zinc, which is

wanting in Republican coins, is constantly found from shortly before the
Christian era, in quantities of from ten to twenty per cent., and only
begins to fail about the time of the thirty tyrants. Pliny (N. E. xxxiv. 4)
is the authority for the distinction between the various denominations,
and his statement, as Blumner (op. cit. p. 197) says, is partially confirmed
by the analysis of the coins.

2 Analysis : copper, sixty per cent. ; zinc, ten per cent. ; lead, twenty per
cent. ; tin, ten per cent.

3 Flight, Num. Chr. 1868, p. 305. Nickel was known to the Chinese at
an early period. Small traces of nickel have been found in modern times
in association with copper at Kandahar, but not in sufficient quantity for
coinage.

4 Lenormant, i. p. 207. Polycrates of Samos is said to have deceived
the Lacedaemonians with leaden coins plated with gold (Hdt. iil. 56, who,
however, does not credit the story).

5 PseudoArist. Oecm ii. 2. 20 ; Pollux, ix. 79. Polyaenus (iv. 10. 2) says
that Perdiccas when fighting against the Chalcidians paid his troops by
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>y Dionysius of Syracuse. If the tradition is correct, all these

)ieces have disappeared \ False tin money is mentioned in

he Digest 2
. A large hoard of tin denarii, of the time of

Septimius Severus, was found at Lyons "
; they were struck

torn dies otherwise used for silver, and were not plated.

Chey appear in fact to have been meant by the government for

iirculation in GauL
Iron money is stated, also on good authority, to have been

Fig. 5.— Iron Coin of Argos. Obv. Forepart of Wolf. Rev. A. (From
an electrotype in the British Museum.)

ised at Byzantium * and at Sparta "- Lenormant holds that

;his was not money properly speaking, but bars or ' bricks
'

>f iron circulating at their market price ; in fact, the so-called

ron money was a case of the survival of a premonetary

nedium of exchange. We know that the Spartan iron took

he form of bars or spits (673eXoi, ofieXltrKoi)
6
. Nevertheless there

sxist pieces of iron, purporting to be, and in every way
•esembling coins, with types which enable them to be attributed

triking xaXKonparov Kaacirepov, but this may mean copper plated with tin

Zeit.f. Num. 1898, p. 72V
1 Probably by oxidation ; Mongez, 1. c. p. 200. J. P. Six has suggested

hat the so-called tin coins were composed of copper strongly alloyed with
in (Num. Chron. 1875, p. 28 ff. ). A. J. Evans (Num. Chron. 1894, p. 219,
?1. VIII. Fig. 1) describes a coin of the same kind as the silver decadrachms
if Euaenetus, but made of bronze, and showing traces of having been
iriginally coated with a white metal, not silver, and probably tin. It is

lot a plated piece struck from one of the ordinary decadrachm dies ; a

ipecial die must have been engraved for it. But Pollux speaks of a vofua/ia-

iov passing for four Attic drachms instead of one, whereas Mr. Evans'
:oin is a decadrachm ; and the profit obtained by plating with tin instead
if silver must have been so small as to make the fraud barely worth
lerpetration.

2 x. 48.
3 Lenormant, i. p. 213.

* Pollux, vii. 105, ix. 78 ; Hesychius triSdpeos. Aristoph. Nub. 249 et

Schol.
' Plat. Eryx. 400 ; Plut. Lyourg 9, Lysandr. 17 quoted above ; Pollux, ix. 79.
6 See above, p. 5, note 1. The Britons also used bars (or rods) of iron

nstead of money ^Caes. B. 0. v. 12).
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to Tegea, Argos (Fig. 5), and perhaps Heraea 1
. They are of

Aeginetic weight and their types are similar to those of the

silver coins of these towns.

The glass pieces which are well known to students of Arabic

numismatics have their analogy in certain pieces of this material

dating from Roman Imperial and Byzantine times 2
- But there

is no doubt that all these pieces alike are to be regarded not as

coins but as coin-weights 3
.

Wood, terra-cotta, and leather are mentioned by various

writers as having occasionally been the material of money.

There is no reason to doubt that a token coinage may have

been issued in these materials. Terra-cotta casts of silver coins

of various countries have been frequently found at Athens \

§ 3. The Sources of the Metals.

The sources of the metals which we have described are

of some importance in the history of coinage since, in days of

comparatively difficult communication, those metals as a rule

which were most accessible in the neighbourhood would be made
into coin. Thus the first coinage of Persia was largely a gold

coinage, since the treasures of Central Asia were not far re-

moved; the early coinage of Asia Minor was ofthe electrum from
the Lydian mountains ; that of Greece proper was of silver

;

that of Central Italy of bronze. Other facts less broad rest on
similar bases ; thus it is probably the nearness of the Crimea
to the Asiatic gold mines that accounts for the high weight of

the gold coins of Panticapaeum (PL V. 4), and the extra-

ordinary continuance of a gold coinage (PI. XXII. 3) in that

part of the world even under the Eoman Empire.
As to the distribution of the metals, we may take a brief

survey, in geographical order, of the more important metalli-

ferous districts in ancient times d
. The metals we take in their

natural order of precedence.

1 KShler in Ath. Mitth. 1882. pp. 2 and 377.
2 Longperier, Rev. Sum. 1861, pp. 412, 413. The British Museum pos-

sesies a large number.
s See Lane-Poole, Calal. 0/Arabic ff'oss Weights in the B. if., p. vii.
* See. on th&e materials. Lenorniant. i. pp. 215. 220.
! In this we cannot do better than follow H. Biumner, Techn. u Termi*.

d. Gewerbe u. Kunste, it '1887), where ample references to the authorities
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In Africa there were two chief sources of gold ; the mysterious
interior, whence gold was brought by caravans to Egypt and
Carthage ; and the Abyssinian and Egyptian mountains. The
island of Meroe was rich in gold and other metals ; but most
famous were the mountains between the Nile and the Eed Sea,

near Berenice Panchrysos, on the road from Assuan to Abu
Hammed, near Olaki. The east coast of Africa, south of the

Eed Sea, was perhaps the land of Ophir.

In Asia, gold came from several places in Arabia ; but
far richer sources were the Altai Mountains and Siberia.

The Indian supplies probably came from the region north
of the Punjab. The fame of these districts came to the Greeks
in the form of the well-known stories about the gold-digging

ants, and the gold-guarding griffins. The gold mines of

Armenia and Colchis were also important ; the legend of the

golden fleece not improbably originated in the practice of

catching the gold dust by means of fleeces. In Asia Minor,

there is record of a number of sources of gold, but their wealth

was probably exaggerated. Gold was found in mines on Tmolus
and Sipylus, and in the rivers Pactolus and Hermus which
flowed from those mountains. These sources were already

exhausted in Strabo's time. It is necessary also to mention
the mines between Atarneus and Pergamum, near Abydus,

Cremaste, Astyra, and Lampsacus ; for these go a little way
towards explaining the early gold and electrum currencies

of the north-west corner of Asia Minor.

The tradition that the island of Siphnos possessed rich gold

mines is supported by the fact that its inhabitants were

unusually wealthy. The only other island to be mentioned

here is Thasos, where, in the part lying opposite to Samo-
thrace, the gold mines were early exploited by the Phoenicians.

These mines belonged really to the same system as those of

Thrace. In that country there were several important mines.

Those at Skapte Hyle yielded as much as eighty talents a year

in the beginning of the fifth century. We know that Athenian

interests were strong in this district, and that the historian

Thucydides owned mines there '. Daton was proverbially rich

will be found. For the distribution of gold in antiquity, see also

W. Ridgeway, Origin of Currency, pp. 66 ff.

1 The reference in Lucian [Be Saaif. 11) to statues made of Thracian gold
hardly applies, as Blumner thinks, to Athens in particular.

C 2
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in gold (Aarov ayaBlv). The mines called Asyla at Crenides

(afterwards Philippi, PI. VII. 3) became the chief source of the

wealth of Philip II, yielding 1,000 talents a year. To these

sources we may add Mount Pangaeus and the Eiver Hebrus,

and also the mines of Nisvoro in Chalcidice, which ara still

worked, though not for gold '- The other Thracian mines

were worked as late as the fourth century a. d.

In Macedon it is necessary to mention the mines of Mount
Bermion and of Pieria, as well as those near the Strymon, as

far up as Paeonia. These were at first closed by the Eomans,

and afterwards (158 b. c.) reopened for the benefit of theEoman
treasury.

The reports of gold in other parts of the Greek mainland are

probably untrue. Even in Mycenaean times the gold which

was buried in such quantities with the dead was probably

imported from Asia Minor.

In Italy the most important gold mines were in Transpadane

Gaul, especially near Aquileia, where the state took over the

mines formerly belonging to the Taurisci.

Spain was a treasure-house of all the metals. The mines,

which were first organized by the Phoenicians, and then passed

to Carthage, and so to Eome. belonged in Imperial times mostly

to the state. Gold was found in nearly all parts. In Gaul, too,

all the metals were plentiful, gold especially being four.d in the

mountain districts of the Northern Pyrenees, the Cevennes,

and Switzerland. In Central Europe, the districts of Noricum,

Dacia, Moesia (Hungary and Siebenbilrgen) in the Danube
district, as well as Dalmatia, where th * gold mines were state-

property, must be mentioned. The state also possessed gold

mines in Britain (probably in South Wales).

Silver in ancient times was much less widely distributed than
gold 2

. In Africa itself none was found, except in admixture
with gold in the electrum mines of Aethiopia. In Asia we
hear of it in Nabathaea, Northern India, Karmania, and Bac-
triana. The silver of Asia Minor was perhaps obtained by
smelting the electrum. There were, however, silver mines

1 W. C. F. Anderson, A Journey from Mount Alhos to the Hebrus, p. 223 (in
the Commemoration Volume of University College, Sheffield, 1897).

2 It was, as Bliimner (p. 29^ notes, sometimes more costly tlian gold, as
in Egypt (Lepsius, die Metalls—Bevl. Akad. Abh. 1871—p. 51) and, as late
as the days of Mungo Park, in Africa.
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luch as those at Balia in Mysia
*

; and a considerable amount
>f silver came from Colchis.

Of the Greek islands, Siphnos alone need be mentioned, and

ts store of silver was probably slight. On the mainland there

were silver mines at Mount Pangaeus, and at Damastium in

Epirus 2
. Elsewhere in Greece silver was scarce, except—

mportant exception!—at Laurium 3 in Attica. It is probable

;hat the great mines here were not properly worked until

;he time of Themistocles \ The mines belonged to the state,

jut were worked by contract. They were supposed to be quite

exhausted by Strabo's time ; nevertheless an attempt has been

nade in our own day to reopen them.

Italy possessed practically no silver. There were mines in

Sardinia; but those between Populonia and Volaterrae were

probably unknown to the ancients.

Spain was the great silver country of antiquity. Its silver

nines ° were worked by natives, Phoenicians, Carthaginians,

md Romans
;
yet their output did not begin to fall off until

christian times. In Koman times the mines were at first in

aart the property of the Eoman state ; later a large number of

;hem belonged to rich individuals, who paid a tax which

gelded more profit to the state than the actual working of the

nines by the government would have done. As silver was

'ound in nearly all parts of the peninsula, it is unnecessary to

specify the silver-bearing districts, except perhaps that of Osca,

lorth of the Ebro, whence came the argentum Oscense often

nentioned by Livy.

Of the remaining silver-bearing districts of Europe (Aqui-

;ania in Gaul, the district of the Mattiaci in Germany, Britain,

Dalmatia, and Pannonia), only the last two are of any impor-

tance. The mines in these were the property of the state.

1 W. C. F. Anderson, 1. c.

2 The miner's pick, hammer (tuttis), and a block of metal with an
attachment to enable it to be carried, are represented on the smaller coins.

For specimens of the instruments, see Ardaillon, Zes Mines du Laurion,

pp. 91, 22.
3 See the exhaustive work of E. Ardaillon, Les Mines du Laurion dans

''Antiquite (Bibl. des Ecoles francaises), 1897.
* Silver was scarce at Athens in the time of Solon : Plut. Solon. 16.

s See the description of the mines in Diodorus Siculus, v. 36. One Euboic
talent of silver could be won in thi-ee days ; and in the time of Polybius

no less than 40,000 men were at work in the mines of Carthagena.

t
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The copper of antiquity came especially from two districts,

Cyprus and Spain. But we have evidence of the finding of

copper in Africa and Asia, as well as other parts of Europe.

Thus, for Africa, although most of the copper used in Egypt

came from the mines in the Sinaitic district, the metal was

also found in the Thebaid and at Meroe '. The produce of such

vaguely defined localities as ' the Numidian coast ' and ' Libya

'

was probably unimportant. In Asia, Palestine, Edom, the

Phoenician Lebanon, Chaldaea, and Karmania produced copper.

In Asia Minor copper came from Cilicia, Cisthene in Mysia,

the island of Chalcitis or Demonnesos, near Chalcedon, the

district of the Mossynoeci on the south coast of the Euxine, and

doubtless from several other places. The importance of Cyprus

in respect of this metal is shown by the name borne by copper in

a large number of languages. Whether copper gave its name
to Cyprus or the island its name to the metal, matters little for

our purpose ; the latter alternative is, however, probably the

true one. In the island, the most famous mines were at

Tamassus (called Temesa in Homer), Amathus, Soli, Tyrrhias (?),

and the promontory of Crommyon.
Legend fixed the discovery of copper at Chalcis in Euboea.

We shall see that one explanation of the origin of the Euboic

standard is based on the fact that copper was the staple pro-

duct of the great Euboean cities. In Strabo's time the mine,

which had possessed the peculiarity of producing iron and

copper in conjunction, had given out. In the south of the

island, on Mount Ocha, and perhaps in the north at Aedepsus,

there are traces of copper m inin g. The sources of copper on

the mainland of Greece were insignificant.

In Italy we must mention first the mines of Temesa hi

Bruttium. The similarity of name caused many critics in

ancient times to suppose that Homer referred not to Temesa-
Tamassus in Cyprus, but to the Bruttian city. Further north
the mines of Elba (Aethalia) 2 and Volaterrae (the latter especi-

ally rich) produced the metal which was employed so largely in

Italy, not only for bronze-work, as by the Etruscans, but also

1 Copper was more important in the coinage of Egypt under the
Ptolemies, than in that of any ancient state outside the Italian peninsula.

1 The copper of Elba, however, gave out at a comparatively early date
and was succeeded by iron.
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or the purposes of currency. The home produce was probably
:onsiderably supplemented by importation.

Spain, once more, takes an important position as a source of

iopper, which, next to silver, was probably her chief treasure.

The region of the southern coast (Baetica) was especially rich,

;he most famous mines being at Cotinae in the Mons Marianus
Sierra Morena). The Eio Tinto mines which were also worked
n antiquity were, however, probably not far behind in richness.

The amount of copper produced by Gaul and Germany was
jomparatively small. In Caesar's time, Britain used imported
jopper ; but it appears that copper mines were anciently worked
n Wales.

The chief source of tin in historical times lay in the Far
West, in the 'Tin Islands.' These were probably the British

[sles, or more accurately speaking South West Britain '. The
netal came to the Mediterranean countries partly overland

;hrough Gaul to Narbo and Massalia, partly by sea to Spain,

icross the peninsula, and thence again by sea to its destination,

[n comparison with the British mines those of Spain and Gaul
leed hardly be mentioned.

Without going in detail into the source of the other metals,

we may mention one fact which seems to bear on a numis-

matic question. The fact that the chief ancient source of

iron, so far as the mainland of Greece is concerned, was in

Peloponnesus, on the promontory of Taenarus, and in the

range ending in Cape Malea, is not without significance in

regard to the iron coinage of Peloponnesus.

§ 4. The Testing of Metals in Antiquity.

The description of the ancient methods of refining does not

strictly come within the limits of our subject, and it is sufficient

to refer to the treatment of these matters by Blumner 2

It is probable that the ancients were much more skilful than

surselves at practically detecting the baseness of metal, apart

1 That tin came thence as well as from the Spanish peninsula of course

ldmitsof no doubt. Where the ancients placed the 'Cassiterides' is another
juestion.

3 Techn. iv. p. 130 f. See also Gardner, Types, p. 17 ; Kidgeway, Origin of

Currency, p. 8r ; and Mongez, op cit. p. 188.
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from a scientific assay. If the Chinese at the present day can

test the purity of metals by sight, touch, sound, and smell, the

Greeks were apparently as clever '. Copper, even when present

in a small proportion only, tetrays itself by its smell if the

metal is warmed by friction. If the coin was plated, an obvious

test was to stab the piece, and the marks of this test having

been applied are to be seen on many ancient coins (PL II. 9).

There is even authority for the use by the ancients of the touch-

stone to a degree which seems to us almost incrediDle
-5

.

~~TTieophrastus ' describes a stone, found especially in the river

Tmolus, evidently the well-known ' Lydian stone ' or Pao-awVi/r

Xi'tfor, which could be applied as a test of not only refined metal,

but also gold and silver when alloyed with copper (raTa^aXKos).

By this means it was possible to tell what proportion was

contained in the stater ; the test revealed the presence of so

small a proportion of alloy as a 'barley corn' {*p<-6r, i.e. T\ obol?)

in a stater. This test must surely have been carried out by the

application of some reagent to the mark left on the touchstone,

and not merely by noting its colour. But probably there is an

element of fable in this account as in the account given in the

treatise DeFluviis of the behaviour of the plant called cJirysopolis,

which grew near the Pactolus 4
.

Sibcer was te sted 6 by means of the touchstone, and also by

the process of placing it on a red-hot. iron shovel. Metal which

under such conditions retained its clear white colour was jure;

that which took a red hue was not" so'good ; that whichTiecame

black was worthless. There were, however, it would seem,

methods of cheating this test. Another simpler test, when

1 Epictetus, Diss. i. 20, 8 upare feat ewi tuv voyxantiTos . . . oaois <5 dpyvfo-
yvajpwv npoaxpVTat Kara huKLfxaaiav tov vofilerfiaros' ttj oip€t, ttj atpfj, rjj 6a(ppaaiq,

to. TfXevraia rp aitOTJ' floras rh Srfvaptov, tqj ipoiptv irpoatx €l k.t.X.
2 Ridgeway, in Num. Chron. 1895, pp. IC4-109 ; Bliimner, Technd. iv.

p. 138.
3 De Lapid. 46. Cf. Plin. N. B. xxxiii. 126 (the stone was called in

Latin coticula, just as sometimes in Greek ixovrj). A piece of true metal,
and the piece to be tested, were rubbed beside each other (imparpipuv) on
the stone, and the colours of the streaks compared.

1 Cap. vii. § 4. npos airf/v yap ai aOTvyi'iTovts mSAcir top axlpaiov xpvauv Soxifid-
(oymv. ap.ayfy airrjv xm'e '- eV''a ' ffairrovai T-f/v BoTavr/v xal iav piv avcSfVTOV
to xpvcrioy rj, to <pv\Xa xpvovrai- eai/ 8' i<p6apnei ov vwapxr), tt)v ^Waypivriv
vypaaiav anowTvei sal Starripu tt)s vXtjs tt)v oiaiav KaSws laro/Kt Xpvaippios iv
7' nepi YloTap£iv. (Plutarch, Horalia, ed. Bernardakis, vol. vii. p. 295.)

5 Bliimner, Te:lm. iv. p. 153.
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ilver was polished, was to breathe upon it. Pure metal

mrnediately threw off the moisture.

§ 5. Oxide and Patina.

On the nature of the metal, but still more on the character

if the soil in which ancient coins have been buried, depends

he quality of the surface which they now present. Gold

iuifers least of all the metals, but it is not uncommon to find

>old coins, when freshly dug up, covered with a reddish deposit.

This, however, is usually quite superficial. Silver of course

becomes considerably oxidized under favourable circumstances.

[t is not uncommon for silver coins to be covered in addition

vith a greenish deposit from the surrounding earth, or possibly

:'rom bronze vessels in which they have been hoarded. But
.t is brass _and bronze coins which are most jffected_by the

;ircumstances of their burial. A very small percentage of the

iormer retain Their original bright yellow colour. In volcanic

soils, such as those of South Italy, Sicily, and Thessaly, the

effect of the sulphurous surroundings is happy, the rich green

Dr blue porcelain-like patina which they impart being highly

prized by collectors \ Other soils, again, such as that of many
parts of Cyprus, are most destructive to metal.

1 The dart bluish-green patina (such as that on a ' large brass ' coin of

Julia Domna in the British Museum, rev. type spes) is rarer than the pale

gieen.



CHAPTER II

THE COIN AS A MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE

ORIGIN, DISTRIBUTION, AND RELATION

OF COIN-STANDARDS

§ i. Theories of the Origin of Coin-Standards.

The least satisfactory department of ancient Numismatics

is that which is occupied with questions of Metrology '.

Rigid as may be the mathematical basis of this science, it

is as yet impossible to erect on it a firm system into which
the various measures adopted for coinage in ancient times can

be safely fitted. Commercial interest and many other in-

fluences, at which we can only guess, combined to modify,

often beyond recognition, the standards of weight which
preceded the introduction of coinage.

Briefly regarded, the theories of the origin of coin-standards

and weight-standards fall into two divisions. The one com-

prises theories according to which these standards are derived

from a scientifically obtained unit or units ; the other theory,

for in this second division there is but one, regards man
as making 'his earliest essays in weighing by means of the

seeds of plants, which nature had placed ready to his hand
as counters and weights 2

.' The first object, it is supposed,

1 F. Hultsch, Grieckisclie u. Romische Mdrohgie, 2nd ed. 1882 ; J. Brandis.
Hum-, Mass- u. Gewichtswesen in Vorderasien, 1866. Summary up to 1887 by
Mr. B. V. Head in his Historia Kumorvm, pp. xxviii ff. For Roman coins
especially, Mommsen-Blacas, Hisioire de la Monnaie Rimaine, and Samwer-
Bahrfeldt, Gesch. dee all. Vim. Munswesens, 1883. See also Head's bibliography.

2 W. Eidgeway, Origin 0/ Currency and Weight-Standards, 1892, p. 387.
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to which the art of weighing was applied, was gold, and the

gold-unit all over the world was the amount equivalent in

value to an ox. And this gold-unit was universally in the

earliest times determined by weighing the metal against

a certain number of grains of corn. That something like this

was the origin of the weight-unit seems to be exceedingly

probable, and the theory indeed so far meets with little

opposition from the representatives of the ' scientific ' school.

Whether the weight was arrived at independently in various

places by this method is another question. What concerns the

metrologist, however, is the fact that at a very early period

the Babylonians and the Egyptians had left this primitive

system far behind. ' There is an interval of centuries between
the two stages : (1) of the first introduction of the practice

of measuring weight every time by a number of grains of corn,

and (2) of the development or introduction of a scientific

system with a fixed standard of weight—the origin and natural

prototype of which were without influence on commerce and
therefore a matter of no concern to it V It was in Asia Minor,

where Greece came into contact with the East, that coinage

began, at a time when the scientific standards had long been
in use for the weighing of metal. Whatever was the ultimate

source of those standards, as applied to coins they can only be

regarded as coming from the East. The unit of 842 grammes
would not be employed by peoples in all parts of the world be-

cause that amount of gold was (if it was !) the equivalent of an

ox, but because that unit was employed for the weighing of gold

when the metal was first made into coin, and had continued to

be employed as the use of coinage spread from East to West.
It is sufficient for us to recognize that a fixed unit of weight

had been already determined, whether by taking once for all

the weight of a definite number of grains, or by some other

process, as by weighing the amount of water contained in

a certain cubic space.

1 C. P. Lehmann, Bos cdtbaoyloniscke Maass- u. Gewichts-system als Grundlage

der antiken Gewichts-, Miim- u. Maass-systeme, in the Transactions of the Eighth
Oriental Congress at Stockholm, 1889. Other papers by this author
which will be frequently referred to in the course of this chapter are

Altbabylonisches Mt/us u. Gevjicht in the Verhandlungen der Berliner Gesellschaft

fiir Anthropologic, &c, 1889, pp. 245 ff., and Zur 'AOrjvaiav lioMreia in Hermes,

1892, pp. 530 ff.
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Admitting the existence of this developed system, we find

that two countries, Babylonia and Egypt, dispute the claim

of its origination. As, again, this question belongs to a stage

prior to the history of our subject, it may be passed by. But,

since coinage originated in Asia Minor and not in Egypt,

it was the weight-system of Babylonia, and its derivatives

to which the early coin-weTghts~ belonged, and this system,

therefore, so far as it concerns the coin-standards, must now be

described \

§ 2. Determination of Early Weight-Standards.

The unit of weight was the shekel (0-1'yXo? or o-fcAog). This

was -fo of the manah or mina {^S), and this again ^ ofThe

F4'
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To determine the amounts of these various denominations

we are guided by various extant weights, mostly inscribed with

their amounts.

BABYLONIAN WEIGHTS.
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Of these, the common manah is probably the older, and

the royal is derived from it. The raising of the norm was

probably dictated by a principle of taxation, in accordance with

which a certain percentage was added to all the common
weights whenever payments were made to the royal treasury.

In accordance with the Babylonian sexagesimal system, the

addition was in the first instance Jj. This gives a heavy

manah of 10229 S- to 1027 g. But in later times an addition

of t^u appears to have been made, revealing the influence of

the decimal system, and this yielded a heavy manah of

1031-1 g. to 10353 g.

Finally, for the purposes of coinage, some deduction had

to be made to defray the expense. This appears to have been

calculated on a basis of two per cent., which yields a heavy

manah of 1008 g. to 1010 g.

The raising of weights for the purpose of taxation is a priori

probable, and the theory that weights were so raised is borne

out by a weight of the time of Darius Hystaspes ' with inscrip-

tions in old Persian (the royal dialect), new Susie, and new
Babylonian. The two latter inscriptions call the weight £
mina I shekel ; the royal inscription calls it 2 Jcarasha. Now
since the weight mina = 60 shekels, 1 shekel = ^V x \ mina.

Therefore 2 karasha = -| mina + an addition of one-twentieth,

or five per cent. The weight in question therefore is five per

cent, in advance of the common £ mina, and we have here an

instance of the king's adding five per cent, to the common
weight, and explaining the addition by inscription in the

vernacular.

As regards the deduction for the mint, the evidence is not

quite so clear
2 But the usual weights of 8-40 g. for the

daric (PI. I. 11) and 560 g. for the siglos (PI. I. 10) seem
to have been obtained by some such deduction. The occurrence

of higher weights, on the other hand, shows that the deduction

was not always made. Again 3
, the Ptolemaic drachm is

1 Lehmann in Verhandl. der Berl Gesellsch. fur Anthrop. &c, 1889, p. 273.
2 The daric, on which as weighing 8-57 g. Lehmann (op. cit. p. 279

;

Brandis, p. 66) bases one argument, weighs, according to Babelon (Perses

Achem., no. 124), only 8.25 g. The highest weight of any daric known
to me is 8-46 g. (Babelon, no. 95) ; of any double daric, 17-002 g. (Brit.
Mus.).

3 Lehmann in Hermes, 1892, p. 535, note 2.
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363 g. (the tetradrachm being a Phoenician stater of the

common norm 1455 g.) ; the maximum weight as found is

3 57 g- to 358 g. The Athenian gold drachm is never above

4-32 g. The reason is that the deduction for the cost of

striking was made rigorously in consideration of the precious

character of the metal. ' The measure in question,' as Lehmann
points out, ' was a protective one. Metal which has already

gone through the processes of smelting, refining, &c, is

naturally the more valuable for the change. Ornaments made
of such metal could obviously be placed on the market with

more profit than if these laborious processes had to be per-

formed. By keeping the intrinsic worth of a coin a little

below its nominal value, the authorities made it more profitable

to retain it as a coin than to put it into the crucible. The
reduction could also be effected by alloying. In early times,

in well-ordered states, where purity was an object, this method
was avoided. And the occurrence of pieces of full weight,

as in the Solonian coinage, was also due to a wish to win
a reputation for the currency.'

The standard as thus reduced might be regarded as a new
standard. Another state copying the standard in this reduced

form, and making its own reduction, would bring about

a further fall in the standard. This is probably one secret

cause of the degradation to which coin-standards were subject.

The principle on which, for the purposes of coinage, the

units within each norm were arrived at, may be explained

by the following instance. Taking the light mina of the

reduced royal norm at 505 g. we find that it contains sixty

shekels or staters of 8-4 g. This was the unit employed

for gold coinage on this norm. For monetary purposes, again,

the weight-mina of sixty shekels was not used, but a money-

mina of fifty shekels (420 g. in this case) was employed. This

was the system for gold. But for silver another standard

was required, because at this time the relation of gold to silver

was of an inconvenient kind, being 13J :
1 '- One gold shekel

of 8-4 g. was therefore worth 111-72 g. of silver, or (a) ten

pieces of silver of 11-172 g., or again (6) fifteen pieces of 7-44 g.

1 Herod, iii. 95 rd 8% xPv(Jlov rpio-fcaidetcaaTaoiov Xo"^i^6^.tvov. This is

only approximate, the truer relation being as in the text : Mommsen-
Blacas, Morm. Rom. i. p. 407.
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These weights could therefore be conveniently employed as

units for silver coinage. We thus get the following system :

—

Weight Mina.

Gold Shekel

Gold Mina =

Silver Shekel (a) =

Silver Shekel (6) =

The shekel (a) is generally known as the Babylonian, Lydian

or Persic, the shekel (b) as the Phoenician or Graeco-Asiatic.

Th-3 Greeks appear to have obtained the former through the

Lydians, the latter through the Phoenicians.

Calculated on this principle the gold and silver weights

may be tabulated as follows :

—
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(c) Reduced form ;b taxed at two per cent.).

33

o;8 to 1010

840 ,, 841-6
16.80 ,, 16-82
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the dominion of the Syrian kings, who used another standard,

failed to dislodge it. It held its ground at cities like Antioch

even after they had fallen into the hands of Koine. The re-

markable coins struck by the Jews in their first revolt (Fig. 7) are

Fie. 7—Half-shekel of the First Revolt of the Jews. Obv. 'Half-shekel,

year 3.' Eev. ' Jerusalem the Holy.' Weight: 7 Tig. [Slightly under
actual size.]

of the Phoenician standard. Westward we find the Phoenician

standard in some of the islands of the Aegean Sea, and farther

north at Byzantium (where, however, it only obtained for

a time), Abdera (whence it passed to the Bisaltian tribes in

the interior), and Amphipolis. It was adopted by the early

Macedonian kings, and made its way, after the failure of

Athenian influence towards the end of the fifth century, into

Thasos, Neapolis, and Chalcidice. In early times the Phocaeans

had carried it to their colony of Velia in Southern Italy. Here

it took firm root, producing the 'Campanian standard'; and

still further west we find it in the Phocaean colony of Massalia.

This was the progress of the Phoenician standard along the

northern shores of the Mediterranean. Along the south coast

it is equally wide-spread ; Carthage naturally employs it, when
at the end of the fifth century she begins to coin, not merely

for silver but also to some extent for gold and electrum ; in

Cyrenaica it is found towards the close of the sixth century

;

and in Egypt, after a brief struggle with other standards

in the time of Ptolemy Soter, it becomes the standard in use

for both gold and silver.

§ 4. The Aeginetic and Ettboic-Attic Standards.

The earliest coinage of Greece proper, of some of the Aegean
islands, and of many other places scattered about the Greek
world, is struck on a standard which cannot be identified with
any of those just described. It is known, from the fact that

its most famous representative is the currency of Aegina, as the

Aeginetic standard. The highest weight reached by a coin of
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this class is 1344 g- (a unique electrum stater at Paris) '. A few

weigh 1296 g. or a little more, but the normal weight is

1257 g. If we except the Paris coin, and the iron pieces

mentioned above (p. 17), the standard is confined to silver.

The usual explanation of this stater is that it is the stater of

145 g. in a degraded form 2
. Such a degradation at this early

period (seventh century b. c), face to face with the adoption of

other standards in an unreduced form, is highly improbable.

The standard has also been explained as a compromise between

the Babylonian and the Phoenician standards, the old Aeginetie

silver mina of 6285 g. being equivalent to about six gold

shekels of the royal weight (taking 13-4 g. as the normal

weight of the Aeginetie stater, and the relation between gold

and silver as 133 : 1). Mr. Eidgeway remarks 3 that this equa-

tion seems somewhat arbitrary. He himself supposes that the

relation of gold to silver in Greece was not 133 : 1 as in Asia

Minor, but 15 : 1. One gold piece of 8 4 g. would, therefore,

be equivalent to ten silver pieces of 126 g , i.e. to ten Aeginetie

staters of the normal weight *.

It would be easy to multiply hypotheses of this kind. If, for

instance, we assumed 16 : 1 as the relation of gold to silver, and

reckoned from the gold shekel of the common norm, one gold piece

of 8 18 g. would be equivalent to ten silver pieces of 13 o8g. This

would explain the weight of all but the electrum stater, the excep-

tional weight of which might be explained as due to its material.

There is, however, a less arbitrary explanation 5
. The stater

of 13-44 S- maximum gives a mina of 672 g. This is § of the

heavy, ^ of the light Babylonian weight mina of the reduced

royal norm, or |£ of the light Babylonian silver mina of the

same norm R
.

The later Aeginetie stater of 1260 g. may be derived 7 with

1 It is worthy of note that the reverse of this stater is of a character

otherwise confined to the earliest coins of Rhodes. See Head, Brit. Mus. Catal

,

Caria, PI. 34, nos. 7-10 ; PI. 35, nos. 7-9. The attribution of the coin to

Aegina is therefore doubtful.
'' So Head, H K. pp. xxxviii and 332.

3 Op. cit. p. 219.
4 Mr. Eidgeway is, however, inconsistent with this explanation when

he says (p. 217) that 'the weight of the heaviest specimens of any series

must be regarded as the true index of the normal weight.'
5 Lehmann, Hermes, 1892, p. 558.
6 The Attic trade mina of 655 g. was derived in the same way from the

common norm.
7 Lehmann, Verhandl. der Berl. Gesellsch. fur Anthropologic, &c. (1889), p. 278.

D 2
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almost equal probability from tbe second full form of the royal

norm. The stater in question implies a mina of 630 g. This is

U of the light Babylonian silver mina, || of the light weight

mina of this norm.

Whatever may have been the origin of the Aeginetic standard,

its spread was, with the course of trade, towards the West.

There are sporadic cases of its use as far east as Mallus and

Celenderis in Cilicia, and Cyprus, but these are quite excep-

tional ; it prevails largely, though not exclusively, in the Aegean

islands. We find it also in Crete ;
and as far north as the

western coast of the Euxine. But its chief home is on the

Greek mainland, from Thessaly downwards, and in the Ionian

islands (if the Corcyrean standard is a light form of the

Aeginetic) ; Aegina itself counts as part of the mainland in

this respect. Through the field occupied by the Aeginetic

standard, the Euboic-Attic- Corinthian standard (to be de-

scribed below) forced its way like a wedge, reaching across

towards Italy and Sicily. The Aeginetic standard passed to

Italy and Sicily with the earliest Chalcidian colonies, showing

how great was the Aeginetic trade in this direction ; for

Chalcidian colonies, one would expect, would have used the

standard of their mother-country \

The Euboic-Attic standard (stater of 872 g., mina of 436-6 g.)

has generally been explained as derived from the Babylonian

royal gold standard (stater of 842 g., mina of 421 g.). This

derivation is open to the objections that a gold standard would

be thus transferred to silver, and at the same time raised by

a small amount 2
. Lehmann's suggestion " is again more plau-

1
If, however, we accept the theory of Imhoof-Blumer, that the silver

coins of Naxos, Zancle, Himera, and Rhegium were thirds and eighteenths
of the Euboic-Attic tetradrachm (and this seems on the whole most
probable), it is still noteworthy that these curious denominations must
have been chosen because they fitted in with the Aeginetic standard.
Mr. A. J. Evans notes (Num. Chron. 1898, p. 321) that the coins weighing
about .90 g. struck at these cities have no obvious relation to any but the

Aeginetic sys'em, of which they arc obols ; on the other hand, what
appear to be Euboic-Attic obols were commonly struck at Zancle and Naxos.
In any case, therefore, the system was a dual one.

2 A principle to be observed in the explanation of standards is that
when two standards resemble each other so closely, the resemblance
may be due as well to coincidence as to relation. It should, however,
be noted that this standard was actually used for electrum ; see below,

P- 38.
3 Hermes, 1892, p. 549, note 1.
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ible. He supposes that Chalcis, the copper- city, where this

tandard probably originated, commanded the market in copper,

md was able to put an unusually high price on that metal '.

The relation of silver to copper in Ptolemaic times, and in all

>robability during many previous centuries, was 120 : 1. If we
iuppose that the people of Chalcis raised the price of copper

me-fifth, the relation of silver to copper would now be 96 : 1.

!fow, when silver was to copper as 120 : 1, one light mina of

silver was equivalent to 120 light minae of copper

:= 2 light talents } „

or 1 heavy talent )

md ^ light mina of silver = 1 light talent of copper.

If the proportion were changed to 96 : 1, we should no longer

lave

1 light silver mina = 1 heavy talent of copper

\ „ „ „ - 1 light „ „
Dirt \ light silver mina = 1 heavy talent of copper

I „ „ „ = 1 light „
_
»

Now I of the light, or J of the heavy, Babylonian silver mina
jf the common norm is exactly equivalent to the Euboic-Attic

Fie. 8.—Athenian Chalcus. Obv. Head of Athena. Rev. Owl and Amphora.

mina of 436 6 gr. It is noticeable, in confirmation of this

derivation on the basis of the ratio 96 : 1 for silver as compared

with copper, that in the Euboic-Attic system the chalcus

(Pig. 8) was -fa of the stater. The xa^ K"is ("""anjp) was there-

fore, originally, a stater's weight of copper, and one stater of

silver was worth ninety-six of copper.

1 That is to say, it is supposed that Chaleis had a monopoly, if not in

copper, yet in that kind of copper which was most in demand for bronze-

work in the parts of the world with which Chalcis traded. It was
therefore able to put up the price of the metal. The effect of abundance
of gold in Panticapaeum (see below) was precisely the contrary ; but this

only means that no attempt was made to establish a monopoly. It must
be admitted that Lehmann's theory is based on a conjecture, but it is

a conjecture remarkably confirmed by the place of the xa^K°vs in the

scale of denominations.
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The so-called Corinthian standard was the same as the Euboic-

Attic, differing only in its divisional system. It will be

discussed in greater detail below (§ 6).

This Euboic-Attic standard is met with occasionally on the

west coast of Asia Minor in early times. The rude but remark-

able pieces of electrum attributed by Babelon 1 to Samos are

struck on this standard (1742 g. to the stater). But its real

home is in Euboea and Attica. Hence it spread northwards

to Chalcidice, Aenus, and elsewhere. It passed westwards to

Sicily, where, having ousted the Aeginetic standard (see above,

p. 36, note 1), it became thoroughly established in the early

years of the fifth century. From Sicily it went northwards to

Etruria (see below, § 12). But the great triumph of the Attic

standard was reserved for the Hellenistic age. Its adoption by

Alexander the Great, and the enormous number of coins issued

by him and his successors on this standard, changed the whole

face of the Greek coinage. The innumerable copies of the

tetradrachms of Alexander and Lysimachus, and the large

showy ' spread ' tetradrachms of Asia Minor, all of Attic weight,

are evidence of the popularity of the standard. It penetrated

even to Syria, and practically as far east as Alexander's civiliz-

ing influence was felt, until it lost itself in India.

These five ('Gold-shekel,' Babylonic, Phoenician, Aeginetic,

Euboic-Attic-Corinthian) were the standards of Greece proper

and the East. The most important of the peculiarly Western
standards was of course the Roman. This was really a local

standard, and did not spread over the civilized world in the

natural course of commerce. Its adoption outside the Italian

peninsula was due to the force of Roman domination. It may,

therefore, be most suitably discussed when we reach Italy in

the survey of the various countries in which standards were

used other than the five great ones already described.

§ 5. Local Standards of Asia Minor.

On the western coast of Asia Minor, the great seaport of

Miletus is credited with a large series of early electrum coins,

the weight of the stt.ter being 14-18 to 14-24 g. The standard

1
Rev. Num. 1894, pp. 149 ff.
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appears to be an adaptation of the Phoenician standard of the

common norm, by a deduction of 4V (for 14- 18 = f-g x 14-54) '.

This standard is also found in the electrum coinage of Chios

(1406 g.) and Samos (same weight, PI. I. 12).

Chios itself employed a peculiar standard for its silver coinage.

The earliest silver didrachms (PI. I. 16) weigh 797 g. ,
pointing

to a tetradrachm of 1594 g., the slightly later tetradrachms

(still early in the fifth century), 15-29 g. The standard is

explained by Mr. Head 2 as a raised form of the Phoenician, but

the elevation was probably due to adjustment with the Aegine-

tic standard, since four silver staters of 155 g. = five

Aeginetic silver staters of 124 g.
3

.

When Rhodes, about 400 b. 0., deserted the Attic standard,

its silver (PI. V. 5) was struck on a standard according to which
the tetradrachms weigh 1490 to 1555 g. ;

probably the same
as the Chian standard *

To Samos belongs a peculiar standard, according to which
the silver tetradrachm weighed 13-3 g. This is roughly f of

the weight of the contemporary Chian tetradrachm of 1594 g.

(13-3 x i = 1596).

The cistophori, circulating in that part of Asia Minor which
afterwards became the province of Asia, represent a peculiar

standard. These coins were a quasi-federal currency, which
originated probably at Ephesus about 200 b. c, and was adopted

at Pergamum (PI. X. 2) and spread by Pergamene influence.

The tetradrachms weigh 1273 g. normal. They were regarded

by the Eomans as equivalent to three denarii, and were worth

rather less than § of the Attic tetradrachm of 1 7 44 g.

(12-70 x 3 = 1693) which circulated so widely at this time in

the Eastern Mediterranean. Nevertheless, we frequently find

on the staters of Side (PI. VIII. 5), which are of Attic weight,

the counter-marks of cistophoric mints, which would seem to

show that these staters were tariffed as equivalent to cistophori.

Cistophori were also issued in Crete.

An exceptional issue of gold by Ephesus during the Mithra-

datic war is represented by staters of the usual weight, and

1 Lehmann, Altb. Maass. p. 264.
2 H. N. p. 513.

3 This connexion is proved by the name TidaapaxoaT^ Xia, the Chian
silver stater being -fa of the Aeginetic mina. Hultsch, Metr. p. 554.

* Head, Brit. Mus. Catal., Caria, p. civ.
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smaller coins of 5461 g. The latter are explained as being

halves of the Koman aureus of 10-912 g.

The so-called 'medallions of Asia Minor,' struck under the

early Empire (PI. XII. 8) down to the time of Hadrian, were

a continuation of the cistophori, and equivalent to three

Boman denarii (normal 11-70 g. down to the time of Nero,

thenceforward 1023 g.).

§ 6. Local Standards of European Greece.

The most important city inhabited by Greeks in the Crimean
district (Panticapaeum) struck gold staters of 9 072 g. (PL V. 4).

This high standard was probably due to the cheapness of gold

in this district, through which would pass great quantities of

the metal from the gold-bearing regions of Central Asia '.

In Greece proper, the Victoriate standard, which is of Italian

origin, and will be discussed below, is found in Northern

Greece after the ' liberation ' by Mamininus in 196 b.c.

The most important state on the east coast of the Adriatic

in early times was Corcyra, which employed a light form of the

Aeginetic standard (stater from 11-87 to ii-oi g., PI. II. 7).

In the course of two and a half centuries the weight declined,

so that by the end of the fourth century b. c. the stater weighed

as little as 10-36 g. The drachm of about 5-18 g. could now
be regarded as a didrachm of the Corinthian standard. The
Corcyraean standard, used in various neighbouring places, such

as Apollonia and Dyrrhachium, down to the fourth century,

was finally ousted by its powerful rival, the Corinthian. But
before this it had made its way across the Adriatic, and estab-

lished itself as one of the two standards in use in Etruria.

The origin of the Attic standard has already been explained.

The history of the Athenian coinage, however, contains one

episode of great interest and historical importance. Before the

time of Solon's introduction of the Attic standard a weight-

standard known as the Pheidonian, from its founder Pheidon,
king of Argos (see above, p. 6), was in use at Athens.
Solon introduced a new and heavier system, in which the
drachm weighed TV of the Pheidonian mina. The resultant

stater (or didrachm) of this Solonian system weighed 1746 g.

1 Head, H. N. pp. 238, 239.
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That ' didracbm ' is what was afterwards called a tetradrachm
;

butAristotle or his redactor
1

clearly tells us that the ' old struck

coin ' was a didrachm. The drachm was lowered to half its

weight, in all probability by the tyrant Hippias 2
.

The standard of Corinth, the earliest coins of which city

belong probably to the time of Periander (b. c. 625-585) has

the same unit as the Euboic, but differs in its divisional system.

The stater (PL II. 5) at first weighed 8 40 g., later as much
as 8-66 g. ; but it was divided into three drachms (PL II. 6).

These drachms weigh 291 g., a weight which implies a full

stater of 873 g., i.e. nearly exactly the normal weight of the

Attic didrachm. Thus two Corinthian drachms (5 82 g.) would
be fairly equivalent to one Aeginetic drachm of about 630 g.,

at least for purposes of ordinary trade. The Corinthian

standard was thus practically connected with both the Euboic-

Attic and the Aeginetic standards. The Corinthian standard

was the origin of the peculiar 'Italic' and 'Tarentine' standards.

§ 7. The Western Mediterranean.

We may now pass to the Western Mediterranean. In such

parts as were colonized by the Greeks we find various Greek

standards — Aeginetic (possibly), Phoenician, Euboic-Attic.

But before the introduction of coinage there existed in these

parts a medium of exchange in uncoined bronze, and the

earliest standard of Italy at least is therefore a bronze standard.

It can nevertheless be fitted into the Babylonian system. The
old Italic pound of 273 g. is half the light Babylonian silver

mina of the common norm (545 to 547 g.). The Eoman
pound of 327 to 328 g. is one-third of the heavy weight mina,

or three-tenths of the heavy Babylonian silver mina, of the

same norm. It is on this pound weight of bronze of 327-45 g.

(libra, \irpa) that the Eoman currency is based, the bronze

as libralis being the coin of the weight of the Eoman pound.

The silver equivalent of the pound weight of bronze was in

1 'KOrivaimv TloKiTtta, cap. 10 : 77c 5' o dpx^os xaPaKTVP fiiSpaxpov.
2 See below, ch. iii. § 2. For the theory of Solon's reform of the

standard stated in the text, I have given reasons in Num. Chron. 1897, pp.
284 ff. The arguments of G. Gilbert (Neue Jahrbiicher f. Philologic. 1896,

P- 537)i which I had not seen at the time, do not seem to me to establish

the theory that the type of the Solonian coinage was an ox.
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Rome a scruple (scripulum), of 1-137 §•> an<^ ^^ was ^n

basis of the Roman silver currency, the eoin (nummus) of thi

weight representing in value the libral as.

The scripulum and the XiVpa are also the units of the gol<

coinage of this part of the world.

§ 8. Sicily.

The Euboic-Attic system, when introduced into Sicily earh

in the fifth century, was brought into connexion with thi

native Sicel system in a curious way. When the Sicel towm
became Hellenized, they struck small silver coins of o 87 g
being the equivalent in value of a litra of bronze, and therefore

called litrae. This silver litra was, as we are told by Aristotle'

one-tenth of the Corinthian or Euboic-Attic stater. The towns

using the Attic standard thus worked the litra into their owr

system, in some cases distinguishing it from the obol bj

a different type. The litra was divisible into twelve parts,

We thus find in Sicily an elaborate system of weights, some

of which belong to the litra-system, some to the Attic system,

and some to both 2
.

Gold was first coined in Sicily towards the end of the fifth

century b.c.
3

. The weights of the coins are not calculatec

according to the usual system, but depend on the relative value

of gold and silver : any one gold piece being exchangeable fo]

a round number of the ordinary pieces of silver (the Corinthiar

stater or the Attic tetradrachm). The first gold pieces 0:

Syracuse, Gela, and Catana or Camarina appear to prove a ratic

of 15 : 1. On this ratio we have pieces of

i-75 g- = 1-75 x r5 g- of silver = 3 staters or 30 litrae.

1 il f'
I

= a 8'a';er3 or 2° litrae.

058 g. =1 stater or 10 litrae.

A little later we have pieces of gold at Agrigentum of 1-33 g.,

1 Pollux, 4. 175.
2 See the table in App. I.
3 According to Mr. Head between 415 and 405 b.c. (H. X p. 153)

according to M. Th. Keinach (Sur la Valeur rel. des Melaux mon. dans la Sici'i

grecque, Rev. Num. 1895, pp. 489 ff.) between 440 and 420 b.c.
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marked with two globules. On a ratio of 13 : I, these would
be equivalent to two staters of silver.

The ratio 12 : 1 comes in after 412 b. c. and lasts for a con-

siderable time, but in the third century there seems to be

evidence for a ratio of 10 : 1.

Thus we have at Syracuse -

B.C.
On Ratio ia : 1 On Ratio 10:1
equivalent to equivalent to

Aff ... ... \
5-75-5-8o 8 staters or 80 litrae

^
( 2.90 4 staters or 40 htrae

Time of Timoleon ,

2I2 2r
? > 3 staters or 30 litrae

(one marked .-.) ° °

1 4-30-4-35 6 staters or 60 litrae

340-317 < 2-85-2-90 4 staters or 40 litrae

( 1-40-1-42 2 staters or 20 litrae

o 1 8.70 12 staters or 120 litrae
' '""' '. 5-70 8 staters or 80 litrae

( 4.20 6 staters or 60 litrae

287-270 4.30 6 staters or 60 litrae

18-47 96 litrae

4-25 48 litrae

4-20 48 litrae

2.12 24 litrae

2-72 32 litrae

Electrum was struck at Syracuse in the time of Timoleon
or of Dion, of the following weights :

—

At ratio of 10 : 1 equal in silver to

4 tttradrachms or 80 litrae

2 tetradrachms or 40 litrae

1 tetradrachm or 20 litrae

10 obols or 8 litrae.

This ratio of 10 : 1 was that which obtained between native

electrum and silver in the East at the end of the fifth century,

and was probably the ratio prevailing in the West.
Bronze in Sicily was coined as real money, after the time

of Timoleon's expedition, at Syracuse and various Sicel towns

such as Adranum, Agyrium, Herbessus, &c. Up till then

bronze coins as a rule only represented value conventionally.

Even now the bronze coins probably represented a somewhat
greater value than was justified by thfir actual weight. The
weights however, at any time, seem to be so irregular that

Grammes
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it is impossible to arrive at any certainty as to the exact

weight of the litra of bronze '.

§ 9. Boman Bronze.

In the history of the coinage of the Italian peninsula there

are two great factors, Greek and Eoman influence. The

spheres corresponding to these factors in early times are

Fig. 9.

—

Aes rude from Caere. (From Garrucci, Le monete deW Italia

Antica, I PI. IV.)

practically Southern Italy and Etruria for Greek, Central and

non-Etrurian Northern Italy for Eoman. In spite of the order

of treatment to which chronology points, it seems necessary

to deal first with the standards in use in Rome and Central

Italy.

It will be convenient to deal with the various standards of

coinage employed at Eome according to the chronological order

in which the three metals were introduced into the coinage-

1 See Head, H. N., under Agrigentum, Camarina, Himora, Panormus,
Segesta. The nominal weight of the Sicilian litra of bronze was 218 g.,
the relation of silver to bronze being as 250 : 1. Hultsch, Metr. p. 660 f.
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system. The oldest metallic medium of exchange employed

by the Eomans and Italians, the aes rude (Fig. 9), consisting of

amorphous lumps of bronze l

, was not cast in pieces of fixed

weight. Scales were continually employed in all transactions

in which this medium passed. There is, however, a certain

uniformity traceable in the weights ; the heaviest pieces weigh
about 5 Eoman lbs. (1640 g.) ; others about 4J lbs. (1490 g.).

The basis of the system of coins properly so called was, as

Fio. 10 —Reverse of Italian aes signatum (f scale). Weight: 1790-23

grammes (27627 grains Troy).

already stated (§ 7), the pound (Ultra) of bronze (327-45 g.).

The early heavy bronze coinage of Eome, which began about

the middle of the fourth century 2
, is consequently known as

the libral aes grave.

The highest denomination of this early system of circular

coins is the as of one lb. weight 3
; but not earlier than the

introduction of this coinage are the large oblong bricks of

1 With very little tin (one piece contained only 0-063 of that metal).

Hultsch, Metr. p. 255.
2 Not the fifth, as was formerly supposed. Samwer u. Bahrfeldt, Gesch.

des alt. ram. MiXnzwesens (Wien, i£83\ p. 14 ff.

3
' Scriptula cclxxxviii, quantum as antiquos noster ante bellum

Punicum pendebat,' Varro, de R. R. 1 . 10 ; Hultsch, p. 258.
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bronze (Fig. 10), which were issued in Rome and other parts

of Italy even in the third century. These probably passed as

multiples of the libral as. The denominations from the as

downwards were as follows-—
Mark of value.

As of 12 unciae I

Semis of 6 unciae S
Triens of 4 unciae • • • •

Quadrans of 3 unc :ae • • •

Sextans of 2 unciae • •

Uncia •

Very few extant coins testify to the full libral weight of

the as- A solitary specimen weighs the excessive amount

Fig. ii.—Roman as of 10$ oz.

and mark of value I. i

grains Troy).

Obv. Head of Janus. Bev. Prow of galley,

scale. Weight : 289.88 grammes (4473*5

of 390 3 g., but it is probably under the influence of some
non-Eoman standard'. There exist however a

semis of 161.25 g. indicating an as of 322.50 g. (Vienna),
a triens of 110-44 g- indicating an as of 331 32 g. (Vienna),
and an uncia of 27-32 g. indicating an as of 327.84 g. (Collegium Romanum".

The heaviest asses (apart from the exceptional one just men-
tioned) weigh from 3123 g. to 300 g., i.e. between 12 and
11 oz.

This high standard was not long maintained. Probably

1 Kubitschek in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Enc. ii. 1509.
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before the end of the fourth century, the effective weight of

the as was 10 oz. (Fig. 11). The Roman colony of Luceria (in

Apulia), which was founded in 314 b. c, issued its first coins on

the standard of 10 oz. Between this date and 268 b. c. the

standard sinks rapidly, pausing, as it were, for a while, although

without definite legal recognition, at ji oz., about the turn

of the century. By 268 b.c. the as weighed from 3 to 2 oz. '.

In this year 2 the silver coinage was introduced. The earliest

silver of the highest denomination [denarius) weighs 463 g.

to 4-45 g. (PI. XL 8), and the normal weight was 4 scruples

or T
3
^ of the pound (455 g.). The quinarius (PI. XI. 11)

similarly weighed normally 2 scruples ; the sestertius (PI. XI. 10)

1 scruple. These denominations bear marks of value :

—

X =10 asses,

V =5 asses,

1 1 S = 2] asses.

The as in terms of which the value of these coins is expressed

is not the old libral, but the new sextantal as. The ratio

between silver and bronze shown by this system is 120 : 1. So

low had silver fallen from the time when the scripulum (af 5- lb.)

of silver was the equivalent of the pound of bronze.

Besides the three silver coins mentioned, the victoriatus

(PI. XI. 12) was also issued in or soon after 268. This coin

was struck at a normal weight of 3 scruples (| denarius) or

341 g. Together with it appeared its half (with the mark
of denomination S) and its double (a rare coin). The absence

of marks of value showing the worth of these coins in asses

may be explained by the statements of ancient authors that

the victoriatus was treated loco mercis 3
.

Between 268 and 241 b. c. silver of the standard described

and bronze of the sextantal standard were issued by the same

moneyers. The stress of the First Punic War caused a fall

in the weight of the denarius, which, probably about the

1 The system in which the as weighed but 2 oz. (the weight of the old

sextans) is known as the sextantal system.
2 The law introducing the silver coinage may have been introduced in

269, the coinage itself in 268. This would explain the discrepancy in the

dates given by ancient authorities (Hultsch, p. 267).
3 It was indeed struck to meet the demand of a trade with Northern

Greece.
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close of the war', was fixed by law at -jz lb - (39° g-)- At

this weight it remained until the time of Nero. The sesterce

was probably not issued after the end of this war; but

the quinarius appears occasionally even after 217 b. c. The

sesterce, however, remained the unit for reckoning sums of

money. This it had been from its inception when, probably,

the old libral asses which were in circulation were tariffed as

equivalent to one sesterce ''. For we find that in all calculations

the (old libral) as and the sesterce are convertible terms.

The next great change in the coinage coincides with the

Fig. 12.

—

As of ij oz. Weight : 32-63 grammes (503-5 grains Troy).

crisis in the Hannibalian war. In 217 b. c, by the lex

ffiaminia, the uncial standard was legalized, the as now weighing

no more than -/„- lb. Tig. 12 shows an as probably issued

just before the fixing of this standard. At the same time the

denarius was made equivalent to 16 asses instead of 10 *. Silver

thus stood to bronze in the relation of 112 : 1. About two years

later the quinarius was issued for the last time, and shortly

afterwards (about 211 b. c.) the victoriate coinage came to

an end. From about 160 to no b. c. only the lower denomina-

1 Bahrfeldt in Z. f.N. v. p. 43.
5 By such an arrangement all possessors of asses of more than 5 (old) oz.

would suffer considerably.
3 The sign X V

I
, or its equivalent X, accordingly appears on the denarii,

but not to the exclusion of the old X. In the case of soldiers' pay, semper
denarius pro decern assibus datus est (Plin. N. H. xxxiii. 45). This meant
that the legionary continued as before to receive an annual stipendium of
1200 old-standard asses or 120 denarii. Caesar raised this to 225 denarii,
by giving 3600 asses of the new standard for 1200 of the old standard.
The legionary thus got 10 new-standiird asses per day (Tac. Ann. i. 17).
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ions of the bronze coinage were issued. In 89 b. c. the

38 Papiria fixed the weight of the as at half an ounce, thus
stablishing the semuncial standard *-

After the reductions had begun, the small size of the as

lermitted of the issue of larger denominations of a circular

orm. A single deeussis, weighing in its present condition

105900 g.'\ seven diipondii (from 22025 S- to 151-70 g.),

nd six tresses (from 313 g. to 208 g.) are known. They all

lave the same types : on obv. head of Minerva, on rev. prow to

he left. The marks of value are X, III and II. Dupondius
3 of course an erroneous, if intelligible, name for a coin which
10 longer came near a single pound in weight. These high
lenominations, however, disappeared soon after the uncial

eduction, while the sextans and uncia were rarely issued,

-he Eoman bronze issues ceased between 84 and 74 b. c,

tot to be revived in Eome until Imperial times. Eoman

1 This sketch of the reduction of the Eoman as and denarius is founded
n the work of Samwer-Bahrfeldt, Gesch. cks alt. ram. Munzioesens. This
reatise has made it necessary to considerably modify the hitherto almost
niversally accepted theory of Mommsen, which assumes (1) an original
o oz. as, only de jure libral

; (2) a triental instead of a sextantal standard
11 association with the denarius of 268 b. c.

; (3) the year 217 e. c. as the date
f the reduction of the denarius. The facts are by no means certain. In
avour of Mommsen's theory are certain minor circumstances. Thus the
olony of Brundisium, founded in 244 B.C., issued its first coins on the
riental standard. But no safe inference can be drawn from distant
olonies, whose standards were subject to local influence. ThusAriminum,
olonized in 268 B.C., used a standard in which the as weighed more than
88 g. Mommsen argues from this that the libral standard was in use
n Eome (at least, legally recognized) down to 268 b. c. But the weight is

auch in excess of the Roman pound, and evidently due to local circum-
tances. Logically, Mommsen should have argued from this weight not

a libral, but to a. plusquam-libral standard at Eome. Mommsen's
heory that 2J triental asses were equivalent to one original as of

o ounces is true, but for the important exception that the 10 ounce as
ras not the original one. The sestertius (valued at z\ new asses) was
herefore not really equivalent to the original as, even if the new asses

rere triental, instead of being, as they were, sextantal. Finally, there
i literary testimony to the fact that between the libral and sextantal
tandards there was no legal definition of any other standard (Samwer-
iahrfeldt, pp. 176, 177). These questions cannot of course be finally

ismissed in a footnote ; and the rival arguments, as stated by their

emulators, must be weighed by those who wish to come to a definite

pinion.
2 Prof. Luigi Pigorini has been good enough to furnish me with the

sact weight. But the coin is perforated by a hole 8 mm. in diameter,

ausing a loss of weight which he estimates at about 4-500 g. The full

'eight of the piece may therefore be put at about 1110-400 g.
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generals occasionally issued bronze coins bearing their names:

pieces of 4, 3, 2 asses, and 1, |, and i (or perhaps I) as; the

bronze ' sesterce ' of 4 asses, which now appears for the first

time, bears the mark HS or sometimes A (= 4).

In 15 B.C. the Senate received authority to strike coins

in the baser metal, with the letters S C (Senatus Consulto).

PiG.13.—As of Augustus, struck by T.CRISPIN VS SVLPI CI AN VS
IIIVIR. A. A. A.F.F. S. C. 15B.C. Weight : 10.89 grammes.

The denominations were the sestertius (PI. XII. 11) of 4
asses (rerpao-o-apioi'), the dupondius (PI. XII. 9) of 2 asses,

the as (Pig. 13), and the semis (Fig. 14). The last is found

until the time of Caracalla, and subsequently under Trajan

Decius. Quadrantes appear also to have been issued, though

Fig. 14.—Semis of Q. Aetius LAMIA, C. SI LI VS and AMNIVS
1 1 1 V.IRi A. A. A. F. F. S. C. Simpulum and lituus. 13 b. c.

Weight : 3-04 grammes.

not after Trajan's time. Sestertius and dupondius were mad<

of brass, as and semis of copper ; the sestertius had the weight

8 denarii (1 ounce, 27-29 g.), the dupondius and the as wen
equal in weight (4 denarii). The semis and quadrans weighet

^ and i\ oz. respectively. Under Nero some of these coin!

were for a time given marks of value (II, I, S for dupondius
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1

is, and semis) ; afterwards the head of the emperor was
represented radiate on the dupondius, and laureate or bare

an the as. Other obvious distinctions of denomination there

were none. The values of the baser metals in relation to

gold and silver at this time need not concern us.

The degradation ' of the silver coinage in the third century

saused it to become indistinguishable from the bronze, but for

1 slight silvery tinge, given by an admixture of silver, and
the absence of the letters S C. Probably the denarius became
mere bronze change, while the antoninianus (PI. XV. 4), intro-

duced by M. Aurelius Antoninus (Caracalla), retained as long as

possible a legal value above its intrinsic worth. The continued

legradation caused the bronze of the earlier senatorial issues and

)f the provinces, and perhaps also the denarius (as opposed to

;he antoninianus) to have a value as coins, properly speaking,

md not as mere tokens. The bronze coinage proper came to

m end shortly before the time of Diocletian.

The bronze coins of Diocletian " and his co-regents fall into

two classes, ' middle ' and ' small ' (to use the parlance of

3ollectors). Both contain a little silver which is driven on

to the surface of the coin by chemical treatment. The smaller

kind have the radiate head ; these ceased to be issued when
Diocletian reformed the currency in 296 a d. The larger coins

PI. XV. 9), struck after the reform, bear marks of value XX,

XXI, XXI or I (K r KA, AK or A) 3
- The XX or K must signify

that the coin is the double denarius or follis * of the time

;

the I or A that it is the unit of reckoning. XXI, probably,

is meant for an equation (2 denarii = 1 unit). Diocletian did

not strike denarii, but a small bronze coin, probably the half-

' For the state of affairs at the beginning of the third century, see the

nscription of Mylasa in Caria, published by Th. Re'nach, Bull. Corr. Hellen.

[897, pp. 523 ff. ; Nouv. Rev. hist, de Droit, 1898, pp. 5 ff.

2 For this period see especially O. Seeck {Die Miinzpolitik Biocletians u.

tin. Nachfolger, Z.f. N. 1890, pp. 36 ff.) from which article the following

letails are taken.
3 Some pf these marks appear on the coins as early as the time of

Aurelian.
4 Follis means (1) a purse; (2) a purse of bronze coins ('collective follis')

'3) a small bronze coin ('coin-follis'), which, with a number of its fellows

vent to make up a follis in the second sense. The coin-follis was equiva.

ent to 2 denarii and ^ or more probably jfc of the siliqua (see below)

The so-called silver follis was merely the silver value of the collective

"ollis. Seeck (Num. Zt. xxviii. p. 178 f.) identifies the/o!(is and sestertius.

E 2
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denarius or centenionalis, measuring about 13 mm. Con-

stantius, Severus, Maximinus II, and Galerius also struck this

denomination, but with a larger diameter (18 to 19 mm.)

and only at Siscia. All these centenionales weigh from 11 g.

to 2 55 g. Centenionales with the heads of Divus Maximianus

and Divus Eomulus were also issued by Maxentius.

The follis introduced by Diocletian soon began to lose weight.

In 313 Constantine set it aside in his part of the Empire,

striking instead the denarius (marked X and weighing 25
to 35 g.). This denarius was in its turn driven out by the

degradation of the coinage which set in about 330. Towards

348 came a new reform, whereby Constantius established the

pecunia maiorina, measuring 20 to 24 mm., weighing about

75 g., and the centenionalis, measuring 17 to 19 mm. and

Fig. 15.

—

Follis of Anastasius I (a.d. 491-518): D(ominus) N(oster)

ANASTASIVS P(er P(etuus) AVG(ustus).

weighing about 35 g. The figures LXXII, which are found
sometimes on the former, suggest that it was regarded as

worth TV of the miliarense (see below). Constantius' system was
short-lived, being superseded about 360 by the following :—
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East also it was limited, until Anastasius revived it in quite

n new form :

—
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miliarensia in any quantity. Under Constantius and Julian

we find a new silver coin (PI. XV. 13), the siliqua (<repn'™>.)

= JT solidus (weight 2-72 g. maximum). This in Julian's

time ousted the miliarense as current coin, although the latter

was still issued as a ' medallion,' and is mentioned by name

as late as the sixth century.

The siliqua was followed in the time of Honorius by the

decargyrus (=10 denarii?) of 113 g. maximum. A similar

piece prevails under the following emperors ; while under

Justin and his successors we find pieces which were probably

equivalent to half and quarter siliquae.

§ 11. Roman Gold.

The earliest Eoman gold coinage (PI. XI. 9) consists of

pieces of 1, 2, and 3 scripula (353, T 44 > ts °f the pound). The

aurei of Sulla (PI. XII. 2) weighed BV; less commonly ^

;

those of Pompeius 5\ ; those of Caesar j-o of the pound l

. The

last weight harmonized with that of the Greek gold stater

of 8- 18 g. The pieces struck after Caesar's death follow

the same standard, but the weight gradually falls to -j\ of the

pound (7-80 g.) under Augustus (PI. XII. 10). This remained

the normal (though by no means always the actual) weight

until the time of Caracalla, towards the end of whose reign

the weight fell to - ŝ lb. (6-55 g ). In spite of an attempt

on the part of Macrinus to return to the earlier standard,

this weight recurs under Elagabalus and Severus Alexander.

Then begins a hopeless confusion, such that the scales must

have been necessary in all transactions in which gold passed.

Diocletian's earliest gold coins belong to the period of chaos,

but they are followed by four classes of coins which show that

he attempted (without much success) to arrive at a more
satisfactory state of things.

Aureus = T\j lb., 468 g. normal, bearing mark of value

- 70.

Aureus = -fa lb., 545 g. normal (2 = 60).

Aureus = ^ lb., 655 g. normal, without mark of value
;

this system is presumably connected with the rating of

the pound of gold at 50,000 denarii in 301 a. d.

' Hultscli, Melr. p. 302.
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Aureus = ^ lb., 545 g. normal (Z = 60, PI. XV. 7). This
system began in 303 a. d. and lasted in the East probably
till 324 a. d., in Italy and Africa till 312, in Illyria

till 314.

From the time of Constantine the weight of the gold coin

(now called solidus, PI. XV. 10) was fixed at 7V lb- (455 g-,

normal), marked (at a later period) LXXII or OB. There
appears to be some reason for supposing that this weight
was actually in use before the year 312, to which date its

introduction is usually assigned ; it may have been first em-
ployed by Constantius Chlorus. The solidus and its third

(triens, tremissis), whenever introduced, remained thence-

forward the denominations of the gold currency in use down
to the fall of the Eoman Empire.

§ 12. Etruria.

Gold.—The Etruscan gold falls into two series, the unit of

one being four times the unit of the other.

(o) Coins marked X = 10, weighing 0.582 g. \

„ ,, Xll< = i2i, ,. 0-73 „ yielding a

„ ,, AXX = 25, „ r.45 ,, V unit of

n •> ^ = 5°, „ 2-85 ,, 0-0582 g.

(normally 2-91 )/

(/3) Coins marked A =5, weighing 1.15 g. ) yielding a unit

,, „ XX =20, ,, 4-°7 „ i
ofo.2335g.

According to Deecke and Hultsch ' the series (3) belongs to

the fifth century ; but it is difficult to understand how coins of

this style could have been struck so early. If, for instance,

the gold coin illustrated in PI. XI. 3 belongs to the fifth

century, then Etruria was a long distance ahead of Greece in

artistic development. In any case this series corresponds to

a silver series (fl) in the list given below. The series (n), with

a plain reverse, similarly corresponds to the (a) series of silver

described below. Judging by style these are somewhat earlier

than the series (3), although by Deecke they are placed later.

Silver.—The silver of Etruria is struck on no less than four

standards, which fall into two groups.

1 Hultsch, p. 687.
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(a) Euboic-Syracusan.

Unit, litra of 0.87 g.

Denomination.

20 units
10 „

5 ,t

2* .7

^ictua! weight

in grammes.

16-653

8424 *

4.146
2-073
0-907 to 0-842

jyormaZ weight

in grammes.

17-40
8-70

4-35
2-17

0-87

(a ) The same standard reduced by one-half.

20 units

10 „

5 ,.

I „

8.488
4.3IO

2073
I-200

0-427

8-70

4 35
2-17

1-09

o-437

((3) Corcyrean (?) or Persic standard.

5 units
2i »

"339
5-443

"•37
5-68

Mark of value.

X
A
II

1

I

XX
X
A
All
none.

A
none.

(/3J The same standard reduced by one-half.

20 units
10 ,,

5 ,,

22.67

n-534
5-378

22.74

"•37
5.68

XX
X
A

The unit of (a) is a silver coin equivalent to the Syracusan

litra of 087 g. That of (a
2)

is just half the litra. The

unit of (/3) is double the weight of the Eoman scripulum of

1-137 g., and the unit of (02) is accordingly equivalent to the

scripulum. The coin in series (a
2)
which bears the mark All,

corresponding to the IIS of the Eoman sestertius, is nearly

equivalent in weight to that coin. Now the silver sestertius

was introduced into Borne in 269-8 b.c. Hultsch would

suppose that the Etruscan system was modelled on the Eoman.
The analogy of Eoman history would rather point to the

Etruscan system being adopted by Eome. We may therefore

safely say with Head that the Etruscan silver of the classes

1 Cf. Pi. III. 1.
2 This weight, which is reached by two coins, Deecke, Etrusk. Forsch. ii.

p. 18, nos. 32a, 32b, is considerably over the normal.
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j.
2
and |3

2
had been in existence for some time when it was

superseded by the Koman silver coined for the first time in

369-8 B.C.

The unit of the silver class a (087 g.) is fifteen times as

heavy as the unit of the gold class a (00582 g.). The analogy

of Sicily, where in early times a similar relation prevailed

between gold and silver, and the same silver unit existed,

would lead us to expect the relation between silver and bronze

here also to be 250 : 1, giving a bronze litra of 218 g.
1 We

find the following denominations issued on this basis :

—

denomination.
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(2) Reduction by \.

Denomination.

Triens
Quadrans
Sextans

Actual tce'ght

in gramnies.

53
43-1 to 42

28

Xoimal Height Hark of value,

in grammes.

54-5
40.9

273

To this stage appear to belong also the

Quineussis 736 to 730 818-580

and

Dupondius 327 to 285

(3) Reduction by ^.

327-432

Dupondius 279
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§ 13. Northern and Central Italy.

The silver of Central Italy is limited to three Latian towns,

Alba Fucentis,

Cora, and Signia;

and the coins at-

tributed to the

second town are

Campanian in

fabric. They
weigh 602 g.

1
-

At Alba and at

Signia, on the

other hand, we
have coins dating

between b. c. 303
and 268, weigh-

ing i- 18 g. and

•583 to -537 g-

These are nummi
and h&lt-nummi,

the nummus cor-

responding, at

the rate of 250:1,

to an as of

about 10 Eoman
ounces.

The
as of

Italy 2 was as a

matter of fact

equivalent in

weight to about

10-43 Eoman
ounces 3

. The
extant asses of

Hatria (Fig. 17),

however, have an average weight of 1532 Eoman ounces. The

average

Central

Mommsen, i. p. 259. Ibid. i. pp. 332-343. Hultsch, p. 6S3.
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normal Hatrian pound was probably 1 the 'Italian mina' of

4929 to 491-2 g., i. e. 18 Roman ounces. The heavier standards

belong as a rule to the eastern side of the peninsula (e.g. Hatria

and Ariminum).
The marks of value found on the bronze of this district are :—

Tressis 1 1 1 (Alba Fucentis ?)

Dupondius 1 1 (Alba Fucentis ?)

As I or (• (Hatria)

Semis D (Iguvium), O (Tuder), S, g or co, or ..... .

Quincunx •••••
Triens • • • •

Quadrans ...
Sextans .

.

Sescuncia C . (Ascu'lum ?)

Uncia .

Semuncia £ or 2, also 3 or £ (series with helmeted head).

The methods of division vary ; thus the semis is unknown
in the East, the quincunx in the West.

§ 14. Southern Italy.

The earliest gold coinage of Southern Italy consists of small

pieces of 0-35 g. struck at Cumae in the first years of the fifth

century. These are -fT of the ordinary gold stater of 84 g.,

and at the rate of 15:1 would have been nearly equivalent

in value to one Aeginetic 'drachm of 544 g., which is the

weight of the silver coins of Cumae eet that time. This gold

coinage is however exceptional, and the chief gold coins of

Southern Italy are those of Tarentum (PI. XI. 2) in the fourth

and third centuries. Here we have gold staters of the weight

of 874 g. maximum, 862 g. normal, with drachms and

smaller divisions down to ^ (litra), T\- (obol), and ^ (hemili-

tron). At Heraclea at the same time we find a quarter-stater

of 2138 g. ; and at Metapontum in the fourth century

a tetrobol of 2-85 g.

Towards the end of the fourth century, Capua, under Roman
rule, issued gold coins on the local (Campanian) standard, viz.

staters of 6-86 g. maximum and drachms (PL XL 7) of 3-41 g.

maximum 2
, or 6 and 3 Roman scruples respectively.

1 Hultsch, pp. 673 (no. II), 683, compared with table of weights, above,

P- 32-
2 Pieces of 452 to 446 g. or 4 Roman scruples are marked XXX {soil.

Roman asses), which would show that the Romans tariffed Capuan money
unfavourably, since the piece of 4 scruples .should have been equivalent
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1

The only other gold coinage of Southern Italy is that of the

Bruttians, who during the third century issued gold staters of

the normal Attic weight.

The Capuan electrum coins were probably issued in the

Hannibalian war, b.c. 216-21 i
1

. These coins weigh from
3-10 g. to 2-6 g., and are simply adulterated gold. The
electrum coins weighing 2-82 to 277 g. (2J scruples) on the

other hand are probably frank electrum and circulated for

the value of 2 scruples of gold 2
. They contain twenty per

cent, of alloy. These coins are contemporary with the Eoman
gold coins struck for^ampania.
The silver standards of Southern Italy are complicated and

peculiar. They may best be considered in connexion with the

Eastern standards from which they were derived.

(a) Derived from the Phoenician standard was that which is

known as the Companion. It appears to be a raised form of

the Phoenician standard, and the elevation was perhaps meant,

as at Chios, to effect an adjustment with the Aeginetic standard.

The standard had its origin, so far as Italy was concerned,

in the Phocaean colony of Velia in Lucania, where we find

a drachm (PI. III. 10) of 398 to 375 g., pointing to a didrachm
of 7-96 g. maximum (the highest form of the light Phoenician

silver shekel is only 767 g.). On the other hand, in most of

the Campanian cities a somewhat lower form was in use, the

didrachm weighing 7-41 g. maximum, which is very near the

Phoenician shekel of the reduced royal norm (7-46 to 7-48 g).

Outside Campania we find the Campanian standard at Velia

and Poseidonia in Lucania, at Arpi and Teate in Apulia

(didrachm of 7-128 g ), in Calabria at Baletium and even at

Tarentum (although the Tarentine coins on this standard were

probably meant for Campanian circulation only). Eoman in-

fluence about 318 b. c. caused the reduction of the standard, the

didrachm being made equivalent to 6 Eoman scruples (682 g.).

(/3) Two important standards were derived from the

Corinthian :

—

(i) The Italic standard. This is a reduced form of the

to X L asses. But the specimen in the British Museum, and probably

also that in the Vatican, are false (Babelon, Monn. de la Bep. rom. i. p. 24 ;

Head, H. N. p. 29*1

.

1 See P. Gardner, Num. Chrm. 1884, p. 220 f.

2 Mommsen. M. B. i. p 264.
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Corinthian standard, the stater weighing about 8164 g.

maximum. It is found at Sybaris, Siris, Pyxus, Croton

and dependencies, Caulonia, Laus, Pandosia, Thurium, and

other places; and the coins of Poseidonia, Metapontum, and

Locri were partly issued on this standard. The ternary system

of division distinguishes it from the other derivative of the

Corinthian standard.

(ii) The Tarcntine standard, in which the stater (PI. XL 1),

weighing about the same amount (8 16 g.), underwent a

binary division. The Tarentine standard is important both

because of the great quantities of coins issued by Tarentum,

and because of a question as to the value of the vovufios or v6p.os

which is connected with it. According to Aristotle ' the name
vnififiot was at Tarentum given to a coin with the type of Taras

riding on a dolphin. This was the regular type of the stater,

which we might therefore suppose to be the vqvmjos. But there

is a possibility that the vovfipins was a smaller coin, viz. the

diobol of 1 48 g. maximum. For, in the first place, the type

of Taras on the dolphin does occasionally occur on coins of

this weight. Further, the Eomans gave the name minimus

to a coin of nearly this weight. Finally, the obol is marked
• ••••; the diobol therefore was equivalent to ten units, pre-

sumably of bronze. Now at Teate and Venusia in Apulia the

largest bronze coins are marked N and N I (one nummus)

;

these are dextantes ; and as the silver coins of the former

place are struck on the Tarentine standard, it may be pre-

sumed that the bronze dextans or nummus was equivalent to

the silver diobol. From these facts it would appear that the

nummus was the diobol.

Another important division of the stater was the litra or

one-tenth, weighing -87 g. maximum, and bearing the type of

the pecten-shell, with its half of -433 g. On a coin of -907 g.

we have . . . ; it is therefore presumably a trias, or fourth.

4 x 907 g. gives a weight of 3628 g. which is just the weight of

the Tarentine drachms issued from the fourth century onwards.
Outside Tarentum itself we find the Tarentine standard in

use in

1 Poll. ix. 80 'Ap'(TTOTeA7]S iv tt) Tapwrivtov TroXndq. KaXtTaBai (pT]<7i i/Spua/ia
Trap' avrois vovpnov icp' ov ipTiTvww<r$ai lapavra rbv IloaftSwvos Si\<pt^ inoxov-
pLiVOV.
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Apulia—where the earliest coinage consists of silver diobols

and didrachms of Tarentine standard ; while after 300 b. c.

the smaller divisions only are Tarentine.

Iyucama—aA, Heraclea, and Velia.

No more than the other standards did the Tarentine main-

tain its full weight. In the third century the weight of the

stater seems to have been reduced to about 6-609 S- ! although

a certain number of coins dating about b. c. 212 to 209 belong

to the higher standard, with the stater of 777 g.

Most of the bronze coinage of Southern Italy, until about

the middle of the third century, is, like most Greek bronze,

merely token money ; it very seldom bears marks of value

'

Before this period, however, we find in Apulia a bronze

coinage apparently based on the bronze equivalent of the

Tarentine silver diobol (which, if the ratio of silver to bronze

be taken as 250 : 1 yields a weight of about 324 g.). Thus we
have at Luceria and Venusia, about b. c. 314 to 250, a libral

as (sometimes marked I) and smaller denominations from the

quincunx to uncia, marked with five pellets clown to one, as

well as a semuncia (?) with no mark. About 250 b. c. at Atella

and Calatia in Campania, at Luceria, Mateola, and Venusia in

Apulia, at Brundusium in Calabria, we find bronze issued on

the triental system. The marks of value in these places are:

—
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semuncial standard prevails (I = as, S = semis, . or * = uncia,

and the other usual marks of value). The independent coinage

of this part of Italy ceases altogether in b. c. 89.

The standards in use in Gaul and Spain, and along the

southern shores of the Mediterranean, either fall in with one

or other of the important standards already described, or else

(as for instance in the case of Carthage) offer such difficulty,

and have received such inadequate attention, that it would be

unwise to attempt to describe them here.

§ 15. Coin-Denominations.

In describing the various standards, we have neglected,

except in a few cases, to note the divisional systems em-

ployed. These are very various. The minuteness of the

divisions may be understood from a list of the denominations

of silver coins struck at Athens. These are :
—
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le early electrum coinage of Asia Minor \ Some of the most
nportant electrum currencies of the fifth and fourth centuries

c, those of Cyzicus. Phocaea, and Lesbos for instance, coll-

ated entirely of staters and sixths 2
. Many other places using*

le Babylonic standard practicallyconfined their denominations

) staters and thirds (tetrobols).

The multiples of the drachm could naturally be carried to

ny height that convenience or, more usually, love of magni-

cence might dictate. Besides the tetradrachms and deca-

rachms already mentioned, we find tridrachms, pentadrachms,

exadrachms, octadrachms, and dodecadrachms. The large

old octadrachms of Ptolemy Philadelphus and Arsinue II

?1. VII. 8) and their successors are among the most pre-

mtious products of ancient art. The use of these heavy

enominations was on the whole rare in Greece. Athens in

arly times produced a decadrachm ; there are also a few

ecadrachms of Alexander the Great, probably struck at

iabylon either by Alexander himself or his generals. Large

ilver octadrachms are characteristic of some of the Thraco-

lacedonian tribes (Bisaltae, Edoni, &c, PI. II. 9) and Thracian

ities (as Abdera) in the period before the Persian wars. The

iyracusan decadrachms, both the early Demareteia (PI. III. 6),

nd the later 'medallions' of Cimon (PL VI. 6J and Evaenetus

PI. VI. 4), are, with the rare decadrachms of Agrigentum,

he only high denominations, though in themselves a host,

rom Sicily. Carthage produced a few octadrachms and deca-

rachms, and the Syrian kings, like the Ptolemies, were fond

f this form of extravagance. But the palm was borne away

y the Bactrian Eucratides, whose gold 'medallion,' now in

he Bibliotheque Nationale, is equal in weight to twenty

taters.

The indication of denomination by any other means than

reight is a comparatively rare thing in Greek coinage. The

se of numerals is -common in the West, but there are

nstances of the actual name (6>ix/^, daaapi.nv and the like)

eing written in full on the coin, although these are mostly

onfined to Imperial times '. The distinction by means of types

ppears to follow no fixed rule. An interesting instance of

1 Head. Brit Mus. Calal., Ionia, pp. 3 ff.

1 See above, pp. 14, 15.
s See below, ch. viii. § 5.
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such a distinction is furnished by a series of coins belonging

to Euboea', and dating about 520-460 b. c. The series is as

follows :

—

Tetradraehma 16-77. 1568 g. Quadriga facing.

Octobols 5 60, 556 g. Eider facing, leading
a second horse.

Tetrobols 2-79, 263, 2-46 g. Rider facing.

Better known than this group is that with a similar scheme

found in the coinage of Syracuse in the time of Gelon :

—

Denomination. Type of Reverse

Tetiadrachm Quadriga.
Didrachm Horseman leading a second horse.

Drachm Horseman.
Obol Wheel.

1 Journ. HeUen. Slud. 1897, p. 80.



CHAPTER III

MONETARY THEORY AND PRACTICE

§ i. Aristotle's Conception of Money.

The considerations to which the preceding chapter has been

devoted may help to throw light on the attitude assumed by

the ancients towards various economic problems.

Any attempt to ascertain the nature of ancient theories

of money must be based on the definition given by Aristotle

'

' For the purpose of exchange men agreed to give and take

mutually something, which, itself belonging to the class of

things useful, was easily made to do service in ordinary life.

Such were iron and silver, and the like. At first these metals

were used in pieces having a definite size and weight only,

but finally they also received a type, in order to save the

trouble of measuring ; for the type was impressed in order

to show that the coin possessed a given value V Nevertheless,

Aristotle carefully guards against the confusion between

wealth and plenty of money ;
' it were odd that wealth should

be a thing, the possession of plenty of which could not

prevent one from dying of hunger, as did Midas in the myth.

'

The instance is a bad one, since the sphere of political economy

is of course not mythological ; the science deals with ordinary

circumstances in which the possession of plenty of money does

as a rule prevent death by hunger. The point to be realized.

1 Pol. i. 9. 14 ff. 1257 a 35.
' 6 xaPaKT^P iri^l tov Troaov arjudov. This does not imply that Die

type was an indication of how great the value w;cs, but only a token that

the full value, whatever it might be, was present. The importance of

this apparently subtle distinction lies in its bearing on the significance of

types (see ch. vii. §21.

F 2
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the basis of the sound theory of money, is simply this, that

money must be a real equivalent, not a merely conventional

token which does not truly represent value. Of this point

Aristotle seems aware when he says that money must belong

to the class of useful things. But he appears to contradict

himself subsequently when he says :
' Sometimes money seems

to be a mere futility ; a universally accepted convention,

but, so far as its nature goes, a mere nothing ; since if those

who use it give up one currency for another, it becomes

worthless, and of no use for any of the necessities of life.'

Now, money being avro ™i> xpipri/uiv, this is absurd; good

money will always have its value, even if being demonetized

it is to a certain extent depreciated. The story of Midas is

not to the point, since, as he could not change his gold for

anything else, his gold had no value. A government cannot

give value to a currency which has none, without being found

out in a very short time and becoming bankrupt 1
.

Money therefore does not constitute wealth, but is only

the potentiality of wealth when it is good money, that is

to say, is not adulterated or a mere token. Whatever may
have been the theories of the Greeks on this point, their

practice shows a certain diversity of opinion.

§ 2. The Quality of Ancient Money.

It is usual to praise the ancients highly for the quality

of their metal. As a matter of fact, there was no lack of

bad money in circulation 2
. It is too much to expect that the

Greeks, understanding as they did the art of alloying, should

not occasionally have been guilty of fraudulent adulteration.

There are, of course, economic excuses for a slight adulteration

or deduction from the nominal weight of a coin, in order to

defray the cost of striking 3
.

The Athenian coinage was on the whole excellent. Demo-
sthenes* records a remark of Solon that, while nearly all states

punished with death the adulteration of money (edv nr ™ wS/iio-fxo

1 A paper or similar currency is of course justifiable only when bullion
to the amount of notes issued is possessed by the bank which issues them.

2 See eh. i. 3 See above
, p. 31.

' 24 In Timocr. 212-214.
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Sm<t>6fipn), many states, nevertheless, openly used silver money
which was alloyed with copper and lead. It is implied, of

course, that the Athenian coinage was pure, and analysis has

proved this to be true. Xenophon 1
also testifies to the

character of the Athenian money, which was as gladly accepted,

and as profitably disposed of, outside Athens as is English

gold abroad at the present time. The abuse which in a well-

known passage of Aristophanes is bestowed on the coinage

of the end of the fifth century b. c. is difficult to understand '*.

In any case it is clear that the new gold coins of the end

of the fifth or beginning of the fourth century, which are

of excellent quality, cannot be meant by Aristophanes. The
reference is presumably to the new bronze coinage of the time,

which may possibly have been given a somewhat arbitrarily

high value 3
.

There was one occasion on which the Athenian government

dealt fraudulently with its creditors in the matter of the

currency 4
. The tyrant Hippias, however, did not alter the

quality of the coinage, but merely swindled his creditors by
commanding them to call their old coins by a new name.

The unit of the coinage had previously been a didraehm.

Hippias, pretending that he was about to issue a new coinage,

called in the current coins. As a matter of fact he reissued

the same coins, but called them tetradrachms, and thus made
a profit of cent, per cent, on his transaction. It was, however,

in accordance with the sound foreign policy of the Peisistratids

that Hippias played a trick which, 'while profiting himself, could

not damage the credit of Athens in the outside market, as

the ordinary process of adulteration would have done. It was

1 Be Vect. iii. 2.
2 Kan. 720. See the discussion in Head, Brit. Alus. Catal., Attica, &c,

p. xxvii.
3 The introduction of bronze coinage seems occasionally to have been as

unpopular as was, for instance, the change from copper to bronze in the
English coinage in i860. At Gortyna, as we learn from an inscription, the
state had to enforce the acceptance of bronze money (vu/xtafia ro Kav\6v)

instead of silver obols by a penalty of five staters of silver (P. Hnlbherr,
Amer. Journ. of Arch. 1897, p. 191, and Journ. Internal 1898, p. 165). Ae
M. Svoronos shows, ibid., p. 173, the inscription in question cannot
belong to the period of the first introduction of bronze in Gortyna.

4 The account given in the text of Hippias' measuie is based on the

remarks of M. J. P. Six, Num. Chi on. 1895, p. 178, and is to a certain

extent conjectural.
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only the individual Athenians who suffered by this measure
;

the Athenian money still passed outside Athens for the same

amount as before.

It has been said that such debased coinage as we do find

among the Greeks is mostly confined to necessitous tyrants.

It is true that public opinion to a certain extent insisted,

in the free states, on the purity of the coinage. And the

debased coins of Dionysius of Syracuse are perhaps the most

famous instance of the fraudulent coinage of antiquity 1

. But

it is necessary to realize that the operation of arbitrarily

placing an excessive value on coins was undertaken by several

free states. The greater part of the electrum coinage of Asia

Minor is indeed an illustration of the tendency to debase

coinage. The Phocaean 'gold,' we are told, had the worst

reputation in antiquity (n> KaKiamv ^piwb) 2
_ This must refer

to the Phocaean coinage of the electrum union with Lesbos, not

to the nearly pure gold coins of the time of the Phocaean thalas-

socracy. The quality of the Lesbian electrum of the same time

is no better than that of the Phocaean. Probably only a small

proportion of the electrum coins possessed the value con-

ventionally assigned to them. The value of the original gold

Phocaic stater was twenty Babylonian silver staters, and this

value remained the nominal one long after the Phocaic staters

were of electrum instead of gold. Naturally such coins

were subjected to a discount in markets outside the district

within which they were legal tender for a fixed sum s
. This

was the case with the electrum coins of Cyzicus and Lampsacus

;;s well as with those of Phocaea and Lesbos. The latter state

in quite early times carried the adulteration of silver so far

as to produce money (PI. I. 13) of a horrible metal containing

only about forty per cent, of silver \

In addition to Asia Minor both Italy and Carthage suffered

from the frauds to which the possession of electrum seems

to have tempted ancient governments. The electrum money
struck by the Eomans for circulation in Campania contained

1 See above, pp. 16, 17. 2 Hesych. s.v. $oiKa(is.
3 The poet Persinus found that he could get better exchange for his

*cu«ai5ts in Mytilene than in Atnrne (Pollux, ix. 93 ad fin.).
4 This billon coinage ceases about 440 B. c. (Wroth, Brit. Mus. Catal.,

Trims, &c, p. lxiv).
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1

twenty per cent, of alloy, and though weighing only 2.\ scruples

circulated at a value of 2} scruples of gold. The electrum

of Carthage was evidently rneant to pass as gold, since the coins

were so treated that their exterior had the appearance of

the nobler metal.

The most extensive frauds, however, in connexion with

money were perpetrated by the Eomans under the Empire.

The silver, which at first contained from one per cent, to two

per cent, of alloy, underwent a speedy degradation. Nero"s

silver contains from five per cent, to ten per cent, of alloy
;

under Vitellius. the proportion is nearly twenty per cent.

The Flavians improved the coinage, lowering the proportion

to ten per cent. From the end of Trajan's reign to that of

Antoninus Pius it is again nearly twenty per cent. ; twenty-five

per cent, under Marcus Aurelius, nearly thirty per cent, under
Commodus. Thus it gradually rises to fifty per cent, or sixty

per cent, under Septimius Severus '. Caracalla, besides his

billon coins, issued pieces of lead plated with silver, and

mingled with his aurei copper plated with gold. Under
Gordian III the alloy in the silver amounts to about sixty-

seven per cent. Gallienus began by improving the coinage,

and then proceeded to the opposite extreme, some of his coins

being only twenty per cent, or even five per cent. fine. Excep-

tionally, however, we find a few pure silver coins of this time
;

but the argentei antoninkmi, by far the commonest class of

'silver' coins, are nearly all of the quality above described.

Thus Diocletian on his accession found practically nothing but

a bronze and a gold coinage in existence. He revived the use

of silver, which from this time onward was usually of very fair

quality
'2
.

§ 3. Plated Coin.

More disgraceful if possible than the adulterating of the

metal was the practice of plating. It is not uncommon to

find plated Greek coins 3

, but the practice of issuing them

1 These details are taken frnm Mommsen, M. B. iii. p. 29.
2 Mommsen, M. B. iii. p. 86 ff.

3 Among the most inti-resting of these is the British Museum specimtn
of the coin issued by Themistocles at Magnesia (Head, Brit. Mus. Calal.,

Ionia, p. 158'. The Paris specimen (PI. IV. 1) is solid.
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can hardly be called general, and as a state measure, was

probably very rare. Among the Eomans, however, plated

money occurs in great quantities, and the practice of issuing

a certain number of plated coins from time to time was

recognized by the Eomans as a legal source of state profit.

The Greeks had from early times issued (though seldom

openly) coins consisting of bronze or lead plated with silver

or gold ; the Eomans introduced an iron core 2
. The vast

majority of the Soman plated coins are proved not only by

literary tradition, but by the skill with which they are

executed, as well as by their numbers, to be state issues 3

,

and not the products of private forgers. The first state issue

of plated coins is said to> have taken place during the

Hannibalian war'. In spite of enactments compelling the

acceptance of this bad coin, it was avoided when possible,

and in 84 b.c. the popular praetor M. Marius Gratidianus

recalled all such pieces. The reactionary Sulla, however,

put the praetor to death anJ cancelled his wise measure.

Plated pieces continued to be issued until the time of the

Empire, but it would appear that Augustus called in the plated

pieces, when he made his monetary reform in 15 b.c. 5
. Even

then, however, plated pieces were issued by the state for

exportation, and the practice was soon revived in Eome itself,

although the gradual adulteration of the unplated. money made
it less worth while to- issue plated pieces.

§ 4. Precautions against Forgery.

Our information as to the legal precautions taken by the state

against false coining is very scanty 6
. The statement of Solon,

1 Herod, iii. 56 ; Polyaen. Strat. iv. 10. 2 ; Avist. Ran. 720 ff. and Schol.
! Pseudo-Aristot. however, Oecon. ii. -j, says that the people of Clazomenae

in a time of necessity issued iron instead of silver. These pieces theygave
to the wealthiest citizens, and received a corresponding amount of silver
in return. Some have suppced that these coins were plated. But the
transaction has the appearance of a loan, and it is possible that the iron
pieces were not plated, and were meant to be redeemed by the State
when the crisis should be past ; in fact they were certificates.

3 The technical phrase was miscere mon-tiam, or aes, or ferrum argento
miscere. which does not, except in late times, mean to alloy, but to plate.
The legal term for plating with gold was tingere or inflcere.

' Zonaras, Ann. viii. 26 s. fin. = Lenormant, i. p. 234.
• See Eckhel, Boctr. Num. i. p cxi!i f.
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that the crime was in most states a capital one, has alread

been mentioned. The false moneyer, whether a private perso:

or the state official, was subject to the same penalty. Th
death penalty is mentioned in the inscription relating t

the Lesbio-Phocaean electrum union '. In Rome, the adulters

tion of gold or silver was regarded as equivalent to forgery '-

The lex Iitlia pcculatus of Augustus" provided against th

adulteration of the public gold, silver, or bronze. Of th

enactments of the later emperors, that of Tacitus is worth

of notice, making it a capital offence (involving confiscatioi

of the offender's property) to alloy gold with silver, silver wit!

bronze, or bronze with lead 4
. And there are numerou

provisions against the issue from the mint of cast instead c

struck coins.

§ 5. Protection by Tariff.

As we have said, money to which the law gave an arbitraril

high value within the district subject to that law, fell to it

proper value outside the limits of the jurisdiction concernec

Similarly money which was thoroughly sound was, it migh
be supposed, always worth carrying with one 5

. In th

autonomous period of Greek history this was probably alway

the case. But when the Greek world became subject to Eome
certain measures were taken by the mistress of the worl

towards protecting her own money ; the money, i. e. of th

Roman state, and that issued by Eome for provincial purposes

The denarius being in Imperial times made the official mone
of account all over the world, all forms of money were brough

into rough and ready relations with the denarius, and alway

to their disadvantage. Before Imperial times we see a simila

measure adopted to the disadvantage of the tetradrachms c

the Attic standard still in circulation, which were assimilate

in value, though not in weight, to the lighter cistophon

' See below, ch. iv. § 13.
2 'Lege Cornelia cavetur, ut qui in aurum vitii quid addiderit, qi

aigenteos nummos adulterinos flaverit, falsi crimine teneri ' (Ulpian, Di:

xlviii. 10. 9). Notice the distinction between the gold, which was in bar;

and the silver, which was coined.
3 Mommsen, iii. p. 37 ; Dig. xlviii. 13. 1.

4
Scr. Hid. Aug. Tacit. 9.

' Xen. Be Vect. iii. a.
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standard 1
- In Imperial times, the silver tetradrachms issued

from the mint of Antioch were tariffed at three denarii, whereas

four would have been a fairer estimate. Similarly the last

drachms issued from the Ehodian mint (after b. c. 88) were

probably made to exchange against Eoman denarii, considerably

to the advantage of the latter, which weighed only about 3 88 g.

as against 421 to 4-53 g.
3

-

§ 6. Relative Values of the Metals.

Closely connected with the question of the adulteration of

money by the state is a problem which in the present day has

assumed remarkable proportions. This problem is concerned

with the relation of the various metals to each other. So long

as the coinage of Greece was confined to a single metal, the

others circulating merely in uncoined form, no difficulty could

have arisen. The state of things must have been parallel to

that in Mediaeval Europe, from the disappearance of gold in

the seventh century down to its reappearance in the middle

of the thirteenth. But in so far as gold, electrum or bronze

circulated beside silver, a very natural attempt was made to fix

the relation between the metals. Some states, such as Athens,

seem to have been content to leave the matter to the market

;

they struck their gold coins of a certain weight, their silver

also of a certain weight, but made no attempt, so far as we can

judge from the coins, to fix a rate of exchange. But other

states, such as Syracuse, were continually altering the weights

in their gold coins, in order to bring them into satisfactory

relation with the silver. The frequency of such alterations is

sufficient to show that the system was a failure. The extra-

ordinary complications of the standards of weight in the Greek
world are mainly due to the attempt to adjust the weights of

the coins to the relative value of the two metals \

In regard to the relative values of the three chief metals,

a brief summary of the results arrived at by various investi-

gators must suffice
4
. Throughout, we have to remember that

1 See above, p. 39.
2 Head, Brit. Mils. CutaL, Carta, &c, p. cxiii.
3 The evidence for this will be found in cli. ii.

* See especially Hultsch, Metrologie ( 18821, Index, s. v. Werthverhaltniss •

Lenormant, La Monnaie, i. pp. 145 ff.
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(here is often a distinction between the actual rate of exchange

and the rate, often arbitrary, assumed for the purposes of

coinage.

Relation of gold to silver.—At and long before the time of the

introduction of money, the normal rate of exchange between

gold and silver was 13I
: I in Babylonia and in the nations

commercially dependent on it. The early coins of Chios give

a rate of 1384 : 1. According to Herodotus ', the rate prevailing

in the Persian kingdom was 13 : 1. So far as Athens was con-

cerned the rate was not legally fixed, and we find that it

fluctuates from 11J : 1 up to 14 : I during the fifth and fourth

centuries B.C. The metals were allowed to find their own
levels, and such too was the case in Macedon, where Alexander's

coinage shows that no rate was fixed. There was a popular

idea that gold might be regarded as roughly ten times as

valuable as silver, and many calculations seem to have been

made on this basis. In one case we find a rate of 10 : 1 fixed

by law, viz. in the treaty of Eome with the Aetolians in

189 b. c. And this was the rate in the Cimmerian Bosporus

before the days of Alexander. It is safe to regard 12 : 1 or

] 2j : 1 as the most usual rate in the Mediterranean basin under
ordinary circumstances. But there are frequent exceptions.

Thus the earliest coinage of Etruria proves a decimal relation
;

the coinage of the same district in the fourth century a ratio of

15 : 1. The rate at Carthage in 306 b. c. was also 10 : 1. owing
probably to the adulteration of the gold coinage. The earliest

Roman gold coinage (217 b. 0.) is evidence for the extraordinary

high rate of 17-f : 1
2
. During the last two centuries of the

Roman Republic the legal rate was probably 11-90 : 1. But
the discovery of gold in Noricum in the middle of the second

century b. c. sent the price of gold down by one-third, and

although it recovered, it suffered a similar shock from Caesar's

Gallic victories a century later. Under the Early Empire the

rate is 12-5 : r. Nero's adulteration of the coinage, owing to

which the silver coins became merely a money of account, gave

gold an arbitrarily low value (10-31 : 1, and in the next century

9-375 : 1), from which it only really recovered under Diocletian,

who fixed the ratio at 1367 : 1. From Constantine I to

1
iii- 95-

* But the circumstances were special. See below, ch. iv. § n.
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Theodosius the rate ranges from 1389 to 1440 : 1 '. About

the year 400 the rate is as high as 15-18 : 1.

In Sicily the relation between gold and silver was, as we
have seen (pp. 42, 43), subject to considerable fluctuations,

ranging from 15 : 1, on which ratio the first gold coins were

issued, down to 10 : 1.

Eelation of silver to copper.—In countries where a copper

standard was in vogue, this relation was of course important

;

but where, as in the greater part of Greece, and in Italy after

the introduction of a silver coinage, silver was the standard

metal, copper coins were merely a money of account, and the

relation of silver to copper is unimportant for our purposes.

The rate 120 : 1 was that prevailing in Ptolemaic times 2
, and

it is probable that it also prevailed in the Aegean in very early

days, long before the coinage of copper. We have seen (p. 37)
that to explain the origin of the Euboic standard it is necessary

to suppose that the great copper-city, Chalcis, put an unusually

high value on copper, making the rate 96 : 1, a difference of one-

fifth ; but this was of course an exceptional rate. Lenormant
arrives at a rate varying between 120 : 1 and 100 : 1 as the most

probable one, both for commercial and monetary purposes, in

the Greek world. The rate 105 : 1 can be fixed for the district

north of the Euxine from the aes grave of the great commercial

city of Olbia. For the rest of Greece, after the time of

Alexander, the actual value of copper is in no way to be

ascertained from the coinage in that metal, which is purely

a token-money.

In the West, if we exclude Carthage, the relation between
the two metals was very different. The original rate appears

to have been 288 : 1, but with increasing commerce, and the
consequently increasing influx of silver, the rate gradually
sank. The gradual fall in the value of silver, as compared
with bronze, keeps pace with, or rather is the chief cause of,

the fall in the weight of the bronze coins of the Republic.
The monetary exchange value (56 : 1) established in 89 b. c. (the

1 Under Julian the actual rate was 14.25 : 1, the rate fixed for coinage
12 : I.

' The latest discussion of the most difficult problem of the silver and
copper coinage of the Ptolemies is by B. P. Grenfell {Revenue-Laws of
1'tu amy Pkiladilphus, pp. 193 IT.).
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date of the introduction of the semuncial as) does not however

express the real commercial value of bronze. The same is

true of the rates fixed under Augustus (56 : 1), Nero (71-n : 1),

and Trajan (80 : 1). Brass, which was largely employed for

coinage under the Empire, was also fixed at an arbitrary

value, and retained a constant relation to copper of 2 : 1.

Electrum, which was regarded for the purpose of coinage as

a distinct metal, was rated at ten times the value of silver,

both in Asia Minor and in Greece Proper. Gold being to

silver as 13^ : 1, the rate of 10 : 1 would be true of a mixture

in which seventy-three per cent, of gold and twenty-seven per

cent, of silver were combined. It has already been remarked

that as a matter of fact the ingredients varied very considerably

from this standard.



CHAPTER IV

THE COINAGE AND THE STATE

§ i. Private Coinage.

The most primitive stage of commerce, in which exchange

was conducted by means of barter, was no sooner succeeded by

the stage in which a definite medium of exchange was adopted,

than it became necessary for the state to regulate the con-

ditions under which that medium was produced. It was

possible no doubt for a private person to place his stamp on

;i piece of metal in order to relieve others of the trouble of

constantly weighing it ; but his guarantee would be accepted

only within a small circle in which his credit was established.

With the extension of commerce it became necessary that

coins should be marked by some better known authority, and

that authority was naturally the state. Outside the bounds of

the state, it depended on its credit whether its coinage would

be accepted without weighing ; whether, that is, it would be

accepted as a medium of exchange or treated as merchandize.

In ancient times the credit of many states stood so high that

their coins were always accepted at a fixed value ; that of

others was regarded loco mercis.

The history of ancient coinage is thus bound up intimately

with the political history of ancient states and rulers, and it is

therefore necessary to inquire in some detail into the conditions

attached to the prerogative of coinage.

A private coinage implies the absence of a state coinage, for

the guarantee of the state is more secure than the guarantee of

the individual, and only when the better guarantee is not to
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be had will the worse be accepted. It has been suggested

'

that a large number of the earliest coins which it is customary

to attribute to various Asiatic cities are in reality private

money, and that the types thereon are the private badges of

influential bankers. Nevertheless it is doubtful whether any
of the instances which the author of this theory adduces are

really conclusive. The great stores of staters which we are

told were in the possession of wealthy bankers like Sadyattes

or Pythes, may well have been state issues. In all probability

the marks which were placed by such bankers on coins were
subsidiary countermarks, which served to give a further

guarantee to state issues which they had tested and found

satisfactory. The minor types which are occasionally found on
the reverses of the early electrum coins, inside the incuse 2

impressions, can hardly be explained as the badges of indi-

vidual bankers ; or, if they are to be so explained, they can

only have served as a secondary guarantee of genuineness, the

primary one b : ing afforded by the main type of the obverse.

The comparative regularity with which the ' incuses ' are dis-

posed on the reverses of all these coins shows that, where two
or three incuses appear on one coin, they must all have been

impressed at one and the same time. When they do contain

designs (and this in early times is by no means the rule),

those designs very possibly belong to the officials appointed to

superintend the striking of the coin, and are analogous to the

symbols which at a later time appear in the field beside

the main type. Finally, the electrum stater of ' Phanes

'

(PI. I. 4), on which so many questions seem to depend for

their answers, does not by any means enable us to decide this

one with certainty. Babelon recognizes in Phanes a banker or

merchant who stamped his pieces of gold with his badge and

name. But Phanes may well have been a potentate of whom
there is no other record ".

1
E. Babelon, Les Origin.es de la Monnaie, p. 91 ff.

' The origin of these incuse or sunk rectangles is explained in ch. vi.

J So far I assume that the name on the coin is rightly explained as the

genitive of a name *<Wijs, Qaii-qs, or ^aiyr/s. If so, the badge is definitely

stated to be that of Phanes. There is, therefore, no reason to attribute

the coin to Ephesus,simplybecause the stag ^the symbol ofArtemis) appears

on this coin as on the coinage of that cify. Indeed Phanes would be le.-s

likely to adopt the stag as hi'i orjim in Ephesus than elsewhere. There is
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Whether there ever existed in ancient times a subsidiary

private coinage corresponding to the token coinage of modern

times (such as the tradesmen's, civic, and bank tokens of

England during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early-

nineteenth centuries), it is impossible to say with certainty.

At least, no recognizable specimens have come down to us.

These token coinages differ from the private coinage, the

existence of which M. Babelon has tried to establish for early

times, in that they attempt not to rival the state issue, but

only to supply the gaps which it leaves unfilled ; that is to say,

when the state issues only the more valuable kind* of coin,

private money in small denominations is issued to facilitate

small transactions. The series of many ancient states are

notably deficient in small denominations ; but it would seem

that the want was supplied by the use of uncoined blocks or

bars of the meaner metals, such as had been in use before the

introduction of coined money.

§ 2. Nature of 'Temple coinage.'

There is, then, no certain instance in ancient history of

anything which can properly be called a private coinage. The
prerogative invariably, so far as we are informed, belonged

to the state. Whenever in Hellas coins were issued by
individuals, those individuals were rulers, whether constitu-

tional kings or tyrants. Even what are known as temple

coinages are probably merely a variety of state coinage. The
temple at Didyma issued coins (drachms or hemidrachms)

of the same types as those of the Milesian coinage, but

with the inscription ETAIAYMHN IEPH (soil. Spaxnn). The
inscription proves that the coins were issued from the temple

;

but, taken in conjunction with the type, it also proves that they

much more to be said for the attribution to Halioarnassus, where the coin
was actually found, and where we have, in later times, a record of a certain'
Phanes, who acted as an auxiliary of Cnmbyses in Egypt. But as Fiilnkel
has pointed out ( Arch. Zeit. 1879, pp. 27-30; Weil, in Berl. Phil. Wo:h. 1898,

P- I337)> the form <baivos, which appears to be the correct reading of the
name, is the genitive, not of ^aiv-qs (which would give the uncontractcd
form -fWi/eos in the third, and *aii/eoi in the first declension), but of $aini>,

an epithet of Artemis. This being so, the attribution to Ephesus is
made more probable.
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were issued with the authority of Miletus. This was, in other

words, a special Milesian issue meant for religious purposes.

On the other hand, the Arcadian coins (PI. II. 8) reading

'ApicaStKoii, although very possibly issued from a great common
sanctuary, are not a mere temple issue, as we shall have reason

to see (below, § 14). The stater of Olympia with the legend

'OXujotikoV belongs to a special issue of the coinag? of Elis

associated with the Olympic festival. The coinage of the

Delphic Amphictiones may most properly be classed with

federal coinages, which will be dealt with below. Another
sanctuary coinage is probably that of Eleusis (PI. IV. 5), issued

during the latter half of the fourth century b. 0. ' to meet the

requirements of the Festival of the Thesmophoria to which

the types refer 1 .'

§ 3. Coinage of Monarchs.

In the case of individual rulers, the custom most prevalent

in Greece Proper and in Western Greece, until the period after

Alexander the Great, was for the ruler to conceal his identity, so

far as the coinage was concerned, under the name of the state

which he governed. Thus Peisistratus and his sons, the

tyrants of Athens, Anaxilas of Khegium, Gelo, Hiero I and

the two Dionysii of Syracuse, Thero of Acragas, the Battiadae

of Cyrene, and others all employed on their coinage not their

own names but the names of the subject states. No doubt

this practice was dictated by motives of policy. In outlying

districts where monarchy was constitutional, or tyrants more

audacious, owing to the lower grade of civilization of their sub-

jects, personal names appear, as at Termera in Caria (where the

tyrant Tymnes, in the fifth century, issued coins bearing the

legends TYMNO and TEPMEPIKON 2
), among the Edonians

(King Getas, about b. 0. 500, PI. II. 9), and the Macedonians (Bang

Alexander I and his successors). Alexander and Teisiphonus,

1 Head, Brit. Mus. Calal, Attica, p. lx.
2
It would be natural to explain this as a case of a Persian vassal

issuing coins ; but we find that the Rapes asv Tv^v-qs apxa paid tribute to

Athens in B.C. 440 (C. I. A. i. 240, col. ii. v. 761. The coins in question
are, it is true, usually placed in the first half of the fifth century b. c.

And it must also be remembered that the Lycians were at once vassals of

Persia and tributaries of Athens.
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tyrants of Pherae in Thessaly, placed their names on their

coins, but the coins of their predecessors, Lycophron and the

famous Jason, read simply 0EPAION. In this connexion it

would have been interesting had the Spartans, with thsir

constitutional double monarchy, possessed an early coinage

other than the (doubtless anonymous) o/3eXoi'.

The breaking down of the old Greek traditions of autonomy

by Alexander the Great brought about the frank declaration of

the royal prerogative on the coinage of most monarchic states.

Alexander's name naturally appeared on his own coins in

continuation of the old Macedonian custom. That custom was

eventually adopted, though with some hesitation, by his

successors : and from them it was copied by Agathocles at

Syracuse. Even Sparta at this time followed the fashion, for

a tetradrachm of Alexandrine types reading BAZIAEOZ
APEOZ is known'. And from this time onwards it is the

rule that the name of the monarch should appear on his

coinage, although some of the more conservative states offer

exceptions '.

§ 4. The Coinage and the Sovereign Power.

' In antiquity, as in modern times, the right of striking

money was generally an exclusive attribute of sovereignty 3 .'

The independent right of coinage being but a sign of political

independence, it was inevitable that the ancient Greeks, so

far as their history is that of a number of small independent

states, should produce an extraordinary variety of indepen-

dent issues. The history of Rome, on the other hand, and

that of Persia, are histories of sovereign states, with subjects

grouped under them ; and in the coinage of these empires

we are therefore concerned with series partly imperial, partly

delegated to subordinate authorities. The distinction between

1 Areus reigned from b.c. 310-266. On coins not much later than this

period appears the diademed head of a king who is not named. The
tyrant Nabis (b. 0. 207-192) is named and portrayed on a unique tetra-

drachm in the British Museum, reading BAIAEOS (= Ba'i\cos)

NABIOZ (Num. Chr. 1897, p. 107 ff
.

; 1898, p. 1). But as a rule the
Spartan coinage was civic. Nabis himself on his earlier coinage placed
his name alone without the title of king.

2 Gardner, Types, pp. 29, 30. = Lenormant, ii. p. 3.
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imperial and autonomous coinage obtains broadly throughout

the ancient world, although there are in the course of history

instances of the small state or individual ruler becoming an

imperial authority with subjects whose coinage required control,

or joining with other states in a political or commercial

federation which was appropriately accompanied by a monetary

union.

In so far as the relation of ruler to subject was clearly

understood in the political world, this relation may be found

reflected in the coinage. The relation of Athens to her subject-

allies in the fifth century, for instance, was one of disguised

empire. Consequently we find that the imperial city was
unable to interfere openly with the coinage of the allied states.

Nevertheless, as Holm has pointed out , those districts, such

as the Cyclades, which were in closest dependence on Athens,

were most restricted in their coinage. The close relations

between Miletus and Athens account for the fact that hardly

any coins can be attributed to the former city at this period.

Cities like Cnidus and Phaselis show at the same time

a considerable restriction if not a complete cessation of coinage.

But it is possible that this feature may be explained rather

by exhaustion on the part of the tributary states than by an

actual interference by Athens with their right of coinage
'2

.

The coinage of the kings of Macedon is an illustration of the

way in which a Greek ruler controlled the coinage of his

dominions. When Philip in 358 b. c. founded the town which
bore his name, he gave it permission to strike coins in all

three metals bearing the autonomous legend *iXiWa>i» (PI. VII.

3); but before his reign was over the grant was withdrawn,

and Philippi was placed on a level with other Macedonian cities,

used as regal mints, but only to be identified by subsidiary

1 Gr. Gesch. ii. p. 267 ; Eng. transl. ii. p. 233.
2 In the Beiblatt of the Oesterreich. Jahreshefte, i. (1898), p. 43, Dr. Wilhelm

now announces the discovery on Siphnos of an inscription showing that

the Athenians interfered to regulate the coinage, weights and measures
of her allies. Another copy of the same document was seen at Smyrna
and published by Baumeister in the Berkhte der Berliner Akademie, 1855,

p. 197, but has since been lost and forgotten. Both texts are much
damaged. Pending the fuller publication and discussion of the new
inscription, I must be content to note that the passage in the text will

probably require considerable modification in the sense indicated*

G 2
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mint marks. Alexander the Great continued the system
; but

in his character of liberator he accorded the right of inde-

pendent coinage to all those states which freely accepted his

suzerainty. Even the issue of gold was permitted to them,

a liberty which they had not enjoyed under the Persian

domination.

For the Great King had reserved to himself most strictly

all rights connected with the issue of the imperial metal.

When we find gold issued by some of the dynasts under

Persian rule (thus Pixodarus, dynast of Caria, b. c. 340 to 334,
issued a gold coinage), it is 'a sign of a general relaxation of

direct Persian control 1 .' The difficulty of controlling the out-

lying island of Cyprus also accounts for the issues of gold coins

by the kings of Citium, Marium, Paphos, and Salamis. In the

great body of his own dominions the Persian king was able

to prevent the coinage even of silver except by his own
authority. Where, however, the king's authority was repre-

sented by satraps or tributary dynasts, we find large series

of silver coins, issued partly by the cities, partly by his

generals and in their own name.

Thus practically the whole of the coasts of Asia Minor and

Syria are represented by a silver coinage. We even hear of

a satrap of Egypt, Aryandes, issuing silver coins 2
. At Tarsus

we find issues of silver bearing the legends TEPSIKON and
KIAIKION and their Aramaic equivalents. These and similar

adjectives, like NAHAIKON, SOAIKON at other Cilician

mints, have been explained as showing that the coins are

not properly autonomous issues (which would require the form

T APZEflN, &c.) s
. Parallel with these issues are those bearing

the names of satraps such as Datames, Mazaeus, Pharnabazus,

and tributary tyrants and dynasts such as Maussollus and
his successors in Caria, or Dionysius and Timotheus at

Heraclea in Pontus. The most interesting coin of the kind

1 Head, Brit. Mus. Catal , Caria, Ac.
, p. Ixxxiv.

2 Herodotus, iv. 166. Darius, from Herodotus' account, would appear
to have been angry with Aryandes for issuing silver of excessive purity.
There are no extant coins which can be attributed to this satrap. It may
be that he coined sigli with the royal types which should only have been
issued by the royal mint, and that this was the real reason of his fall.

3 But there teems to he insufficient foundation for this view; see
Babelon, Perses Achem. pp. xxvii. f.
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is that struck by Themistocles (PI. IV. 1) when in exile at

Magnesia \

Ptolemy Soter allowed to the province of Cyrenaica con-

siderable privileges in the matter of coinage. Thus, under his

rule (b. c. 321-308) there seems to have been no limitation of

the coinage, which is found in all three metals. From the

time of Ptolemy IV, Philopator, down to the acquisition of

Cyrenaica by the Romans in b. c. 96, there is, however, no

autonomous coinage, Cyrene being used as a royal mint.

The letter of Antiochus VII to Simon Maccabaeus 2
is an

interesting record of a grant of the right of coinage made by

a ruler to his vassal. The tenor of the letter shows that it was

only when Antiochus was in need of help that he thought fit

to grant this privilege, which he retracted as soon as he could

safely break with the Jewish prince 3
.

The grant of the right of coinage was occasionally accom-

panied by the condition that the head of the sovereign should

appear on the coins. Such was the case with the autonomous
coinage of several cities of Cilicia and Northern Syria under

Antiochus IV 4
. But the reason for the appearance of regal

portrait-heads on autonomous coins is often merely compli-

mentary : such is the case with the head of Cleopatra on the

coins of Patrae (where M. Antonius stayed the winter b. c. 32-31).

§ 5. Borne and her Subjects. Restriction of Gold.

The regulation by Rome, from the time that she became an

extra-Italian power, of the coinage of her subjects, is a matter

which can only be briefly touched upon here. In this respect,

a more or less definite line may be drawn between the western

1 Waddington, Melanges, i. PI. I. 2 ; Head, Brit. Mus. Catal, Ioiia, p. 158
(the latter a plated specimen ' ; the Berlin Museum has recently acquired
a third specimen {Zeitschr.f. Kxtm. xxi. p. 73 note).

2
I Mace. XV. 5 vvv ovv 'l(TT7]> i aoi ndvTa rd dfpatpi^ara, a drpij/cdv 001 ol -npo

1/ioC /HaffiKets, teal oca a\ha d(paLp€fj.ara acprj/cav (rot, iroiijaai fcopfxa tSiov vopiapa

tt)S ywpas ffov.
3 The correctness of the attribution to this period of the well-known

Jewish shekels and half-shekels (Fig. 7, p. 34) has rightly been doubted.
They are rather to be given to the first revolt of the Jews under Nero
(see the references to recent literature on this subject in Num. Chr.

1893. P- 75)-
1 Lenormant, ii. 34 ; Babelon, Rois de Syr. p. ci. ff.
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and the eastern provinces. In the former (with which the

Adriatic district must be classed) the denarius was the basis of

all the coinage ; all coins belonging to any other standard were

demonetized. Thus the coinage of silver was either stopped, or

limited to issues on the denarius standard. There was of

course no legal gold coinage except that of Kome herself or her

direct representatives. The striking of a gold piece by the

allies in the Social War ' was even more treasonable than their

issue of denarii. The local issues—both provincial and muni-

cipal—lasted to the time of the Empire, the provincial coinages

of Spain, Africa, and Gaul (the last centring round the altar of

Eome and Augustus at Lyons), being most important. But

by the time of Nero all these local issues had been entirely

superseded by imperial coins. Sicily throughout was placed

under the same system as Italy, a bronze coinage alone being

allowed, and that only to certain favoured cities like Panormus,

which were free and ' immune.

'

The coinage of the East was more complex. Here also the

general rule prevailed limiting the coinage of gold to Eome.
There are, however, one or two exceptions. Most important

is the large issue of gold coins (gradually degenerating into

electrum) which belongs to the kings of the Cimmerian

Bosporus (PI. XIII. 3). Electrum continued to be coined by

these rulers as late as the second half of the third century a. d.,

but by this time the material of the money is more properly

to be called bronze with a wash of gold. From the time of

Domitian onwards the head of the emperor always occupies one

side of the coin, the head of the vassal king the other.

Certain gold coins reading KOSflN are often attributed to

a Thracian prince who supplied Brutus with gold before the

battle of Philippi 2
. On these coins Brutus is represented

marching between two lictors. But it is not very probable that

the name of such a person should have been placed in the

nominative on these coins, which are really a Eoman issue.

1 Friedliinder, Osk. Mum. p. 73 ; Pinder u. Friedlander, Beitrage, i. p. 176

;

Mommsen, M. R. ii. p. 426, no. 225.
2 Mommsen {M. R. iii. p. 283) speaks definitely of 'Coson, prince de

Thrace.' The passage of Appian, on which alone the theory is based,
does not mention the name of the king whose widow brought gold to

Brutus.
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The word Kdow may be a genitive plural, and the name of

a people 1
.

The gold pieces belonging to the time of Caracalla and
bearing types relating to Alexander the Great are of course

not coins, and therefore do not concern us 2
.

The result of this restriction of the coinage of gold was
a gradual disappearance of this metal from the coinages of the

outskirts of the Eoman dominion in proportion as that dominion
made itself felt. Thus both in Gaul and Britain the advance
of Roman influence caused the gradual disappearance of the

gold coinage. And independent rulers, as the Eoman power
threatened their existence, abstained more and more from
employing this metal. The issue of a gold stater at Athens in

the name of Mithradates the Great (PI. IX. 7) was of course

an act of war. There is a curious exception to this rule in the

gold decadrachm struck at Tyre in 102 b. c.
3

. The issue of

a gold coinage by Ephesus and Pergamum in b. c. 87-84 was
a 'declaration of independence V

§ 6. Bestriction of Silver.

As regards silver, the regulations were more lax. In the

first place the denarius standard was not imposed ; but at the

same time an unfair tariff was established in accordance with

which the silver coins in circulation were valued at a discount

in terms of denarii. In the province of Asia the issue of

Attic tetradrachms ceased, and the cistophori were the only

silver coins which under ordinary circumstances were legal

tender. The Attic tetradrachms of Side were, however,

admitted to the province, but only when assimilated in value

to the cistophori. The issue of Phoenician tetradrachms in

1 The people of Cossea has been suggested. Babelon, Monn. cle la Rep. rom.

ii. p. 114.
'' Longperier, Rev. Num. 1868, PI. 10-13. The little gold coins of

Alexandria Troas belong to the same class (Wroth, Brit. Mus. Catal., Troas,

&c, p. 12, note). Of the gold coins of Amyntas, it may be said that the

evidence against their genuineness is too strong to allow of their being

admitted to the text. The stater at Paris is certainly false ; some of

the sixths appear to be of better style than others, but the resemblance is

too clo^e to allow of a satisfactory distinction between false and true

(see Wroth, Brit. Mus. Catal., Galatia, &c, p. xviii).
3 At Berlin, Z.f. N. iv. p. 6.

' Head, H. N. p. 497.
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Phoenicia was interfered with and partially stopped. Still

most of the Greek cities that possessed the title of ' free ' or

' autonomous ' retained the right of silver coinage ; and certain

confederations created or patronized by the Eomans enjoyed

the same privilege. Thus we have silver coins of the Lycian

league (PI. IX. 5) certainly as late as the time of Augustus

;

we have the federal coinage of the Eegions of Macedon, during

the short period 158-146 B.C., those of the Magnetes, Thes-

salians, &c , and that of Hispania Citerior down to the war of

Numantia. It was natural that in mining districts such as the

last-mentioned a silver coinage should be permitted.

In Greece, after the formation of the provinces of Achaea and

Macedonia in 146 b. c , the various federal coinages come to an

end. We now have a provincial coinage in Macedonia in both

silver and bronze. The earliest pieces, while resembling in

types the earlier regional coinage, now bear the word LEG(atus)

(PI. X. 5) ; the later pieces, on which the quaestorial insignia

occupy the reverse, are marked with the names of the praetor,

quaestor, or legatus pro quaestore '. Bronze coins were also

issued by at least two quaestors. On these the whole legend

is in Greek, while on the silver the Greek lettering is confined

to the word MAKEAONnN.
In the Province of Asia the cistophori were taken up by the

Eomans, and on the later of them appear the names of Eoman
proconsuls of the Province of Asia, as T. Ampi(us) T. f. pro

co(n)s(ule). On the Phrygian cistophori, since the Phrygian

cities were at times within the jurisdiction of the governor of

Cilicia, the names of Cilician proconsuls (P. Lentulus, PL X. 6,

and M. Tullius Cicero) occur, as well as those of the Asiatic

governors.

Generally speaking, down to the time of the Empire the

coinage of silver in the eastern provinces was limited to the

Komano-provincial coinage, and to the issues of a few cities or

rulers specially favoured (such as Alexandria Troas, Tyre, Side

in Pamphylia, Amyntas, the kings of Cappadocia, &c). Other
states and monarchs received the right of coinage, but were
limited to bronze. And that a distinct grant was necessary is

shown by the curious way in which some of the most important
cities are ill represented, or entirely unrepresented, by coinage

1
Aesillas q(uaestor), Suura leg(atus) pro q{uaestore).
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after they come under the power of Eome. The scantiness of

the Bhodian coinage under the Empire is doubtless due to the

sufferings of the island state in the civil war.

§ 7. The Eastern Provinces under the Empire.

The advent of the Empire caused considerable changes in the

provincial administration. In the first place, although local

money was not suppressed, Augustus made Eoman coins,

weights, and measures obligatory in all parts, in so far as they

were to be legal in all transactions, and all public accounts and

tariffs were to be based on the denarius \ If the drachm is

mentioned, it is regarded as equivalent to the denarius, unless

a special tariff was arranged

\

It took, however, some three centuries, before the Eoman
coinage actually expelled the local coinage from all parts, and

then the cessation of the local coinage may have been due rather

to exhaustion and disorganization than to other causes.

The silver money of the East in Imperial times is designed to

meet the want of the provinces for a silver coinage which could

not be supplied in sufficient quantity by the Eoman mint. In

the first place, the cistophori were continued by the so-called

' silver medallions ' of Asia Minor (PI. XII. 8). Farther East,

the great mint of Caesarea in Cappadocia issued enormous

quantities of silver coins, mostly with a local type, the Mons
Argaeus (PI. XIV. 2). Syria and the further East were served

by Antiochia on the Orontes (PI. XIV. 7) and its subordinate

mints (Tyre, Heliopolis, Emesa, and others; even places like

Seleucia ad Calycadnum struck an occasional billon coin which

is evidently to be classed with the Antiochene series). The
third important coinage of this kind is that of Alexandria in

Egypt, which extends down to the end of the third century

a. D.
b These coins do not bear the name of the mint, but are

distinguished by their fabric and by the careful system of dating

1 Egypt, however, seems to have been excepted; not till Diocletian's time
did drachms and obols go out of use in accounts.

3 Thus we hear of the Khodian drachms current in a. d. 71, that they
were tariffed at 10 assaria, or £ of the denarius (inscription of Cibyra,
C. I. G. 4380 a, vol. iii. p. 1167).

3 As Pick lias pointed out (Z.f. N. xiv. p. 300 f. ; Journ. Internal. 1898,

p. 462), the coinage of Alexandria under the Empire is not the coinage of
the city, but of the provincial government.
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according to the regnal years, the symbol L being employed, as

a rule, instead of 6T0VC (PL XIV. 5, 8). The character of

these coinages is by no means high, and the silver rapidly

becomes billon, and the billon bronze.

Besides these important issues, we may mention some of

a more sporadic character. After the dissolution of the Lycian

league and the constitution of the imperial province of Lycia-

Pamphylia by Claudius in 43 a. d. , a series of denarii were

issued until the time of Trajan. This coinage ceases with th<»

transference of the province to the Senate. Less important are

the casual issues of silver at Byzantium ' and at Ephesus 2
.

There are also silver coins struck in Imperial times at Strato-

nicea, Aphrodisias, and Tabae in Caria, in the first case as late

as the time of Antoninus Pius. The silver coins struck in

Cyprus during the last three years of Vespasian's reign (in the

names of Titus and Domitian) are of the same exceptional

character. Crete has a series of silver coins from Augustus

to Trajan. The little silver coins struck at Mcopolis in

Epirus with the head of Faustina Senior (9 6 A *AVCT£INA) 3

were issued in connexion with the Actian games. Tarsus

occasionally issued silver. The silver coinage of Tyre lasts

down to 57 a. d. ; and this city, as we have already noticed,

was one of the mints of the Antiochene series. The source

of a peculiar series of silver coins struck in the time of

Marcus Aurelius and his family, and reading iirep vUr^s 'Vapaluv

or virep vUris tS>v Kvplav 2fj3(norwt<), was probably Edessa in

Mesopotamia.

The irregular and scattered character of this silver coinage

shows how much the right of coinage depended on the will of

the provincial governors. It seems impossible to elicit from
the known facts any kind of rule governing the distribution of

silver mints. That they were kept under strict control is shown
by the fact that a governor in the time of Marcus Aurelius is

known to have demonetized the silver of a mint (unknown)
owing to its debased condition 4

.

1 With the heads of the deified Augustus and Livia, therefore pre-
sumably struck by Tiberius.

2 Under Nero, with the inscriptions A I A P A X M N and A P AX M H.
3 Wroth in Num. Chr. 1897, p. 104, no. 19.
' Digest, xlvi. 3. 102, peeunia, qua ilia res publica utebatur, quasi aerosa

iussu praesidis sublata est. After the time of Augustus the number of
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1

The coinage of bronze was permitted in enormous quantities.

The right was, even so, strictly controlled by the home govern-

ment. There were only two senatorial l mints (Rome and
Antioch), and local issues supplied the remainder of the bronze

coinage. The bronze coins issued by Roman procurators in

Judaea (of which later) may perhaps form another class. The
local issues are of two kinds, those bearing the heads of

emperors or personages of the Imperial family, mostly em-

presses, and those with a quasi-autonomous type. The emperors

or empresses are occasionally identified with deities ; Plautilla

appears as N€A 9€A HP A, Commodus as HPAKAHC PHMAIOC
(PI. XIII. 2). Similarly even on Eoman coins we find Livia

in the character of PI ETAS.
Next to the heads of emperors, and forming a transition to

the more frankly autonomous types, come the personifications

oftheKomanSenate(iePACVNKAHT0C,6e0NCVNKAHT0N,
PI. XIII. 6) and of Roma herself (GE A PHMH, 96AN PHMHN,
PI. XIII. 6). These are limited to senatorial provinces, or

rather, one may say, to the province of Asia K

The individual city is represented on its coins by its AHMOC
(PI. XIV. 9, 10), BOVAH (IEPA BOVAH, PI. XIV. 11),

rePOVCIA (IEPA rePOVCIA), or personified, in which case

the name of the city, or simply llOAiC, is inscribed beside

the bust. A fine coin of Sardes(Pl. XIII. 1) has a representa-

tion of the Mi/TpoTruXis SdpSir 'Acrias AvSias 'EKXiiSos a . But the

greater number of these quasi-autonomous coins bear repre-

sentations of deities or heroes locally important, such as Zeus

Poteos at Dionysopolis (PI. XIV. 12).

The right of coinage gradually became more and more an

empty honour. The greater part of the later bronze coinage

of Asia Minor seems to have been connected with local festivals

and games, and coins were probably issued in vast numbers on

these occasions in order to supply the wants of the unusual

mints from which silver was issued was considerably reduced. Again,

under Hadrian and Antoninus Pius there were numerous changes, some
mints being closed, other new ones opened, many only for a few years.

1 See p. 50, for the authority of the Senate in the matter of coinage.
2 PHMH occurs outside the province, as at Amisus and Alexandria.

The interference of the Eoman Senate in local affairs is evidenced at

Laodicea in Phrygia by the phrase A^/iuti 2w/cA^tov, which is equivalent

to Senatus Consulto.
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concourse of spectators. After the time of Gallienus, Greek

Imperial coins were rarely struck ; the Emperors Claudius II,

Aurelian, and even Tacitus are, however, represented (the last

only at Alexandria and Perga). At Alexandria the coinage

went on (long after the billon had degenerated into bronze)

until the time of Diocletian, who established there one of his

Eoman mints.

The treatment of vassal rulers seems to have varied as much
as that of subject cities. The gold coinage of the Crimean

kings has already been mentioned. In the closing days of the

Kepublic and the beginning of the Empire the kings of Maure-

tania, of Cappadocia, of Pontus (that is to say, the Zenonid

family), the kings of Nabathaea, and Amyntas of Galatia are

all represented by silver. On the other hand, the kings of

Thrace (with the possible exception of a Cotys in the first

century b. a), the Jewish rulers, the kings of Commagene, the

dynasts of Olba, the 'kings of Cilicia, and (from the time of

Trajan downwards) the princes of Edessa were limited to

bronze. The usage as to putting on the coins the head of the

emperor seems to have varied in different places, and under

different rulers in the same place.

The Eoman governors and their subordinate officers, having

authority over the various provinces, naturally appear on the

coins of places under their control ; in these cases the inscrip-

tions are in Greek \

§ 8. "Roman Colonies.

A peculiar position in the monetary system of the Eoman
dominions was occupied by the Eoman colonies. Strictly

speaking, that colonies of Eoman citizens should ever have had
a coinage other than the state coinage was an anomaly. That
colonies with limited citizenship should have had certain

rights of coinage was, on the other hand, only to be expected.

Accordingly we find in the earliest period that cities like

Caere and Capua (which possessed the ' Caeretan right '), and
colonies with the 'Latin right,' standing in the same position

as allied states, did possess a coinage of their own. Until

268 b. c, when the Eoman silver coinage was introduced, the

1 See below, cli. v. § 8.
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right of coinage in these colonies was unrestricted. At this

date, however, the issue of silver by the colonies was stopped,

and a similar measure was adopted with the allies (the Brettians

alone excepted). About four years later, all mints, colonial or

other, were closed in Central Italy, and at the same time the

system of the as was imposed on the southern part of the penin-

sula. The bronze now issued was, however, of a lower standard

than the Eoman ; and after a time none but the smaller divisions

were allowed. The admission of all Italians to the citizenship

by the leges Julia and Plautia-Papiria (b. 0. 90-89) naturally

carried with it the abolition of the independent coinage of

Italian colonies and allies, excepting only Paestum. The
coinage of Sicily and Spain, however, continued ; but here

again, as earlier in Italy, the weights were kept below the

Eoman standard.

In the period of transition to the Empire, the old rule was

broken, notably in the case of Corinth, which, though a colony

of Roman citizens, issued coins. Gades is another instance of

the same breaking down of the old distinction. About this

time also we find a number of municipia striking money, some

of them even placing their title on it '. Some of these may,

however, have been municipia with the Latin right only. We
have also in the coins of Vienna and Lugdunum (under the

name of COPIA) further instances of the same relaxation of

the rule ; and Nemausus and Cabellio (with the Latin right)

and Lugdunum (with the Eoman right) even issued silver

quinarii.

Augustus removed the anomaly by abolishing the distinction

between the two forms of right, and making it. possible for all

colonies outside Italy alike to issue bronze. The right

however, had to be specially granted in each case, and the

circumstance of the grant is noted on many coins. As it was

at first made by the emperor directly, we find the formulae

Perm{issu) Augusti, Permissu Caesaris Aug{usti), Pcr(missu)

Imp[eratoris) Caesaris Augusti, Indulgcntiae Aug{usti) Moneta

impetrata (this at Patrae), and even Perm(issit) Dili Aug(usti).

But after the reorganization of 15 b. c. the proconsuls were

competent to make the grant, and thus we meet with the

names of legates and proconsuls in formulae such as : Perm{issu)

1 As at Emporiae, EMPOR—MVNIC.
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Silani (at Berytus). Pe>-missu L. Aproni procos. Ill (at Clypea).

The mention of these permissions ceases in the time of

Tiberius 1
. The most abbreviated form in which they are

found is PPDD [Permissu Proconsulis, Decurionum Decreto).

Colonial coinage in the West has but a brief duration. In

Sicily, it ends with Augustus ; in Africa and Numidia, with

Tiberius ; in Spain, with Caligula ; in Gaul, about the time of

Nero : Babba in Mauretania, curiously, strikes as late as G-alba's

reign. The exceptions are only apparent. When Commodus
perpetrated his freak of colonizing Eome, the new colony

struck coins with the title Col{onia) Luicia) An(toniniana)

Com(modiana) I Fig. i8j. The coins of the fourth consulate of

Fig. 18.—Reverse of as of C nimodus (a.d. 190 COL(onia) L ucia"

A N ^toniniana) COM(mcdianaY P(ontifex M(aximus), TR ibu-

nicia) P(otestate) XV, IMP;erator VIII, CO(n)Stul) VI. S. C.

Priest ploughing.

Postumus (a. d. 265-266) struck at Cologne, reading Col(onia)

Cl{audid) Agriplpina) or Ciolonia) Cijandia) A[u<juita\ A(grippina),

are really imperial, not colonial coins. In the East the colonial

coinage lasted down to the time of Aurelian.

The official language of these colonies was of course Latin.

Still we find Greek in some of the colonies of late foundation,

as Thessalonica, and Philippopolis in Arabia. Greek in fact

is the rule in the remote East, where it must have been difficult

to inculcate Latin. And even in Asia Minor the Latin legends

are often sadly blundered - The later coins of Antiochia on the

Orontes reading S C and ~siqrpo. KoXavii have been explained, on

1 But Corinth, which received again from Domitian the right which it

had lost under Vespasian, records the fact in the legend Perm^issu

Imp(eratoris).
2 For instance, the title of Volusian appears in the dative) on coins of

PisidianAntiochaslMPCVIRAPCALVSSIANOAVG.
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the ground of the two Latin letters, as really senatorial coins \

The letters S R on the coins of Antioeh in Pisidia point to

some interference on the part of the Roman Senate with the

coinage of the colony (PI. XIV. 3)
2
.

The obverse type of colonial coins under the Empire is

almost universally the emperor's head. In the earlier period

it is not unusual to find mention of the Eoman patrons of the

city. At Gades we find Agrippa as Munieipi Patronus ct Parens

;

earlier at Paestum Cn. Corn(elius) 31. Tuc(cius) Patr(oni).

Agrippa's third consulate is commemorated on coins struck at

Caesaraugusta (Tarraconensis) as late as the reign of Caligula.

The types of the colonial coins are as a rule somewhat
uninteresting. The most common are:—
A priest tracing the pomoerium with a plough drawn by

a yoke of oxen.

The Wolf and Twins.

Marsyas (a copy of the Silenus-statue in the Eoman forum,

popularly called Marsyas and supposed to be a type of the

Latin right) 3
.

Military standards (denoting a deductio of veterans) some-

times accompanied by an indication of the legion concerned.

But besides these and other stock types (such as Victory, the

emperor performing various functions, the Eoman eagle, &c),

there occur interesting local representations, such as Apollo

Smintheus at Alexandria Troas, Men at Antioeh in Pisidia

(PI. XIV. 3), or the types relating to the myths of Bellerophon

and of Melicertes at Corinth.

§ 9. Delegated Coinage : the Satraps.

We have already mentioned the subsidiary coinages of the

Persian Empire : those coinages which, to meet the military

necessities of the outskirts of the Empire, were by the Great

King's permission issued by his generals or satraps, and by

1 SC occurs elsewhere, e.g. at Philippopolis in Arabia and at the

colony of Mallus in Cilicia.
2 An interference limited at first (from Septimius Severus to Gordian III)

to the sestertii, and then extended to all the coins. The meaning of the

abbreviation is, however, by no means certain. The letters also occur at

the colony of Parlais in Lycaonia.
8 Serv. ad Aen. iii. 20 ; iv. 58.
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the dynasts who owned allegiance to him. From one point

of view {de facto) the coinage of these last was simply the

outcome of a privilege granted to subjects (from whom it could

hardly be withheld); from another {de jure), the right of

coinage may be looked upon as delegated to them by the

Great King. The coinage of the satraps and generals, on

the other hand, is a purely delegated coinage without any

of the character of autonomy. In Paphlagonia, Ionia, and

Cilicia the satrapal coinage is especially important. In the

northern province, the mint of Sinope was used by Datames,

by his son Abd Susin (?) ', and by Ariarathes ; the last-named

struck coins also at Gaziura in Pontus. The legends on all

these coins, except those of Datames, are in Aramaic. Besides

the satraps themselves, however, it is possible to recover from

these coins the names of a certain number of their subordinates,

such as those which M. Six has read on coins of the series

of Datames 2
.

As satrap of Dascylium, Pharnabazus issued staters bearing

a fine portrait of himself (PI. V. 6), perhaps from the mint

of Cyzicus, on the occasion of the loss of that city by the

Athenians s
. These coins bear the satrap's name in Greek

letters. More than thirty 3'ears later, when he was preparing

his expedition against Egypt (b. c. 378-372), it is probable that

Pharnabazus issued from Tarsus coins bearing in Aramaic

characters his name and the supplementary legend hTk or

KIAIKION, showing that the coinage was meant to defray

the expense of his military preparations in Cilicia. These

satrapal coins, therefore, were probably nothing but a military

issue *.

1 Num. Chr. 1894, p. 302. In the pseudo-Aristotelian second book of the
Oeconomic9 (e. 24) is an interesting story of Datames and the plundering
of a temple for plate which he carried to Amisus and converted into
money to pay his troops.

2 Vararanes, Tir Orontobates (perhaps identical with the last

dynast of Carta).
3 B.C. 410. Wroth, Num. Chr. 1893, pp. ir-13.
4

' C'est comme generaux places a la tete d'armees en campagne et non
comme satrapes, exercant les pouvoirs reguliers de cette charge, que les

personnages en question les ont fabriquees et y ont inscrit leurs noms '

(Lenormant). Probably also the representation of the satrap's own features
which we find at Cyzicus would not have been permitted in the province
of Cilicia, which was nearer home.
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The word mzdy, which occurs on a large number of Cilician

coins of later date than those of Pharnabazus, was once
interpreted as equivalent to the Greek n«r66s ' ; but it is now
generally agreed that the letters represent the name of

Mazaeus, whose career as satrap in Cilicia, in Eber-nahara

(i.e. northern Syria, 'across the river' Euphrates), and finally

in Babylon under Alexander, lasted from 362 to 328 b c. He
issued coins for all three satrapies, the most remarkable piece

being that (PI. IV. 12) which describes him as ' Mazaeus, who
is over Eber-nahara and Cilicia.'

In considerably later times the Parthian king Phraates II

(b.c. 136-127) in order to pay his troops in the war against

the Scythians, issued drachms which bear the word KaTatrrpa-Kia

('campaign ').

§ 10. Ililitary Coinage in the West.

Examples of a military coinage are by no means wanting
when we pass from the East to the Greeks of Greece Proper.

The enigmatic 'Thibronian money' mentioned by Photius 2

was presumably that struck by one of the two men named
Thibron, probably the Spartan harmost, to pay the Greek
troops which he organized against Tissaphernes ''. The coins

have not been identified with any degree of certainty 4
. An

instance of a military coinage issued in common by a number
of Sicilian towns will occupy us subsequently 5

.

But the most important instance (outside Rome) of the issue

of coins for purely military purposes is found in the Western
Mediterranean. The Carthaginians, who did not possess a

citizen army, were obliged to spend large sums in payment
of their mercenary troops. The earliest Carthaginian coins

are those struck in Sicily for this purpose at the time of the

great invasion of 410 B.C. (PI. XL 5). The workmanship

1 Lenormant, ii. p. 262.
a Qifipwvttov vo^uaixa : ISokci &tt6 Qtfipwvos rod xaP^avTOS ffy^ffflat, Lenor-

mant, ii. p. 258.
3 Xen. Exp. Cyr. vii. 6. 1.

* See Willers, Z. f. N. xxi. p. 66 f. It appears that the coins were not
of good quality.

s For the coin supposed to have been struck by the Athenian army in

Samos (Lenormant, ii. p. 260), see Gardner, Samos, pp. 45, 46.
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of these coins is thoroughly Greek ; but the inscription in

Punic characters, an occasional Punic symbol, and types such

as the date-palm, the head of a queen (Dido?), and others

proper to Carthage distinguish them from the issues of the

Greek cities of Sicily. At the same time the head of Persephone

surrounded by dolphins, which often occurs, is an obvious

imitation of the head on the Syracusan coinage. The in-

scriptions fall into two classes. The one includes the names

of cities occupied by the Carthaginians, such as Heraclea

Minoa, Motya, Panormus (?), Eryx, Solus. Of the others one

is the name of Carthage (' New city of Carthage
'J,

which does

not imply that the coins were struck there, as the analogy

of ROMA on coins struck at Capua and other places suffices to

prove. We find also 'Am Jlachanat and similar forms,

meaning ' the people of the camp ' or ' army.' Finally,

Mechasbim appears to denote the quaestors or paymasters

in attendance on the commanders.

This camp coinage of the Carthaginians in Sicily probably

terminated in the time of Agathocles, having lasted about

a century.

§ 11. Soman 3Lilitary Coinage.

The military issues were, as has been already indicated,

an exceedingly important part of the Roman coinage, both

in their bulk and by the historical fact that * the process by

which the coinage of the Eepublican state became the coinage

of the emperor was entirely conditioned by the laws relating

to the military coinage. In accordance with the whole con-

stitution of the Empire, Julius and Augustus applied the

principles of the military coinage, up till then confined to

the provinces, to the coinage of the city ; the right of coinage

belonging to the Imperutor, which included the right of

portraiture, was thus assumed by the head of the State in civil

as well as in military affairs. The military commander in

virtue of his imperium struck coins either in his own name,

or through his financial officers (quaestor, legatus, or pro

1 As Lenormant has said in a passage (ii. pp. 2-2. 273^ the gist of which
I have tried to reproduce. See also Mommsen, Mann. Bom. ii. pp. 57-63.
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quaestore'1

). The authority of the Senate was not needed

and is only exceptionally mentioned 2
. The coinage thus

issued by the military commanders was part of and conformed

to the system of Soman state coinage ; its circulation was not

confined to any one part of the Eoman dominions. But the

governors of provinces also issued local coinages of a limited

character and conforming to local standards and types (such

as the Macedonian series or the cistophori '), which must not

be confounded with the military coinage proper, although

the imperium in virtue of which the two classes of coins were

issued was one and the same 4
.

The first coins certainly of a military character issued by
the Eoman Eepublic are small gold pieces of 60, 40, and

20 sesterces (PI. XL 9). The obverse bears the helmeted head

of Ares and the mark of value ; the reverse an eagle on a

thunderbolt, and the inscription ROMA. The work is Greek.

These pieces were issued during the Hannibalian war, beginning

in 217 b. c. The extraordinary value attributed to them (giving

a ratio of 174- : 1 between gold and silver
8

) shows that they

were issued under stress of circumstances.

The ' liberator ' of Greece, T. Quinctius Flamininus, issued

during or after the Second Macedonian war (b. o. 200-197)

a gold stater with his portrait and name (T. Q_VINlCTI). In
some respects this rare coin " is an exception to the rule that

Eoman military coinage conformed to the general Eoman
system ; for it is a stater of Attic weight, and the reverse type

is that of the gold staters of Alexander the Great (Nike with

wreath and palm-branch). But, as Lenormant has remarked,

at this early period a coin of Eoman weight would have puzzled

the Greeks.

The Social War saw the issue of a large military coinage

by the revolted allies (PI. XL 13, 14). This records the names

* Other officers were occasionally, but only in special circumstances,

granted the right ; «. g. legati pro constde orpro praetore, and in the civil ware
the urban quaestors and the triumviri monetales replace the military

quaestors.
'' On coins of Sulla's two lieutenants C. Annius, C. Valerius Flaccus ; of

L. and C. Memmius, quaestors during the Sertorian war ; and the praetor

C. Coponius in the war between Caesar and Pompeius.
3 See above, p. 88.
1 A list of these provincial issues in Lenormant, ii. pp. 277-287.
5 Hultsch, p. 302.

6 See Head, H. N. p. 205.

n 2
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of their generals (and perhaps also their military quaestors),

and C. Papius Mutilus is sometimes actually called (in Oscan

characters) Embratur (i.e. Imperator) 1
.

The great series of Koman military issues begins, however,

with Sulla. His quaestor in the Mithradatic war, Lucullus,

issued for the payment of the troops coins which were actually

known as 'Lucullan.' These are probably the pieces of some-

what hasty execution reading L. Sulla on the obverse, and

Impcr. itcrum on the reverse. The obverse bears a head of

Venus, before it Cupid with a palm-branch ; the reverse,

a sacrificial ewer and a lituus between two trophies (PI. XII. 2).

Two peculiarities may be noticed : exactly the same types occur

in both gold and silver ; and the gold pieces are struck at

thirty to the pound 2
.

The example set by Sulla was followed by Pompeius. by
Julius Caesar, and by the minor combatants in the civil war.

In 49 B.C., for instance, the praetor C. Coponius, in command
of the fleet at Rhodes, struck denarii with his own name:
C. Coponius Pr(aetor), and that of the monetary triumvir

Q. Sicinius: Skinius Illvir. The fact that both these men
were holding ' home ' magistracies, and therefore had no real

right to strike military coins, made it necessary for them
to mention the Senate (S. C.) as authorizing the issue.

These coins well illustrate the disturbed condition of the

political world at the time.

Caesar, once in possession of the city of Rome, made it

the mint of his imperatorial coinage, while the urban officers,

as we have seen, struck outside the city the coins which should
have been issued at home. In 44 b. c. an order was made
by the Senate that the portrait of Caesar should be placed
on the coins. This was done in the case of the urban silver

coinage which was issued by the monetary magistrates in-

stituted by Caesar (PI. XII. 7). But the order did not apply
to the gold coins, which did not come within the Senate's

control. For the issue of money by the urban officials was
still strictly limited to the baser metals, except in the case

1 Friedl. Osk. Munien, PL IX. 6 and 9. See also below, § 14 ; Conway,
Italic Dialects, i. pp. 216 ff.

2 Sulla occasionally issued gold at thirty-six to the pound ; Hultsch,
p. 302. The weight of the Roman aureus gradually fell (see above, p. 54).
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of military coinage ; and the aurei of Caesar were all issued

in virtue of his military office. Not till the year after Caesar's

death was an urban gold coinage instituted. A single gold

coin of Julius Caesar (if indeed it is not a coin of Hirtius

which has been tooled) bears his portrait
'

; but in placing

his portrait on this gold piece he was not conforming to

any decree of the Senate, but to the example set long before

by riamininus. The right of portraiture was not actually

a prerogative of monarchy at this time ; witness the fact that

not only M. Antonius and Octavius, but also the most
eminent republicans (Cassius excepted), followed Caesar's

example after his death. The privilege was extended by the

triumvirs to their families (thus we find the heads of Octavia,

of Marcus Antonius Junior, even of Cleopatra, on coins of

Marcus Antonius). The right of portraiture was retained by
the governors of senatorial provinces even under the Empire,

but only until the year 6 a. d. From that time onwards
it was an imperial prerogative 2

.

We have traced the process by which the military coinage

of the Eepublic became the chief state issue of the Empire.

This coinage now passes out of the limits of this section,

as being no longer an issue delegated or permitted by the state

to its military representatives. Before leaving this subject,

however, we may take notice of the coins struck by the

propraetor P. Carisius in Spain (23-22 b. 0.), the last on which
a general was allowed to place his name 3

. Henceforward
the military coinage is absorbed in the general imperial

system. Certain classes of coins may, however, be distinguished

by type or legend as having a closer connexion with the army
than the rest ; such are the coins with the legends FIDES
MILITVM, CONCORDIA MILITVM, &c, or with the names
of the legions, such as LECio XIII GEMiwa tAartia Victrix*.

1 Lenormant, ii. 328. The portrait is, however, disguised as a head of
Pietas. As to the genuineness of the coin see Bahrfeldt, Nachtiage u.

Bericktigungen, p. 140. The specimen in the British Museum is certainly of

very doubtful authenticity.
* But itwas not recognized as such by Clodius Macer, who, while attempt-

ing to revive the republican constitution after the fall of Nero, and without
calling himself imperator, nevertheless placed his portrait on his coins.

3 Lenormant, ii. p. 362 ; Babelon, Monn. de la B6p. i. p. 317 f.

' These legionary coins occur under M. Antonius and again in the third
century under S. Seveius, Gallienus, &c.
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§ 12. Combined Coinages : Meal and Complimentary Alliances.

Besides the exercise of the right of coinage by the single

state, Greek history presents several instances of its being

exercised by more than one state in common. It is necessary

at the outset to distinguish the apparent from the real alliance

coinages. A complimentary understanding (VH between two

states was often, under the Koman Empire, accompanied by

what are called ' alliance coins ' on which the names of the

two states were coupled. Thus we have a coin of Valerian I.

struck at Side with ClAHTnN
A€A<t>nN OMONOIA (Fig. 19),

commemorating doubtless an under-

standing with Delphi at a time

when Pythian games were cele-

brated at Side. There are coins of

Apollonia in Pisidia in 'alliance'

with the Lycians, from whose land

the Apolloniates claimed to have

come. The states are usually repre-

sented by their deities, and also

named, but occasionally the types

are regarded as sufficient to identify

the states concerned '

.

These coins, which are especially

common in Asia Minor, cannot be

regarded as expressing alliances either political or monetary,

considering the conditions of the Koman rule under which they

were issued.

The real alliance coinages of Greek antiquity are either

primarily political or primarily commercial. A third class,

however, in which the coinages centre round a religious point,

may perhaps be distinguished. As a rule, coinages originating

out of purely commercial reasons have the characteristic that

the states concerned retain their own types, but conform to

a certain standard and fabric. The coinages of alliances

Fio 19.—Beverse of bronze
'Alliance-Coin' of Side

and Delphi. Two Vic-

tories holding prize vase
with palm - branches.

[OZkj. Bust of Valerian I.]

' Mionnet (vol. iii. p. 47, no. 114) describes a coin reading merely
OMONOIA MYTIAHNAinisI on which the divinities represented
show that the alliance was between Mytilene, Pergamuin, Ephesus, and
Smyrna,
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that are primarily political range between two extremes

;

one, in which the individuality of the various states is so

completely sunk in the federation that they all use coins

exactly alike and struck at one mint ; the other, in which

a certain type and standard are common to all, while the

various states distinguish their own issues by mint marks,

subsidiary types, or inscriptions. Between these two extremes

there is much variation ; frequently we find states supple-

menting the federal coinage by means of a coinage of their

own. And usually it may be taken for granted that where

the former extreme of an absolutely uniform coinage is found,

its existence is owing to the undue predominance of a single

state. In these cases the federal name X AAKI AEfllsl (PI. V. n)
or BOIilTHN or the like is placed on the coinage for reasons

of policy. The true federal coinage, in which the equality of

the various members of the state is properly expressed, is one

in which those members have their own distinctive issues.

§ 13. Commercial Unions.

Of the commercial unions leading to the adoption of a

coinage uniform in essential particulars, there are two great

instances, the union of Southern Italy, and that between
Phocaea and Mytilene. The peculiar fabric of the early coinage

of a part of Southern Italy will occupy us later '. The states

which issued these remarkable coins were in the main Achaean
colonies or their dependencies ; but the Dorian Tarentum was
drawn into the system for a time. It is a noteworthy fact,

recently discovered by Mr. A. J. Evans, that the Chalcidian city

of Zancle across the Sicilian strait also had an early coinage

of a fabric similar to that of the Achaean cities. The federal

coinage which began in the middle of the sixth century, and
lasted until about 480 b. c, was perhaps partly the outcome of

the political projects of the Pythagorean brotherhood 2
. As the

federation was never very firmly established, we find con-

siderable laxity in the system of the coinage. Croton, Sybaris,

Metapontum, Caulonia (PI. III. 3), Laus, Siris, Pyxus and

1 Ch. vi. $ 4.

' Head, H. N. p. li. In so far as this is true, the union cannot have
been founded on a purely commercial basis.
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a few other cities conform in all respects to the federal fabric

and weight (staters of 8i6g., thirds of 272 g.). Poseidonia

(PL III. 2) conforms in fabric, but in standard and mode of

division it follows the Campanian system (staters of 7-64 g.,

drachms of 382 g.). Tarentum observes the rule of fabric at

first, but about 500 b. c. places a new type in relief on the

reverse ; and the stater is throughout divided into halves.

Finally, Zancle, in the earliest period of its numismatic history,

struck drachms of 568 to 5- 12 g.
1

. A peculiarity to be noticed

is that a large number of the cities place their names side by

side on the coins. We find the following combinations :

—

rti\ . . . and MoA. . . . (both retrograde) Pal . . . and Mol . .

.

^Stpivos (retrogr.) and riu£oes Siris and Pyxus.
Tioa . . . and fits . . . Poseidonia and Phistelia ?

Qpo . . . and 2u . . . (retrogr.) Croton and Sybaris.

Qpo . . . and Te . . . Croton and Temesa.

In some cases of alliance the type on the reverse is varied;

although still incuse (thus the coin of Croton and Temesa has

on the obverse a tripod—type of Croton—on the reverse a

helmet incuse—type of Temesa). But equally often the same

type does duty for both cities.

No less important than the union just described, but of

a later date, was the monetary union between Phocaea and

Mytilene which is attested by an inscription dating about

400 b. c.
2
. This inscription records an agreement between

Phocaea and Mytilene to issue a common coinage in electrum,

the quality and weight of which is fixed ; the mints were to

work alternately for a year, the lot falling upon the Mytilenaean

mint to begin. Omitting the mutilated beginning of the

inscription, we read :

—

T[oi> 8e KepvavTa roj xpvuiov vnodtKov Z\ppevai dp(j)oTep~]aio~t nis

7roAtWoV 8»[itaoT<itv 8e epjpevai tS>i piv ip MvTiKrjvai [tceppavri] reus

ap\ais 7rai(rats rais ip M^UTiXj/jpai ir\eas ra>v alpiaetov, ip &wKai 6Tc T~\als

ap%ats nato-ais rats tp <J?<oK(ii 7rA[eJav tcoi/ ai/iio-eG>[i'J' rav 8e diicav Zppevai

imi kc wviavros el-e\8i}i iv e£ prjvi>€^<r)a-i. id 8V ke Ka7-a-y[pf]#i)i to xpuirlov

Kepvav i8ap£OTe[p]o[|i»] Bikav, Bavdrai £apiu>(r8a>' al 8e nee dtTotplvlyrjL. p\rf\

1 Num. Chr. 1896, p. 101. Thirds of the Euboic tetradrachm ? or
Aeginetic drachms? See above, p. 36.

2 The latent account in Wroth, Brit. Uus. Catal., Troas, &c, p. Ixv. The
text is given in Michel, Recueil d'Inscriptions grecques, no. 8.
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tfeXttflM &p(H\pc>]Trjv, Tipdra) t\o] SlKaoTJjpioi', ottl %pT] avT{o)v iraOqv rj

KaT&t\ii\fvai. a fie irohis avaWlos leal a^dptos I ecrlro). e\a^ov Mvri\r]i'aot

irpoade kottttjv. "PX €t TTpoTavts 6 7re5a KoKavov, €\ji $Jci>Kai fie 6 Trcba

'Apia [rjap^Of.

By this convention the official who makes the alloy of gold

and silver (i e. the electruni of which the coinage of the two

cities is composed) is responsible to the government of his

state, the trial to take place within six months after the

expiry of his term of office. The punishment for wilfully

making the alloy too base (Iftapecnepov) was death. In any case

the official, and not his city, was alone responsible.

The electrum coins of Phocaea (PI. IV. 8) are distinguished

by the canting symbol of the city, a seal ($&»";) ; a certain

number of Mytilenaean sixths are distinguishable by the

letters M or AE (Lesbos), but the greater number (PL IV. 9)

are uninscribed. The strong resemblance to each other of

these sixths proves that they were issued, from a single mint

;

probably for use in the various Lesbian cities (as the inscription

AE would seem to show). The Phocaic staters and sixths were

accepted in Lesbos as legal tender, and the Lesbian in Phocaea.

In the neighbouring Atarne, on the other hand, Phocaean coins

were at a discount J

.

The convention between Phocaea and Mytilene is the nearest

parallel afforded by antiquity to such a union as the Latin

Union of our day. The essential element in such unions is

that they are purely commercial, and no political union is

implied. With the convention between Phocaea and Mytilene

may be compared other conventions on a smaller scale, the

evidence for which rests entirely on a numismatic basis. Such

is the agreement which seems to have subsisted in the fifth

century b.c. between the cities of Side in Pamphylia and

Holmi in Cilicia
2
. The earliest coins attributed to the former

city bear a pomegranate and a dolphin combined. In the

fourth century both Side and Holmi issued staters with the

types ofAthena and Apollo which they distinguished by symbols

in the field, Side using a pomegranate, Holmi a dolphin. In

all probability, therefore, the early coins just mentioned were

struck by Side and Holmi in alliance.

1 See above, p. 70, note 2.
2 Brit. Mus. Catal., Lycia, &c, p. lxxxi.
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Byzantium and Chalcedon, the two cities which shared the

control of the trade which passed through the Bosporus, struck

from 400 b.c. onwards coins, a comparison of which shows

that some sort of convention must have been in force.

BYZANTIUM. CHALCEDON.

B.C. 400-350 vpY Bull on dolphin. K AAX Bull on corn-ear.

Rev. Mill-sail iucuse square. Rev. Mill-sail incuse square.

Persic drachms. Persic drachms.

b. c. 350-280 Similar types. S'milar types.

Phoenician tetradraclims, Phoenician tetradrachms,

drachms, and tetrobols. drachms, tetrobols, and diobols.

B.C. 280-277 Foreign coins countermarked

,

fY.
B.C. 277-270 Head of veiled Demeter. Head of veiled Demeter.

Rev. Seated Poseidon >PY, I Rev. Apollo seated KAAX
monogram and magistrate's

j
(PI. IX. 4).

name (PI. IX. 3).

Phoenician tetradrachms and Attic Phoenician tetradrachms and

ociobols. 1 Attic odobols.

The cities of Aspendus in Pamphylia and Selge in Pisidia,

both on the river Eurymedon, s?em also to have issued coins

according to some convention ' similar to that between Byzan-

tium and Chalcedon. There is in fact great difficulty in

distinguishing the coins of these cities in the fourth and third

centuries, except in the case of the staters which bear their

names. It is indeed possible that the resemblance may be

due to imitation on the part of Selge.

§ 14. Political Unions.

In the great majority of cases the combined coinages of

Greek states are merely the outcome and expression of a

political combination. From these political combinations we
should perhaps exclude those unions consisting of a number of

villages allied by tribal relationship, such as the Odomanti,
Derrones, Bisalti, and others, which produced a coinage bearing
the name of the tribe. Still the difference between these

coinages and the issues of such unions as the Boeotian league is

merely one of degree of civilization ; the former were the
issues of a group of villages, the latter of a group of more
highly organized cities. It is with the unions of noKus and not

1 Brit. Mas. Catal, Lycia, &a, p. cxiv.
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of Kafiat that we have to deal. Such union? of Kapat were not

unknown even in imperial times, an instance being the koh-6«

of the Hyrgalean plain in Phrygia, which issued coins reading

YpyaXecov or YpyuXeav opiovota.

As early as the fifth century b. c, and probably even before

that time, Arcadia was provided with a coinage consisting of

silver triobols and obols with the legend '&p . . . , 'Apxa . . .
,

'Aptahfov, and later 'ApxaSixw (PI. II. 8). The types are Zeus

Aphesius with his eagle, and the head of Artemis. It has been

maintained ' that these coins are not a federal issue, since we
know of no federation of the Arcadian cities prior to that

founded after the battle of Leuctra in 371 B.C. The coins

must, therefore, be a temple issue, and are to be associated

with the sanctuary of Zeus Lycaeus near Lycosura, and the

periodical festivals (Lycaea) there celebrated. Nevertheless it

is difficult to understand how in this case the inscription could

justifiably be placed on the coin. The issuing of coins with

such an inscription must have been authorized by the Arcadian

cities in common ; and it is clear from the extant coinage that

some sort of federation existed. That the federation was to

some extent political is further clear, from the political signifi-

cance of the inscription. In any case, the attribution of this

coinage to the sanctuary on Mount Lycaeum is not certainly

established, and there are reasons for supposing that it was
issued from the city of Heraea 2

. If so, the parallel with other

federal coinages, such as that of Chalcidice, is exact.

Euboea offers a curious variety of federal coinage. When
delivered from the power of Athens in 411 b. c. the cities com-

bined to use a coinage with the legend Ei^ot . . , Eu/3 . . ,
Eu . .

,

and the like, but with types that prove the coins to have been

issued from the mint of Eretria. At the time of the Macedo-

nian conquest the coinage ceases ; but it revives again with the

'liberation' of Greece in 197 b. c. Now, however, the silver

coins read 'EperpUav ; but the federal legend Evfiuiemi/ appears on

the bronze. These federal coins, therefore, throughout proclaim

the predominance of Eretria in the federation.

The coinage of Boeotia was from the earliest times largely

a federal currency. Until the fourth century b. c. the coins of

1 Lenormant, La Monn. ii. pp. 80, 81.

* Imhoof-Blumer, Monn. Gr. p. 196.
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the various cities were distinguished by legends, the types

being uniform ; but about 378 b. c. a new currency was insti-

tuted, bearing the names not of the cities, but of the magistrates

who issued it (PI. IV. 10). After the battle of Chaeronea

(b. c. 338) even these are abolished and replaced by the name
of the Boeotians, which is retained (except for a short period,

from 315 to 288 B.C. when coins were struck in the name of

Thebes) until b.c. 146, when Greece fell under the power of

Kome. The regular type of the earlier coinage is the Boeotian

shield (possibly the shield of Athena Itonia) but it disappears

after b. c. 288, when types relating to Zeus, Poseidon, Athena,

Dionysus, &c, prevail in great variety.

In 392 b. c. the cities of Chalcidice formed a league, with

Olynthus as headquarters. This league is represented by a

uniform coinage with types relating to Apollo, with the inscrip-

tion XakKtScav (PI. V. 1 1). In one case, on a silver tetrobol, the

name of Olynthus is also given. The names of magistrates are

given on the gold staters and silver tetradrachms, as well as

on some silver tetrobols. There are also bronze coins. This

coinage lasted probably until 358 b. c, when Philip II captured

Chalcidice.

The types of the Epirote federal coinage (which probably

began even before the definite constitution of the Eepublic in

238 b.c, and lasted to 168 b c) relate chiefly to Zeus Dodonaeus
and Dione. The coins were probably struck at Phoenice.

The federal coinage of Acarnania begins as early as 400 and
lasts till 168 b. c. The mint from which the coins were issued

was shifted from town to town, Stratus, Leucas, and Thyrrheum
all enjoying the privilege at various times. The dominant type
is the head of the river god Acheloiis.

The Aetolian federal coinage begins with the period succeed-

ing the invasions of the Macedonians (b. c. 314-311) and Gauls
(b.c. 279). The reverse type of the gold coins and the higher
denominations of silver (PL VIII. 6) is a figure of Aetolia,

copied from a statue dedicated at Delphi 1
. She is seated on

shields, some Gaulish, others Macedonian. This federal coinage
is the only issue produced by the Aetolian cities.

In Thessaly, between b. c. 196 and 146, the Thessalians, the
Perrhaebi, and the Magnetes struck federal coins, the mints

1 Paus. x. 18. 7 ywaw^s dyaKfta aTrKia/iivrj!, jj AiraiAia BijStv.
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being probably Larissa, Demetrias, and Oloosson. The coinage

of the Perrhaebi in this period is limited to bronze. To the

later part of the same period belong the coins of the Aenianes,

struck presumably at their capital Hypata.

The coinage of the Bruttians in the third century b. c. has

been explained as a federal coinage 1
. It is true that none of

the pure Greek towns in the peninsula were allowed to strike

anything but bronze after b. c. 272 (with the exception of some
rare silver coins of Ehegium meant for Sicilian trade). But it

is doubtful if the coins reading Bperrlav were issued by the

common authority of several states, and not rather in and

by some one of the cities of which the Bruttians had gained

possession.

In the first third of the second century b,c. (b.c. 185-168)

the Macedonian subjects of Philip V and Perseus were allowed

to issue an autonomous federal coinage of silver (tetrobols and

diobols) and bronze, with a variety of types and the legend

ManeSovwv (sometimes abbreviated, the silver having as a rule

merely Maxe.) 2
. This fact shows how weak was the authority of

the kings over the Macedonian cities. These coins were probably

struck at Amphipolis, and partly, at any rate, by the same

officials as the regal coins (a fact proved by the appearance on

both series of the same monograms). At the same time the

districts of Amphaxitis and Bottiaea issued similar coins read-

ing 'A/ilpa^iav or MaKcfiovatv 'Apfpa^icov and BoTTeaTwv or MaKe&ovaiv

BoTTearmv (the defining names being sometimes expressed in

monograms). The mint of Amphaxitis was probably Thessa-

lonica ; that of Bottiaea, Pella.

When the Eomans in 168 b. c. took over Macedonia, they

divided it into four regiones, at least three of which received ii

158 b.c. the right of coining silver tetradrachms, tetrobols, and

bronze. The coins bear the legends MaKed6i/a>v wpwTijr, Scvripas,

rercipTi/s (coins of the third region are at present unknown).

The federal coinages of the leagues of Lycia and Achaea, and

of other unions to which we now proceed, differ from most of

those already described, in that the cities composing the federa-

tions exercised a greater freedom in the matter of their coinage,

1 Lenormant, ii. p. 86, after Mommsen, i. p. 127 f.

2 Collected by H. Gaebler, Z. J. N. xx. pp. 179 ff. I have followed his

views in this paragraph.
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which was issued not at one special mint, but at each city.

Nothing more than conformity in type and standard was

required. "We have already seen that a currency of this kind

existed in Boeotia until the time when the power of Thebes

became so predominant that all the coins of the federation were

issued from that city alone. The type of coinage with which

we have now to deal thus belongs to a federation in which

no one member has a very marked predominance over the

others.

The early coinage of Lycia, previous to the age of Alexander,

has been placed in the category of federal coinages. In all

probability some sort of political union existed in Lycia in the

fifth century. Apart from the fact that the Avkiol koi o-uin-eXfir

pay tribute to Athens', the homogeneity of the coinage is

sufficient to prove this. The majority of the coins are, how-

ever, dynastic, and the federation probably consisted of an

alliance (or rather, a number of alliances) between the rulers of

the various Lycian cities. The prevailing type is the symbol

consisting of a central ring with three (or sometimes four) curved

branches radiating from it ; a symbol which is associated with

solar worship, and therefore doubtless with Apollo, the tutelary

deity of the Lycians 2
. There is, however, in the early Lycian

coinage so much variety within certain limits that it would be

rash to assume from it the existence of a highly organized

federation such as that known in later times as the Lycian

League.

This was founded in 168 b. c. at the time when the Romans
delivered Lycia from the Ehodian domination, and lasted until

Claudius organized Lycia with Pamphylia as a province in

a. d. 43. The coinage consists of silver and bronze. The
silver is modelled in fabric and standard on the coinage of

JRhodes, in that the reverse type is placed in a shallow incuse

square. The drachms bear the head of the national deity,

Apollo (as often as not between the letters A Y), with his lyre *

on the reverse (legend : AYKI or AYKIflN, and the initials of

1
C. I. A. i. 234, col. iii. I. 31.

2 The explanation of the triskeles (tetraskeles) symbol as symbolizing
a political union of three (four) members is fanciful. For the various
explanations, see Babelon, Les Perses Ackiimenides, p. xc.

" From which they were known as Ki9apr)<p6poi.
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the city, as rWrapn, VWvapa. Aiwa) 1
. There are a few speci-

mens without a city name, and these were probably struck at

Xanthus. The hemi-drachms were only issued in the names of

Cragus and Masicytes (of which below), and bear on the obverse

the head of Artemis, on the reverse her quiver and the name
KPAT or MAEI. The regular federal bronze has in some cases

an incuse square similar to that of the silver, but towards the

end of the period of the league this goes out, and a considerable

variety of types and sizes is found, although types relating to

Apollo and Artemis still prevail. On the silver, and on some
of the bronze, the mint officials are represented by symbols

(only in one case is a certain innOAOx<«(?) named). A pecu-

liarity of this federal coinage is the existence of two large

subdivisions, comprised in the districts of Cragus (which took

in, for this purpose, the banks of the Xanthus and the district

west of that river) and Masicytes, which, again for this pur-

pose, comprised the whole district east of the Xanthus valley

(the eastern coast and various outlying parts being probably

excluded). The chief mint of Masicytes was Myra, that of

Cragus probably Xanthus. There are large series of coins with

the names of Cragus and Masicytes (PI. IX. 5), and in many
cases the names of cities such as Telmessus, Tlos, Xanthus,

Myra are combined on the coins with the letters KP or MA.
That the issues of Cragus and Masicytes do not belong to

towns of that name, but to sub-federal districts, is probable for

a number of reasons which I have given elsewhere 2
. Prom

the time of Augustus the coinage of the league is practically

limited to these two district issues, which are represented both

by silver coins bearing the emperor's head on the obverse, and

two lyres on the reverse, and by bronze of a variety of types.

The Lycian league was celebrated in ancient times, and

apparently favoured by the Komans ; but of far greater historic

importance and of earlier date was the Achaean league, the

most ambitious attempt made by the Greeks towards federal

unity.

The earliest coinage of the Achaean league is prior to the

Macedonian conquest. The silver coin (a hemidrachm of

' Occasionally the wider ethnic is omitted, and the name of the city

written in its place, as <J>AIHAI, OAYMIIH.
'' Brit. Mus. Catal, Lycia, &c, pp. xlvii, lii.
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the Aeginetic standard) bears on the obverse the head of Zeus

Homagyrius, on the reverse the letters AX in monogram. The

types of the bronze are similar. About 280 B.C. begins

the more plentiful coinage on which the various mints are

distinguished. The coinage is throughout uniform ; for it was

a part of the constitution that all members of the league should

employ the same weights and measures and coins '. The silver

coins (of 2-59 to 220 g.) bore on the obverse the head of Zeus

Homagyrius, on the reverse, within a laurel-wreath, the Achaean

monogram with the names, symbols, or monograms of the mints

and mint officials (PI. IX. 1). On the bronze is a full-length

figure of the same Zeus, holding Nike and sceptre, with, on the-

reverse, a seated figure (possibly Demeter Panachaia, whose

temple stood beside that of Zeus Homagyrius at Aegium,

the centre of the league). On this metal the name of the city

is written at length, accompanied by the word AXAIHN.
The league included not merely Achaean cities, but a very

large number of cities in Argolis, Arcadia, Elis, Messenia,

and even Lacedaemon itself. Many of the lesser cities were

naturally only represented by bronze (and this was also the

case in Lycia). The constitution of the Achaean league was

stricter in the matter of the coinage than that of the Lycian,

in that the bronze coinage was no less uniform than the silver.

The federal coinage ceases with the constitution of the Roman
Province in 146 b. o.

The federal coinage issued immediately after 394 B.C., when
Conon's victories over the Spartans freed many of the Asiatic

cities from oligarchic rule, is perhaps the most interesting,

historically, of all such issues. Ephesus, Samos (PI. IV. 13),

Iasus, Cnidus and Rhodes all issued coins bearing the type of

the infant Heracles strangling the snakes, and the legend

SYN, i.e. aw/xaxiKov (co'fiio-pia). The same type, but without the

inscription £YN, occurs on gold and silver coins at Thebes
at this time, and it was from Thebes that the type was
borrowed. The type also occurs at Lampsacus on gold and
at Cyzicus on electrum. The silver coins are equivalent at once

to three Rhodian drachms and to one Aeginetic stater. The
connexion of the Asiatic cities with Thebes, already seen in

the type, is sufficient to explain this peculiar standard. The
1 Polyb. ii. 37.
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sole evidence of the existence of this political combination

is found in the coins of the cities concerned '.

Cyrenaica during the reign of Ptolemy III, Euergetes (b. c.

247-222), was organized on a federal principle. The coins

of this period, of silver and bronze, bear the usual types of

the district (head of Zeus Amnion and silphium-plant) but

read KOINON 2
-

The combination of the Sicel towns in support of the

Corinthian Timoleon, when he visited Sicily in 345 b. c. to

deliver it from the Carthaginians, was accompanied by a new
currency of a federal character. The metal (appropriately to the

native states, for which bronze had .always furnished the

standard of value) was bronze. Many, but not all, of the coins

were issued from Alaesa. The types .are sufficiently suitable to

the circumstances : the heads of Zei>? 'EhevBefiws, of Sicily (2««?uo),

of Apollo, the leader of colonists (Apxaye'ras) ; the free horse

(symbol of liberty), &c. The legends are Si^fia^iKov and Kaivov

(i.e. ' moneta nova '), and in the case of Alaesa the name of the

people is also given ['AXtuoivav).

The later Sicilian coins, reading SaceXiarav, were not a federal

currency, but were struck at Syracuse under Hiero II, who
was practically supreme over such parts of Sicily as did not

belong to the Carthaginians.

The list of federal coinages proper may be closed with that

of the Italians in the Social War of 90-89 b. o. (PI. XI. 13, 14).

Chiefly from Corfmium, the name of which they altered to Italia,

the allies issued denarii imitated from the Koman coinage. The
inscriptions are usually in Oscan characters, but one group

(PI. XL 13) has the inscription ITALIA under a helmeted

head modelled on the well-known representation of Koma.
On the reverse of this denarius are the Dioscuri and the name
(in Oscan letters) of C. PAAPI. C. (C. Papius Caii filius

s
).

In the second century b. c. the four cities of Antiochia,

Seleucia, Apamea, and Laodicea in Syria issued a kind of

1
See especially the valuable remarks of Holm, Gr. Gesch. iii. pp. 54 ff.

Eng. transl. pp. 48 ff. The coins of Zacynthus and Croton with similar
types may belong to 377 b. c.

2 Lenormant (ii. p. 118) attributes these coins to the period b c. 96-66.
3 This and other varieties are illustrated in Head, Coins of the Ancients,

PI. 68. 13-15. See also above, pp. 99, 100 ; Lenormant, ii. pp. 291, 292 ;

Conway, Italic Dialects, i. p. 216.
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federal coinage of bronze. The legend AAEA*.ON AHMilN
is appropriate to places which all owed their foundation to one

king, Seleucus I '. The coins bear dates, which show that they

were issued between 149 and 128 b. c. As the four cities were

subject to the reigning kings of Syria, they were not allowed

to coin silver, and the confederation of the cities was of course

of no importance except from a municipal standpoint.

§ 15. Other Alliances.

In the case of the coinages which have been dealt with

so far it is as a rule comparatively easy to say what is the

character of the federation which produced them :—political,

commercial, or religious. There exist in addition a very

large number of alliance coins between pairs of states which

it is not always so easy to assign to any one class. On
these the names of the participating states are indicated

(instead of their being included under a federal title) either

directly or by means of types. Perhaps the most remark-

able instance of this kind of alliance is that commemorated
on a silver tetradrachm of Cyrene (PL I. 15) struck in the

time of Arcesilaus III (soon after b. c. 530). That king was

restored to his kingdom, from which he had been expelled,

by the help of Samian and Ehodian allies. The coin in

question bears on the obverse the silphium plant and its fruit

(types of Cyrene) and a lion's head (type of Samos or Lindus)

;

011 the reverse, in an incuse square, is an eagle's head holding

a serpent in its beak (type of Ialysus). In this case it is easy to

assign a political reason for the issue of the coinage 2
.

In all probability political combinations were the cause

of most of the alliance coins which are so characteristic of

the coinage of Sicily and Magna G-raecia. We have already

enumerated some of these alliances which fall within the

epoch of the commercial union of Magna Graecia. Of a later

1
Aiirep koX i\ifOVTO aXX-qKaiv d.Se\cpal SlcL tt)v 6^.6voiav, 'SeXevxov tov NiKaropos

KTia/iara. Strabo, xvi. 749.
2 It is the coinage, however, not of the states of Cyrene, Lindus (Samos),

and Ialysus in alliance, but rather of allied groups of individuals from
these cities.
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date are several alliances between the various cities of this

district :

—

Croton and Temesa (types, tripod and 9^0 f°r Croton,

helmet and TE for Temesa).

Croton and uncertain towns (P, I A, PA, tripod on both

sides).

Croton and Pandosia (obv. 9P0 tripod, rev. PANAO
bull).

Poseidonia and Sybaris (obv. VM Poseidon, rev. MOT
bull). (PI. III. 8.)

Mystia and Hyporon (obv. head of Apollo, rev. MY YPflP
and tripod).

This last coin, which is of bronze, is considerably later than

the others, being struck about 300 b. c. The others all belong

to the fifth century.

To these must be added two alliance coins recently published

by Mr. Arthur Evans ' ; one of Croton and Zancle, earlier than

493 b.c, but with both types in relief (9PO and DA, tripod

on both sides), and one of Locri and Messana, of the second

quarter of the century. (Obv. AO and MESSANION, hare;

Rev. biga of mules.) The latter coin shows the same excep-

tional arrangement of the names of both towns on the same
side of the coin as is found on the Mystia-Hyporon piece.

More peculiar, however, is the arrangement found on a Croton-

Temesa piece, where TE is placed beside the Crotonian tripod,

and (j)P0 beside the helmet of Temesa, and on the coin of

Poseidonia and Sybaris already described.

To the fifth century also belong the alliance coins of Leontini

and Catana '*, and of Eryx and Segesta (which have a dog-

as a common reverse type). A small coin, struck probably by

two or more towns of Western Sicily towards the end of the

fourth century, has on the obverse a head of Homonoia, on

the reverse an altar dedicated to the river Crimissus 5
. Certain

coins struck by Theron of Acragas when in possession of

Himera (obv. cock ; rev. crab) have been called coins of alliance

between these two cities ; but the union they indicate is of

course that of ruler and subject.

Alliances of the kind described, although commonest in

1 Num. Chr. 1896, p. 106 f.
2 A. J. Evans, Num. Chr. 1896, p. 129.

s A. J. Evans, 1. e. p. 140.

I 2
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Western Hellas, are also found in the East. The coins

apparently representing an alliance between Holmi and

Side have been discussed above (p. 105). A coin has been

described bearing on the obverse the name and type (griffin)

of Abdera, on the reverse the name of Amphipolis with a fish '.

More than considerable doubt may be expressed as to whether

the so-called alliance coins of Abdera and Dicaea, Maronea and

Samothrace, Khodes and Cnidus'2

, are really anything of the

kind. The head of the Khodian Helios on the last is probably

due to imitation merely. The Cilician coins with constant

types, and the varying mint letters M, Z, I, T (apparently

for Mallus, Soli, Issus, Tarsus), are not alliance coins, but

satrapal issues, and the uniformity of type is due to their being

issued under the same authority.

§ 16. Greek Colonies.

The relation between Greek colonies 3 and the cities to which

they owed their foundation seems seldom, especially in early

times, to have been of the fixed character which is found, for

instance, in the case of Koman colonies. In cases like those of

the Athenian cleruchies, we find, it is true, a definite regulation

of the duties of the colony to the mother-city 4
; but these

were exceptional. In ordinary circumstances the relation may
be regarded as moral rather than legal. There is, accordingly,

no fixed rule affecting the coinage of Greek colonies in respect

to their mother-cicies. But their coinage nevertheless often

bears evidence of the connexion. Since the colonies were

usually founded on the line of trade, it resulted that they

continued to use the standards current in their old home. But
whether colonies were founded or not, standards were carried

in this way all over the Greek world ; and the presence of

Asiatic standards or their derivatives in Southern Italy or Gaul

is evidence only of the course of trade, and not of the establish-

ment of colonies. The same is true, though to a much smaller

degree, in regard to the retention by the colony of the coin-

1 Lenormant, ii. p. 63, after Catal. WelUnkeim, no. 1964.
2 Lenormant, 1. c. 3 Gardner, Types, pp. 36 ff.
1 See especially the inscription relating to the colony of Brea, Dittert-

berger, SyUoge2
, no. 18 ; Hicks, Gk. Hist. Insa\, no. 29.
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types of its mother-city. Since colonists generally carried with

them the gods whom they had worshipped at home, it was
only to be expected that the old types, more or less modified,

would appear on the coins of the new foundation. This is the

explanation of the recurrence of Dionysiac types on coins of

Naxos in Sicily, a foundation of the island Naxos in the Aegean

Sea. So, too, the griffin of Apollo at Abdera is taken from

the griffin of the mother-city of Teos. Other instances of the

same phenomenon are found at Khegium (the Samian type of

a lion's scalp introduced by the Samian immigrants early in

the fifth century), or at Thurium (an improvement on the

Athenian head of Athena, PL VI. 5). What may be called

a negative illustration is found at Corcyra, whose hatred of her

mother-city Corinth is signalized by the adoption of a type

(PI. II. 7) proper to Euboea, and of a standard which, what-

ever its origin, has nothing to do with Corinth '. The great

commercial state was, however, more fortunate with other

cities which, being either founded by her, or entering into

friendly relations, adopted, in the fourth century, and in some
cases earlier

2
, the well-known types of the head of Athena

and Pegasus. Even Apollonia and Dyrrhachium, although they

took their origin from Corcyra, at one time broke through their

connexion with their mother-city, and produced ' Pegasi ' like

most of the other cities in this part of the world s
.

§ 17. Religious Combinations.

With the issues of single religious centres such as Olympia
and the temple at Didyma we have already dealt. To a certain

extent these may be regarded as federal issues, since the

importance of these centres was largely due to a combination

of the various states interested in them. In the case of the

Delphic issue of the Amphictiones we have a clear case of

coins being struck by the authority of the representatives

of a number of Greek states on the Amphictionic Council.

These fine coins (which read 'Aii(pi<ji6i/av
)
and bear on the

1 Gardner, Types, p. 39, PI. XVI. 24.
* ' Pegasi ' were struck at Ambracia as early as 480 B.C. Head, Brit. Mus.

Cutal, Corinth, &c, p. 104.
3 Head, Brit. Mus. Catal., Corinth, &c, p. 100.
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obverse a head of the Demeter of Anthela, on the reverse types

relating to the Pythian Apollo, PI. V. 7) are probably to be

associated with the festival of B.C. 346, after the deliverance

of Delphi from the Phocians. During the revival in the time

of the Antonines we meet with another similar issue, but in

bronze instead of silver.

In imperial times the religious festivals which almost every

city celebrated gave rise to an enormous coinage in bronze.

Among these festivals were many which had a federal character,

being celebrated in common by the various cities of a district,

under direction of a chief magistrate. The right to organize

common festivals and cults (especially the cultus of the

Emperor) was granted by Eome as a slight compensation

for the loss of political autonomy. The union of the

cities for this purpose was known as a Koivw ; thus we
have the KOINON BEI6VNIAC, which received the right of

coinage under Hadrian (PL XIII. 4), the KOINON AC I AC,

KOINON mNHN, KOINON IT riOACftN in Ionia. The
coins of this last union, which flourished under Antoninus
Pius and Marcus Aurelius, bear the name of Claudius Pronto,

who was Asiarch and Archiereus of the thirteen cities. The
KOINON MAKEAONftN NEHKOPHN, the KOINON
KPHTflN (sometimes abbreviated KK), and the KOINON
KYriPICi)N are other well-known instances of this class of

union '.

Combinations of cities of this kind are in the West only

known in the province of Africa, where the cities of Oea, Zitha

and Zuchis issued a common coinage 2
.

1 A list in Head, H. N. p. lxxii. The term KO I NO N seems some-
times to imply no more than OMONOIA as on the coin of Mytilene
and Perga (Wroth, Brit.Mus. CatcU., Troas, p. 215, no. 235).

2 To these may perhaps be added Maearaea with Bilan (?), and again
Oea with the same two cities. Much uncertainty, it must be remembered,
still involves the numismatics of this part of Africa.



CHAPTER V

MONETARY OFFICIALS

A. AMONG THE GREEKS.

§ i. Magistrates' Signatures and Symbols.

Our knowledge of. the offices held by those responsible for

the issue of money among the Greeks is extremely obscure, and
depends almost entirely on the coins themselves. What we do
know is due to the fact that, in order to fix the responsibility

for the quality of the coin, it was necessary to indicate directly

or indirectly the person or persons by whom their issue was
superintended. Directly, this could be effected by making the

person place on the coin, in the field beside the type, either his

own private signet or symbol, or his name (written monogram-
matically, otherwise abbreviated, or at full length). Indirectly,

it could be done by similarly indicating on the coin the

eponymous magistrate of the time. A reference to the registers

of the state would then, in case of need, be sufficient to bring

home to the moneyer any fraud. The indication by symbol
may be said, as a rule, to precede chronologically the indication

by name, just as the earliest coinage of most Greek cities bears

merely a type and not the name of the city. At the same time,

not all symbols on early coins must be interpreted as magis-

trates' marks ; and again, the representations by symbols and

name often continue side by side.

A peculiar development of the symbol is found at two or

three cities, where it becomes so important as to quite over-

shadow the type. At Cyzicus (PL I. 5, V. 8) and Phocaea

(PI. IV. 8) the city types (a tunny and a seal respectively) are
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reduced to the size ordinarily assumed by the symbol, while

the greater part of the field is occupied by the symbol. The

scope which this gave to variety of artistic display is obvious.

At Lesbos this system was carried so far that on the electrum

hectae (PL IV. 9) we look in vain for any state-type. At

Lampsacus (PL V. 10) the obverse is occupied by changing

types (some of them among the most beautiful of Greek coin-

types) while the arms of the city (the forepart of a winged

sea-horse) appear constantly on the reverse. At Abdera during

a certain period (the last third of the fifth century) a changing

type appears on the reverse ; the occasional punning nature of

these types justifies our supposing that they are magistrates'

emblems. Thus we have a dancing-girl accompanying the

signature eVi MuX;raydpft». It is true that the name MoA7raydpijs

also occurs with the type of a young Dionysiac head. But

such types as a warrior associated with NivdoTpai-or, or a tripod

with TivBav, seem to be clear instances of puns. Or it may
be that both name and symbol had a common source

—

such, e.g., as a military success on the part of Nikostratos'

father, leading to the adoption of the name for his child and

the symbol as a family signet ; or, again, a vow to the Pythian

Apollo in the case of Python. In this case ' the types would

not be punning types. But the former explanation is simpler,

and in accordance with a very natural tendency, which was
probably as characteristic of Greek heraldry as it was of

mediaeval. Either alternative suits our argument.

At the same time, where we find name and symbol side by
side, two possibilities have to be considered. Either the two
belong to the same person, or else the symbol is the mark of

some other official whose connexion with the coinage is not

otherwise indicated. Thus, for instance, at Ehodes (in the

period b. c. 166-88) we find the symbol of a right hand
associated with the name Af&Kpdrqs '\ Here we might be

inclined to regard the symbol as a 'canting' device. But the

same name occurs with at least three other symbols in the

same period. Again, in the same period, the head-dress of

Isis occurs as a symbol in conjunction with at least five names

f ApTificov, Evcpdvr)?, Zrjvav, epaavixrjStjs, Mdt]t). In all probability,

1 I owe this suggestion to Professor Percy Gardner.
2 Head, Brit. Mus. Catal., Caria, p. 254, no. 259, PI. XL. 4.
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therefore, the symbols which occur on the reverses of these

Ehodian coins belong, not to the actual responsible official who
signs his name, but to the eponymous magistrate ', whose
name does not occur. This theory is suggested by the arrange-

ment of names and symbols on the coins of Apollonia and

Dyrrhachium (PI. IX. 6) in Illyria, where two magistrates'

names occur oh each coin. On one side the name is in the

nominative. It is accompanied by a symbol which varies with

the name on the other side. Lenormant has formulated the

rule that a man's name in the genitive, whether accompanied

or not by the preposition ini, generally signifies that the coin

was issued during the period of office held by that man,
whereas a name in the nominative signifies responsibility.

The difference, in fact, is that between 'Ayvvlrnrov (apxovros ixnP"X^n
to vofiiajxa) and Ai!/oKpari;9 (e^dpn^e to vafiiaiia). The name in the

genitive, then, is probably that of the eponymous magistrate.

The names on the two sides are combined in a great many
different groups which would seem to show that in each term

of office of the eponymous magistrate, i. e. probably in each

year, there were nine or ten moneyers at least, and, at the same
time, that the moneyers remained in office during a number of

years 2
. That being the case, it was necessary to inscribe on

the coins both names, and also, in case of a re-election on the

part of the eponym, the symbol used by the latter as his private

mark. This, then, is the most probable explanation of the

variation of symbols with the same name on series like that of

Ehodes already mentioned 3
-

§ 2. The Athenian Monetary Officials.

One of the most important series of magistrates is furnished

by the Athenian coins of the ' new style,' from b. o. 220

onwards. The names on these coins are at first (b. o. 220-197)

written in monogram (in two exceptions partially resolved)

;

1 Namely, the priest of Helios.
3 See the list given by Brandis, Z. f. N. i. p. 59 f.

3 The names which occur in the nominative on the coins of Ccieyra
are those of the eponymous prytaneis 'Lenormant, iii. 62, 63). In this and
similar instances the responsibility for the coinage, if Lenormant's lule

of the cases holds, rested with the eponymous magistrate of the state.

But the rule is hardly universal.
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from 196-187 we find the names of two magistrates written more

or less fully ; then follow series of three names. In nearly all

cases we find symbols in the field in addition to these names

;

also letters on the amphora denoting the prytany or month in

which the coin was issued ', and certain letters beneath the

amphora, supposed to indicate the various workshops in the mint.

The system by which any fraud could be brought home to the

perpetrator was exquisitely complete, and worthy of the Athe-

nian democracy at this period. The question arises : to which
of the two or three magistrates does the symbol belong ? One
would naturally suppose that it belonged to the first-named

magistrate ; and in one or two cases (some of historical

importance) this is true. Thus, in the period B.C. 186-146,

we have :

—

Magistrates. Symbols.

, , ( 'Avrioxos—N1K07. Elephant.W
I 'Avrioxos—KapiiXos (PI. IX 8) Elephant.

Q>)
MrjrpoSaipos—MiXriadrjs Grapes.
MrjTpuSojpos—AijfxoffStv. Grapes.

In the next period (b. c. 146-middle of first century, b. c.)

, . { Evpapetb'7}S—'AXKtSdftas Triptolemus.
^ ' \ EvjjjapiiSrjs—KA(o^(V. Triptolemus.
(d) Baai\(. Mi$padaT7]s—'Apto-rlaiv (cf. PI. IX. 7) Sun and crescents.

The Antioehus of (a) is the man who afterwards became
Antiochus IV, Epiphanes. This in itself would suffice to

suggest that the elephant is his symbol, and not that of the

second magistrate. Apart from this fact, since in (a), (6), and
(c) the symbol does not vary while the first magistrate remains

in office, the symbol must belong to the first magistrate. The
King Mithradates of (d) is of course Mithradates the Great, and
the sun and crescents his particular symbol.

1 On certain series of the first period these letters run up to M ( = 12)

;

hence, if we assume that, the letters represent prytanies, these series are
later than the foundation of the Attalis tribe about B.C. 200. M of
course recurs on most of the later series. The letter N which occurs on
some has been connected by Th. Reinach (Rev. des M. gr. 1888, p. 397)
with the fact that there was a time (before 2006.0.) when there were
thirteen prytanies (inscription from Eleusis, 'E(p. dpx- 1887, 177 ff.). But
to transfer all series with N before 200 b. c. is impossible (Num. Chr. 1889,
pp. 229 ff.). If, as is probable, the letters refer to months, N represents the
fiTji' hpfS6\ip.os.
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The combinations which point to the symbol belonging to

the second magistrate are the following :

—

Period b. c. 186-146.

(*)\\
AcppoMoi.—'Att6\t)(i. Nike with wreath.
A<ppoSi<n.—Aio7c. Double eornuoopiae.

Period b. 0. 146-middle of first century b. c.

,,.. ( K6ivtos—KAe'a? Nike crowning Metellua ?
' 1 Koivtos—Xapias Two ears of corn.

00

1

'ApxtTipos—Arj/xT/rpi. Isis (?) holding flower.

'ApxtTi/tps—nanp.4vTjs Thyrsus.
[ AiokXtjs—Aeojviti-qs Asclepius.

(d) < AiokXtjs to 5ev.—Mrjfieios Hygieia.
( AiokKtjs t6 rp'i.— Ai68aipos Dionysus.

/ \
J
$i\oKp&Tr]S—'HpduSrjs Dionysus.

^ '
\ &i\o/<paTr]s—KaWtcppwv Nike.

From the above it would seem to be clear that the symbol
belongs to the second magistrate. It might, however, be argued
that, for instance, Architimos came into office a second time

and therefore changed his symbol. If so, why is Diokles the

only one who enumerates his successive tenures of office ?

Finally, it may be noticed that we find some combinations

which fall in with neither of the alternatives suggested.

These are :

—

Period b. c. 196-187.

0)
*Aptp:w—Ato. Kerchnos 1 or no symbol.
'Ajiplo—Aio. Cornucopiae.

Period 146-middle of first century b. c.

( 3evon\7Js—'Apfi6£evos Serpent.

(&) < BcvokKtjs—'AppLo^ivos Trident and dolphin.

( ScvokXtjs—'Apii6£evos Metellus (?) seated.

On the whole the evidence of the coins is so inconsistent

that it is safest to assume that there was no fixed rule ; indeed,

the placing of the symbol beside the name was by no means
essential, since we find series in which the symbol is either

always or sometimes absent 2
.

1 For the significance of this symbol, until lately wrongly called plemo-
choe, see 0. Eubensohn, Athen. Mitth., 1898, pp. 271 ff., especially p. 303.

a An arrangement, somewhat similar to the Athenian, is found in
a series of coins of Macedonia (regal of Philip V and autonomous of the
same time) which have been shown by Gaebler (Z.f.N. xx. 1895, pp. 170, 171)
to bear three sets of monograms, of which the third is associated with
a symbol.
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§ 3. The Office of the Moneyer.

Who were these magistrates to whom the superintendence

of the coinage of Athens was confided ? It is impossible with

our present information to say l
. We only know that the first

two magistrates were annual, the third (whose signature was

by no means essential) enjoyed office during the length of

a prytany, and therefore presumably was elected from the

prytanizing tribe. The Council being the supreme financial

authority at Athens 2
, the control of the coinage was naturally

in its hands. It seems fair to suppose that the third magis-

trate is the treasurer (ra^ms) of the prytany \

In the case of some federal coinages we are able, thanks to

historical records, to recognize the office held by the magistrates

who sign the coins. Thus the coins of Phocis in the fourth

century bear the names 'Ovvpapxnv and *uX<u'icou, the famous

Phocian strategi in the Sacred War (Onymarchus b. c. 354-352,

Phalaecus b. c. 351-350). The name 'Ena/i. or 'Enapu. on

Theban coins of the period b. c. 379-338 (PI. IV. 10) almost

certainly represents Epaminondas ; and it appears that the

privilege of coinage belonged to the Boeotarchs who happened

to be at the head of affairs *.

A few cities there are in the pre-Roman period which go so

far as to specify on their coins the official title of the magistrate.

A unique gold stater of Smyrna, probably of the period when
Mithradates the Great controlled the city (b. c. 88-84), bears the

inscription IMYPNAinN TTPYTANEIZ. The earlier coins

of the same city (cistophori, tetradrachms, and drachms of the

second century b. c.) frequently bear, in addition to a magistrate's

name, monograms in which the letters TTPY or T1PYTA are

1 The various conjectures—they are nothing more—may be found in

Lenormant, iii. pp. 41 ff. M. Th. Reinach's tempting theory that the first

and second magistrates are the aTpcmjyus km id 6w\a and the arp. i-nl

rijv TmpaoKtvqv respectively {Rev. des Et. gr. 1888, pp. 163 ff.) is refuted

by Preuner (Rhein. Mus. 1894, p. 376 f).
2 Gilbert, Greek Constitutional Antiquities (Eng. Trans.), p. 341.
3 Gilbert, op. cit. p. 273.
* Lenormant, iii. p. 73, and Head, Brit. Mus. Catal., Central Greece, p. xlii.

The Euares mentioned in a Delphian decree of proxenia (Perdrizet in Bull.

Corr.Hellen. 1897, p. 551) is named (EYFAPA for Eifapao, the Boeotian
genitive) on a Theban coin (Brit. Mus. Catal. p. 82, no. 140). See Bull. Coir.

JMlen. xxi. p. 577.
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a predominant element. These coins were therefore issued

in the former case by the authority of the whole body of the

Prytaneis, in the latter by a single Prytanis \ It is noteworthy

that the officials who sign the coins of the imperial period at

Smyrna are not prytaneis but strategi. It follows that, in the

matter of titles, we cannot infer from imperial coins to the

autonomous period. Such an inference as that drawn by Lenor-

mant from the usage at Ehodes in Imperial times (when coins

are signed em rod fteu'as in^in) to an earlier period is only justified

when we know that the institutions of a city have remained

absolutely unchanged.

The same word npirfavii) occurs in monogrammatic form on
the cistophori of Pergamum in the period b. c. 133-67, together

with the first two letters of a magistrate's name. It is by no
means certain that this magistrate is himself a prytanis. npvr,

may simply signify that the prytaneis have authorized the

issue of the coin, while the magistrate who signs is the

responsible mint master.

The mention of magistrates' names on regal coins is naturally

somewhat restricted. The most remarkable instance is perhaps

that of Zoilus who signs in full on some tetradrachms of

Perseus of Macedon, and in monogram on other coins of

Perseus and his father Philip V 2
.

An inscription of Sestos "', recording a decree in honour of

one Menas, throws some light on the position of moneyer in

this small city of the Thracian Chersonesus. Since the time of

Lysimachus, Sestos had depended on foreign currency ; now,

some time in the latter half of the second century, it decided

to issue a bronze coinage of its own (1. 43) : ™G re Sripou npoeko-

pevov vopiio-paTi y«\ku'G) xpi;a#al idiaii, xapiv Tu^ vopeiTevecrOai p.kv t6v

ttjs TToXeas xaPaKT^Pa y TO Se \vatTe\es to irepiyevoptvov eV rqs Toiavrrjs

Trpooodov \apfidvciv tov Srjpov, kcu npo^eLpta'apevov tovs ttjv iriartv evaeftws

re Kal dlKaias TTjprjaovTas, Mrjvas alpedus pe.Ta tov o-vvanobei-)(8eVTOs Ttjv

Ka8r]K0V0-av currjveyKaTO eiupeheiaifj e£ hv 6 drjfios 61a tt)v Tmv avbpoiv

1 Two of these officials entitle themselves Bavs, which appears to be an
abbreviation for Ba(tn\e)vs. The head of the prytaneis was therefore the

tfa.ai\evs (see Pauly-Wissowa, BealEnc. iii. p. 71).
2 Lenormant, iii. 85. Zoilus is unknown to history. In the succeeding

pages Lenormant mentions various historical personages whose names are

to be recognized, with more or less probability, on regal coins.
3 Labt printed in Ch. Michel, Recueil d'Inscr. gr. no. 327.
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hiKaiotrvvi)v tc Kai (pihoTtpiav xprjrai rwi iSigh vop.Lap.aTt. lne new

coinage is that which is classed to the second century B.C.
1

§ 4. Magistrates in Imperial Times.

The mention of magisterial titles is very rare before the time

of the Eoman domination. The titles which are then given

are, however, not merely those of offices actually connected

with the issue of money or of eponymous offices. A man may
inscribe on coins issued by his authority any titles, however

empty, that he may chance to possess, even to the omission of

the actual title in virtue of which alone he is enabled to sign

his name.
The formulae which occur on coins in connexion with the

magistracies are of almost endless variety. In the first place

the name of the magistrate may ba

1

.

In the nominative
;

2. In the genitive;

(a) Alone, or with a preposition
;

(6) With a participle or noun in absolute construction, or

preceded by a preposition.

(1) a-Tparriybs KXdpos, Smyrna.
'

EKarwvvfios Ai(T^pt'aji/os, Erythrae.

(2) (a) Aiyaiavov, Lebedus.

Sia 'OpBplov 'Upiovos, Tabae (Caria).

(&) rapid TeipoorpaTov, Rhodes.

eV! Ta/io0£ov apxovros, Hyllarima (Caria).

oTpaTTjyavvTos SmoTpaToi', Dionysopolis (PL XIV. 12).

1. The use of the nominative needs little comment. It is

very much rarer than the genitive, and would seem, as in pre-

Imperial times, to imply some special responsibility or interest

on the part of the magistrate. He may, for instance, make the

coin a means of paying a compliment to some superior person,

or to his city. In this case he uses formulae which may be

roughly classified as follows :

—

(a) He merely states that he struck the coin. The most
curious instances of this class are those rare ones involving the

use of the word \apanuv as Zaxripos $i\o7TaTpis 'UporroXeirQiv e'xa'P'1£(€ '')

1 Head, H. N
, p. 225.
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at Hieropolis in Phrygia ; with which must be compared the

Ephesiail legend 'O veiofcopos) 'Eoie(o-icoi') Sii(pos) in^x"-p{aiev)-

(0) He dedicates the coin to a personage or body of persons.

Thus QtiiSiavos <TTparr]{yS>i/) ave6t]<e Sfivpvalois
1

- This ' dedication
'

probably means that the expense of the issue was borne by
Theudianos ; it would seem that the issue of coinage was

regarded as a leitourgia.

(y) The name of the person complimented may also be placed

in the accusative case, in which circumstances we must under-

stand Some such word as m/xijfff, e. g. 'S.efiavTov KerpaXicoii ypap-

pMTivav (Pergamum).

2. The use of the genitive is much commoner. The preposi-

tions which are employed are three in number. 'Em of course

expresses primarily a date, but probably in the case of financial

officers also direct responsibility. Other prepositions are

restricted to small areas. Aid is confined to part of Caria

and south-west Phrygia, occurring at the cities of Laodicea

ad Lycum, Attuda, Cidramus, Trapezopolis, Apollonia Salbace

and Tabae (at the last two places only exceptionally). Uapa is

found once or twice at Apamea in Phrygia (napa 2TparoviKiavoi).

Uapa and Siti, like the formulae of dedication, both seem to

imply that the person charged himself with the expense of the

coinage.

Before passing on to deal with the various magisterial titles

that occur, we must consider a few participial constructions

which express not an office but a commission or private under-

taking which resulted in the issue of coins. The commonest
of these is impeXjjStvros or imp-ekrioavTos. This merely implies

that the person (whose official title is sometimes mentioned

—

ZmpehridivTos $X. Mimvos ap(x<>vTos) at Aphrodisias in Caria) is

charged with the issue 3
- The title e'mpeXriTov is probably quite

distinct, the eni/itX^s being a distinct official
3

.

Vijcpto-cifxcvov QXavfiiov Ain^Suuf is the inscription on a coin of

Stratonicea in Caria of imperial date *. The use of the middle

1 Smyrna, Brit. Mus. Catal, Ionia, 133. At Temenothyrae in Phrygia
nearly all the coins with magistrates' names are inscribed with this

formula (omitting <W0j/«e).
2 The phrase is common in inscriptions in connexion with the erection

of monuments. Compare also the Sestos inscription (above, p. 125).
3 He occurs on coins of Mastaura.
* Brit. Mus. Catal, Caria, p. 153, no. 42.
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voice is peculiar, but the analogy of lapidary inscriptions shows

the sense to be that the coins were issued in accordance with

the terms of a i^ia^a proposed by Diomedes, or possibly passed

under his presidency.

AiYijo-n/ifKou Qpoiiyi occurs on coins of Alia, and similar inscrip-

tions on coins of Ancyra and Eucarpia, all Phrygian towns.

The phrase perhaps means that the coins were issued in answer

to a request from Frugi for funds to defray certain expenses \

EicruK-yeiAairot M. KX(aDoVou) OvaXepinvov np^i(epe'iaf) 'Ao-iaj is the

inscription on a coin of Eumenia. Here of course the participle

cannot have the technical sense which it bore in Attic law;

most probably the inscription means that the coin was issued

' on the presentation of a report by M. Claudius Valerianus.'

The vaguest in meaning of all the titles is apx®"- It may
either be, as at Athens, a real title, or, when used in the

genitive, may simply mean ' being in office.' Only at those

places where no other official title occurs on the coins can we

feel sure that the magistrates were called archons, and at any

time a magistrate's title may be discovered on a new coin to

disprove our theory. Elsewhere, as at Cyzicus, we are able by

comparison to arrive at the real title. Thus two coins of

Cyzicus (in ' alliance ' with Ephesus under Antoninus Pius) read

respectively eVi ap^ovTOs 'Etrrtalov, 'Op.uvma and 'O/iovoin, 2ry>(nTij-yo£)

'EdTtaiov 2
. The former inscription, therefore, means ' during

the year of office of (the general) Hestiaeus.'

The various titles, and the explanation so far as that is

possible, of their meanings, cannot be given in detail here. It

is, however, necessary to emphasize the distinction between the

various classes of them :

—

(i) Eegular official titles, of an eponymous character, or

giving the bearer right to issue coins.

(2) Eegular official titles, but not necessarily implying either

of the above rights.

(3) Honorary or fancy titles, or titles expressing social

grade.

Of course the same title may at one place belong to class (1),

1 Friedlander (Hermes, ix. pp. 492 ff. ) refers the words ~iTnixt\r)8cvTos and
aWrjaanivov not to the issue of coins, but to the erection of statues or the

like, which are sometimes represented on the coins themselves.
2 Brit. Mils. Catal, Mysia, p. 60.
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at another to class (2). The third class, however, stand quite

apart.

The regular official titles of the first class may relate to all

kinds of offices connected with the administration of the state.

The strategos (who of course had no military power), the

prytanis or boularchos, and other officials connected with the

various municipal assemblies, financial officers like the Tap,las,

superintendents of the athletic and musical contests which were
celebrated at so many cities under the Empire (panegyriarchs,

agonothetae, &c), and, where sacerdotal and political offices

were closely combined, priests and archpriests—all these figure

on coins, probably as possessing the right of coinage. But
again, it is not in virtue of his office as Asiarch that Te'pnos

'Atrtapxr]s issues coins at Smyrna, but because he holds some other

office ; Epikrates, son of Xenokrates, calls himself iepeim Sfaov

at Plarasa-Aphrodisias, but it is probably as holding some other

office that he is entitled to put his name on the coins he issues.

Finally, such titles as vlos 'ArppoBioUav, Ouydrrjp toO Srjpov (Smyrna),
vlbs 'Aa-iapxov, vine n-oXfws are merely honorary titles (sometimes,

doubtless, specially conferred by a grateful city) ; titles like

iVttikos merely betoken a social rank ; and "ArraXos (ro^iarijs and
2r. "AttoXos dpxiarpns indicate professional distinction.

Besides individual magistrates, it would appear that bodies

or corporations undertook the issue of coins. Thus we find the
Nf'nt at Laodicea issuing a coin as a body, while, conversely,

the Statilius Attalus already mentioned dedicates a coin NeW
at Heraclea in Caria. Boards of magistrates are mentioned,

though rarely : thus eVl dpxo{yruiv) tu>i> ntpl MtveaSea 'loofiovvov at

Aphrodisias, or o-wapxla at Antiochia in Caria.

§ 5. The Greek Mint.

At Athens alone among Greek states do we know anything

of the arrangement of the mint. An inscription 1 of Eoman but

pre-Imperial date speaks of the standards preserved ev ™ dpyvpo-

Koneia. The same term for the place 6Vou KoVrerai to vopnapa is

quoted from Antiphon, Aeschines Socraticus, and Andocides.

1
C, I. A. ii. 476, § 4 'A7CTW d£ /fat 7 /xva fj einropi/ci) %Tz<pavr}<p6pov 5pa\p.os

tKar&v Tpi&KQvra ical oktoj npus tcl araOpia tH iv tw dpyvpoicoTreicp.
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A later term was a-^tiai/rljpiov \ The term Srecpavrjcpapov Vxf""' in

the inscription just mentioned is to be explained by ' drachms

fresh from the mint,' which was attached to the shrine of the

hero Stephanephoros ".

Some at least of the workmen in the mint were public slaves.

Andocides says of Hyperbolus that ' his father is branded, and

is still a public slave in the mint, where, being an alien and

a barbarian, he XvxvonoitV .' Whatever the last phrase may
mean, it certainly denotes some very base office. It does not,

however, follow from this passage that the die engravers were

slaves, as some would have us suppose.

On the Athenian tetradrachms of the ' new style ' we find

a number of abbreviations which seem to indicate the various

officinae or workshops of the mint. In a time when all the

coins were struck by hand there is nothing astonishing in the

existence of a great number of workshops in the mint of a city

of which the coinage was as extensive as the Athenian. Most

of these abbreviations seem to represent names, possibly of gods

or heroes after whom the various workshops were named.

Five of them occur in all four of the periods into which the

coinage of the new style has been divided (namely : AN ; ME
or MENE ; IIP ; Z* (PL IX. 8), 2<J>A or I<t>AI ; and ZH).

A few of the abbreviations can hardly represent names : such

are <t>», Mct>, MP. In all there are between thirty and forty

of these mint marks.

Other cities (with few exceptions) do not seem to have gone

so far as Athens in fixing the responsibility of the moneyers.

At the same time, the extraordinary differences in the dies

which were employed may have acted as a check, if some record

was kept of the way in which the dies were used by the various

workmen.
In Athens, as we have seen, it is possible, though not proved,

that the workmen of the mint were public slaves working in

the mint and probably under one roof. It has been suggested

(by Lenormant) that elsewhere the moneyers worked in their

1 As Beul§ suggests, a more suitable term, when Athens was not allowed
to strike in silver.

2 Who was probably no other than Theseus, one of the mythical
inventors of money (Benl£, Les Monn. d'Athenes, p. 349).

8 Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 1007.
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private workshops, being of course responsible to the state.

The difficulty of properly controlling them seems to make this

suggestion highly improbable '. The mint must always have
been strictly under the control of the state, and this would
have bsen thoroughly ineffective if the moneyer were allowed
to make coins in his own house.

The artists who engraved the dies of Greek coins are, in

a comparatively few cases, known to us by name, owing to

their custom of signing their dies. The consideration of this

subject belongs more properly to another chapter. Here we may
note that, magnificent as some of their productions were, the

utter silence of ancient literature in respect to these engravers

has suggested to some writers that they were not freemen.

Yet, if so, it is hard to see how they can have been permitted

to affix their signatures to the state issue. The fact that we
find the same artist working for different cities also makes it

improbable that he was a slave ; the jealousy that always
existed between Greek cities, even in times of political alliance,

would hardly have permitted an interchange of state servants

of this kind.

B. Among the Eomans.

J

§ 6. 'Roman Monetary Magistrates.

The earliest Roman coins bear no mark indicating the

moneyer who issued them. As in Greece, so too in Rome,
a beginning in the way of indicating the moneyer is made by
means of symbols. These are found on some of the old denarii

of unreduced weight (therefore before the close of the First Punic

war) 2
. Towards the close of the third century b. c. (before 217)

appear the names of moneyers, in ligature or otherwise abbre-

viated. Gradually the name begins to appear at greater length.

1 A passage is quoted by Lenoimant (Polyb. ap. Athen. v. 193 d) in

favour of this arrangement at Antiochia. Bat the dpyipoKorrela which
Antioehus Epiphanes frequented were merely silversmiths' workshops.
This is clear from the context. 'Apyvponowos must not ahcays be taken in

the sense of moneyer. It is parallel in meaning exactly to our word
silversmith. There is no reason, for instance, to suppose that Demetrius
of Ephesus was a moneyer.

'' See above, pp. 47, 48.

K 2
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It is only in the later period that any title is added to the name.

This becomes common in the case of extraordinary issues ; and

sometimes even we find the title (such as I MPERator on a coin

of Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius, or Q. for Quaestor on a coin

struck in 81-80 b.c. under Sulla) without the name. The

increasing importance of the moneyers is also shown by the

introduction (about 134 b. c.) of types personal to the moneyers

(such as the tribune C. Licinius Crassus assembling the people

in the septa, on a denarius of P. Licinius Nerva, PI. XII. 1).

The authority over the coinage probably belonged in the earliest

times to the consuls. About the time of the Second Punic

war, when coinage was concentrated within the city, it would

seem that a new arrangement was made. The tendency at

the time was to restrict the consular power within the limits

of the city in various ways. Accordingly the consuls lost the

right of coinage within Eome, which was given to a special

board of magistrates, tresviri auro argento aere
l
(or aere argento

auro) flando fcriundo or tresviri monetales.

The title of the ordinary monetary magistrate, when expressed,

is simply given as III VI R (e.g. M. AQ_VILmsM. Films M. biepos

III VI R). It is commonest among the moneyers belonging to

the exiled Pompeian party, who naturally felt it desirable to

call attention to their right to issue coins.

It is probable that when the board of moneyers was first

instituted, these officials were appointed not every year, but only

when their services were required. The definite establishment

of the magistracy is dated by Mommsen between 104 and 89 b. c.

As a rule only one magistrate signs a coin. Thus C. Claudius

Pulcher, whom we know to have been Illvir a. a. a. f. f.
2

always signs alone : G. Pulcher. This practice is fully in

accordance with the Eoman rule that each official could exercise

his power independently, subject to the veto of any one else

of equal authority. But there are, nevertheless, coins signed

by all three members of the board : thus M. Calid(ius),

Q. Met(ellus), Cn. F(o)l[vius). The office of moneyer was one to

which, in the ordinary cursus honorum, a man might attain at

the age of twenty-seven. An appointment does not seem
necessarily to have entailed the issue of coins ; for we know,

1 The old form of the dative, as in iure dicundo.
a

C. /. L. i. p. 279, of 92 b.c.
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from the coins dating between the social and civil wars, of

some sixty moneyers only '.

Inscriptions on coins of the Eepublic bear witness to certain

extraordinary issues authorized by the Senate :

—

S(enatus) C(pnsulto)

Ex S{enatus) C{onsulto)

P(ublice) E(x) S(enatus) C(onsuUo) 2

D{e) S{enatus) S(ententia)

or by the popular vote :

—

Pu(blice)—M. Lucili(us) Ruf{us) [90 b. c]

Bulli—P. Servili U. F(ilii) P(uMce) [89 B.C.]

These issues might be directed by the triumvirs, but most
often a special person

was commissioned for

the purpose. In 82 b. c.

an urban praetor was com-

missioned to melt down
all the temple treasures,

and struck denarii with

the inscription Q. Anto-

(nius) Balb(us) Pr(aetor)

S. G. Other inscriptions

of this kind are :

—

L. Torqua(tus) Q{uaestor) Ex S. C. [99-94 b.c]

A. Plautius Aed(ilis) Cur(ulis) S. C.
3
[54 b.c]

M. Fan(nius) L. Crit{onius) P(ublko) A(rgento) Aed[ilcs)

Pl{ebei) [86 b.c]

The formula Ex A{rgento) P(ublico)—sometimes without the

preposition—appears on many denarii issued between 90 and

80 b.c, some of them anonymous. L(ege) P(apiria) B(e) A(ere)

P(ublico) is the inscription on the earliest semuncial bronze

(Fig. 20).

1 With three moneyers to the year, we should have for this period more
than double this number. Possibly, however, the appointment was not

annual. Cicero's use of the word monetalis in reference to Vectenus
(ad Att. x. 5 and n) is a jest, the point of which has escaped Lenormant
(iii. pp. 162, 163), who founds on these passages a theory that Vectenus

was a triumvir but did not issue coins !

3 Others write these abbreviations P{ublic)E S(enatus) C(pn$ulto).

3 The coins thus signed were probably issued at the expense of the

aedile to serve for his games, and naturally he had to obtain permission

from the government to issue them.

Fig. 20.—Semuncial bronze semis. Obv.

Head ofJupiter, S. Rev. L .P.D.A.P.
Prow of galley. Weight : 6a 1

grammes.
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A set of coins (a special emission for the purposes of the ludi

Apollinares made by M. Voltehis M. f. shortly before 74 b.c.)

bear the legend S. C. D{e) T(hcsauro), and we know that the

expenses of these games were defrayed out of a special treasury.

Names of magistrates other than the regular triumvirs do

not occur on bronze coins of the city. Ex 8. C. is found on an

anonymous semuncial as, De S. S. on an as of C. Cassius

L. Salina(tor) issued in 85 b. c. Probably all the bronze was

issued by ordinary triumvirs.

Julius Caesar increased the number of the moneyers to four

(towards the end of 45 B.C.). The first members of this new
board were L. Fiaminius Chilo, L. Aemilius Buca, M. Mettius,

and L. Sepullius Macer, of whom the first seems to have been the

head of the board, if we judge by his signature L. FLAMINIVS
CHILO I II I VI R PRImwsFLAwV.

Hitherto the issuing of gold had not been within the

competence of the board of moneyers. When the Senate

towards the end of 44 b.c. decreed an issue of this metal,

it appointed the praetors C. Norbanus and L. Cestius to

superintend it (so that the coins read, for instance, L. CESTI VS
C. NORBAra<s PRaetores Seiiahts Consulto). But in the next

year the power of striking gold was transferred to the quatuor-

viri, some of whom added the new distinction to their title

(L. RECVLVS IIIIVIR kuro PuUice Feriundo).

The board of quatuorviri as constituted by Caesar had but

a short existence. The old triumviral arrangement was
restored by Augustus after a brief period (b.c. 41-27) in which

no coins signed by regular monetary magistrates were issued.

The names of the triumvirs-now appeared for a few years until

15 b.c. Prom this date onward they were discarded on gold

and silver, but maintained themselves for about ten years on
the bronze coinage, which was instituted in this year. This

was the last appearance of a magistrate's name on any Eoman
coin. Then followed after an interval the change by which
the Senate took over the superintendence of all the copper
or brass coinage, a fact which is indicated by the letters S C,

which henceforward occur on all the small money. The
earliest known coin struck under the new conditions belongs
to the year a. d. ii. The gold and silver coinages remain
in the province of the emperor.
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The vigintivirate, the magisterial college in which the tresviri

monetdles were included, was established definitively in 11 b. c.

Although the names of the triumvirs vanish from the coins,

lapidary inscriptions in plenty attest the existence of the office

for at least two and a half centuries '. But although they

retained the full title of ' triumvirs appointed to cast and strike

gold, silver, and bronze,' their competence was restricted to

the last metal. The mention of these triumvirs in inscriptions

ceases soon after the middle of the third century a. d., and

shortly after this time (under Aurelian) the senatorial right of

issuing money was suppressed, and presumably at the same
time the board of triumvirs ceased to exist. The change is

probably connected with the great revolt of the moneyers

in 274 a. d.

The coinage of the imperial gold and silver was entrusted

to officials of the imperial treasury. We hear of Caesar's

having placed private slaves in charge of his coinage ; of

a familia monetalis in the imperial household ; of one Julius

Thallus, a freedman of Caligula, who was sujicrpositus auri

monetai nummulariorum under Claudius. In the time of

Domitian it was the chief official of the imperial treasury

(with the title a rationibus or rationalis) who superintended

the coinage at the mint in Rome, though doubtless not in

the various supplementary provincial mints.

Trajan it probably was who centralized the whole system

of Roman imperial coinage, both at home and abroad, placing

the general management in the hands of a procurator monetae

Augusti, who had under his orders dispcnsatores, probably

all slaves or imperial freedmen. These procurators were men
of equestrian rank; and they remained under the control

of the rationalis (at least it was a rationalis Felicissimus who
instigated the revolt of the moneyers under Aurelian) 2

.

After the suppression of the senatorial coinage, at the close

of the third century, we find special procurators appointed

under the chief procurator. Such are the proc. sacrae monetae

per Gallias tres et prov. Narbonens. and proc. sacrae monetae

Trivericae. This arrangement was finally extended and re-

1 The title is Illvir a. a. a.f.f, or lllvir monetalis a. a. a. /./., &c. The
inscriptions are collected by Lenormant, iii. pp. 185 ff.

2 Vopisc. Aurelian, 38.
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gularized by Diocletian. There exist gold bars, of which two

are figured here (Figs. 21, 22), bearing stamps which were

impressed in the metal before cooling by various officials

connected with the mint at Sirmio '. The stamps are (1)

Lucianus 6br{yzumY I sig(navit), followed by the Christian

monogram
; (2) Fl(avius) Flavianus Procurator) sig(navit) ad

digma s
, followed by a palm-branch; (3) Quirillus et Dionisus

[star] Sirmi(i) sig(naverunt) [palm-branch]; (4) DDD NNN (i.e.

Domini nostri) with three busts
; (5) Sirm(ium), with personifi-

cation of Sirmium seated, holding palm-branch ; above star

or Christian monogram. The date of these bars can be fixed

to some time between 367 and 383 ad. Flavianus is evidently

the procurator monetae at Sirmium
;
Quirillus and Dionisus and

Lucianus probably minor officials. The procurator sacrae

monetae Urbis until Constantine's time was under the rationalis;

afterwards he was placed under the disposition of the comes

sacrarum largitionum. We possess the tedious formula qua

moneta committitur, i.e. the formula of institution of these

procurators 4
.

§ 7. Monetary Officials of Soman Colonies.

In the Roman colonies the formula corresponding to the

Koman S. C. is D. D. or EX D. D. (ex decurionum decreto)
6
- But,

just as at Rome in Republican times it was never considered

necessary, save in the case of special issues, to mention the fact

that the issue was authorized by a senatus consultum, so in the

colonies the letters D. D. or EX D. D. are by no means essential.

Much more frequent is the appearance of the titles of the

monetary magistrates. The coinage was in the hands of the

duumvirs (originallypraetores duumviri), who are therefore named
sometimes singly, sometimes both together 6

. The duumviri

1 See especially C. I. L. iii. Suppl. 8080 ; Mommsen, Z.f. N. xvi. pp. 351 ff.;

Arch. Ep. Mitlh. aus Oest. vol. xii. The article of H. Willers (Num. Zt. xxx.
211), too recently published for consideration here, should be consulted.

2 "O0pv£ov, refined gold. s Auf/M, sample or standard.
4 Cassiodorus, Var. vii. 32, quoted by Lenormant, iii. p. 212.
* Lenormant, iii. pp. 215 ff.

" In the old colony of Carthage (that founded by Julius Caesar) the old
title of Suffetes was revived (ARISTO MVTVMBAL RICOCE
SVF.) for a time. We also find quatuorviri, as at Parium llllviri
lure Dicundo Decurionum Decreto.
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1

were usually elected annually ; but in some colonies we meet

with duumviri quinquennales who were appointed every fifth

year. This quinquennial office was filled as often as three times

by the same man (as is shown by the coin of Buthrotum

in Epirus reading GRAECINVS QVlN. TERT. BVTHR.' The

office of quinquennalis was occasionally bestowed in compliment

on imperial personages ; in which case, like those duumvirs

who from . some other cause were absentees, they appointed

prefects (praefecti pro duumriris) to fulfil their duties. Thus

at Carthago Nova we have a pair of coins of Augustus and

Agrippa respectively reading :

—

(1) \rAPerator CAESar Q\\Uquennalis L. BE Hnio PRA Efecto

—HIBERO PRAEFecfo.

(2) M. AGRIP^a Qy\Hquennalis HIBERO PRAEfecto— L.

BENNIO PRAEFecfo.

From the arrangement of these coins it appears that Bennius

was the prefect of Augustus, Hiberus of Agrippa. The prefects

are not, however, always named. The honour was also

occasionally offered to distinguished strangers outside the

imperial circle, as to the two kings of Mauretania, Juba II

and Ptolemaeus, who were duumviri quinquennales at Carthago

Nova.

Occasionally, we find coins signed by aediles or quaestors

(as at Carteia). At some towns, as Obulco, the aediles may
have been the regular monetary officials ; but elsewhere, when
we find aediles, we have probably to do with special occasions,

such as games.

The magisterial titles are occasionally, though rarely, given

alone, without the name of the magistrate: IIIIVIR. D. D.,

or CEwSor, or Qjiaestor at Carteia. The formulae relating to

the issue are simple, such as Faciundum Curavit or other phrases

containing the same verb.

§ 8. Roman Governors.

The nature of the military coinage of the Eomans, in virtue

of which the Boman generals or their subordinates placed

their signatures on coins, has already been explained (p. 98).

These officers hardly enter into the scope of a discussion of

' Gardner, Brit. Mus. Catcd., p. 97, no. 3.
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monetary officials. The Eoman governors whose names appear

on Greek coins of Imperial times are as a rule mentioned
merely out of compliment, or for the purpose of a date. Thus
we have such formulae as

avBvTvaru, (=: legato proconsule) ipovreivco aTparrjyos 'Pr/yeli/os

at Smyrna \ or

cVi A. 'Avravlov Nacnairos emrporrov (procuratore)

in Bithynia, or

i':r(m-t{mi<Toj) KwriXiavoi in Moesia Inferior.

Occasionally, however, the Eoman official signs in the nomina-
tives : thus, at Nicaea A. Mi'koW BuX/3o? avditraTos. It is possible

that in such cases the money may have been struck by the
orders of the Eoman governor for his own purposes, or at any
rate that he was directly responsible for the issue.

§ 9. The llomun Mint.

Little more is known of the Eoman mint than of the Greek.

The letters and monograms which occur on the early Eepublican
coins denote extra-Boman mints (K A for Capua and the like).

When these mints were closed, letters, monograms, and symbols
representing the monetary magistrates were placed on the coins.

Finally, when it became the custom for the magistrates to sign

at greater length, mint-marks properly so called were intro-

duced. They have been classified by M. Babelon* as

(1) Symbols.

(2) Latin letters or syllables.

(3) Greek letters.

(4) Monograms.

(5) Numbers, rising in large issues as high as CC, and on the

coins of L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi to CCIDD (10,000).

(6) Dots, generally placed in a certain connexion with letters

or symbols.

The object of these various marks was the same as that

served at Athens by the letters below the amphora.

Towards the end of the third and beginning of the fourth

1 It has recently been suggested (by Pick, Journ. Inlemai 1898, p. 461,
note 2) that these datives are incorrect representations of the Latin
ablative absolute. For this view there is certainly much to be said ; but
at the same time there is nothing improbable in the theory of a

dedication.
2 Monn. de la Rep. I. pp. 1, li.
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century a.d. we meet on Eoman coins with a curious series of

mint-marks, which have only revealed their secret after patient

collation of various issues \ Two examples must suffice. Three

coins of Diocletian, of one and the same type, and struck at the

same place, bear in their exergues :

—

XXI A. I, XXI BO, andXXI-r-BI.

Three corresponding coins of Maximian bear in their exergues:

—

XXI A HP, XXI BKOY, and XXIT-AI.

The XXI, which is constant, is a mark of value. The A B T

represent three different workshops. The remaining letters

put together read, in the case of Diocletian, I OBI, and in that

of Maximian, HPKOYAI. These words represent the genitives

of the Latin titles assumed by the two emperors, Iovius and

Herculius.

A set of coins struck in Kome during the period of the

tetrarchy with the legend SAC(ra) MON(eta) VRB(is) AVGC(usto-

rum) ET CAESS(arum) NN (ostrorum) give us the following

exergual letters :

—

Coin of Diocletian (First Augustus) R P

,,
Maximian (Second ,, ) R S

,,
Constantius (First Caesar) R T

„ Galerius (Second
,, ) R Q_.

The R of course stands for the city name. The remaining

letters are the initials of prima, secunda, &c. (officina). There

were thus four workshops in Rome, one devoted to each of the

four rulers.

At Alexandria also at this same time there were apparently

four workshops, but not devoted each to producing the coins of

one of the four rulers. For, taking only the coins in the British

Museum collection, we find A and A on coins of Diocletian, A,

B, and T on those of Maximian, A ? on a coin of Constantius

Caesar, and A or A, and T on coins of Galerius Maximianus.

The use of these mint-marks seems to begin in the eighth year

of Diocletian (a.d. 291-2).

Of the workmen in the mint (familia monetalis) we have,

1 Mowat, Conibinaisons secretes, Rev. Num. 1897, pp. 67 f., 127 f.
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during Imperial times, many classes mentioned. The signifi-

cance of their titles is by no means always clear.

Officinatores was the usual word for the officials who super-

vised the mints. Before the creation by Trajan of the office of

procurator monetae these, and the officials to be mentioned, were
perhaps under the general direction of a superpositus l

. Under
Constantine their director was known as praepositus.

The conductores flaturae directed the flaturarii who cast the

bars of metal and the blanks for coining. The signatores have

been explained as officials who attested by their signature the

exactness of the weight and quality of the blank. But at the

period at which we hear of these functionaries (the second and
third centuries a. d.) signatures of any sort are conspicuous by
their absence from the coins. Further, as we find signatores

mentioned together with suppostores and malliatores'
2

, it would
seem that they were concerned with the actual striking of the

coin. It may be suggested that as the suppostor was the person

who placed the blank between the dies, while the malliator

brought the hammer down on the upper die, the signator was

the person who held the upper die in position. Signum means
device or type, and this person could well be said signare

monetam*. The testing of the accuracy of weight of the blanks

was probably the work of the aequator. Finally, there were

the scalptores, who engraved the dies.

All the officials of whom we hear under these names were

members of the Imperial household 4
. The titles and organiza-

tion of the workmen who produced the senatorial coins were

doubtless similar. All, in any case, worked together in the

mint attached to the temple of Juno Moneta, which occupied

on the Capitol the site where once had stood the house of

Manlius \
The organization of the mint at the beginning of the second

century a. d. can best be realized from three inscribed bases

1 In 115 A. d. we find the whole familia of officinatores under an optio

et exactor auri argenti et aeris (C. I. L. vi (1), nos. 42-44). See below.
3 See the inscriptions described below.
3 No inference must be drawn from the connexion between this title

signator and the verb sig(navit) on the gold bars described above ;
for the

subject of the latter is a procurator and a high official.

* Julius Caesar monetae publicisque wctigalibus pecvliares servos praeposuit,

and thus began the practice (Suet. Div. lul. 76).
5 Livy, vi. 20.
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found near the site of the ancient mint 1
. The first is a dedica-

tion to Apollo by Felix Aug. lib. Optio et Exactor auri argenti et

aeris. The second, to Fortuna by the Officinatores monetae

aurariae argentaiiae Caesaris n{ostri). The list contains the

names of (i) the Felix already mentioned
; (2) Albanus lib(ertus)

optio
; (3) sixteen liberti, who are described as off(icinatores)

;

and (4) nine slaves. The third inscription is a dedication by
the same Felix and the signatores suppostores malliatores monetae

Caesaris n[ostri). The list of these officials contains thirty

liberti and thirty-six slaves. The inscriptions belong to the

year 115 a.d.

1
C. I. L. vi (1), nos. 42-44.



BOOK II

CHAPTER VI

FABRIC AND STYLE

§ i. Struck Coins.

The word fabric is loosely employed in numismatics to denote

the form given to a coin by the peculiar methods employed to

produce it. These methods and their results varied at different

times and places, and on a proper acquaintance with them
depends to a large extent the power of distinguishing the

genuine coin from the forgery, ancient or modern, as well as

the possibility, in many cases, of attributing a coin to its true

place of origin. The ancient literary authorities on this part

of our subject are meagre in the extreme, and our knowledge
of it is largely founded on inference.

Metal of the proper quality and homogeneity having been

obtained, the first process was to divide it into the requisite

quantities. Where the method of coinage employed was that

of casting, the process of division coincided with the final stage

of giving the coin its proper form and type.

For the purpose of striking 1 coins, the blanks of metal had

first to be prepared of the requisite shape and weight. This could

most easily be done by casting them ; and in all probability

this was the process usually adopted s
.

1 Xaparreiv, imx<*paTTav, kotttuv, fcrire, cudere, percutere, sigiiare (see

Bliimner, Technol. iv. pp. 258, 259). The type, and apparently even the

struck coin, may be called xaPalcTVP or Kupiia (Neue Jahrb f. Phil. 1896,

p. 538 ; Num. Chr. 1897, p. 287).
a Pieces of gold have been found of the same quality and weight as the

Roman aurei, with one side more convex than the other, to allow of
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In many struck coins the traces of the original casting of

the blank are still apparent, as in the projections at the edge

marking the channels by which the metal entered the mould

(see below, § 4). The traces of casting are present, again, in the

sloping edges which are characteristic of the bronze issues of

Syria and Egypt (Fig. 23). The moulds were made with the

edges slanting slightly outwards, so that the blanks when cool

would easily drop out. The edges of the gold bars described

above (p. 136) are sloped for a similar cause. Any roughness

Frs. 23 —Bronze coin of Antioclius IV of Syria (e. c. 175-164). Obv.

Head of Zeus-Sarapis. Bev. BaffiXe'ous 'Avrtoxov @eov |_'E]m$ai'oO[s].

Eagle.

left on the edge of the blank by the casting was trimmed off

;

hence a secondary chamfer is often apparent.

The Pompeian wall-painting from the Domus Vettiorum,

which is reproduced on pp. 146, 147 (Fig. 24 a, b) is of the utmost

importance as illustrating the methods of coining employed by

the ancients 1
. Its date is some time in the first half-century

of our era, but the methods it illustrates are probably in all

essentials the same as those of an earlier period. The peacocks

above the scene are probably purely ornamental, but they may
possibly symbolize the presidency of Juno Moneta over the

operations of the mint, which are carried on, in the artist's

the high relief in which the head was represented (Mongez, Mem. de

VAcad. des Inscr. ix. 1831, p. 207 1
. There exist also several proofs of coins

struck in lead (e.g. Brit. Mus. Catah, Lycia, p. 283, no. 16 Al. It lias been
suggested (Friedlander, Ann. d. Inst. 1859, p. 407) that from these proofs

moulds were made in which the blanks were cast.
1 First published by Mr. T. Ely, Num. Chr. 1896, PI. VI. The view of Mau

(Bom. Hitth. 1896, p. 78) and others (Rev. Num. 1896, p. 360 ; 1899, pp. xvi B.)

that this painting represents a goldsmith's workshop, is, I venture
to think, untenable. Jewels are not made with sledge-hammers.
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fancy, by amoretti. Beginning at the right we see a furnace

(surmounted by a head of Vulcan). On one side stands a Cupid

who examines a ladle full of metal which he withdraws from

the furnace '. On the other, another flaturarius with a pair of

tongs holds in the flame a blank of metal which he is heating

with the help of a blowpipe. When heated the blanks are

passed on to a third Cupid, who reduces them to a proper shape

by means of a hammer and anvil. The next object in the picture

is a cabinet with shelves containing various coins and pieces of

metal and balances. A fourth Cupid holds a pair of scales with

which he is testing the weight of a blank before a seated figure

who appears to be female. It would, however, in spite of the

apparent ' eyes ' on her wings, be rash to identify her with

the presiding goddess. The final stage is represented on the

extreme left, where one Cupid (the suppostor) holds with the

tongs the die, which another (the meditator) strikes with a

sledge-hammer on top of the blank which—though not seen

in the representation—is lying on the anvil 2
. The coins are

throughout represented as of gold.

On the coins (PI. XII. 6) of T. Carisius (denarii struck about

48 b. c, and ' restored ' by Trajan) are represented four objects

which are generally supposed to represent the instruments of

the moneyer— anvil, hammer, tongs, and a wreathed conical

object, generally described as a coin die. Others explain this

object as the cap of Vulcan, and the presence of the wreath

appears to favour this view. So far as its shape is concerned,

either explanation will serve 3
- The hammer is absurdly small

for the size of the die, but accuracy in a matter of this sort can

hardly be expected.

The only other external evidence of the methods of striking

coins is derived from a small bronze coin of Paestum, alluding

1 This, Mr. E. J. Seltmann's explanation (Num. Chr. 1E98, p. 295), is

undoubtedly right. This Cupid was previously explained as stoking

the fire.
2 The depression in the anvil, necessary to prevent the blank slipping

aside, accounts for the invisibility of the blank. Or it is possible, as

Mr. Seltmann suggests, that the dies are actually fastened into the tongs.

See ch. ix. § 3, note.
3 Cp. the die of a coin of Augustus ; Caylus, Bee. A'Ant. i. 284, PI. 105,

no. 1. The case against the explanation of the object as a die is given

by Priedlander, ' Welche sind die altesten Medaillen ?
' p. 26 ; cf. Arm.

d. Inst. 1859, pp. 407 f.
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apparently to the right of coinage specially accorded to this

place by the Komans in 89 b. c. On this piece we have on the

obverse a pair of scales, on the reverse a workman (mallialor)

%
K
iS

C

£

striking the die with a hammer as on the painting
; in front of

him stands another person (the optio?) directing his work
(Fig. 25) \ Other bronze coins of the same place represent
what appears to be the mint building.

1 Garrucci, Le Monde deW Italia, PI. 123, nos. 5 (the specimen here
figured) and 6.
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The Pompeian picture somewhat incompletely suggests that

casting was the method by which flans were originally prepared.

W

If so, the process of re-fusing with the blowpipe and hammer-

ing seems somewhat unnecessary unless it be to remove

irregularities of the kind already mentioned. If, on the other

l 2
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hand, the blanks were obtained not by casting, but by cutting

off equal lengths from a bar of metal of uniform thickness,

we can understand that it would be necessary to touch up the

blanks before they could be struck '.

The actual process of striking would be much facilitated by

heating the blank, and the reticu-

lated surface which some early

Greek coins present is evidence

that in at least some cases coins

were struck while hot 2
.

But this raises a further diffi-

culty in the interpretation of the

picture. If the blanks were

heated before being struck, a

second furnace episode might be

expected ; for during the touching-up and the weighing the

flans would have become cold. The omission may be due

to obvious artistic reasons ; or again, the order of the scenes

from right to left may not correspond to the actual order

in time.

The lower die — that of the obverse of the coin—was let into

the anvil 3
; the blank was laid over it; the reverse die— con-

sisting in the earliest times merely of the end of a bar,

Fig. 25.—Bronze coin of

Paesturn. Oiv. Scales. Rev

The striking of money.

1 In mediaeval times the blanks were clipped into shape with shears.

This of course was possible only when coins were thin, although Lenov-

mant thinks that the process of punching out the flans was occasionally

adopted in ancient times. The blanks of the square Indo-Greek coins

were perhaps cut out of sheets of metal.
2 Mongez (op. eit. pp. 208, 209) states that, until the time when

steel dies came in, all blanks were heated before striking. This he holds

was necessary so long as the dies were made of so soft a material as

bronze (i.e. throughout the good period of ancient coinage). The eccen-

tricity of the impressions was also partly due to the great haste which

was necessaiy, if the blank was to be struck before it became cool.

Coins which were left too long after heating usually split under the

hammer. Mongez and Lenormant hold that coins were taken away
between the blows and reheated, but the evidence for this, never very

strong, is still more weakened by the Pompeian wall-painting.
3 This is the generally accepted view. By some it has been supposed

that the incuse square was produced by an elevation on the anvil, and
consequently that the obver»e die was the upper one (Blumner, Techn. iv.

p. 261, note 1). The rude, unequal nature of some of the incuses shows
that the position of the blank would be somewhat insecure on such an
elevation.
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roughened so as to grip the blank—was placed over all ; and

the hammer being brought down caused an impression to be

made on both sides. No collar appears to have been used to

prevent the metal spreading or slipping. The upper die being

driven deeply into the blank by the first blow (thus producing

the incuse impression) served fairly well to keep the coin in

place, and at each blow the security of the position of the

blank was of course increased. But, although kept in place,

the metal was able to spread freely ; and to this we owe the

irregular shapes and split flans which can hardly be said to

detract from the charm of Greek coins.

§ 2. Ancient Dies.

The way in which dies were prepared in ancient times can

only be conjectured from the appearance of the coins struck

with them. Mongez ' maintains that the instrument employed

for engraving gems was also employed for coin dies, viz. the

wheel '. The graving tool was not introduced until late Roman
times, in the fourth or fifth century. That the wheel was used

for sketching out the main design cannot be doubted 3
; the

circular sinkings produced by the instrument were often left, and

the bosses resulting from them are obvious, especially in the

lettering, on the less carefully finished coins. Very often these

bosses are so large as to considerably increase the difficulty of

deciphering the letters ; and the types of barbarous imitations

often reduce themselves to a meaningless conglomeration of

bosses or pellets of this kind. The more careful engraver

supplemented the wheel with the graving tool, and smoothed

away the circular sinkings until the whole intaglio appeared to

have been produced by the graving tool alone.

A few ancient dies exist ; one used for striking coins of

Faustina II, in the Lyon Museum, has been illustrated more
than once 4

, and is reproduced here (Fig. 26). It is made of

1 Op. cit. p. 204.
2

i.e. a small metal wheel with a cutting edge, woiked by means of

a drill. See Brit. Mus. Catal. of Engraved Gems, p. n.
3 The Italians of the Renaissance, who imitated Roman coins, used the

graver wholly (Mongez, op. cit. p. 204").

* Friedlander in Z.f. N. v. p. 121 ; Gardner, Types, p. 20.
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a

soft iron, except for the part which contains the actual design,

which is in steel. Other dies exist of hardened bronze
;
a few

made for striking Gaulish coins are entirely of bronze or soft

iron. It is doubtful whether any of the coin dies supposed to

be Greek can be regarded as genuine \

On the coins of the Seleucidae (Fig. 23 and PI. X. 4),

on some of the contemporary

bronze coins of Syrian and

Palestinian cities, on the coins

of the Lagidae with sloping

edges, and on a number of

Greek imperial coins, there

occur punctures in the very

centre of the field. These are

generally supposed to have been

caused by a pin inserted in the

centre of the die, in order to

prevent the blank from shifting.

It is odd that so simple a thing

as a collar should not have

occurred to those who are sup-

posed to have adopted this

barbarous expedient. The sup-

position is however without

foundation ; for in two coins

from the same die the hole is

in different places, thus show-

ing that the object which pro-

duced the hole was not fastened

into the die '.

Instruments made of soft metal naturally wore out very

quickly, and it is indeed not common, before imperial times, to

find two coins from the same die '. To this fact we owe the

1 One with the type of Berenice is published in the Mon. d. Inst. \. 51,
no. 9 ; Annali, 1853, p. 128.

'' E. g. Wroth, Brit. Mus. Catal., Galatia, &c.
, pp. 20, 21, nos. 16, 20. I know

of no satisfactory explanation of this fact.
3 Though commoner than at first sight appears. Naturally collectors

do not care to have two specimens from the same dies. At the same
time, the value of noting the community of dies is considerable. The
chronological relation between a number of coins can be partly ascertained

Fig. 25. —Die for striking coins
of Faustina II. Lyon Museum.
[Prom the Zeitschriftftir Numis-
matik, vol. v. p. 121.]
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extraordinary variety in design which is characteristic of ancient

coins. In imperial times, however, it is not uncommon in any
large collection to find two coins sharing one die between them,
although it is still rare to find both obver.su and reverse of two
coins from the same dies.

Traces of the mending of dies sometimes appear on imperial
coins, in the shape of circular lines parallel to the edge of the
coin. The die has cracked at the edge, and the edge has been
replaced by a band of fresh metal, which, not being truly

adjusted, leaves traces of the join (PI. XIII. 7).

But if the soft dies wore out quickly, it was also possible to

produce them with great rapidity. This speed of execution
accounts for the not infrequent blunders on ancient coins, and
for the careless workmanship which is too common even in the
period of the finest art. It also explains the fact that emperors
whose reigns were short—sometimes limited to a few days-
are represented by large and various issues '.

§ 3. The Development of Form of Struck Coins.

The lower die, as we have seen, produced what is known as

the obverse of the coin, the upper die the reverse. The reverse

continued for some time to receive merely a rude impression
from the punch ; the idea of ornamenting the latter, however,
was not late in arising, and by the middle of the sixth century

the practice of having what might properly be called a type for

both sides of the coin was fairly well established ~. Before this

by making such a list of common dies as that drawn up for Elis by
Mr. Wroth (Num. Chr. 1892, pp. 12, 13). The sharing of common dies by
different cities is evidence of a political connexion between them Thus
Mr. Arthur Evans possesses two coins of Croton and Metapontum .from
the same obverse die. Prymnessus and Synnada in the time of Gallienus
used the same obverse die. See Imhoof-Blumer, Zur Munzkunde Gioss-

griedienlands <fc, mit besondeitr Berilcksichtigung euiigtr Munzgruppen mit

Stempelgleichheiten, Num. Zeit. xviii.
1 Mongez, op. cit. p. 210.
' If the accepted attribution of the earliest double-type coins of Alhens

to Solon is correct—and it has not been disproved —Athens was a genera-
tion in advance of other states in this matter. In any case, these earliest

double-type coins are not later than the middle of the sixth century (Von
Fritze in Z. f. N. xx. 1896, pp. I42ff.1. Some of the earliest electrum
coins of Asia Minor bear minor types on their reverses (PI. 1. 3 7 ;

Head, Coins of the Ancients, Pi. 1. 3, 4).
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was the case, various methods of modifying the monotony of

the incuse square had Lee 11 adopted. A combination of two

squares of unequal size, or of an oblong with a square, is

very characteristic of the earliest pieces of the west coast of

Asia Minor (PL I). In the south-east corner of the Aegean

we find two narrow oblongs side by side. Another method
of diversification—not common in these early times in Asia—
was to divide up the square into quarters (square or triangular)

or eighths. By leaving every other eighth level with the sur-

face, there was produced the pattern known as the mill-sail

incuse (PI. I. 5) '. Some of these forms were retained by cer-

tain states long after the practice of using two types had become

established elsewhere ; in other cases a transition was effected

by placing small types or letters in the division of the incuse,

preparatory to abolishing the divisions and filling the whole

space with one type.

One great exception, however, to the use of the incuse square

on the reverse must be mentioned. This is met with in

Southern Italy "~. At the time when coinage was introduced

into this district the double type had become established ; but

instead of a new type being placed on the reverse, the type

of the obverse was repeated in incuse in a slightly modified

form \ This was an advance on the practice prevalent in

Northern Italy (Etruria) and in other outlying districts, such

as some parts of Cyprus, where the reverse was sometimes
left perfectly plain. The object of the Italian fabric was to

make it possible to pack or pile coins. A number of coins

of this peculiar fabric can be piled one on top of the other

to some height. With ordinary coins of which both sides

are in relief this is impossible. But from an artistic point

of view the form was due to a naive attempt to enable one.

so to speak, to look through the coin and see the obverse type

from behind. Thus on early coins of Poseidonia (PI. III. 2)

the figure of Poseidon on the obverse is seen from the front,

advancing to the right ; on the reverse the god is seen from

1 Peculiar forms of incuse, Head, Coins of the Ancien's, PI. ±. 5 ; 6. 31 ;

9. 33 (a variety of the mill-sail) ; 13. 24.
- And at Zancle in Si'ily in the earliest times Evans, yum. Chr.

1896, pp. ior nV.
3 The coins have thus the deceptive appearance of being small pieces of

repousse work, and are indeed very thin.
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behind (as is clear from the representation of the chlamys)

advancing to the left. Small details were usually omitted

on the reverse, although the inscription was sometimes, as

in the case just mentioned, repeated. Even where the reverse

type was a different one, it was usual in this district to

represent it in incuse. The use of an incuse design on the

reverse is also found in the electrum coinage of Lesbos in the

fifth century '. But here the designs are always different on

obverse and reverse.

The reverse die, in Southern Italy and in Sicily, was as

a rule from the first made circular instead of square in form.

The result of this was a circular impression on the reverse

instead of the incuse rectangle of Hellas proper and the East.

As in many other things, the Western colonies were thus

considerably in advance of their mother-cities. For in Hellas

proper and the East, the incuse square continued to be usual

until the end of the fifth century B.C. Before this, however,

the experiment had sometimes been made of using the round-

headed punch for the reverse. Shortly after 400 b. c. this circular

incuse very generally displaced the square, and it was not long

before it disappeared in its turn, except so far as the excessive

size of the blank caused the edges to swell up under pressure

and form a rim round the type. The transition from the

incuse square to the fiat reverse was often effected without

the intermediate stage of the incuse circle.

It was doubtless for commercial reasons that a state such

as Cyzicus refused to do away with the incuse square on its

reverse, but retained it till late in the fourth century. But

the sudden reappearance of a well-defined incuse square in

the second century b. c. at Bhodes, and certain places under

Rhodian influence (mainly in Caria and Lycia, PL IX. 5), was

not due to any such reasons, and must be attributed to a

tendency to archaize.

So far as fabric is concerned, there are few changes to

chronicle in the fourth century. In spite of the disappearance

of the incuse, coins continued to be made of a considerable

thickness. The earliest coins were almost bean-shaped ; but

the thick oval dump gradually gave way to the round, flat, but

still comparatively thick piece. Towards the end of the fourth

' Wroth, Brit. Mus. Catal., Troas. &c, Pi. XXXI.
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century niay be noticed a tendency to spread the flan and

make the relief lower. At the same time more care is taken

to strike the coin, so far as concerns the placing of the type

in the centre of the flan ; and the types of the coins of this

and the succeeding period show up well in the centre of the

flan, surrounded by a comparatively broad field. From the

beginning of the second century b. c. dates the introduction

of the ' spread tetradrachms ' which were struck in such

numbers, especially in Asia Minor. This spreading was often

carried to excess, as for instance in the coinage of Maronea,

Thasos, and Byzantium (PI. IX. 2).

A few of the varieties of fabric in struck coins which are

met with from the fourth century onwards must be mentioned

here. Some of these were perhaps due to fancy merely. To
this class must probably be assigned the famous Roman serrati

(PI. XII. 4\ denarii with notched edges which gained a con-

siderable reputation in distant parts of the world '. The serrate

fabric was employed by the Carthaginians (who perhaps in-

vented it), the Seleucidae (PI. X. 4), and the Macedonians about

200 b.c.
2
. Since there are bronze coins of this fabric, its object

can hardly have been to show that the coins were solid and not

plated.

Another class of coins owed their shape to the method by

which the blanks were prepared. Such are, for instance,

the square Indo-Greek coins (which were cut from a strip

or sheet of metal], and the circular coins with sloping edges

which have been mentioned above 3
. The varieties so far

described are distinguished by the nature of their edges ; as

regards surface, there were very few departures from the usual

form. The earliest coins are lentoid, and highly convex ; a very

slight convexity is as a rule preserved, even on the reverse,

throughout the later periods of Greek and Roman coinage,

1 Tacitus (Germ. 5) says of the Germans in liis time (long after the
serrati had ceased to be issued) : pecuniam probant veterem et diu notam,
serratos Kgalosque. This statement is confirmed by finds.

2 Babelon, Hois de Syrie, pp. clxxxviii ff.

3 See p. 144 Lenormant thinks (i. p. 264) that the blanks of the large
bronze coins of the Lngidae were not cast but cut out with a punch.
But I fail to see in them the regularity of edge on which he bases this
theory. In fact, they present every appearance of being cast, and many
of them have the characteristic projections at the side.
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sufficient to prevent the piece from looking too flat. But there

are a few instances of a slight concavity 1 although never attain-

ing to the peculiar scypliate fabric of late Byzantine coins.

§ 4. Cast Coins.

The process of casting 2 coins was similar to that used for all

other metal work which was cast solid. With hollow-casting

we are not concerned. The first step was to make a model of

the coin—we will suppose in wax or fine clay. On this a mould
was made in two parts, which were then joined together.

Apertures were left, by one of which the liquid metal could

be introduced, while the air escaped by the other. These

apertures are represented in the actual coin by projections from
the sides, to remove which, in some cases, no trouble seems

to have been taken 3
. A number of coins could be cast at the

same time by placing the moulds side by side, and allowing

the molten metal to run from one into another by means of

channels. It is natural to suppose that the moulds were

1 For instance, the bronze coins struck fur Cyprus, "with the head of

Antoninus Pius on the obverse, and that of Marcus Aurelius on the
reverse ; and a bronze coin of My tile-no [Brit. Miis. Calal. , Troas, &c, PI. XLI,
no. 3).

2 Xtuveveiv, diaxeiv, fundere, (con'Jlare. The last word is the only one of

the four which is actually used of coins : aes antiquissimum, quod est Jlatum,

pecore est notalum, Varr. B. R. ii. 1. 9 ; Jlata signataque pecunia, Gell. ii. 10. 3 ;

Illviri auro argenlo aere Jlando feriundo, Inscr. (Wilmann's Exempla, 611 c.

1 189, &c). Pomponius (Dig. I. 2, 2) speaks of the triumviri monetales

aeris, argenti ami Jlatorcs ; and we have denarii of L. Flaminius Chilo with
IIII.VIR PRI(mits) FLA(Wi), and of Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Marcel-
linus CVR(afor) >j< (denariis) FL(o«iii). But the use of the word .Hare

refers partly to the casting of bars of metal which were afterwards made
into struck coins (some of these bars have been found bearing the names
of functionaries of the mint ; see above, p. 136, and Blanchet in Rev. Num.
1896, p. 17 ; 1893, p. 285', and partly to the casting of the n.ms of

the coin.
3 Others have given a different explanation of these projections which,

as we have seen, occur frequently in struck coins of which the blanks were
cast. It is supposed (Blumner, Techn. iv. p. 259) that, the mould being made
in two parts, a raised edge was left where the^e two parts joined. On the

face of the coin this disappeared in the process of striking, but at the rim
two projections would remain. Now (1) the object of making the mould
of a coin which was afterwards to receive a type from the hammer in

two parts is not apparent, unless it was made from a proof, which is

a matter of conjecture. The mould of the blank was more probably
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made in such a way that they could be employed more than

once ; otherwise the labour and cost of producing a number

of coins would have been immense '- When, however, the

first mould was broken or otherwise spoilt, it was easy to

make another from one of the coins already cast. The effect

of this on the fabric would be important. For, as metal

contracts in cooling, each coin when cool would be slightly

smaller than the capacity of its mould. A second mould made
from this coin would be of the same size as the coin, and

therefore by an equal amount smaller than the original

mould. A repetition of the process would produce a still

smaller mould and coin, and the effect of these successive

reductions would in the course of time become easily ap-

preciable 2
. This is in all probability one cause of the

curious degeneration in size and weight, which we meet with

in the early Eoman coinage—the largest series of cast coins in

existence.

The usual shape of cast coins, as of struck ones, is circular.

Among the earliest coins of Central Italy, however, are the

large quadrilateral bricks known as aes signatum (Fig. 10)

;

and even earlier than these are the aes rude (Fig. 9), and

massae, large pieces of metal often presenting the appearance of

fragments of cast bronze bars. Another exceptional fabric is

found at Olbia in Sarmatia, where pieces were cast in the shape

of fish (Fig. 1 ).

In ancient times the process of casting was almost entirely

limited to Italian coins of the early period. Of early Greek
coins, only the large bronze pieces of Olbia in Sarmatia were

produced by this process
;

for the aes grave of Sicily must
be classed with the cast coins of Italy. Among the coins

issued by Greek cities in imperial times are a number of pieces

a mere linking, like the holes in a coin-tray. This may be considered as

certain in the ca-e of coins with a sloping edge vste above, p. 144). (2; If

the mould were made in two parts, the only practical method would be
to make one part for one face, the other for the other face, of the coin.

This could never leave a raised edge across tlte face of the blank, but only
round the rim.

1 In later times, in the case of medals, it is quite possible that the
original moulds were not used more than once. C. F. Keary, Guide to the

Exhib. of Italian Medals in the B. M. p. xii.
2 With regard to cast medals, see the calculations by X. Rondot, Rev.

Num. 1895, pp. 403-416.
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which have been cast. Their genuineness has often been
doubted. But some light is thrown on this point by two
coins of Sillyum in Pamphylia (obv. Head of Salonina ; rev.

Tyche seated), one of which is cast from the other, which
is struck. It would be fair to suppose that the cast was
made in modern times, were it not that the original is in some
places more worn than the cast, and must therefore have been
in circulation after the cast was made \ In addition to evidence
such as this, the existence of clay moulds (Fig. 27) proves
that many ancient coins were cast. It has been suggested that

Fig.

j

'•)—Clay moulds for casting coins of Maximianus Herculeus and
Constantius Chlorus. Found at Duston, Northampton.

the moulds formed part of the plant of false moneyers ; but

there is reason to suppose that they were used by the authorities 2
.

In deciding whether a coin is cast or struck, the presence of

air-holes is of course a good test; but it must be remembered
that, the blanks having been originally cast before the die was
impressed, the second process may sometimes have failed to

eliminate all traces of the first.

1
Brit. Mus. CalaJ., Lycia, &c. p. 169, no. 21, and p. 298, no 21 A.

2 Mongez (op. cit. p. 207) considers that they are so numerous that they
cannot have been used only by the authorities. Large quantities have
been found in England, in France, and on the Rhine. See Caylus, Sec.

itAnt. i. p. 286, PI. 105, no. ii ; Mommsen, iii. p. 15. The easting process
was severely forbidden by various ordinances of the fourth century.
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§ 5. The Composition of the Type.

Regarded from the point of view of a design, the types of

Greek and Roman coins went through a regular development.

At first the type was usually impressed on the metal, without

any particular regard for its decorative properties. Even in

the earliest period, however, we may note cases in which some
attempt was made to adapt the type to the field. Such a simple

expedient as reverting the head of an animal (PI. I. 7, 12), in order

to make the whole design more suitable to the circular field, is

the most obvious instance of this attempt. A similar motive

inspires the ' heraldic ' arrangement, by which a type is repre-

sented doubled, so as to produce a symmetrical arrangement

(PI. I. 6). The so-called kneeling (really running) figures, so

common in early Greek art, were for a similar reason also

suitable for coin-types (PI. I. 5). An advance on this stage

was made when the figure was represented in its natural

attitude, and the circular field filled up by adjuncts, either

purely ornamental or taking the shape of legends or symbols

expressing the authority under which the coin was issued.

The addition of a border enhanced the artistic appearance of

the coin. In the case of the reverse, the type was sufficiently

enclosed by the incuse square 1
, although in some places a

border was added on the reverse long before the obverse was

thus decorated. In Greek Italy a border was usual from the

first on both sides of the coin, although in Sicily it was as

a rule dispensed with where the incuse circle was employed.

These borders most frequently take the shape of a row of dots
;

occasionally we find a plain line, a cable pattern (PI. III. 2),

a radiate border, a row of dots between two lines, or two lines

with the interval between them filled with parallel cross-

strokes. These are the chief forms of the purely decorative

border ; but there are also instances of the adaptation to the

purposes of a border of something organic to the type. The
best instance of this is the use of the wreath (Terina, PI. VI. 8)

;

we also find a conventional wave-pattern enclosing the head

1 The early coins of Calymna (PI. 1. 14) are interesting for the way
in which the shape of the incuse is adapted to the shape of the type

—

a chelys.
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of a water-nymph ' ; and even the legend is sometimes disposed

in a strikingly decorative way. The Greek artist, however, left

himself a free hand in these matters, and we have examples in

which he allowed some portion of the type to escape from the

border ; the good effect thus produced is to be remarked on the

obverse of the coin of the Sicilian Naxos (PI. VI. 1), the reverse

of which is at the same time a fine example of the adaptation

of the type, without distortion, to a circular field.

An instance of the way in which what was once an organic

part of the type may come to have merely a decorative impor-

tance is seen in the use of the shield. On the early coins with
the type of a shield bearing a device "' the whole design from
the first strikes the eye as representing a shield. On the late

coins of Macedon % however, the shield is so treated that the

part of it not covered by the head has the effect of an elaborate

border. This is more evident in the coins of Macedon under
the Eomans (PI. X. 5) than in the coins of Philip V of the

preceding period (PI. VIII. 7).

Of the adjuncts to the type which occur in the field, those

above described as purely ornamental are the exception in

Greek coins ; and indeed it may sometimes be doubted whether
a better knowledge of the meaning of these adjuncts would not

reduce still further the number of those which can be called

purely ornamental. It is enough to instance as adjuncts of

this kind the volute ornaments on Cypriote coins and the floral

ornaments in the corners of the square border in coins of

Posidium in Carpathus 4
, and Ehaucus in Crete 5

. But by far

the greater number of the adjuncts have a distinct meaning.

The discussion of this, however, belongs to a different chapter 6

On the early coins the symbols are often represented with

undue prominence ; but in the best period they are made
smaller and do not interfere with the effect of the type.

Compare for instance the dolphins on the Demareteion and its

companion tetradrachm of b. c. 480 (PI. III. 5, 6) with those

on the decadrachms of a later date (PI. VI. 4, 6). Similarly.

1 Gardner, Types, PI. VI. 13.
2 E. g. at Elis, Head, Coins of the Ancients, PI. 14, no. 33. In Lycia, Brit.

Mus. Catal., Lycia, PI. VII, nos. 7, 10.
3 Head, Coins of the Ancients, PI. 54, nos. 10, 12.
4 Ibid., PI. 3. 32.
' Svoronos, Num. de la Crete one. PI. 29. 9.

" Ch. vii § 10.
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an exaggeration of the border is visible on early coins as com-

pared with later '.

Legends at first appear on Greek coins in a much abbreviated

form. The initial letter of the name of the community served

to indicate the authority by which the coin was issued, such

initials being in fact used as the city arms on other objects

besides coins 2
. Not even the earliest inscriptions, however,

are limited to the city name ; a legend explanatory of the type

occurs on the earliest inscribed coin (PL I. 4). As with the

spread of writing the legends became longer, it became neces-

sary to arrange them decoratively so as to fill the vacant spaces

of the field or form a border. The former arrangement is

obvious on most coins ; the latter is perhaps best illustrated by

the coins of the Macedonian and Thracian region, such as

Amphipolis (PI. V. 1). As time went on, a tendency showed

itself to overcrowd the field with inscriptions, of which good

instances may be found on the Athenian tetradrachms and the

regal coins of late times. On the latter the employment of

the inscription to enclose the type as a border, whether square

(PI. X. 1) or round s
, was still usual, and on imperial coins the

circular arrangement became almost invariable, and has lasted

down to modern times. In imperial times the border of dots is

almost universal.

§ 6. Development of Style.

It is not proposed to deal here in any great detail with the

artistic development of Greek and Eoman coin-types *- The

treatment of the relief in coins follows more or less closely the

general lines on which Greek sculpture in relief developed 6
.

The Greeks soon advanced beyond the stage in which the

decoration of their coins consisted of a mere pattern, to that in

which they represented some object natural or artificial. As

1

E.g. on coins of Tarentum : Head, Coins of the Ancients, PI. 7, no. 4,*&c.
2 E. Curtius, Ueber den rel. Char. Aer gr. Miinzen, Ges. Abh. ii. p. 457, of. 91 ;

Imhoof-Blumer, Z. f. N. i. 130.
* Head, Coins of the Ancients, PI. 62, nos. 20, 21.
* For Greek coins this has already been done at length in Professor

Gardner's Types of Greek Coins ; for a brief summary of the development of

style, see also Head, Hist. Num. pp. Ix ff.

5 The development of coins, however, very often, though not always,
lags somewhat behind that of sculpture.
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the human figure is the last object to the satisfactory treatment

of which any art attains, we are prepared to find that the

subjects represented on the earlier coins are more frequently

of another kind ; in fact, animal types are by far the most
common. Next to these, perhaps, in frequency come monstrous
types (with which may be classed the head of the Gorgon),

consisting of fantastic combinations .either of two or more
animals, such as the chimaera, pegasus, griffin, winged boar,

or of animals and human beings, such as the centaurs. The
most fertile imagination in regard to these monstra homnda
seems to have belonged to the die engravers of Cyzicus. The
human head is naturally much less represented in this early

period than the human figure as a whole. But from the middle

of the sixth century we are able to trace the development of

style as shown in the treatment of both head and figure. This

treatment, down to the time of the Persian wars, cannot be

called anything but primitive. The head, where represented,

is extrem ly rudely made ; the eye is an elliptical swelling,

plastered, as it were, on to the face, and of an excessive size. The
ear is placed rather too high. The swelling of the cheek is

exaggerated by the emphasizing of the defining line below it,

the transition from cheek to jaw being not gradual, but marked
by a depression which lends to the face the 'archaic grin.'

The swelling of the nostril, also, is too sharply defined. The
hair is frequently represented by rows of dots. The best

instances of this style are to be found in the early coins of

Athens (PI. II 2). The treatment of the human figure errs by

a similar exaggeration of the various features, and failure to

blend them, as is clear from the early coins of Lete in Macedon L

and Caulonia in Italy (PL III. 3). But even before the

Persian wars the rudeness of primitive art begins to be refined.

There is a considerable advance from the coin of Caulonia just

mentioned to that of Poseidonia (PI. III. 2). The human-

headed bull at Gela (PI. III. 7\ or the female head at Syracuse

(PI. III. 5) brings us very near to the most remarkable

coin of the 'early transitional' period—the Demareteion of

480 b. c. (PI. III. 6). In this coin, all the primitive exaggera-

tions are toned down ; the eye, though still shown in full,

no longer projects from the face ; the ear, however, is still set

1 Head, Coins of the Ancients, PI. 4. 5.

M
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too high. The cheek merges naturally into the jaw, and the

archaic grin becomes a smile. The hair is still represented

with formality, but by means of wavy lines instead of dots.

The formality which is characteristic of the period on which

we have now entered is not the result of long movement in

a groove ; it is, on the contrary, instinct with life. Before it

could reach its full freedom Greek art had, so to speak, to go

through this period of rigid training, in which extraordinary

care is devoted to thoroughness of detail, and grace and refine-

ment (x^/m) are put before eveiy other aim. Some twenty

years later than the Demareteion is the Naxian head of Dionysus

(PI. VI. i). A curious feature of this head is the contrast

between the hair, the treatment of which is not surpassed on

any Greek coin, and the formal beard and moustache. The

somewhat unpleasant leer, intensified by this treatment, is

unusual in Greek representations of the wine-god who, though

not always dignified, is almost always humane. A striking

contrast to the two pieces of Syracuse and Naxos is furnished

by the archaistic coins of Athens ( PI. IV. 3
N

. In these we see

the result of a mental conflict in the artist, who is really capable

of much better work, but who is bound to produce a piece which

shall resemble the genuinely archaic Athenian coins. The result

entirely fails to carry conviction ; it is neither primitive nor

advanced ; it is lifeless, and formal for formality's sake.

The change in the treatment of the human figure at this

period is sufficiently apparent from a study of such repre-

sentations as the discobolus on coins of Cos 1

, or, again, the

remarkable Silenus on the reverse of the coin of Maxos already

described. It is difficult to imagine how the pectoral and

abdominal muscles (above all in a Silenus !) could in a position

of repose take the tense form given them. There is some
excuse for the exaggeration of the anatomy in cases of energetic

action 2
, but the only muscles which should stand taut in this

figure are those of the legs. The proper modelling of the

muscles in this pose is to be found in the later coin of ISuixos

with the same type (PL VI. 3), where all the dryness of the

transitional period is replaced by the supple modelling and

1 Head, Coins of the Ancioits, PI. u. 36.
" An obvious instance of such exaggeration is to be found in the

Amazon frieze of the Mausoleum.
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pvd/xos of the artist who understands anatomy, and understands

it well enough to keep it in its proper place.

By the middle of the fifth century, the eye is shown in

profile ; the top of the ear is level with the line drawn from
corner to corner of the eye. The general characteristic of the

style of this period is a severe simplicity. The trammels of

archaic refinement— for with increasing power the artist begins

to work more boldly— are thrown off, and a larger, freer

treatment results. Of the noble, severe style of this period

there is perhaps no better instance than one of the earliest

coins of Thuiium, dating from 443 b. c. or a few years later

(PI. VI. 5). But this style is of comparatively short duration.

At the culminating period of the art of Greek coins, which
may be placed at the close of the fifth century, the severity

of which we have spoken had completely given way before

a softer, though still dignified and ideal treatment. The little

coin of Terina (PI. VI. 8), a masterpiece in its chastity of

design, serves best to illustrate this stage. The most popular

monuments of this time are, however, the Syracusan deca-

drachms and tetradrachms (PI. VI. 4, 6, 7). Many of these,

however, marvellous as they are, lack the simplicity and
reserve of the coin of Terina ; some indeed are almost ex-

travagant. Still, of none of the best coins of this period can
it be said that they are merely pretty. The facing head of

Apollo on the coin of Amphipolis (PI. V. 1) has a tendency

towards effeminacy, but it is still a noble head. At the same
time with the loss of severity, the artists have learned to

be realistic and picturesque. The young hunter at Segesta

with his leash of hounds ', the Cretan goddess seated in her

tree (PI. IV. 2), the Victory of Elis, seated on a basis, watching

the contest (PL V. 2), the two eagles at Acragas, fioaituptvoi

\aylvav ipiKv/wva cpspfiart yiwav, the one tearing his prey, the

other with his head raised, shrieking (PI. III. 9)—all these

are instances of the new power of expression belonging to the

coin engraver. And the frequent occurrence at this time of

the facing head is another proof of power \

' Head, Corns of the Ancients, PI. 17, no. 31.
2 The wear to which a full-face representation was exposed soon reduced

a beautiful relief to a caricature. It was therefore little loss to art when,
about the middle of the fourth century, this form of representation

M 2
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The art of the first half of the fourth century maintains

most successfully the level now attained. It is not really until

we pass the middle of the century that any serious change

is visible. The portrait of a Persian satrap (PI. V. 9), on

a coin struck about 390 B.C., ranks among the finest Greek

coins ; the same is true of many of the Lampsaceno gold staters

(PI. V. 10), and some of the silver staters of Philip II of

Macedon (PI. VII. 2). But the head of Zeus on a silver coin

(PI. VIII. 3) of Alexander of Epirus (b. c. 342-325) illustrates

the tendency to weakness which now begins to set in. It

would be easy to find other examples from the same period.

The tendency, it should be remembered, is naturally first felt

in purely ideal heads. In the idealized portraits of the close

of the fourth century, it is not apparent ; for the very reason

that the personality of the original gives force and character

to the poitrait, idealized though it may be.

In the third century, the work, although often clever, is also

often careless. The more careful portraits, as those of An-

timachus of Bactria (PI. VIII. 4), Mithradates II of Pontus

(PI. VIII. 2), or Hiero II of Syracuse (PI. XL 6), are equal tc

anything of the kind produced by Kenaissance medallists.

The large flans which became usual, especially in Asia

Minor, after the fall of Antiochus in 190 b. c. gave excellent

opportunity for showy work. Some of the heads— notably that

of the turreted city goddess at Smyrna (PI. VIII. 10), or that

of Artemis at Perga (PI. VIII. 9), strike the eye at first as fine,

but the impression does not last. Nor can such portraits as

those of Philip V or Perseus (PI. X. 3) be rated very highly.

The best efforts of the time are devoted to producing pretty,

conventional decorative effects. There is little to be said of

the art of Greek coins during the last century before Christ.

Occasionally a remarkable coin is met with—such as those

became less common. The form was unsuited to coins, and was only
adopted by a magnificent blunder. There are some curious instances
on early coins of iaces represented full or nearly full, notably in Arcadia
(Brit. Mus. Catal., Peloponn., PI. 31, 10

; 37, 24. 25). Side by side with these
must be put the remarkable representations of riders and chariots seen
from the front (Journ. Hellen. Studies, 1897, pp. 80 ff., PI. II, nos. 5, 6).

The bold examples of foreshortening from Naxos (PI. VI. 1, 3") and
Gortyna (Brit. Mus. Catal, Crete, PI. 9, no. 6) belong to a later period, and
owing to the comparative lowness of their relief are not subject to the
criticism just made on the full-face.
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with the clever if theatrical portrait of Mithradates the Great

(PI. X. 7), or the striking but hardly pleasing head of Cleopatra

at Ascalon (PI. X. 8)—but the general mass of Greek coins

at this time is, from an artistic standpoint, absolutely devoid

of interest. The art of portraiture revives slightly towards

the time of Augustus. The portrait of Archelaus, king of

Cappadocia from B.C. 36 to a. d. 17 (PI. X. 9), is one of the

best works of its time, and deserves to rank with the youthful

head on an aureus of Augustus (PL XII. 10). The latter was
probably, like the former, the work of a Greek artist.

Rome, whose coinage begins in the middle of the fourth

century, offers nothing remarkable from an artistic point of

view, but falls into line with the artistically poorer districts

of the Greek world. The occurrence of portraits is rare until

the approach of the Empire. With the concentration of all

political power in Home a distinct improvement, due pre-

sumably to Greek influence, is manifest, and the series of

portraits on Eoman coins, beginning with Augustus, is un-

rivalled for extent, interest, and skill of execution. The
improvement, however, can hardly be said to have extended

to the Greek world. The highest point was reached in the

time of the Flavian and Antonine emperors (PI. XV. 1-3, 5)

;

thenceforward there is a gradual decline to the time of Con-
stantine, after which a conventional portrait is all that the

die engraver is able to produce. At the beginning of the fifth

century ad, when even the profile portraits had become

almost unrecognizable, .the full-face representation again begins

to prevail (PI. XV. 11), and in the Byzantine coinage it is

the rule (PI. XV. 12).



CHAPTER VII

THE MEANING AND CLASSIFICATION OF COIN-TYPES

§ i. The Religious Theory and the Commercial Tlieory.

The meaning of the great variety of types which appear on

Greek and Eoman coins has been made the subject, in recent

years, of sortie discussion, arising out of a theory enunciated

by Professor Eidgeway in his brilliant work on the Origin

of Metallic Currency 1
. Mr. Eidgeway believes that modern

scholars 'have directed all their efforts to giving a religious

signification to everything' that occurs as the type of a coin;

whereas a truer view is that stated long ago by Leake, who
remarked that the types of Greek coins generally related 'to

the local mythology and fortunes of the place, with symbols

referring to the principal productions or to the protecting

nuraina.' Mr. Eidgeway himself goes further than Leake. In

his general statement of the case - there is little with which it

is possible to find fault. But several types which he adduces

in support of his theory can with equal plausibility be explained

from the religious point of view 3
.

There can be no doubt that many of the objects which figure

as coin-types are articles of commerce or symbols of commercial

products. The tunny figures on the coins of Cyzicus (PI. I. 3),

' Pp. 3*3 ff-

2
' I do not for a moment mean that mythological and religious subjects

do not play their proper part in Greek coin-types. But it is just as
wrong to reduce all coin-types to this category as it would be to regard
them all as merely symbolic of the natural and manufactured products
of the various states.'—p. 314.

3 See the discussion in the Classical Review, 1892, p. 470 f. ; 1893, pp. 79 ff.
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and there is no doubt that the tunny fishery was the staple

industry of that city. The wine-cup figures on the coins of the

island of Naxos (PI. II. 3), and it will not be disputed that

wine was a product of the island. Mr. Eidgeway holds that

these and similar types appear on coins because, and only

because, they relate to commerce, and because exchange by
means of a currency has replaced an earlier stage of exchange

by barter in the object represented or alluded to. The coin

with the wine-cup is the representative of an amount of wine
;

the coin with the tunny of a certain amount of tunny fish, and

so on. The ' orthodox ' view is that these types appear because

they are connected in some way with the presiding deities of

the various states, and the genuineness of the coin is guaran-

teed by its bearing on it the religious symbol of the state that

issues it. The truth, probably, in the greater number of cases,

lies between, or rather behind, these two views. The type,

whatever its character may be, appears on coins because it is the

badge by which the issuing authority is recognized. The reli-

gious sense of the Greeks led them, whatever the staple industry

of any state might be, to place it under the protection of their

chief deity. Obviously, therefore, the object of the industry

could be regarded as a symbol of the presiding deity. In early

times the difficulty of representing the human form was suffi-

cient reason for placing on a coin not the actual deity, but that

object which most readily recalled him or her to the mind of

a citizen. This is the primary reason for the appearance of the

wine-cup on the coin of Naxos. It is only a happy accident

that the type of the coin at the same time suggests the staple

industry \ The fact that the tunny at Cyzicus is decorated

with fillets (PI. I. 3) proves conclusively that the type is meant
to have a religious significance.

In addition to what I have already said as to the commercial

allusion of the type not being, as a rule, the primary one, it is

necessary to make clear two points which militate against the

commercial theory. One coin on which Mr. Eidgeway lays great

stress is the well-known electrum stater which, according to

a more than doubtful interpretation, bears an inscription stating

1 It is exceedingly difficult to accept Mr. Ridgeway's ingenious inter-

pretation of the commercial significance of such types as the double axe
of Tenedos or the shield of Boeotia.
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it to be the sema or badge of Phanes (PI. I. 4) '- The type is

a stag browsing. ' The stag is nothing more than the particular

badge adopted by the potentate Phanes, when and where he

may have reigned, as a guarantee of the weight of the coin and

perhaps of the purity of the metal V Such is Mr. Eidgeway's

own explanation, and it gives away his case. For if his explana-

tion is true, then other types may also be ' particular badges

'

adopted by states and rulers as guarantees of the weight of the

coin and of the purity of the metal. It will not be suggested

that Phanes was a dealer in venison. But it would be fair

to suppose that Artemis was his tutelary deity, and he adopted

her symbol as his badge. And in the same way a city which

worshipped Artemis would use the same symbol on its coinage.

Secondly, did the types which Mr. Eidgeway explains as

having a commercial significance represent an old barter-unit,

that is to say a fixed amount of the commodity in which the

issuing city traded, we should expect, at least in some cases, to

find in the types one feature which, at any rate in the earliest

times, is entirely absent. The smaller denominations would

not bear the same type as the larger, but that type halved or

divided according to the requisite proportion. If for instance

the early Lycian staters, of which the constant type is a boar or

the forepart of a boar, represents a certain amount of ham, how
is it that the whole boar and its half appear on coins of the

same weight ? If the earliest silver drachm of Athens ' was
equated to the old barter-unit (either of corn or of oil)

3
,' why

was not the olive - spray varied on the lavger and smaller

denominations in order to indicate an equation with more or

less of the old barter- units '? And why, above all, was the

olive-oil unit indicated by a mere adjunct in the field, instead

of occupying the main position on the coin ? The halving of

the shield on Boeotian coins does not correspond to the denomi-

nations as it should, if the barter-unit theory were correct.

Thus, on the earliest coins of Thebes, we have the whole shield

on the didrachms, drachms, triobols, obols ; the half-shield on

hemi-obols ; and the whole shield again on the quarter-obol.

1 The genitive has been rightly explained by Sir C. T. Newton and
Fiankel as equivalent to ' of the bright one ' (meaning probably Artemis

;

see above, p. 79, note 1).
2 Ridgeway, p. 320. s Id. p. 324.
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The half-shield is used as the type of the hemi-obol, simply

because the name hemiobelion suggests the halving of the type,

not because the coin represented the worth of half a shield.

A well-known statement of Aristotle would seem, at first sight,

to favour Mr. Kidgeway's interpretation, but the true transla-

tion of the passage is not ' the stamp was put on the coin as

an indication of value,' but ' was put on a coin to show that the

value was present ' ; in other words, to guarantee that it was of

full weight and true ', not to state the weight or value of it.

The type then does not indicate that the coin represents an

old barter-unit ; but it must be admitted that there are many
types which cannot be explained as religious symbols, and that

some of these have a commercial significance, in that they

symbolize an industry. Nevertheless, owing to the extra-

ordinary penetration of religion into all the affairs of life among
the Greeks and Eomans, it is by no means entirely unseholarly

to read a religious sense into what often at first sight appears to

be something very different.

With this understanding, an attempt may be made to classify

types according to the principles which induced the issuing

state or ruler to adopt them as badges.

§ 2. Religious Types.

(a) First among those types which can only have a purely

religious meaning must be mentioned the deities, represented

either directly or by means of symbols. Zeus and Dione in

Epirus, Zeus at Elis, Messene, and Mylasa, Poseidon at

Poseidonia (PI. III. 2) and Potidaea, Apollo at Lacedaemon
and Delphi (PL V. 7) and in Lycia, Hera at Samos (PI.

XIII. 8), the Cyprian Aphrodite at Paphos, Athena at Corinth

(PI. IV. 6) and Athens (PI. II. 2), Artemis at Ephesus

(PI. XIII. 9) and Perga (PI. VIII. 9), Hermes at Pheneus
(PI. V. 12) and Aenus, Helios at Ehodes (PI. V. 5), Baal-Tars at

Tarsus (PI. IV. 12), Cybele at Smyrna (PI. VIII. 10, identified

with the city), are among the more famous instances of the

1 Arist. Pol. ii. 1257 a 41 & yap xaPaltr^P tTeOrj tov ttooov o-qnuov. See

above, p. 67, note 2, and the definition of a-qfietov in Anal. Pr. ii. 27. 2 ov

yap ovros tariv ^ ov yevofievov -nptntpov rj varepov yeyove to TipcLypa, tovto

c^fLitov itjTi tov ytyovivai 1j iivat.
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great deities employed as types in the most obvious way.

Deities and heroes, again, are constantly represented in their

mythological connexions. At Pheneus Hermes is shown carry-

ing the infant Areas (PI. V. 12) ; Apollo slays the Python on

the coins of Croton ; Cydon is suckled by a bitch on the coins

of Cydonia ; at Phaestus, Heracles attacks the Hydra, which is

assisted by a crab, or Talos hurls his stone (PI. IV. 11). Castor

and Pollux are represented on the

early Boman silver (PL XI. 8, 10,

11) charging on horseback, as they

appeared at the battle of lake

Eegillus. At the Lycian Myra (PI.

XIV. 4) a cultus-statue of the form

of Artemis known as Eleuthera is

represented in the branches of a

tree which is attacked by two men
with axes and defended by snakes

which dart forth from its roots 1
.

At Apamea Ki/3&>7ds- (' the ark ') in

Phrygia (Fig. 28) we find a repre-

sentation of the deluge, Noah (Nfl£)

being represented with his com-

panions in an ark floating on the

waters'2. Occasionally the myth
which is represented has no known
thus, at Cyzicus, G-aia rises from the

It would be easy to multiply

Fro. 28.—Reverse of bronze
coin of Septimius Severus
struck at Apamea (Phry-
gia). 'EmaywvoOaTov'ApTe-

fmy. 'ATrajuW. Na>€. From
a specimen in the Biblio-

theque Nationale, Paris.

connexion with the place

earth and holds up Erichthonius

the instances of obscure and complex myths which figure on
coins, especially in the rich series of the cities of the provinces

in imperial times. And a complete enumeration of the symbols
which represent deities would fill a volume— such symbols as

1 The type probably has some reference to the story of Myrrha, who was
transformed into a tree. Her father split open the trunk with his sword,
and Adonis was born. Head, E. N. p. 578.

2 For the tradition of the deluge localized at Apamea, where there was
a strong Jewish element in the population, see Babelon, Melanges, i. p. 172 ;

W. M. Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, pp. 669 ff.

3 The so-called types of Cyzicus are, however, really moneyer's symbols
(see above, pp. 1 19 f.). In any case, this type is probably copied from a well-
known monument ; the counterpart to it appears in the figure of Cecrops
on another Cyzicene stater, and the two are combined on a terra-cotta
relief at Berlin (Baumeister, Denkmaler, i. p. 492^ where, however, Athena
is present.
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the thunderbolt or eagle of Zeus, the trident of Poseidon, the

owl of Athena, the stag or bee of Artemis, the lyre or the

triskeles symbol of Apollo, the ram or the oaduceus of Hermes,

and, to come down to the end of the period which concerns us,

the cross of Christ on late Imperial coins (PI. XV. 12). That

by means of such symbols the coins were marked as the pro-

perty of the authorities which issued them is proved by parallels

outside the sphere of coinage. Marble vessels in the temple of

Apollo at Cnidus were marked with a lyre ; in the Samian war
the Athenians branded their prisoners with an owl, the Samians

theirs with the Samaina or Samian galley. And just as the

various states, so did kings and rulers of all kinds place on then-

coins their guardian deities and heroes, or their symbols. Zeus,

Athena, and Heracles figure on the coins of Philip II (PL VII. 1)

and Alexander the Great (PI. VII. 4, 5), Perseus on the coins of

Philip V (PI. VIII. 7) \ Venus on those of Sulla (PI. XII. 2).

Even the minor details and instruments of cults are used for

the purpose of types, such as the fire-altar on the coins of Persis,

the great altar at Amasia, the tripod of Apollo at Croton. Local

features of various kinds are personified. Thus, at Caulonia,

Apollo stands holding on his outstretched arm a little wind-

god, personifying probably the wind which blew off the east

coast of Bruttium (PI. III. 3). But the most frequent instance

of this kind of personification is the river-god (PI. III. 7 ;

XIV. 12), who appears in various forms, from the ordinary bull

to the reclining male figure, on coins of all periods 2
. On an

imperial coin of Laodicea in Phrygia the two rivers Lycos and
Capros are represented by a wolf and a boar respectively

(PL XIV. 6).

§ 3- Types representing the Issuing Authority.

(6) The above may suffice for an indication of the nature of

the coin-types belonging to the more strictly religious class. It

was, however, possible for a badge to be used which expressed

the identity of the original authority in a way which was less

1 Who actually named one of his sons after his favourite hero. On the
coin illustrated in PI. VIII. 7, this son is represented in the guise of

the hero. See Num. Chr. 1896, pp. 34 ff., PI. IV.
2 P. Gardner, Greek River-Worship, Proc. 0/ Boy. Soc. 0/ Lit, April 19, 1876.
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obviously connected with religion. When the authority in

question was a king, the type might express his royal power.

Thus, on the Persian coins (PI. I. 10, 11), the Great King is

represented in person hastening through his dominions armed
with spear and bow. At Sidon the king proceeds in his car.

At Tyre his power is symbolized by the owl with crook and

flail. Possibly the lion of Sardes is also a symbol of royalty '.

In the same way various types of Victory were associated with

the supreme power, especially in late Eoman times, when they

almost ousted other types from the field. This kind of type

was, however, not possible within Hellas proper until the time

when the Greeks also became accustomed to the representation

on their coinage of the supreme power of a single ruler. Thus
it was that portraits were placed on coins, at first half-disguised

under divine attributes— as when Alexander the Great appears

in the guise of Heracles (PL VII. 4)—afterwards boldly and
unconcealed. Personal symbols also, such as the Capricorn on
the coins of Augustus (who was born under this sign), or the

sphinx, which the same ruler used both on his signet-ring and
on his coins, corne under the present head.

The forms of activity, commercial, political, military, agonis-

tic, and the like, which are expressed by coin-types are of

course infinitely various. The cities of Thessaly which were
famous for their cavalry forces are represented by appropriate

types, such as the bridled horse on the coins of Larissa. The
horsemen of Tarentum (PL XI. 1) furnished a well-known type
for the coins of that city. The warriors of Aspendus were
sufficiently famous to figure on the early coinage of their city.

Many forms of athletics are represented : the discobolus on the
coins of Cos, the wrestlers on those of Aspendus, the athletes

casting lots on coins of Ancyra in Galatia and other cities, the

race-torch (PL V. 1) on the beautiful staters of Amphipolis, are

well-known instances of this kind of type. More famous still

are the chariot-types at cities such as Syracuse (PI. III. 5, 6
;

VI. 6, 7). The naval importance of a city is often represented,

notably, for instance, by means of the prow or stem of a galley

on the coins of Phaselis, or by a plan of the harbour buildings

1 According to others (Gardner, Types, p. 42) it is a symbol of Astart
or of the Sun.
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as at Zancle or Side. The Eoman who filled an important

religious office used as his badge the instruments of sacrifice or

augury (PI. XII. 2). The municipal life of the cities of Asia

Minor is symbolized by representations of their Council, Senate,

or Demos 1
.

In this connexion may be mentioned the symbolic representa-

tions of various attributes belonging to rulers or states. The
idea of Liberty was sometimes expressed by an unbridled horse,

as on the coins of Termessus Major in Pisidia, a city to which
a kind of freedom was accorded by Eome. To the same category

belongs the type of the infant Heracles strangling the serpents

(PI. IV. 13), which symbolized the rise of the power of Thebes
against the Spartan supremacy, and was employed by various

other states, such as Ehodes and Samos, to express their

sympathy with the new power (see above, p. 112).

The Eoman coinage is especially rich in this kind of type.

The personifications, however, of Abundantia, Felicitas, Con-

cordia, and the like may, perhaps, be better classed with the

more strictly religious types.

§ 4. Types representing Local Features.

(c) Closely allied with the second class of types is a class

many of the varieties of which have been explained as having

a purely commercial significance. The prevalence in a certain

district of some animal or plant was sufficient to induce its

adoption as a badge by the cities of that district. That the

object was sometimes of commercial importance was a mere
accident, so far as its adoption as type for the coinage was
concerned. The mussel of Cumae in Campania, the corn of

Metapontum, the wine of Naxos, Mende, Maronea, the wild

celery of Selinus (PI. VI. 2), the cow of Euboea, the sepia of

Coresia, the silphium of the Cyrenaica (PI. V. 3) all belong to

the same category ; and that some of these types are punning
types, while others represent articles of commerce, is not, it

must be insisted, the reason for their appearance. To the

same class belong types or symboWrelating to other local

features, such as the warm springs oRlimera (represented by

1 See above, p. 91, and below, ch. viii. § 2.
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a small satyr bathing in a fountain). The lion tearing a bull at

Acanthus ' is evidently as appropriate where lions were abun-

dant, as is the boar in the mountains of Lycia or at Laodicea in

Syria. How rivers were represented has already been stated
;

neighbouring mountains may also be made to furnish types,

as Mt. Argaeus at Caesarea in Cappadocia (PL XIV. 2), or

Mt. Viaros at Prostanna in Pisidia.

§ 5. Types representing Monuments.

(d) Types of a class which may be called monumental are

naturally not wanting, but are

almost confined to imperial times.

An anticipation, however, of this

class of types is found in early

times in the representation of the

harbour at Zancle (PI. III. 4)
2
.

A harbour, with porticoes running

round it, is represented in much
later times at Side. The bridge

over the Maeander, with the river-

god reclining on the parapet, and

a stork perched on the gateway,

furnishes one of the most remark-

able types at Antiochia in Caria

(Pig. 29). The Acropolis at Athens,

the Forum of Trajan at Koine (PL XV. 2), are other similar types.

The commonest type of this class is, however, the temple, such

as those which occur at Ephesus (temple of Artemis, PL XIII. 9),

or at Paphos (temple of Aphrodite). The great altar at Amasia
has already been mentioned. Finally, a most important instance

of this class of type is the representation of famous statues

which decorated the city that issued the coin : statues such as

Fig. 29.—Reverse of a bronze
coin of Gallienus struck at

Antiochia in Caria.

1 Cf. Herod, vii. 125 : in this district lions attack the camels of Xerxes'
commissariat. These parts, says the historian, abound in lions and wild
bulls.

- Usually explained as a_ sickle, and therefore a canting type ; for
£ayn\ov was the local nam^Bir a sickle, and the place was sickle-shaped
(Thucyd. vi. 4). Bat the object on the coins is either a mere semicircular
bar (not with a cutting edge) or a flat object with blocks upon it, which
perhaps are meant for buildings on the quay.
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the Zeus of Pheidias at Elis (PI. XIV. 1) or the Aphrodite of

Praxiteles (at Cnidus). This class of types is naturally of the

utmost importance to archaeologists, and sometimes forms

the only basis for the restoration and reconstruction of lost

works of sculpture and architecture '.

§ 6. Historical Types.

(e) History, legendary or other, also furnished its quota of

types. The foundation of Tarentum by Taras, who arrived

at the spot on a dolphin sent by his father Poseidon to save

him from shipwreck, is alluded to on the coins, where Taras is

seen riding on a dolphin (PL XL 1
2
). The hare on the coins

of Ehegium and Messana may possibly be placed there in

commemoration of the interest which the tyrant Anaxilas

took in this animal 3
. The mule-car on the coins of the

same places is certainly commemorative of the success which
Anaxilas attained with mules at Olympia. In a similar way
the naval victory won in 306 b. c. by Demetrius Poliorcetes

over Ptolemy is commemorated by representations of Nike
standing on a prow and blowing a trumpet (PI. VII. 10)

4

,

and Poseidon wielding his trident. A remarkable type on
a late coin of Sagalassus, which was taken by Alexander the

Great, probably represents the capture of the city. A statue

(of Zeus ?) stands in the middle ; on the left is Alexander

(AA6ZANAP0C) charging on horseback; on the right is a

warrior fleeing from the conqueror and holding up his hand in

supplication to the statue of his tutelary deity 5
. To return

once more to legendary history, the story of Hero and Leander

1 Their utility may best be realized from the works of Imhoof-Blumer
and Gardner, NumismaticCommentary on Pausainas, and Donaldson, Archiiedura

Numismatica. See also Gardner, Types of Greek Coins, PI. XV.
2 The beautiful type of PI. XI. 2 may perhaps have some reference to

the appeal of Tarentum to Sparta, which led to the expedition of Archi-

damos in 338 b. c. See Evans, Horsemen of Tarentum, p. 66.
3 Aristotle (ap. Poll. v. 75) says that he introduced it into Sicily. But

the type has, perhaps rightly, been connected with Pan, who on a coin of

Messana is seen caressing a hare (see Head, H. N. p. 93).
4 This type happens also to belong to the preceding class, for it repre-

sents the well-known ' Nike of Samothrace ' inAbe Louvre.
5 This type again has the appearance of reprocracing a piece of sculpture

in relief, or a painting.
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is naively told on the Imperial coinage of Abydos (PI. XIII. 5)

and of Sestos, and Aeneas is represented on the coins of New
Ilium carrying Anchises from the burning city. Roman denarii

are rich in historical types. On the reverse of a denarius struck

between 134 and 114 b. c. by M. Caecilius Metellus is a Mace-

donian shield with an elephant's head in the centre, the whole

surrounded by a laurel-wreath : a two-fold allusion, to victories

won by L. Caecilius Metellus in 250 b. c. in Sicily, and by
another ancestor in Macedonia between 148 and 146 b. c. The
surrender of Jugurtha by Bocchus to Sulla, again, is com-

memorated on a denarius of the dictator's son, Faustus Cornelius

Sulla (PI. XII. 3). Among Imperial Roman types may be

mentioned those commemorating the subjection of Judaea

(IVDAEA CAPTA, PI. XV. 1) or the visits of Hadrian to the

various provinces of the empire (ACHAI A RESTITVTA and the

like).

Of the representation of famous persons connected, either by
legend or by history, with the history of the city, the most
common is Homer, of whom we have busts or figures at no
less than seven cities. The largest series of portraits of this

kind is found at Lesbos \

§ 7. Canting Types.

(/) The most obvious of all forms of badge was the type

parlant or canting or punning type, which represented the issuing

authority by means of a pun on his or its name. If we con-

sider the number of possibilities of this kind, the canting type
will be found to be comparatively scarce in ancient coinage.

Famous instances are the seal ($wm) at Phocaea (PL I. 2), the
rose (po'Sox) at Rhodes (PL V. 5) and Rhoda, the lion's head at

Leontini, the wild celery (ae\tvov) at the Sicilian Selinus 2

,

the pomegranate (o-/S>)) at Side, the' apple (^W) at Melos,

the table (rpcmiCu) at Trapezus (PL IV. 7)
s
. Possibly the

1 See below, eh. viii. § 3.
s But this, like the head of Athena at Athens, really belongs to another

class ; see above, p. 173.
3 The objects piled onihe table have usually been called grapes ; it is

possible, however, that*T,hey are meant for coins, and that the table
is that of a banker (rpa;re£iT!;s).
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race-horse ridden by a jockey on the silver coins of Philip II

of Macedon (PI. VII. 1) embodies a punning allusion to his

name.

§ 8. Ornamental Types.

(g) The types so far classified were adopted for reasons which

are or ought to be capable of explanation. But there is another

class the adoption of which seems to be purely arbitrary, and

that is the ornamental class, which merely consists of a

meaningless decorative design. The simplest instance of this

is to be found on one of the earliest of all coins (PI. I. 1). As
a matter of fact the instances of this class are comparatively

few, and some of them, as the double stellar design on the

coins of Corcyra (PI. II. 7), or the star at Erythrae, may be

connected with some religious ideas with which we are not

familiar. The arrangement of the reverses of many series of

coins— as at Aegina, Cyzicus, and in Lycia in early times—
seems, however, to be purely decorative.

§ 9. Imitative Types.

(h) Finally, it must not be forgotten that a number of types

are purely imitative, and were adopted by states in order to

obtain currency for their own issues. Striking instances ot

this practice are to be found in the Asiatic imitations of the

coinage of Philip II and Alexander III, or the Gaulish imita-

tions of the gold staters of the former king (Fig. 4, p. 10), or

the Himyarite copies of the Athenian coinage. In these, and
similar cases, the types have of course no proper relation to the

authorities which issued them. Further, among barbarous

nations, unintelligent copying led to the production of a

meaningless type or pattern, out of which eventually the

barbarian engraver evolved some animal or figure. Thus out

of the profile head copied by the Anglo-Saxons from Eoman
coins was developed, through successive degradations, the type

of a bird \ As a rule, however, the final result is a mere

1
C. F. Keary, Morphology of Coins, Num. Clu: 1886, PI. Ill [PI. IV. of

separate edition], no-.. 74-18. In the same way the British Iceni meta-
morphosed a human head into a boar. Evans, Ancient British Coins,

PI. XVI.
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pattern, such as that developed by the Gauls out of the rose on

the coins of Ehoda in Spain 1
.

§ 10. Classification of Symbols.

The classification here adopted for types will also serve for

what in numismatic language are called symbols. These are,

to define them roughly, subsidiaiy types, and may be broadly

divided into two classes, according as they are attributes of the

main type, or are disconnected from it, and serve a separate

purpose of their own.

The first division needs no discussion. A deity is constantly

accompanied by his or her attributes, or attendant objects.

These are sometimes brought into direct connexion with the

figure, as when Zeus holds a Xike or an eagle on his out-

stretched hand (PI. Til. 4)
2

. Or else they are simply placed

in the field, as is the sphinx of Artemis on the earliest coins

of Perga.

The second division of symbols comprises those which were

meant to identify the coin in a further degree than was made
possible by the main type alone. In the case of coins issued

by a state or ruler through mint officials a symbol was

frequently placed on the coin in order to fix the responsibility

on the proper person 3
.

Another very large division of the second class of symbols

comprises those which denote a mint. Such are many of the

symbols on the coins struck in imitation of the tetradrachms

of Alexander the Great. On these, for example, the rose is the

mint-mark of Ehodes, the helmet of Mesernbria, the race-torch

of Amphipolis. the bee of Ephesus. The imitations of the tetra-

drachms of Lysimachus are similarly differentiated, those of

Byzantium, for instance, bearing a trident (PI. IX. 2). But the

usage of symbols is guided by much less fixed principles than

1

C. F. Keary, Morphology of Coins, Sum. Chr. 1885, PI. VIII, (I) nos.
20-22.

2 These types are sometimes described as Zeus Nikephoros and Aeto-
phoros respectively. But it may be noted that vatr]<pupou in its concrete
sense of • holding Nike.' has no classical authority ; and airofopos is only
used to signify a standard-bearer.

3 See above, p. 119.
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is the usage of types, and it must be admitted that the great

majority of symbols are unexplained.

It has already been noted 1 that in some cases the main type

degenerates into a mere mint symbol, while the greater part

of the field is occupied with the magistrate's symbol. Occasion-

ally, at least at Cyzicus, the symbol is combined with the main
design in a curious way ; thus the winged running figure on

the stater figured in PI. I. 5 is represented holding up the

tunny by its tail.

1 Above, pp. 119, 120.

N 2



CHAPTER VIII

COIN-INSCRIPTICNTS

§ I. Inscriptions naming the Issuing Authority.

The varied nature of the inscriptions on coins will be better

realized from a study of the problems of numismatics in which

those inscriptions are adduced as evidence, than from any

formal classification. Nevertheless, for the sake of complete-

ness, it is worth while, at the risk of repetition, to distinguish

the various motives underlying the inscriptions which were

put upon ancient coins.

The first and most obvious object of the inscription was to

state the fact that the coin was issued by a certain people or

person—to give, in fact, authority to the coin. The ordinary

way of doing this was to inscribe the name in the genitive

('AKpdyavros, Svpaxoalav \ JRomano(m), 'A\e£ai8pov}. But an adjec-

tive would effect the same object. Adjectives constructed

from the name of a people or city are not rare (ApKaSiKov from
'ApKa8eff

?
2oKlkov from SoAof, AeppoiviKov from Aeppcoyes (?), 'Pqylvos,

h-apia-ala (understanding possibly Spaxpi) and the like). Men's

names furnish a smaller number. Thus we have 'AXegavdpews

from the name of Alexander tyrant of Pherae in Thessaly

(369-357 b. a). These adjectives, like the genitives, imply
a noun, which may either be a general term for ' struck coin

'

as i>6fL«rp.a, nu'ifiz (?), Kofipa, ^apaK7?jp, apyipwv 2
, or a more special

denomination, as a-Tarr/p, Silipaxnov, Spaxpi]. The staters of

Alexander of Pherae accordingly read 'AXegavipeioi, the drachms

' Before the introduction of ai the genitive plural often has the appear-
ance of a nominative neuter singular.

3 fyaiarioiv rd iraipa (Phaestus Cretae) ; 2fu0a apyvpwv (Seuthes of Thrace,
end of fifth century\ 1ei$a K6npa, Kutvos xaPaKTVP (Cotys of Thrace, first

century b. 0.) are instances.
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'AXf^ai/Spfi'a. Certain tetradrachms (rerpiiSp«xpa) of Attic weight

struck by Ptolemy I read 'A\e£dv5pf iov UTo\epai(nv ?), i. e.

' Ptolemy's tetradrachm of Alexander.' The inscription ®awovs

or <&aivovs tlpii arjan (PL I. 4) is a modified form belonging rather

to the class of descriptive inscriptions to be discussed below,

than to the present group. In addition to the use of the genitive

and the adjective, there is a rare use of the nominative case.

Most of the names in the nominative found on pre-imperial

coins seem to be descriptive of types ; but such an inscription as

AOE AEMOS ('A&jKmW 6 fiijuos) is an undoubted instance of

the use of the nominative in place of the ordinary genitive.

^AHKUE on the early coins of the city afterwards known as

Messana (PL III. 4) is descriptive, in as much as the type

represents the harbour of the city. Tdpas, on Tarentine coins,

is usually descriptive, as when it is written beside the figures

riding on a dolphin (PL XL 1) ; but it is also found with types

of which it is not a description \ Other instances are K VM E

(Cumae in Campania), ROMA.

§ 2. Varieties of Titulature.

The simple naming of the person or people on their coins

is the rule in the pre-Alexandrine period. After Alexander's

assumption on his coins of the title king '', the custom of

writing oneself down as king begins to prevail in most of

the monarchies. The steps taken by various tyrants to throw
off constitutional hindrances are marked in this way. Thus
the coinage of Agathocles falls into three periods, marking by
their inscriptions the gradual increase of his confidence :

—

Period I. B.C. 317-310. Inscription, SvpaKoo-iav on all

metals.

Period II. b.c. 310-307. Inscription, 'AyaSokKeos on gold

;

~2vpaKoniwv 'AyadonXtios, (Ko'pay) 'Aya$6i<\eios or 'AyaSoKXeos

on silver ; 2vpaKoo-ian on bronze.

Period III. B.C. 307-289. 'AyafoxXt'os Ba<riAe'o9 on gold

and bronze.

1 E.g., Head, Coins of the Ancients, PI. 7, no. 6 rev.
2 As early as the beginning of the fifth century, however, on the coins

of Gttas, king of the Edoni (PI. II. 9, we find the inscriptions: Tira
Baaihiwf 'USaivav, Tira BamAtii 'HSaiviatv, and TETAS HAONEON
BA £ I A E V £ . See Babelon in Jourtt. Internat. i. p. 7.
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Similarly the tyrant Nabis begins with his name alone (Nd/3ios),

but on the later tetradrachm in the British Museum he uses

the style BaiAe'os Na3<os '-

The strings of names characteristic of the later period of

the Greek regal coinage, and of the third centuiy a. d., are in

curious contrast to the good taste of the early inscriptions.

The titles of Roman emperors on Roman and Greek coins

present enormous variety of arrangement, almost every per-

mutation of names being employed, especially on the Greek

coins of the imperial epoch. Titles such as Augustus, Caesar

(Sf3n<n-'if, Knlo-n/j) are sometimes found alone on coins of the

early Empire. In time, however, greater particularization

became necessary. Then the simplest form comprised merely

the name with the title Caesar or Augustus: thus Antoninus

Augustus, Gallienus Augustus, Aip>)\tos Kalaap.

On coins issued after the death of an emperor or empress,

the style is DIVVS ANTONINVS, DIVA DOMITILLA
AVGVSTA, DIVO TRAIAhJO Sec, and the reigning emperor

is frequently described as DIVI F(ilius).

Move commonly than the simpler appellations are found

the long strings of titles such as Pontifex Jla.cimus, Trilunicia

Potestate, Consul, Imperator, Pater Patriae, to mention only the

more usual ; and to these had to be added the complimentary
titles such as Britannicus, Germanicus, Parthicus. We thus

meet with inscriptions such as :

—

Impieratori) Caes(ari\ Xer(vae) Traian(o) Optim(o) Aug(usto)

Ger(nianico) Dac{ico) Parthico P{ontifici) 3I((u:imo) Tr(ibunicia)

P(otestate) Co(n)s[uli) VI P(atri) P(atriae) S[enatus) P[opulus) Q{ue)

R{omanus).

By the time of Vespasian it had become usual to put

Imp\oator) first in the inscription, followed by Caes(ar), as in

the inscription just quoted, then by the other names. The
most usual arrangement in the Greek coins was similarly (to

take an instance from Antoninus Pius)

AvTOKpdrup Kalaap Tiros AiXios 'Adpiavos 'Avrwvivas Evo-f^ijs Se&aaros

variously abbreviated. But on the whole the titles of emperors
on Greek coins are more modest than on Roman '-.

1 See aboye, p. 82, n. 1.

2 It is rare, except on semi-Roman issues such as those of Antiochia and
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Besides the titles already mentioned, there are others which
play a considerable part at a later period. Pius (Eio-f^ijs) is

not uncommon after its introduction by Antoninus, and Felix

(Etirvxrji) occurs from the time of Commodus. From this

time onwards the conjunction of Pins Felix slowly becomes

more usual, until after the time of G-allienus it is the rule.

At the same time it becomes not unusual to drop the Im-

plerator) ; the Caesar is called Nob(ilissimus) Caes(ar) \ In

the time of Constantino I we find the style D(ominus) N(ostcr),

and the regular formula is now D. N. CONSTANTINVS
P. F. AVG. In the fifth century the end of the formula

is modified to Perpetuus) Aag{ustus), often abbreviated to

PP. AVG.
The titles assumed by kings and emperors mostly explain

themselves. But among those belonging to cities, especially

in Asia Minor, under the Eomans and earlier, there are titles

of which the meaning is less evident, and which throw some
light on Greek life

2
. The title veampos (or vio<6pos), often

conferred on men, was also granted to cities. It means
apparently ' temple-keeper,' and par excellence keeper of the

temple of the Augustan cult, vtwKopos rav Sf/SnoTwi/
3

. When
the title was confirmed, as in the case of Ephesus, a second,

third, or fourth time, this was duly noted ; so that we read

B, T, or A NEflKOPfiN, at various times, on the coins of

Ephesus.

The title irpari], according to the most probable explanation,

refers to the precedence accorded to the city in the great games
of the various kuw. That the same city did not always hold

the first place is clear from the fact that, for instance, both

Ephesus and Smyrna call themselves ' first in Asia.' Magnesia

in Ionia is content with the somewhat paltry title of £/3Sd>'j

rjjff 'Aa-ias,

Mr)Tfj6rro\is is a title which usually implies little more than

our word metropolis— the chief city of a district. It is doubtful

Caesarea, to find the consulship, pontificate, &c, mentioned. I give,

however, the inscription of a coin of Trajan struck at Antiochia in Syria:

AvTOKp^arap) Kat<j(ap) Nep(/3as) Tpaiavos 2<r/3(a<TTOs) Tepp^aviKos) Aijpnpx{inrjs)

'Ef(ouai'as) "T/mr(ot) (i. e. Tr. Pot. Cos. II).
1 Rarely on Greek coins 'Em(p(ai>€<TTaTos) Kotaap.
2 See the list in Head, B. N. pp. lxxiv f.

3 See P. Monceaux, de Communi Asiae Provinciae, Paris, 1885.
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whether it even always bore this sense ; thus, when Anazarbus,

in close proximity to Tarsus, the chief city of Cilicia, calls

itself metropolis, it is possible that the title is nothing more

than a boast.

'Upd and «<™W are usually combined in such a formula as

'Avrioxemv MrjTporro'Aeas rijs iepas ral lio-i'Xoti. The combination

is commonest in Syria and Cilicia from late Seleucid times

onwards. The number of sanctuaries with the right of asylum

was very considerably restricted by Tiberius, in 22 a.d., since

the asyla had become harbours for all sorts of criminals.

AvT-dco/ior, in pre Eoman times, implies certain privileges of

self-government conferred by kings on cities in their district.

It is confined to southern Asia Minor (from Pisidia east-

wards) and Syria. The privilege of autonomy conferred by the

Eomans was of course of a limited kind. It was embodied in

a written constitution (lex), which preserved as far as possible

all the old constitution of the state, and granted indepen-

dence in jurisdiction and finance, and freedom from Eoman
garrisons.

'E\(v6epa is found as a title on Eoman imperial coins of a few

cities in Asia Minor 1
, many of which (such as Termessus in

Pisidia) also call themselves amovopos. Strictly Iktvlepa is the

translation of libera. The free cities with this title were known
as civitates sine foedcrc immunes et liberae,' and their position

rested on a law or senatus consultum 2
.

2u/j|U"X0S (with or without 'Papaiav) is a rare title on Greek

imperial coins ; it is evidently equivalent to the Latin civitas

foederata.

Among the titles assumed by cities are some expressing their

boasted origin, such as AaKefiaipovloiv, which is the standing

addition to the ethnic 'A/^XnStW at Amblada in Pisidia. Others

are adopted as a compliment to Emperors, as ^evrjptavtj Max/mnaj/ij

Mr)Tp6no\ls Taprros".

The most magniloquent of all inscriptions is probably that

found at Pergamum on a coin of Caracalla : 'H Upmr] tj;[s

1 Also on coins of Chersonesu9 Taurica, though possibly the word i\(v-
Sfpas is there an epithet of Artemis.

2 See for instance the SCtum de Aphrodisiensibus (Bruns-Mommsen,
Fontes"1

, p. 167). Termessus Major received its privileges (leiberi amkei
socieiquep. R. sunto) by the lex Antonia of 71 B. 0. (op. cit. p. 91).
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'AJo-ins, Kal M[ijrpo];roXij Xlpnrr], km rpls NftoKopos IJpa>rr] twv "EefiaoTav,

Hepyapyvav tto\is.

If the inscription of the name of the supreme authority was
found necessary as a guarantee, that of the official who was
directly or indirectly responsible for the issue was, in many
places, found to be desirable as early as the fifth century. The
principles which governed these inscriptions have however
been described elsewhere K After the beginning of imperial

times, they are practically confined to the Province of Asia.

§ 3. Inscriptions naming the Type.

The most interesting and, to archaeologists in general, the

most important class of coin inscriptions comprises those

which name or explain the type. These may be roughly

classified as :

—

1. Names of persons and personifications
;

2. Names of objects.

1. Names of persons and personifications.

(a) Eeal persons. The names of rulers are of course the most
common of this class (see above, pp. 181 f). With them may
be classed personages such as Octavia, Antinotis, and others

connected with the rulers. The deification of kings and
emperors has already been alluded to. In the case of the

kings the most interesting inscriptions of this class are found
on the coins of the Seleucidae and Ptolemies. Thus the word
©Etov accompanies the heads of Ptolemy Soter and Berenice

on coins struck by Philadelphia and Arsinoe (PI. VII. 8).

Ptolemy Philometor calls himself IIroAe^a/oi> BaoiXeas $i\o^ropos

&eov. Antiochus IV of Syria has the title Ba<n\ia>t 'avtio^ov Qiou

EnKpavovs Nikj^o/jou.

Personages of historic fame, in proportion to the number of

coins extant, are not to any extent commonly named on coins

unless they happen to be rulers '*. Homer is, however, named
on coins of Amastris, Nicaea, Cyme in Aeolis, Smyrna, Chios,

1 Above, ch. v.
2 L. Biirchner, ' Griecliische Miinzen mifc Bildnissen hist. Privatper-

sonen,' Z. f. N. ix. pp. 109 ff.
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and los (at the last island in the genitive, 'O^pov). Of famous

persons of a less vague antiquity named on coins we may
mention Pittacus (Sm-aicos), Alcaeus ('aXk<uos), and Sappho

(Vcmcpu) at Mytilene. Mytilene in fact can reckon more portraits

of historical persons than all other Greek towns put together 1
.

On Eoman coins it was a common custom for a moneyer to

name any famous ancestor of his. To this we owe, for instance,

the fancy portrait of L. Junius Brutus, with the inscription

L. Brutus Prim. Cos., on the aureus of his descendant M. Junius

Brutus.

(b) The names of deities are among the most important

inscriptions of this class, as they enable us to identify many
types which would otherwise remain, in numismatic phraseo-

logy, ' uncertain deities.' The names occur in all four cases,

the nominative (Aiawans kWotijs at Tiuni) having no special

significance, the genitive (Aws 'E\cv6eplov at Syracuse) implying

that the coin, or possibly the object represented on it, is the

sacred property of the deity, the dative (Sand. Deo Soli

Elagabal. on coins of Elagabalus with the stone of Emisa,

PI. XV. 6) meaning that the coin is dedicated to the deity
2

.

The accusative is very rare, in any cases except of divinized

human beings ; as 'lov(\iav) UpoxXav ^paiSa (at Mytilene), &eav

AioXii/ 'Aypin-jriW (also at Mytilene), or personifications of Eome,
or the Senate (Oeav 'Pdiprjv, Bi6v 2iW\>;toi', common in Asia).

The inscription Am '\baXov 'iXieis is, however, found on a coin of

New Ilium. This limitation would appear to show thai with

the accusative is supposed to be understood hlp^a-av fj liovXrj m! 6

6%os or some other of the similar phrases found in honorary

inscriptions, and not a word expressing toorshij)
3
.

1 See W. Wroth, Brit. Mus. Calal., Troas, &c, pp. lxx ff. To his list add
Xe£ros vios Mop(«ou ?) and '

AvSpopeSa via Ae(7jSw(i/a*ros), Imhoof-Blumer,
Z. f. N. xx. p. 286.

2 Sometimes, however, the deity is not represented, but only an
attribute or a temple, in which ease the genitive would imply that the
thing represented was the deity's property, the dative that the thing was
dedicated to the deity.

s The phrase Ai'a 'ISafoi' 'IAiefs must be explained by the supposition that
the type represents a statue set up by the city, so that we may understand
some such word as avtorrjaav. Kubitschek has shown (Oesfcir. Jahreshefte, i.

pp. 184 ff.) that this and similar types, occurring at Ilium in the time of
Commodus and his successors, belong to a series of statues of which the
inscribed bases of three are extant.
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It is common to find epithets of the gods without then-

proper names ; such as Aepptovatos (Apollo) on a coin of the

Paeonian king Lycceius ; Saretpa (Persephone) at Cyzicus

;

SoxjiVoXir (Tyche ?) at Gela.

A very large number of the deities named on coins are, as

we have already noticed, river-gods. The figure of the god is

quite commonly accompanied by his name, as 'A/aval's at Catana,

Mhv&pos at Dionysopolis (PI. XIV. 12), and Anthius at the

Pisidian Antioch. A pretty instance of the personification of

rivers is given by the coin of Laodicea in Phrygia, already

mentioned, where the two rivers AiW and Kdnpm are repre-

sented by a wolf and a boar respectively (PI. XIV. 6).

The names of heroes and heroines like Atas the son of O'ileus

on the coins of the Opuntian Locrians, or the Sicanian hero

teitincrnis at Syracuse (PI. XL 4), are comparatively uncommon,
except perhaps when the hero gave his name to the city. Such
was the case with 'l'Jpas at Tarentum (although, as we have

already seen, the inscription sometimes refers to the town rather

than to the hero). In later times the word KWorijr is sometimes

added (Meieo-8(iis Kriarr/s at Elaea in Aeolis). The founder of

course is frequently nothing more than a late invention, and
a mere personification of the state, of the same kind as the

helmeted goddess who is called ROMA (PI. XL 8, 10, 11 ; XV.

3), or the goddess wearing a turreted crown whose bust is one
of the commonest types on Greek imperial coins (Ai'yi} or Alyas

at Aegae in Aeolis, ndXi? atProstanna in Pisidia). Countries of

course may be named as well as cities ; thus a coin of Lucius

Verus struck at Alexandria, of which the type is a captive

seated at the foot of a trophy, reads 'Appevla 1
.

Elaborate personifications belong chiefly to a late stage of

art (though also, to a certain extent, to a very primitive stage).

Therefore, although personifications such as Victory (A>I^M,

i. e. NiVa, she is named on a coin of Terina struck early in the

fifth century) range through the whole period of Greek coinage,

except the very earliest, it is from the imperial period and
from the coins of the Eomans, who were forced by their love

of the concrete to personify abstractions to an extreme degree

that we must seek examples of names of this class. Of

' On this whole subject, see P. Gardner, ' Countries and Cities in

Ancient Art,' Journ. of Hellen. Stud. ix. (1888) pp. 47 ff.
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the personifications of the various elements of the constitu-

tion of Greek cities, we find the names

—

BouXij and 'Upa BovXt (PL XIV. u),

Tepov<rta and 'lepa Tepovata,

&r)pos (PI. XIV. 9, io), 'lepos Ax]pus, 'EXiidepos Arjpos,

'EKKkr](Tta
1
.

The Eoman Senate appears as

—

SiWX^roy,

Btav S.ivKXrjTuv (PI. XIII. 6),

Bcav 2vvk\t]toi>
, rare.

Qeos SvvKAqros

The solecism Sacra Senatus on the coins of the colony of

Mallus in Cilicia is evidently due to an attempt to translate the

phrase iepa 2vvk\tjtos.

Personification is carried to no further degree on Greek coins

than on a coin of Pautalia in Thrace, where the river Strymon

is represented surrounded by four children named Borpvs, Sto^us-,

Xpvaos, and "Apyvpos—the chief products of the district.

At Eome conceptions like Liberty were early personified
;

but not before the Empire do we meet with personifications

of the more subtle character of Abundantia, Laetitia, Aetemitas

(PI. XV. 5). The desirability of adding the names to these types

was less often felt by the Roman die-sinkers than numismatists

would wish.

These more elaborate personifications, or at least then-

artistic forms, were probably due in some part to the influence

of Alexandria. On the coins of this city a number of obscure

personifications occur and are named (S^ao-ia, and the like)

;

but quite as remarkable as these are StoXos at Mcomedia (a nude
male figure wearing a rostral crown and holding a rudder) or

7-0 'Aya86v at Ephesus (a nude male figure standing with clenched

hands).

2. The titles descriptive of things are on the whole less

common than the titles we have just classified. The most im-

portant are those which name local monuments, such as temples

and statues. The form of the monument of Themistocles at

1 At Aegeae in Cilicia, Imhoof, J. H. S. 1898, p. 161.
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Magnesia has recently become known to vis by the discovery of

a bronze coin of Antoninus Pius, on which the hero, who is

represented sacrificing, is actually named ecpiaroKXris. Temples
not uncommonly are accompanied by an inscription naming
the deity to whom they belong, or otherwise identifying them.
So the cistophoric 'medallion' struck under Augustus (b.c. 19),

for circulation in the province of Asia, bears a representation

of the facade of the temple in which the religious union of the
Asiatic cities (mtvnv 'A.n'm) celebrated the cult of Some and
Augustus. In the field stands COM«»ie ASIAE, on the
frieze ROM. ET AVGVST. (PI. XII. 8). More naive is the

inscription on a coin of Ephesus struck in the reign of Elaga-
balus : 'Etpeo-iav ovroi vaol. On Eoman coins inscriptions such
as FORVM TRAIANi (PI. XV. 2) occasionally describe a type,

but they are rare. Of smaller objects it is sufficient to mention
the hpcnrrjfiT) or imr)jirj Upa, the sacred wagon in which the images
of Artemis were carried round the city of Ephesus on festal

occasions
' ; the reifmi ftao-iXems (ivory chair, golden crown, and

sceptre, sent to the king by the emperor and senate) on coins

of the kings of Bosporus ; and the ship 'Apyi at Magnesia in

Ionia.

§ 4. Inscriptions giving the Reason of Issue.

Side by side with the legends descriptive of the type must
be set the large class of legends explaining the circumstances
of the issue. Coins may be issued for a commemorative purpose,

much like one class of our modern medals ; or the issue may
be complimentary, in which case there is again a parallel in

the modern personal medal. The public ordinance in virtue

of which the coin is issued, or the purpose for which the issue

is required, may need commemoration.

Commemorative inscriptions are fairly common, more so,

however, on Eoman coins than on Greek. 'lovbalas edkaiaiias on
the Judaean, and Iadaea capta on the Eoman coins of Vespasian

(PI. XV. 1) and Titus commemorate the fall of Jerusalem in

a.d. 70. 'Opovoia is a common inscription on imperial coins,

commemorating a more or less complimentary alliance between
two or more cities. The first Eoman denarius on which a

1 Journ. Hellen. Studies, 1897, p. 87, PI. II. 17.
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contemporary event is alluded to was struck by the aediles

M. Aemilius Scaurus and C. Plautius Hypsaeus in B.C. 58 (PI.

XII. 5). On the obverse is Aretas (Bex Aretas) king of the

Nabathaeans, who submitted to Scaurus, governor of Syria, in

62 b.c. He kneels beside his camel. The rest of the inscrip-

tion is M. Semtr(us) Aed(ilis) Cm'yulis). Ex S(enahts) C(onsuIto).

On the reverse is commemorated the capture of Privernum

—

Pithcr(num) Cttptu{m) — in 341 b c by C. Hypsac(us) Co(n)s(ul),

ancestor of the moneyer P. Hypsaeus Aed(ilis) Cur(ulis). On an

aureus of Augustus, struck in b c. 17, the legend Quod viae mil-

niitae) sunt refers to the restoration of the Via Flaminia. Among
the commonest of the inscriptions on Eoman imperial coins

are some which refer to the decennial and similar sacrifices.

Annual festivals were held, at which vows were offered for the

safety of the emperors ; and at recurring periods of five years

special importance was attached to these festivals. Some of the

inscriptions simply mention the vows or games

—

Quinquennales,

Primi deccnnalcs. Votis decennd'ilms, Votis vicennalibus, Votis X
et XX, Votis XX sic XXX, Votis V multis X.

Others commemorate more specifically the offering of the

vows

—

Vota susccpta decenn. Ill, Vota suscepta XX, or their

fulfilment

—

Vot. solut. dec.

On the Greek coins struck by the Eoman provincial adminis-

tration at Alexandria, we meet with inscriptions such as irtpioSos

deKUTr}, TTtplodos deKaerrjpis, or SeKaer^pU Kvpiov.

The commencement of a new age (Saeculum novum) is re-

corded on an aureus of the Emperor Philip issued in 248 a.d '.

The complimentary significance of many of the inscriptions

in which magistrates' names occurred has already been pointed

out (p. 139). It will suffice here to enumerate some of the com-
plimentary inscriptions addressed to emperors. On Eoman
coins we have such inscriptions as Augusto ob c(ives) s{ervatos),

equester ordo Principi lucentutis. On Greek coins, we may note

at Nicopolis in Epirus, Nepuw bqpoaia> mxrpavi 'EXXaSos : at Caesarea

in Cappadocia and Nicaea, KopoSov ^no-iXfiWros 6 Koa-p-os eiVu^ei: at

Caesarea and Tarsus, ds imva (alwva) tovs Kvplovs 2
: at Cius in

Bithynia, 2(vrjpov fiaoCktvinnos 6 Koa-pos evrv^ci, panapiut Kiayot. These

1 The thousandth year of the city began, according to Varro, on the
day equivalent to our April 31, 247 a. d.

See B. Pick in Journ. Internat. i. p. 459.
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'loyal' inscriptions are the nearest approximation furnished by
ancient coins to the modern coin-motto 1

.

Except at Rome, where the brass and copper coins under the

Empire, and a number of other coins under the Republic, were

issued by decree of the Senate— usually recorded S(enatits)

G(onsuUo)— the ordinance commanding the issue is not commonly
mentioned. To the Latin phrase corresponds the Greek aoyfim-i

SvvKkrjTov, which is found at Laodicea in Phrygia. Why this

particular city should have required the special sanction of the

Roman Senate— for SwieXip-or always means that body— or, if

that sanction was necessary for all cities of the Empire, why it

should be mentioned here alone, is a mystery 2
-

But the actual object for which coins were issued is some-

times mentioned, often indirectly, directly seldom. Coins

struck in Sicily about b.c. 340, when Timoleon united the

Sicilians, bear the inscription 2vfiiw.x iK
°"t denoting that the issue

was intended to serve the needs of the allies. The inscription

2u» on the alliance coins of the early fourth century (above,

p. H2)is of the same kind. The little coin issued by Miletus for

the purposes of the Didymean sanctuary, and the crowds who
doubtless frequented it, is inscribed iy Aihvpunv iepij

3
. The occa-

sion which prompted the issue of coins is most distinctly stated

on the coins struck by the urban quaestors L. Calpurnius

Piso Caesoninus and Q. Servilius Caepio in 100 b.c. out of

a special grant made by the Senate for the purchase of corn :

Piso Caepio Q[uacstorcs) ad fru(mcntum) einu(ndum), ex S(enatu$)

C(OHi,ltlto).

The most fertile source of coinage in the provinces of the

Roman Empire, and a very rich source in Rome itself, was found

in festivals. These festivals— and 110 city of slight importance

1 They are foreign to the pro-Roman period. The reading of a gold

stater supposed to bear the inscription Kvpavaioi UToKepaiip is very un-
certain {Brit.Mus. Catal., Ptolemies, p. xx).

2 Pick (in Journ. Intermit, i. p. 459, note 1) has pointed out that the

abbreviations [". B. and |"
'. I". on coins of Tarsus and Anazarbus cannot

mean (as they have hitherto been supposed to mean) ypi/i/jan or -yvtiifir)

PovXfis and -/epov/rias, but that the first letter must signify some title of

honour like veaxdpos (possibly yvixvaaiapxos) > and B and f ' for the second '

and ' third time ' respectively.
3 The weight isonly 1.75 g., i.e. half a Phoenician drachm. The sacred

drachm may, it has been suggested (Head, H. N. p. 504), have been only

half the weight of the trade drachm, so that we may complete the inscrip-

tion SpaxpTj.
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seems to have been without one, just as fairs were once uni-

versal in England-drew together a great concourse of people.

Money was "therefore needed for their convenience ;
and as

a great number of the athletic and musical contests were for

pecuniary rewards, money was also needed for the prizes \
^

The festivals mentioned on Greek coins may be divided into

the following classes :—

(i) The four great Hellenic games and festivals named after

them : 'OXipiria, XliBta (Fig. 30), "laBpia, N«V*".

(ii) Festivals named alter divinities : 'An-<cXijn-<e«i, "HXia, Kafclpia,

Kajrei-oWwa—from Jupiter Capitolinus— and the like.

(iii) Those named after historical persons,

kings, emperors, &rc, as: 'AXegavbpua, 'At-

Tahrja, 2evi;/)eia, TopSiai/ija, OiuXepiava, Taxmos

(scil. dymv).

(iv) District festivals, as: Kowbv 'Aaias,

Kowos Tav Tpiwv 'E-rrapxiiov, Koti/oi/ Mi]Tp<m6\eiTS>ii

TOiV ev 'Igjvi'o.

(v) Festivals commemorating a great

event, such as "Anna, the battle of Actium,

Saecalarcs Aagg(ustorum) the new century

(in 1001 a. u. a).

(vi) General names descriptive of the

conditions, nature, or locality of the games.

OtKovpevLKa are games open to all comers

;

Qeplbes, games in which a Bc'/ia or money-

prize is offered ; Eio-eAa<mK«, those which involve the triumphal

entry (eio-eXnwsei) of the victor into his native city ; 'lacmidui are

games in which the conditions and rewards are the same (so far

as local importance could make them !) as at the great Pythian

games ; Periodkum is a game recurring at fixed intervals ;
Up"i

are the ayaves which centred round a sanctuary, or in which

the prize consisted of some consecrated thing, such as a wreath

pulled in the sacred enclosure, or oil from sacred olive-trees
2

;

litles like lipiara, peydKa merely express importance, Trpdra that

the games were held in the ' first ' city of the district.

1 Still the money-prizes would hardly have been given in anything but
gold, so that the local coinage cannot have been issued to this end.

1 Asa matter of fact all these contests are ifpa (hence the customary
neuter termination of their names), so that the expression of the adjective
is really unnecessary.

Fig. 30.— Reverse of

bronze coin of

Delphi (Obv. Bust
of Faustina I 9ea) :

TTY6 1 A Agonistic

table, with wreath,
vase, five apples,

and raven.
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These inscriptions do not occur alwa3Ts singly. In fact we
find the various titles combined in such groups as Aiyouortm

"ApifTTn 'OXv^Tna, lepos 'Arr(iAe'a>y 'OXvfnria Olkov^vikos. CcHcLTnincl

Sacra Capitolina Oecumcnica Iselasiica Hcliopolitana. A combina-
tion such as 'OXijimu Uv8ia may imply that some of the contests

were ordered after the Olympian, the rest after the Pythian
model ; but the piling on of epithets was as a rule a mere
advertisement, intended to attract .competitors or satisfy local

ambitions.

The titles of the games are not infrequently written on the

spheroidal vases which were given as prizes, or on the edge of

the table on which the prizes were preserved in the temple -of

the presiding deity until the time came to distribute them.
Besides the titles of the games, a few inscriptions must be

mentioned here as having an agonistic significance. Such are

ayavoSeala, yvjivaauipxia, the offices 'Of agonothetes or president of

the games, and gymnasiarch, the director of the gymnasium.
The inscription yvfivamapxia is usually associated with a large

basin, from which the oil was supplied to athletes '—an illus-

tration of the fact that the chief duty of the gymnasiarch in

imperial times was to supply oil to the people.

The earliest inscription on a Greek coin having direct refer-

ence to games is probably the AOAA of the Syracusan
decadrachms of Cimon and Evaenetus (PI. VI. 4, 6). These
coins, as recent researches tend to show 2

, are to be connected

with the victory of the Syracusans over the Athenians at the

Assinarus. The word 'A0Aa is written below the panoply (two

greaves, helmet, shield, and cuirass) displayed on the basis of the

chariot group, which may be taken to represent either victory

in general, or the chariot- race which would form the chief event

at the games celebrated in commemoration of the victory.

Indirectly connected with games may be a series of names
of boats which occur on the bronze coinage of Corcyra in

1 As at Syedra, Anazarbus, and Colybrassus in Cilicia. These are not
prize-vases. Pick {Journ. Intern, i. 1898, p. 459, note 1) points out that

TYMNACIAPXIA cannot be the name of a festival. As regards foim,
I'ompare CYN APX 1 A at Antiochia in Caria (Head, Brit. Mus. Calal, Caria,

p. 18, nos. 27, 28) where, apparently, the coins are issued by all, or a
number, of the magistrates in combination.

2 A. J. Evans, Syracusan Medallions and their Engravers in Kum. Chr.

1891, pp. 205 if.
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the third century b. c. — names such as Qnpa, Ka>/ios, NfoV>jr,

<i>a><r<t>6pos. These names are written above the forepart of

a galley. The coins, it has been suggested \ are perhaps con-

nected with races of galleys ; the names may, indeed, be those

of the galleys victorious in the years in which the coins were

struck. At a later period, the word N«« is written on the side

of the galley— ' a still more unmistakable allusion to a victory

won in galley-racing.'

§ 5. HTM-marks and Artists' Signatures.

Inscriptions relating to the actual production of coins

fall into two main divisions ; those relating to the engraving

of the die (in other words, artists' signatures), and mint-marks.

The latter are either the actual names of cities— usually

abbreviated, as BY for Byzantium, CON for Constantinople,

TR for Trier, SIS for Siscia-;— or marks indicating the

officina which produced the coin (such as the abbreviated

names on the Athenian tetradrachms of the "new style') or

the number of the issue 3
.

Artists' signatures are confined to a comparatively short

period, and that the finest in the history of Greek coins. The

list of known names which can be regarded as belonging to

engravers is small enough to be reproduced here \

A . . . Terina.
*'A\ . . or Aa . . Elis.

'Avav . . . Messana 'Num. Chr. 1896. p. 123).

*'Ap . . . Leontini [Num. Chr. 1894, pp. 207, 214).

'ApioTu(€(vos) Metapontum.
*Aa . . . or 'AA . . . Elis.

'E£a/«aTi5as(and abbreviations) Camarina.
EucuVcto (and abbr.) Camarina, Catana, Syracuse.

Evapx'&as Syracuse (Evans, Syracusan Medallions, p. 189).

Eu0 . .

.

Syracuse, *Elis.

EvrcAeiSa (and abbr.) Syracuse.

Eiip-qvov (and abbr.) Syracuse (sometimes written with 6 for 77).

1 P. Gardner, Brit. Mus Catal., ThessaJy to Aetolia, p. xlix, and J. R. S. ii.p. 96.
" See Appendix III.

1 For farther details see above, ch. v.
4 See A. von Sallet, Die Kunstlerimchriften avf griecli. JZ/inren, 1871 ;

R. Weil, Die Kiinsilerinschriftm der sicil. Miinzen. 1884. An asterisk is affixi A

tu (hose nameswhich may possibly belong to magistrates, and not engravers.
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Tfya . .

.

Velia.

'HpaicXeiSas Catana.
0€(JSotos hwoei Clazomenae.

ty. -or'Ifi. . . Syracuse {Brit. Mus. Catal, Sicily, p. 181, no. 233).
'IwTroicpaTrjs See KpaTTjaiwrro.

*"IoTopos Thurium (Num. Chr. 1896, p. 138).

K . . . e(irJet ?") Rhegium.
KiVwi/ the elder Himera (Evans, op. cit. p. 175).
KipHuv the younger Messana, Metapontum, Syracuse (Evans, op. cit.

pp. 180, 187, &c).
KKevlupov Velia.

KpaT7]aLTnro or 'iTnwfcpaTrjs Rhegium.
Mai . . . Himera (Evans, op. cit. p. 180, and Num. Chr. 1896, p. 138 ].

*Mo\ooous Thurium [Num. Chr. 1896, p. 138).
Mu/> . . . Agrigentum.
Neuai/roy eiruu Cydonia (Num. Chr. 1894, p. 9).

*NiKav5po Thurium (Num. Chr. 1896, p. 138).
*'0\vpL . . . Arcadia.
n . .

.

Terina.
UappLe ... Syracuse.
*no . .

.

Elis.

UoKv . . . Metapontum.
UpouKTJs Catana, Naxos (Sicil.).

IlvOodapos Aptera and Polyrlienium (Crete).
Siiaav Syracuse.

*T€T . . . Olynthus.
* . .

.

Thurium, Heraclea Lucan., Neapolis, Velia, Terina, Pan-
dosia (Num. Chr. 1896, p. 139).

$t\ia . .

.

Terina.
QiXurrMV or QiXioriuvos Velia.
$pv . . . Thurium (Num. Chr. 1896, p. 138).
<bpvyi\Kos (andabbr.) Syracuse.

*Xapi . . . Arcadia.
TLoip'ujiv Catana.

It will be noticed that the practice of signing coins is almost
confined to Sicily and southern Italy ; of names certainly

belonging to engravers, there are none from Greece Proper,

two from Crete, and only one from Asia Minor.

The difficulty of judging whether the names represent

engravers or not is caused by the fact that it is very rare

to find the verb inoti, -which (or the equivalent of which)

is universal in the signature of sculptors. As a general rule

the names of engravers are abbreviated and written in smaller

characters than those of magistrates, and sometimes in places

where the latter would not inscribe their names (as on the

ampyx of Cimon's Arethusa, or on a tablet held by the flying

Victory, &c. —instances, these, of somewhat doubtful taste on the

part of the artist).

o 2
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§ 6. Names and Values of Coins.

Inscriptions are employed, though not very commonly,

to give the denominations of coins. The general terms

such as KOfifia, dpyipmv have already been mentioned. More

definite denomination is expressed by inscriptions such as

o{3o\6s, T€Tpd)(dkKov, dao-dpta Tpia, daaupiuv T)pvo~v (— ijpujv, 1* aSSaria)

and the like at Chios, Siipaxpov (Ephesus, Rhodes), i(ds (HEZA2,
Segesta), r)p.tof}e\iv (=iJ^io/3e'Xiok, Aegium). The letter T repeated'

three times represents the value Tj.iTerapTrjp6pi.ov at Pale ; in

Arcadia, <58 is the dialectal form of i'/3(fXos)
; at Colophon

the letters r^p combined in a monogram represent rjpwPdXiov, and

re, similarly combined, Tnapr^popiov. X is ^oXkovs at Clazo-

menae l
- Similarly, in Italy, L- is a common abbreviation for

litra or libra, and S for semis.

The method of indicating value by means of numerals is

twofold ; the figures either mean that the coin weighs so many
1

units, or that its weight is an aliquot part of a greater weight.

/ The sign .... is equivalent to four unciae or a triens (j of

a libra) ; the sign * • * to five ounces (ircvrayKuw). On the

other hand, the Greek numerals OB, on the late Eoman coins,

indicate that they are struck at seventy-two to the pound 2
-

§ 7. Dates.

Inscriptions relating to dates, with the exception of those

which merely give the date in numerals 3
, are rare. Such as

are found really refer only to anniversaries, and are therefore

to be classed among commemorative inscriptions. TlcpioSos

SeKarrj, Saeculum novum, and others similar have already been
mentioned. "Etovs Upov (Caesarea in Cappadocia), erovs viov Upni

(Antiochia in Syria), Itovs $<*. Upoii all have reference to the

decennalia or similar occasions.

1 These abbreviations all occur on specimens published by Imhoof-
Blumer, Num. Chr. 1895, pp. 269 ff. See also the Indices to his Monnaies
grecques and Griechiscke Mtinzen.

2 Further instances may be found in ch. ii.
3 See ch. ix. § 2, pp. 201 ff.
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§8. Graffiti.

Like other antiquities, coins sometimes bear graffiti, or

inscriptions more or less rudely incised upon them with a point,

and having no relation to the proper

use of the coin. The great majority

of such graffiti seem to be dedicatory

formulae, and are usually limited to

the letters ANA6, or a shorter abbre-

viation of the word avaBefia or avaBrjpa.

The most remarkable of all such in-

scriptions occurs on a stater of Sicyon

(Fig. 31), on which is punctured (not,

as usual, scratched) an inscription show-
PlG_ 3I__ siiver stater of

ing that the coin is dedicated as an Sieyon with punctured

offering to Artemis : ras 'Aprupiros ras inscription.

eAKf&fioii, i.e. apparently, ras 'Aprapiros

ras f(v) A(n)it€^(ai)/jow
1
. Others, such as Iiopris KaX. (?) and Qivrepa,

recall the love-inscriptions on vases.

§ 9. Abbreviations.

The foregoing classification of coin-inscriptions deals with
them only from the point of view of their significance. But
they are valuable for another reason, as offering to the student

of epigraphy a quantity of evidence which is the more im-

portant because it can usually be dated with accuracy. As
regards the forms of the letters, the disposition of words,

the use of monograms and ligatures, some idea of the usage

on coins is given in Chapter IX. Here we may touch on one
other small point. This is the method of abbreviation adopted
in order to get legends into a confined space. The punctured

inscription on the coin of Sicyon already mentioned is an
instance of abbreviation of a peculiarly clumsy kind. Syncope
of this kind is excessively rare on Greek coins ; the form Bo vs

for BainXfis at Smyrna being the only certain instance among
official coin inscriptions earlier than imperial times. The

1 J. II. S. 1898, p. 302, where references are given to the literature of
the subject.
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form klTKpa for AvTOKparap is so common on Greek imperial

coins that it must be no blunder, but a deliberate syncopation.

The form CB for 2«3«n-o'i, though easily explicable as a blunder,

may perhaps be another instance of this method. The forms

IC XC, and the like, of course become common in Byzantine

times. A monogrammatic abbreviation of Kala-np, consisting

only of the letters K A and P, is found in early imperial times at

Chalcedon and Byzantium '.

The common method of abbreviation is, however, that in

which a certain number of letters are dropped from the end

of the word. The Latin cos for consul stands halfway between

this and the syncopated form.

In later Roman times, in the third century a.d., a form

of abbreviation for the expression of the plural is intro-

duced. This is the familiar doubling of the last consonant in

the abbreviation, of which the form AVGG or AVGGG for two

or three Augusti is the commonest. From coins struck in the

Greek part of the Roman world it is sufficient to quote PakXnivos

oiaXepiaias n. AnctWtni Sf/33. from a coin of Adada in Pisidia,

and Victoriae DDT). NNN. (i. e. trium dominorum nostrorum)

from a coin of Pisidian Antioch with the portrait of Caracalla "-

' Imhoof Blumer in Journ. Intern. 1898, pp. 15 f.

2 The three domini are presumably Septimus Severus, Caracalla, and
Geta.



CHAPTER IX

THE DATING OF COINS

The numismatist is often heard to boast that, of all objects

of antiquity, coins can be the most surely dated. At the worst,

few experienced numismatists will differ by more than half

a century in ordinary cases as to the date of a particular coin.

There are of course instances, as in the case of the early electrum

coinage, where opinions may diverge more widely. But in the

ordinary series of Greek coins it is seldom that such a difficulty

can occur.

In view of this fact—for the boast is largely justified— the

importance of coins as affording criteria for the dating of other

works of art can hardly be over-estimated. It is worth while,

therefore, to analyze, so far as is possible in a brief space, the

principles according to which the age of a coin is decided. Some
of these are sufficiently obvious, others less so. The cataloguer,

it must be admitted, does not always state definitely to himself

his reasons for placing one coin later than another. His reasons,

us a rule, are complex. It is impossible, therefore, in what
follows, to give more than a slight indication of the many kinds

of evidence which have to be taken into account.

§ i. Bating oy the Evidence of History.

The most obvious means of dating a coin is naturally the

external evidence of history. The coins of Himera must all be

earlier than 408 B.C., since in that year the city was utterly

destroyed. The large flat coins of Sybaris for a similar reason

belong to a period previous to 510 b.c. The gold coin of Athena
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bearing the name of King Mithradates and his partisan Aristion

(PI. IX. 7) must belong to the year 87-86 b.o. when the latter

was in power. And the large ten-drachm piece of Syracuse, of

early style (PI. III. 6), must be the Demareteion said to have

been struck out of the present of money made to Demarete by

the grateful Carthaginians for her intercession after the defeat

of Himera.

The earliest coins of Alabanda in Caria, as is clear from their

style, are not earlier than the beginning of the second century

b. c. These coins bear for types a head of Apollo and a Pegasos,

with the inscription AAABAN AE.QN and a magistrate's name.

Now there exist a number of coins of the same fabric and with

the same types, but with the inscription ANTIOXEHN. We
know that in 197 b. o. ' Antiochus III, after having made him-

self master of Ephesus, proceeded to plant colonies in various

towns of Asia Minor, and in his honour these towns adopted

for a time the name of Antioch. Among them was doubtless

Alabanda, which bore the name of Antiochia for a short period

between b. c. 197 and the defeat of Antiochus at the battle of

Magnesia in b. c. 190. . . . After the defeat of Antiochus. . .

Alabanda resumed its original name 1 .' It is to this short

period of seven or eight years, therefore, that the group of coins,

with the types of Alabanda and the name of Antioch, must be

referred.

A second case of a change of name attested by history, and

enabling us to date a group of coins, is furnished by Catana

in Sicily. In 476 b. c. Hiero expelled the original Naxian

inhabitants, and replaced them by Syracusans, changing the

name of the city to Aetna. In 461 b. c. the Syracusan colonists

were .themselves expelled, and the city reverted to its old name.

The small group of coins with a head of Silenus and the inscrip-

tion AITNAIONl or (abbreviated) AITNAI must, therefore, be

attributed to the period b.c. 476-461, and interpolated in the

series with the name of Catana. At the same time they must
be distinguished from the coins of Aetna-Inessa, the place to

which the Syracusans expelled from Catana retired, and from
which coins were not issued until a considerably later period.

The city of Termessus Major, in Pisidia, received certain

privileges from the Romans in 71 b.c. In the year 39 b.c.

' Head, Brit. Mus. CalaJ., Caria, pp. xxvii, xxviii.
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Pisidia was added to the territories of the Galatian king Amyn-
tas. Both events are of a kind likely to cause changes of some
sort in the coinage of the place affected. Now a series of coins,

which their style alone would enable us to assign to the first

century B.C., bear dates ranging from I to 32. They therefore

exactly fit the interval between 71 and 39 B.C., to which period

we are justified in assigning them '.

It would be easy to multiply instances of this method of

dating ; but it must be remembered that as a rule it is only

possible to date isolated coins or groups of coins in this way.

Prom the points d'appui thus obtained, it is possible to work
backwards or forwards, with the help of other criteria.

§ 2. Coins bearing Dates.

The custom of actually placing a date on coins, now universal,

is of sporadic occurrence in ancient times. The dates, when
they do occur, are computed according to eras or regnal years.

The mention of an eponymous official is of course equivalent to

giving a date, and it is only our want of information that pre-

vents this indication being of any value except in rare cases.

Some coins are even dated to a month ; such are the Athenian

tetradrachms of the ' new style ' bearing letters indicating the

month in which they were issued 2
-

Of the eras ' some were computed from the foundation of

a dynasty, others from some event of local or universal impor-

tance. For instance, the Seleucid era was calculated from

October I, 312 B.C.—from the victory of Seleucus and Ptolemy
over Demetrius at Gaza. The Actian era began with the defeat

of M. Antonius at Actium in b. c. 31.

It is often impossible to discover the exact date from

which an era is reckoned. But the following will serve as

an illustration of the method to be adopted.

We have coins of Macrinus struck at Aegeae in Cilicia, and
bearing the dates TZC and AZC. Macrinus was proclaimed

emperor on April 11, 217. He died in July, 218. rZC = 263,

AZC = 264.

1
Brit. Mus. Catal., Lycia, &c, p. lxxxix. 2 See above, p. 122.

3 See the list in the Index (pp. 792, 793) of Head's Historic/, Kumorum.
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Eegnal dates are merely eras on a small scale, and have to be

calculated with the allowances already mentioned.

Dates may be recognized by the word ETOYZ (often abbre-

viated to ET) ; in Alexandria, and occasionally elsewhere, by
the sign L (derived from an Egyptian sign which signifies that

the letters following it represent numerals). Numerals are

frequently surmounted by a horizontal line.

§ 3. Dating by Style and Fabric.

The safest of all internal criteria, within certain limits, is

style. Style for purposes of dating must, of course, be used in

conjunction with fabric. It is here that the numismatist has

an advantage over the student of sculpture or of gems. The
raw material of sculpture or gem has been more or less the

same at all periods. But when a type of late style is found on

a flan of early fabric, the combination must be false ; and when
a type of early style occurs on a flan of late fabric, the combina-

tion is either false or due to archaism. The latter can easily be

detected. Fabric and style together, therefore, form a most
valuable criterion, because of the counter -checks which they

furnish. There are, however, several pitfalls in the path of the

unwary. The tendency to archaism in some states—notably

Athens—is the most serious. In the case of Athens, the archaic

fabric and style continue down to the introduction of the ' new
style ' about 220 b. c. In other states, such as Cyzicus, the

archaism is restricted to fabric, the old-fashioned ' mill-sail
'

incuse square being preserved on Cyzicene electrum down to

the middle of the fourth century. At Kliodes, again, and in

the neighbouring ports ofAsia Minor, the incuse square reappears

in the second century b. o. Conversely an archaic type—usually
representing some revered cultus-figure, such as the Artemis of

Ephesus—may be represented down to quite a late date in

imperial times.

A second danger lies in the fact that the progress of art is not

regular. There are times when the general execution becomes

slipshod ; then there may be a revival for a short period, and

then a relapse. Barbarous imitations may not be very far re-

moved from the original in time, although artistically the two are
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far apart. The most striking instance of this fact may be found

in the coinage of Crete, at such a city as Gortyna, where in the

course of about a century the type of the goddess seated in

a tree is treated in every possible degree between the extremes

of fine work and utter barbarism (PI. IV. 2 and 4).

Of course there are numerous small features in the fabric and

style of coins which are helpful to the numismatist in coming

to a decision as to date. It is a curious fact, for instance, that

for a long period after about 200 b. c. the large silver regal coins

are almost invariably so struck that both types are in the same

position relatively to the flan, whereas on the silver coins of

the previous period this regularity is not observed \ There

are also various changes in fashions ; thus the border of dots is

practically an invariable feature of coins of imperial date ; the

Greek coins from the close of the first centuiy b. c. to the time

of Xero are usually small and neat in style ; they then begin

to increase in size and reach their maximum (more than an

inch and a half in not a few places) about and shortly after

200 A. D.

On the whole, the most difficult period in which to date Greek

coins is comprised in the last two centuries before our era.

As a rule, style neither progressed nor went backward during

this period, and we are obliged to resort to other criteria.

§ 4. Weight and Quality.

A slight indication of date can be obtained from the weights

of coins. Standards (for reasons explained above) have a

tendency to fall. Supposing the same standard to be used or

intended, a group of coins differing from another group by
a reduced average weight will presumably be somewhat later.

This is, however, a most uncertain criterion, Greek coin-standards

being proverbially treacherous, and the weights of individual

coins depending so largely on their condition. An example.

1 The regularity may be due to the hinging together of dies, a«
Mr. Seltmann has suggested [yum, Qir. 1898, p. 300'. or siinplv to the
exercise of care on the part of the workmen. A pair of die? of late
Roman coins of the mint of Antioch, hinged together, are figured in
M. Babelon's Xotice sur la Monnaie (Grande Encyclopedic .p. in.
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showing how the criterion at once answers and fails to answer,

may be taken from the coins of Ehodes '.

Average AVeights in Grammes.

Tetradraehms

Didrachms

Drachms

E. c. 400-333

15-065

(15 specimens)
6.687

(i3Specimens^

3-496

(3 specimens)

II.

B- c - 333-3°4

6512
1 3 specimens)

3.116

; 5 specimens)

III.

B.C. 3O4-I66

(lit

I3-25I

pecimens)
6-538

(24 specimens)
2.49

(35 specimens)

IV.

B.C. 166-88

2-67

(56 specimens)

It appears that the general rule of decline in weight is broken

by the slight rise of the didrachms in the third and of the

drachms in the fourth period.

A sudden change of standard often has historical significance,

and thus helps to furnish a date. The change from the Euboic-

Attic standard to the Phoenician in certain cities of the

Chalcidian district of Macedon, such as Acanthus and Mende,

is probably to be connected with the failure of Athenian

influence in that part owing to the expedition of Brasidas in

424 b. c. So too the less violent change, by which at Syracuse

the Corinthian silver stater replaced the Euboic-Attic tetra-

drachm as the chief silver currency, is to be connected with the

mission of the Corinthian Timoleon in 345 b.c.

Analogous to the fall in weight is the degradation of the

metal in some series. This is particularly noticeable in Koman
coins, or in the series of the semi-Roman mints of Caesarea,

Alexandria, and Antioch.

§5. Types.

The character of the subjects used as types, though a very

vague criterion, counts for something in the dating of coins.

A glance at the early plates in Mr. Head's Guide to the Coins

of the Ancients, will show the great predominance of animals

and monsters on the earliest coins, and the comparative rarity

' Tlie weights are taken from the coins in the British Museum, which
are sufficiently numerous to afford a basis for calculation.
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of the human figure. The early types are also, as a rule,

simpler than the later '. Architecture is rarely represented on

coins before imperial times (the walled cities on coins of

Tarsus, PI. IV. 12, and Sidon are among the rare exceptions

to this rule). Copies of actual statues may be said to become

frequent in the third century B.C., although doubtless they

occur earlier. At Aenus, for instance, there appears, in the first

half of the fourth century, a representation of a little terminal

statue of Hermes set up on the seat of a throne. And such a figure

as the seated Athena on the coin of the Lycian dynast Kheriga 2

(about 410 B.C.) has every appearance of being suggested

by a relief. It is, however, probable that very few of the

copies of statues on coins before the imperial period are faithful

copies, except where the originals are archaic cultus-statues.

And these do not appear in great numbers on coins of the fine

period, for the simple reason that the artist's sense forbade him
to reproduce ugly idols. Xoana such as the Apollo of Amyclae
on coins of Sparta are therefore uncommon on coins until

imperial times. The copies of fine statues, such as the Cnidian

Aphrodite, bear little resemblance to the originals. The head of

Aphrodite on one of the Cnidian tetradrachms of the fourth

century 4
has, however, distinctly Praxitelean qualities, free as

the copy is. So long as the die-sinker's art remained creative,

it could hardly be expected to content itself with mere copies.

But under the Empire the artist's poverty of invention gave

him no choice. In the same period the personifications of

qualities and states such as Concord, Hope, Peace, also became
more frequent. This is partly due to Alexandrian and Eoman
influence. The artistic skill required fov'these personifications

was small, their identity being established by means of attri-

butes. Hardly greater was the skill required for the complex
historical, mythological, and agonistic subjects in which the

coinage of the provinces under the Empire abounds.

All these facts, however, are so vague as to be of little value

for purposes of dating within close limits. They, and others

1 Such pictorial types as the 'Satyr and Nymph' or 'Centaur and
Nymph' in Macedonia (Coins of the Ancients, PI. 4, 1-5) are exceptional in
the early period.

1
Brit. Mus. CataL, Lycia, PI. vi. 5.

* Head, Coins of the Ancients, PL 43. 27 ; Gardner, Types, PI. xv. 28.
1 Journal of Hellenic Studies, xvii. PI. II. 15.
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like them, can only be employed for making the first rough
classification of a large series. The case is different when
a type alludes to some historical event. We then have a ter-

minus post quern ; but it must be remembered that historical

types may be used to commemorate events which have long

since become ancient history. A well-known instance of a fact

which enables us to date the end as well as the beginning of

an issue is found in the history of Himera. In 482 b.c. the

Agrigentine Theron captured Himera, which he ruled until his

death in 472 B.C., when his son Thrasydaeus was expelled.

It is to this decade that the coins of Himera which combine the

Himerean type of the cock with the Agrigentine crab must be

assigned.

Datings of this kind, however, properly come under the class

already described in § 1.

§ 6. Epigraphy.

The epigraphic evidence of the dates of coins is of two kinds.

In the first place, the general character of the inscription

may be taken into account. Early inscriptions are usually

short and simple ; monograms, and abbreviations of two or three

letters, precede, as a rule, the writing out of words in full. Thus
most of the coins of the ' new style ' at Athens bearing mono-

grams are earlier than those with the magistrate's names written

in full. Similarly, the city name, or even a king's name in early

times is abbreviated. As time goes on it becomes customary to

write the name at length ; and in the imperial age it is most

uncommon to find the name abbreviated. The desire to get

as much as possible on to the coin (the heaping up of titles

is characteristic of the more Oriental monarchies and of such

fictitious importance as was enjoyed by the Greek cities

under the Empire ') made it useful to employ ligatures in the

1 The style of Vologeses III (77-138 a.d.) of Parthia is BamA<rcus

Baoiktuiv 'ApaaKov 'OAtryatrou AiKalov 'ILmtpavovs $i\iK\r]vos. That of the

city of Sagalassus on a coin of the third century a.d. is 3,ayakaoaia)v

Tlp&iTT)i maliaiv koI *iA?;s Sm/xa^ov. The people of Smyrna in Caraealla's

reign call themselves ~5.\ixpvaiav YlpiiTwv 'Aoias 7' Neiu/to/nui/ tu>v SePaarwv

KaWu koX (ityiSi (i.e. the foremost in Asia in beauty and greatness, anil

for the third time temple-keepers of the Augusti). The title on a Perga-

mene coin has already been quoted (pp. 184, 185).
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legends. Thf se are indeed used at all times under the Empire

but first become really common in the time of Septimius

Severus. Occasionally letters that cannot be conveniently

combined in ligature are made into monograms, as T for ™,

V for yp, # for ov.

Again, on Roman Republican coins, the disposition of the

legends 1
is to a certain extent an indication of date. Thus the

word ROMA on the earliest denarii occurs only on the reverse

in a frame of four lines. As these lines disappear, the word
occurs indifferently on either side. Again, when the names of

moneyers are written at length, it is very rare to find praenomen,

gentile name and cognomen on the same side of the coin ; but

on the later denarii this is fairly common.
Secondly, the forms of the letters are necessarily valuable

evidence for dates. Thus the form of the letter B peculiar to

Byzantium (Y1

) does not occur later than the period B.C. 277-270.

A detailed list of the forms in use at various times and places in

the Greek world, of the kind worked out for Sicily by Prof.

Gardner 2
, would be welcome. To the following notes, which

deal with only a few of the more important forms, there are,

needless to say, innumerable exceptions

In the case of the Greek letters, I have divided the forms

into two classes, the first dating roughly before, the second

after the general adoption of the Ionic alphabet.

Greek.

A.

(1) The form A (with the variety A) disappears as a rule

early in the fifth century ; but in Athens it was retained,

in accordance with the archaizing tendency of the coinage,

until about B.C. 430. ft is an early form found in Euboea,

Boeotia, and Phocis, down to the middle of the fifth century.

A at Agrigentum and Catana about 480-460 b. c.

(2) A is common from the closing years of the third century 3

till Nero's time ; thenceforward, save on the coins of the kings

of Bosporus, it is rare. A in the first century a. d.

1 Mommsen, ii. p. 178 f.

2 'Sicilian Studies,' Xum. air. 1876, pp. 38 ff.

3 An anticipation is found at Agyrium (Sicily) in the fourth century.
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B.

(1) B is common until late in the fifth century, but is

confined to the Greek mainland. In some Sicilian cities

it occurs occasionally at the end of the third century. T" is

peculiar to Byzantium, whence it disappears between 277 and

270 b. c. C and < are found on coins of the Thraco-Macedonian

Bisaltae dating about 500-480 b. c. The former at least is

probably due to the influence of the Thasian alphabet.

(2) B comes in perhaps as early as 100 B.C., and is common
in Asia Minor under the Empire.

(1) C is found until about 440 in Sicily, but lasts as late

as the fourth century at Aegae in Achaea. Another early

form is
I

s (Segesta). < is transitional at Gela and Segesta,

in the middle of the fifth century. Elsewhere A is usual,

lasting sometimes (as at Gomphi in Thessaly and Gortyna
in Crete) down to the end of the fourth century. But as

a rule T had superseded all the older forms by the close of the

fifth century.

A.

(1) is found at Zancle down to 490, and later at Selinus.

Another early form is D, also found at Zancle (Messana'),

in Arcadia, and elsewhere.

E.

(r) The forms j= K ^ and the like are of course early, and

probably seldom later than about 480 b. c. E can, in early

times, represent ?, ij and in certain circumstances, rare on

coins, u. At Athens AOE is retained on the coins long after

the Ionic H had been officially adopted, even on coins of the

'new style,' on which the other words are spelt in the ordinary

way. Only on the coins of imperial times is the archaism

discarded. Elsewhere, the period of transition from E to H,

towards the close of the fifth century, is an uneasy one. The

same artist at Syracuse signs EYMENOY and EYMHNOY
at times not far removed from each other. Mr. Gardner dates

the adoption of H in the West about 425.

1 For its late occurrence there see Evans, Num. Chr. 1896, p. 116.
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(2) € is found occasionally before the close of the third

century in Sicily, and before 100 B.C. at Apollonia and

Dyrrhachium in Illyria. Under the Empire, from about the

middle of the first century a.d., it becomes the commonest

form. A curious development, anticipating our modern cursive

e, is the form used on coins of Khoemetalces king of Bosporus

(a.d. 132-154, PI. XIII. 3). E in the first century a.d.

Z.

(1) I is the usual early form, the middle stroke being

seldom if ever slanting. "£. on the earliest coins of Zacynthus

(before 431 B.C.).

(2) Z comes in with the first century b.c. ', but is not

common until Eoman times.

H.

(1) The closed form B is only found in the earliest times (as

on the electrum coin, PL I. 4). H of course occurs early in the

Ionian district (as at Teos, b.c. 544-400), and also elsewhere,

as on coins of Getas king of the Edonians (about 500 b. a). See

above under E.

(2) A slightly ornamented form is H, found in the fourth

century in the Peloponnese.

Spiriins asper. The most peculiar foim is g on the earliest

coins of Haliartus in Boeotia (before 550 b. a), which is

followed by
J=j

|=j and El (550-480 b.c). The aspirate is then

dropped. B occurs at Himera in the fifth century. The
closed form is followed by the open H, which disappears in

Southern Italy and Sicily about 400 b.c. or a little earlier,

being partly replaced by I-, which is occasionally found even

as late as the third century.

e.

(1) © and similar forms may be said to disappear about
the middle of the fifth century, with a" few possible exceptions

(® at Baletium in the fourth century). Curiously enough the

earliest coins of Athens, dating from early in the sixth century,

1 Perhaps earlier ; see the coins of Zacynthus, Brit Uus. Catal. Pelopon-
nesus, p. 101.
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have 0, the © appearing later in the century, only to disappear

again very shortly.

(2) A late form is B (as on a coin of Aegeae in Cilicia of the

reign of Severus Alexander).

I.

(1) $ is common on the earliest coins of Southern Italy,

and elsewhere, as at Gortyna.* Its use as late as the middle

and end of the fifth century at Pandosia and Poseidonia is

probably an archaism. In some places it takes the form S

(as at the Cretan cities of Gortyna, Lyttus, and Phaestus,

in the fifth century).

A.

(1) The forms T and U or V are early. f occurs oil coins

of the Bisaltae about 500 B.C., and elsewhere later, as at

Phlius and Lyttus down to the middle of the fifth century.

U is rarely found after b. c. 420 in places where Greek influence

was strong ; but in Campania it lasts down to the early fourth

centuiy, when it is found beside A. A variety is L (as on the

Bisaltian coins and occasionally at Leontini). A itself is

common at all periods, preceding V , for instance, at Leontini.

M.

(1) The splayed form M is common in early times, but

is also found down to the latest period of Greek coinage. It is

preceded by forms like M , I", but these are exceptional.

(2) M appears in the course of the third century. In

imperial times, after the period of the Antonines, we often

find a form approaching the cursive, viz. AA.

N.

(1) The forms /V A/ H K and the like all go out of use

soon after 400 b. c. Exceptional forms are r1

, which occurs at

Agrigentum about 410 b. c, and Al, which is found at Naxos

(Sicily) before 480 b 0., and occasionally at other Sicilian cities

also in the middle of the fifth century.

I.

(1) According to the class of alphabet, this sound was in

early times represented in various ways

:

p 2
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(a) by kit or x<r. Thus, at Axus in Crete, we find KM or K

£

(on the early fourth-century coins formerly attributed to

' Naxos ')•

(b) by X, as in the Achaean colonies in the West (Pyxus

and Naxos). Even at Naxos it disappears before the end of

the fifth century.

(c) by EE or (rather later) Z. A simpler form, found in

Italy and Sicily as early as the fifth century, is I.

(2) The middle bar of Z tends to become shorter, until

in the third and second centuries b.o. it is often reduced to

a dot. X or X becomes common under the Empire, when

also we find ornamental forms such as IE 2 Z.

(1) After the early years of the fifth centuiy o is regularly

written somewhat smaller than the other letters of a word,

and occupies either the middle or the upper half of the writing-

space.

O occurs in Southern Italy and in Crete on coins which are

probably in no case later than 450 b. c.

The form O, which is not uncommon in early times, is

due to the fact that in lapidary inscriptions the letter was

made with a pair of compasses.

The use of o for on and 01 is not properly subsequent to

the close of the fifth century or the beginning of the fourth.

Apparent exceptions are sometimes due to want of space for

the final v in genitives, sometimes to dialectic peculiarities,

as in the Doric ^ao Chios on coins of Syracuse.

(2) The rule as to the smallness of o, except in very late

or careless inscriptions, is fairly well observed. Sometimes
indeed it is made so small as to become a dot. An early

instance of this peculiarity is afforded by the coins of Audoleon.

king of Paeonia (b.c. 315-286).

Zi is a late form (second and third centuries a.d., as on

a coin of Seleucia in Syria of a. d. 157 ').—Compare the form B
for 6.

The form O is as unusual in imperial times as in the first

period, but may be found, e.g., in the somewhat affected

lettering of the obverse of a coin of Apamea (PI. XIV. 10).

1 Wroth, Brit. Mus. Caia!. Galatia, &c, p. 272 no. 31, PI. 32, 10.
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n.

(1) P is the usual form throughout the early period. C is

confined to Crete.

(2) Instances of n probably do not occur, except accidentally,

before about 250 B.C., nor of P after about 200 b. c. T\ appears

occasionally in the second century b. c, and under the Empire

becomes almost universal.

P.

(1) The forms R p. [), it may safely be said, do not occur

after 400 B.C., but their general disappearance may be put

some twenty or thirty years earlier. Mr. Gardner notes P

as late as the middle of the third century at Syracuse and

Tauromenium.

(2) P is a product of the first century b.c. and of early

imperial times.

S.

(1) The early standing form i is usual until soon after

the beginning of the fifth century ' At Syracuse it had

probably disappeared by 500 B.C. The form S is found until

about 476 b.c, e.g., at Messana. The recumbent form M or M
lingers on in exceptional cases, as at Poseidonia and Gortyna,

to the end of the fifth century. All these forms are finally

superseded by X. or i, which is in use down to the first

century B.C., and may occur even later owing to careless

writing.

(2) But as early as the fourth century the form Z occurs ".

It prevails until the early years of the first century a. d. By
the end of that century it may be said to be generally displaced

by C and C, although it still occurs frequently. Of the two forms,

C is the less common. Early instances of them are rare ; but C

occurs on a coin of Cos which is probably earlier than 300 b. c 3

,

and on others of the same place which are certainly earlier

than 190 b.c; on a coin of the Illyrian king Monunius about

300 b.c. ; on one of Seleucus II of Syria (246-226 B.C.)* ; at

1 The $ in PAI^TANO about 300 B.C. is Italic, not Greek.
2 For instance, at Sicyon (Brit. Mus. Catal., Peloponnesus, PI. 8. 21).
! Brit. Mus. Catal, Caria, p. 195, no. 16.
4 Imboof-Blumer, Monn. Gr. p. 427.
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Salapia, at Agrigentum, and other Sicilian towns before the end

of the third century. C is later in appearing ; it has been noted

on a coin of Antioehus IV 1 (175-164 B.C.)- It is fairly common

during the early Empire, and again from the middle of the

third century onwards.

Y.

V and Y appear to go side by side through the whole

history of Greek coinage. The former, however, is probably

the earlier of the two. The approximation of one to the other

in careless writing, especially when the lines are slightly

curved (T), is naturally very close.

<t>.

(1) ® is not uncommon before the middle of the fifth

century. A rare form is O, which is only known from two

coins, one of Phocaea, dating about 600 b.c. (PI. I. 2), the

other of Phaselis, earlier than 466 b. c.

(2) The tendency in later times is to lengthen the hasta of the

letter, and make the circle small. A late form is i , of which

an early instance is found at Phoenice in Epirus about 200 b. c.
;

but it is commoner in imperial times.

X.

(1) Of the unusual forms Y and + both give way to X
during the fifth century.

Y.

(1) The form \l> (for instance, in the name of the river-god

Hypsas at Selinus in Sicily) is earlier than Y, which is used

regularly after the fifth century.

a.

(r) In alphabets not belonging to the Ionic group, this

sound is represented by o. D. comes in about 410 b. c. in

Sicily ; in Greece proper a few years later.

(2) About the middle of the third century fl begins for

.1 time to be written smaller than the other letters, and the

horizontal lines are made longer in proportion. The form
CO occurs on a coin of Antioehus II (b. c. 261-246), and this is

1 Imhoof-Blumer, Monn. Gr. p. 430.
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an exceptionally early instance. It is very common in imperial

times. The form Q. is never very common, but is found as

early as the first century b. c. The horizontal lines of IJ begin

to degenerate into mere serifs in early imperial times, although

a well-formed fl is still often found. W is late, hardly occurring

before the time of Septimius Severus.

This letter, in the form F, is kept up as an archaism at

Elis, and not discarded until imperial times. At Axus in Crete

it lasts to the end of the fourth century. The form C is also

found in Crete, as late as the third century b. c. N is another

rare form found in the fourth century b. c. at the Cretan Axus
;

compare the Pamphylian form V\ at Perga in the second or

first century b c.

? .

S" is only used as a numeral (= 6), but as such has a great

variety of shapes. In imperial times it is most commonly C,

or CJ or C, sometimes R ; an earlier form is ex.

0-

9 as the initial of the name of Corinth is retained even to the

days of the Achaean League. On a few staters of the early

fifth century it takes the form (p. In some other places (as in

Arcadia and at Syracuse) it disappears early in the fifth century
;

at Croton it lasts till about 420 b. c. As a numeral (=: 90) it

continues to be used till the latest times.

Sun.

This letter is represented on Greek coins by the T
1 of

Mesembria. An analogous form seems to be the Pamphylian

^ (= o-cr) on coins of Perga.

Roman.

There is much less variety in the forms of letters on Roman
than on Greek coins. The development of forms is not there-

fore of much value for purposes of dating. A few details '

1 Based on the unpublished classification of the Roman coins in the

British Museum by Count de Salis. and therefore differing in many small

points from the results given by Mommsen.
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relating to the period 269-50 B.C. are however sufficiently

interesting to be noted.

A or a is the earliest form. In the word Roma it begins to

be replaced by A in the period 172 -151 ; in other words,

A began to come in during the period 196-173 1
. The diphthongs

A I and AE are used indifferently, but A I is on the whole later

than AE.

C is the regular form ; but occasionally, from about 90 b c.

onwards, it is impossible to distinguish between C (c) and G (g).

El occasionally represents a long I, as also does E.

H is not found before 91 b.c.

K not before 93 B.C. on Roman coins proper. In words it is

only found before the letter A.

U is the early form, although an occasional L is found as

early as 1 72-151 b.c. About 102, the latter form becomes
invariable. There is sometimes a tendency to make the letter

lean slightly to the right (Z_). l^ is confined to imperial times,

and even then is not found on coins of Eome itself.

M or AAi is practically the only form in use ; but the amount
of splaying varies, being sometimes, in and after 67 b.c, very

slight. /W is the abbreviation for Manius.

N is usual from the first appearance of the letter (196-173)

;

but the slanting form A/ is also found, though rarely.

o is almost invariably written smaller than the other letters.

The diphthong OE occurs in 61 b.c.

P is the true form, but usually the hook is rounded, so that

we get P- The letter on Republican coins is never closed like

the modern P, except owing to careless writing 2
.

R. does not change its form, but it should be noticed that the

upper loop is made small in proportion to the whole, and that

the leg comes rather far out to the right.

The sound x is occasionally, though not in the earliest times,

represented by XS (as in 73 and 65 b.c).

1 Although A disappeared from the coins, it continued to be used in
lapidary inscriptions, and from these it won its way back on to the coins
of at least one Roman colony in the third century a. d. (.Olbasa in Pisidia,
Brit.Mus. Cafal., Lycia, &c, pp. 229, 230, PI. 36, 14, 15).

2 The closed form occurs distinctly on coins of Tiberius after about
A.n. 25. But it does not supplant the open form until the reign of
Claudius I

; P is even found as late as Galba (on an aureus with
Victoria P. R.).
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7

Of V there is nothing to remark except that it occasionally

bears an accent, being then written V or V or V '-

Y first appears in 69 b. o. In 61 and 58 b. c. the sound is

represented by V or Y indifferently.

Numerals. A number of digits (I) combined may be con-

nected by a line above them. When they are preceded by
higher numerals, this line is as a rule produced to the left only

so far as to connect the first digit with the number preceding

it ; thus l lll, XVI, VIII. On the other hand, exceptions such

as IX VI I are found.

X is the only form for 10.

For XVI, in the period 124-103 b. c. the form ¥: comes in.

4' is the early form for 50. J. appears in 85 b. c, and thence-

forward prevails, although 4- reappears beside it in 73 b. c.

L does not occur earlier than on a quinarius of M. Antonius
struck at Lyon.

Doubling of consonants is foreign to the early period : we find.

e.g. PILIPVS. Double vowels (FEE LI X, VAALA) are very rare'.

§ 7. Finds.

' The discovery of hoards is the only evidence bearing

directly on the relative dates of Republican coins ; by examining

them with care and method we shall be able to determine the

chronology of the pieces which occur in them, and even of

those which are missing. Before all, we have to fix the date

of the burial of the hoard, and then try to discover which are

the most recent pieces of the known varieties which we meet
with, and the oldest of those which do not occur in the find.

To attain this result, we must try to discover from local

history the circumstances which may have caused the burial of

the hoard, as, for example, the date and character of a war in

the locality. The larger the hoard, the easier it becomes to fix

with probability the date of its burial, for the greater the

number of the coins, the more probable it is that a common
piece, if it is not found there, was not struck before the laying

1 Note that on coins of PomponiusMusa the u of Musa is accented, while
that of Musarum. on the same coin, is not.
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down of the hoard. As to rare pieces, it is clear that their

presence is conclusive, while their absence proves nothing.

For this reason ... we have as far as possible noted the number
of coins of each variety met with in various hoards. It must

be remembered also that the difference of standards and the

period during which such and such a coin has been in circulation

exercise a certain influence on the proportion in which each

variety occurs in combination with others V
The rule which Mommsen has laid down for the study of

finds in Eoman Numismatics, holds equally good for the Greek

branch of the subject. But Greek coins were not issued in

enormous numbers like Eoman. As many as 80,000 Eoman
gold coins, all struck between 46 and 38 b. c, and of only

thirty-two varieties, are said to have been found in a single

hoard at Brescello 2
, and hoards of more than 10,000 coins of

the third and fourth centuries after Christ are not rare. Greek

hoards, on the other hand, are usually much smaller, and
range over much shorter periods. Typical Greek hoards are

the 'Silversmith's hoard' from Naucratis" of fifteen coins ranging

over about one hundred years ; and the Messina find 4 of 1895

of about 185 coins, buried about 493 b. c. and containing coins

perhaps as early as 550 b. c. Although only sixty-one coins

of this last hoard were actually examined by Mr. Evans, the

more important facts seem to be ascertained. The coins

examined consisted of:—
No. of

a. Coins of Zancle. Specimens.

(a) Obv. AavuXt (in the local alphabet) under dolphin con-

tained within raised penannular band (the harbour
of Zancle).

Rev. The same dolphin and band incuse ... 6

(!)) Obv. AavitKe (sometimes abbreviated) under dolphin con-
tained in raised penannular band, sometimes with four
rectangular protuberances on it.

Rev. Incuse key-pattern with scallop-shell in relief in
centre ......... 50

x. Coins of Naxos.

Obv. Bearded head of Dionysos.
Rev. Ha£iov. Bunch of grapes....... 8

The coins were all drachms of the Aeginetic standard (or

1 Mommsen, ii. pp. 120, 121. 2 Ibid., iii. p. 26.
3 Head, Num. Chr. 1886, p. 4.
4 A. J. Evans, Num. Chr. 1896, pp. 101 ff.
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thirds of the tetradrachm of the Attic standard, see p. 36).

The Naxian pieces were more oxydized than the others, having

perhaps been more exposed. This would happen if they were
put in at the top of the jar. Most of them were not much
worn, and must therefore have been comparatively fresh from

the mint when withdrawn from circulation. Many of the

Zancle coins of class (b) were also in fresh condition. Were
there no other means of dating the coins we should from these

circumstances place the coins of the class 1 (a) earlier than

the others which are less worn.

Now we know that in 493 b. c. Anaxilas of Ehegium induced

the Samian and Milesian refugees to seize Zancle, when the

name of the place was altered to Messene ; and just about the

same time, perhaps a little earlier, Hippocrates of Gela laid

hands on Naxos. As none of the coins with the name of the

Messenians occur in this hoard, we may date its deposit about

498 b. c. It is of course clear for other reasons that the Naxian

tetradrachms and drachms of the Attic standard, with the fine

archaic head of Dionysus and the squatting Silenus (PI. VI. 1),

cannot be as early as 493 b. c. ; but did we not know it already

this find would go far to prove it.

Another find made in the Lipari islands 1 consisted of the

following coins :

—

Cales (circa 334-268 b.c.)
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was fresh from the mint when it was -withdrawn from circula-

tion. The suggestion that the coins were hidden about the

beginning of the First Punic War (264 B.C.) is extremely

probable, since the Lipari islands were in the centre of the

scene of operations.

The solitary coin of Rhegium was unpublished and in good

condition. The date of the other coins in the hoard, combined

with its own obverse type (head of Apollo) and its weight

1 '73 § (~ 2 litrae), enables us to place this coin in the period

which begins in 270 b. c.

The two hoards just described are taken at random, and are

comparatively insignificant ; but they serve to show what sort

of evidence can be extracted even from small finds. In dealing

with this evidence one may seem sometimes to be arguing

in a circle. The fact is, that the various pieces of evidence

support each other. There is nothing in the Lipari hoard out

of keeping with the dates previously assigned to the various

classes of coins concerned ; assuming, therefore, that these

dates are correct, we proceed to deduce from them the probable

date of the coin of Ehegium. We find that this date fits

in with the date assigned to other Ehegine coins of the same
type and standard, and our whole system of dating is thus

confirmed.

Of hoards of Roman coins, that of Montecodruzzo, near San

Marino in the Romagna, is thoroughly typical '. It must have

been buried about 81 b. c. 4,734 pieces coming from this hoard

were examined. It may be compared with the Fiesole hoard,

which was buried between 88 and 84 b. c. The Montecodruzzo

hoard contained a few coins struck in Spain in 82 and 81 B.C.,

so that it must have been buried before these coins had entered

Italy in great numbers. Of Sulla's coins, struck in Greece

and Asia Minor in 82 at the latest, it contained none. Now
in the Montecodruzzo hoard we find coins of the following

moneyers who are not represented in the slightly earlier Fiesole

hoard :

—

i

L. Censorinus
)

P. Crepusius > striking together.

C, Limetanus )

1 Mommsen, ii. p. 135.
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( Q. Ogulnius Gallus
)

2. Ver(gilius ?) > striking together.

( Garfvilius ?) or Car(vilius ?)

)

3. Cn. Lentulus 1

4. C. Marcius Censorinus }
otherwise known to ha™ been

5. L. Eubrius Dossenus I
triumvirs.

6. 0. Norbanus 1 , . , ,

7. C. Licinius Macer f
Probabl7 also were triumvirs.

This proves (1) that the Montecodruzzo hoard was at least

four years later than the Fiesole hoard, and was probably

later
; (2) that all the pieces found at Montecodruzzo and

wanting at Fiesole were struck between the dates of the

deposits of the two hoards.



APPENDIX I.

ANCIENT STANDARDS.

[Weights in grammes.)

THE THREE ORIENTAL STANDARDS.

EEAVY SYSTEM.

[A]. WEIGHTS OF GOLD.

Tetradrachm
Didrachm .

Drachm .

Obol . . .

Norm I Norm II

32.72 to 32.84
16.36 to 16.42

8-i8 to 8.21

1-36 to 1-37

34-08 to 34-20

17.04 to 17-10

8-52 to 8.55

1.42 to 1.43

Horm III

34.36 to 34-48
17-18 to 17.24

8.59 to 8.62

1.43 to 1-44

Norm IV

33.60 to 3364
16.80 to 16-82

8.40 to 8.41

1.40

[B]. WEIGHTS 01' SILVER (BABYLONIAN").

Tetradrachm
Didrachm .

Drachm . .

Tetrobol . .

43.64 to 43-80 I 45.48 to 45.60 I 4584 to 4600 1 44-80 to 4488
21-82 to 21.90 22-74 to 22-80 22-92 to 23-00

j

22.40 to 22.44

lO.gl to IO.95
!
IT,37 to II-40

I 11-46 to II-50 II-2ot0 11-22

7-27 to 7.30
I

7-58 to 7.60
I
764 to 7-66

I
7.46 to 7-48

[C]. WEIGHTS OF SILVER .PHOENICIAN).

Tetradrachm
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LIGHT SYSTEM.

[A]. WEIGHTS OF GOLD.

Tetradrachm
Didrachm .

Drachm .

Obol . . .

Norm I

16.36 to 16.4s

8-i8 to 821
4-09 to 4- 10

o-68

Norm II

17.04 to 17.10

8-52 to 8-55
4.26 to 4-27

0-71

Norm III

17.18 to 17-24

8-59 to 8-62

4-29 to 4-31

0-71 to 0.72

Norm IV

16.80 to 16.8s

8-40 to 8.41

4.20

0.70

[B], WEIGHTS OF SILVER (BABYLONIAN).

Tetradrachm
Didrachm .

Drachm .

Tetrobol . .

21-82 to 21-90

1091 to 10-95

5 45 to 5-47

3.63 to 3-65

22-74 to 22.80

11 37 to 11-40

5.68 to 5-70

3.79 to 3.80

22-92 to 2300
11.46 to 11-50

5-73 to 5-75
3-82 to 3-83

22-40 to 22-44

II-20 to 11-22

5-60 to 5-61

3-73 to 374

[0]. WEIGHTS OF SILVER (PHOENICIAN).

Tetradrachm
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Tetradrachm
Didrachm .

Drachm . .

Tetrobol . .

Diobol . .

Miletus (electrum)

Norm I

[28-36 to 28-48]

14.18 to 14-24

7-09 to 7-12

4-73 to 475
2-37

Samos
(silver)

13-3
66

2-2

I-I

Cistophori

12-73
6.36

3.18

SICILIAN WEIGHTS.
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WEIGHTS OF SOME ROMAN GOLD AND SILVER COINS.

Weight in

grammes



APPENDIX II

TABLE OF EQUIVALENTS

IN TEOY GRAINS OP THE WEIGHTS MENTIONED IN THE

TEXT UP TO 20 GRAMMES.

ammes.
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Gi ammes.



APPENDIX III

MINT-NAMES ON EOMAN COINS

The names of mints are combined on the coins with various letters and
signs denoting the officinae of the mint and the different issues. Among
these are

:

P(rima)

written also in full on coins struck at Rome under
Valentinian I, Gratian, and Valens.

S(ecunda)

T(ertia)

Q(uarta)

a, b, r, a, e, &c.

I, II, III, &c.

OF I, OF 1 1, OF 1 1 1 = Officina I, &c. (at Arelatum).
To these must be added marks of value, such as K A, XXI, OB, and

such abbreviations as P (= pecunia or percussa?), M (= moneta), SM
(= sacra moneta). Thus we have such combinations as

:

S M TR = Sacra Moneta Trevirensis.

M OSTB = Moneta Ostiensis, from the second officina.

P T R E = Pecunia Trevirensis.

F PLG = Pecunia Lugdunensis, issue F.

C V Z I C r = Cyzicus, third officina.

Eliminating these accessory marks, we obtain tho following list of mint-
names :

—

A = Antiochia (in Syria), Arelatum (Aries),

A L , ALE = Alexandria (in Egypt).

A M B, AM B I = Ambianum {Amiens).

AN = Antiochia (in Syria).

ANB = Ambianum (Amiens).

A N T = Antiochia (in Syria).

A Q_' AQ_V I L = Aquileia.

AR = Arelatum (Aries).

A R L = Arelatum (Aries),

AVG = Londinium.

C = Camulodunum (Colchester), Constantinopolis, Cyzicus.

C L = Camulodunum (Colchester).

CON = Arelatum (Aries), Constantinopolis.
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CONS = Constantinopolis.

CONST = Arelatum {Aries).

CVZ, CVZIC = Cyzicus.

H, HERAC, HERACL = Heraclea (in Thrace).

HT = Heraclea (in Thrace).

K = Carthago, Cyzicus.

K A = Arelatum.

KART^ Carthago.

KONS/V (Konstan.) = Arelatum {Aries).

KOHT = Arelatum {Aries).

KV = Cyzicus.

L, LL = Londinium, Lugdunum {Lyon).

LD, LG = Lugdunum {Lyon).

LN, LON = Londinium.

LVG, LVGD = Lugdunum {Lyon).

M D, M E D = Mediolanum {Milan).

N, NIK = Nicomedia (in Bithynia).

OST = Ostia.

R, RM, ROM, ROMA = Roma.
R V = Ravenna.

S = Siscia (in Fannonia).

SD, SER = Serdica (in Dacia).

SIR, SIR M =Sirmium.
SIS, SI SC = Siscia (in Pannonia).

SM = Sirmium.

T = Tarraco {Tarragona), Thessaloniea ?, Augusta Trevirorum {Trier).

TE, TES, THS, OES = Thessaloniea.

TR = Tarsus, Augusta Treviorum (Trier).

TRE = Augusta Trevirorum {Trier).

TS = Thessaloniea.

VRB. ROM =Roma.
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THE IMPEEIAL FAMILIES

OF THE WESTERN EMPIRE TO A. D. 476.

[Reference numbers and letters are in italics. The names of persons
represented or mentioned on coins are in heavy type. Ad. = adopted.
Assoc. Emp. = associated in the Empire. Aug. = Augustus, Augusta. Ban.
= banished. Caes. = Caesar. T>. = daughter Dep. = deposed. Dliv. —

divorced. Fit. Aug. = Filius Augusti. M. = married. S. = son.]

Late of Death.

1.

f

9
h

i

J

C. Ootavius, son of C. Octavius and Atia = C.

Iulius Caesar Ootavianus. Augustus B. o.

27 (16 Jan.)

Wife (B. C. 43) : Claudia. Div. B. c. 41— (b.o. 40) : Scribonia. Div. B.C. 39.— (B. C. 38) : Livia Drusilla, d. of M. Livius
Drusus Claudianus, div. wife of Tib. Clau-
dius Nero. After death of 1 called Iulia

Augusta
Sister: Oetavia, m. C. Marcellus (before B.C.

54), M. Antonius (b.c. 40) who div. her
B. C. 32

Daughter (6) : Iulia, m. Marcellus (/) b. c 25
Agrippa (g) b. c. 21, Tiberius (2) B.C. 11

div. and ban b. C. 2 .

Son-in-Law : M. Claudius Marcellus, s. of d.

m. e . .

— M. Vipsanius Agrippa, m. e

Grandson (e and g) : C. (Iulius) Caesar, ad
b. c. 17, m. Livia (2 k)

.

— Ii. (Iulius) Caesar, ad. b. c. 17— M. (Vipsaniusj Agrippa (Postumus), ad
a. D. 4 (thereafter called Agrippa Iulius

Caesar), ban. a.d. 7 .

Granddaughter (e and g) : (Vipsauia) Iulia, m
L. Aemilius Paulus, ban. a. d. 9

.

— Vipsania Agrippina (sen.) m. Germanicus
(9 c) A. D. 5 (?), ban. A. D. 29

19 Aug. A. d. 14

After b. c. 2

A. D. 29

B. C. II

A.D. 14

B. C. 23
B.C. 12

21 Feb. A. d. 4
20 Aug. A. D. 2

Aug. A. D. 14

A. D. 28

l8 Oct. A. D. 33
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2. Ti. Claudius Nero, son of Ti. Claud. Nero and 1 c

= Tiberius (Iulius) Caesar, ad. by 1 A. D. 4.
Aug. A. d. 14 (August) . . . .

a Brother: Nero Claudius Drusus (sen.) Ger-
manious, m. about 16 b. 0.

b Brother's wife: Antenna (Minor) d. of M. Anto-
nius and Id, m. a. Made Augusta A. D. 37

c Nephew (a and&) : Germanious Iulius Caesar,
ad. A. D 4, m. 1

1

d — Tiberius Claudius Nero Germanious = ±
e Grand-nephew (c, 1 1) : Caius Caesar = 3

f — Nero Iulius Caesar, m. q A. D. 20
g — Drusus Iulius Caesar (Drusus Iulius Ger-

manious) .... .

h Grand-niece (c, 11) : Iulia Agrippina = 4d
i — Iulia Drusilla = 3 e

3 — Iulia Livilla = 3/
h Niece (a, b) : (Claudia) Livia (Livilla) m. 1 h

and 2n
I Wife : Vipsania Agrippina, daughter of 1 g by

Pomponia, div. B. c. 11 ; m. Asinius Gallus
m — (b. c. ii) Iulia = 1 e

n Son (I) : Drusus Iulius Caesar (Jun.), m. k
Grandson (n, k) : Germanious (Iulius) Caesar)

p — Tiberius (Iulius) Caesar (Nero ?)
1

q Granddaughter (n, k) : Iulia, m. / A. D. 20

3. Caius (Iulius) Caesar [Caligula] = 2 e. Aug,
18 Mar. A. D. 37 . . .

a Wife (A. d. 33) : Iunia Claudilla (Claudia)
b — (38): Livia (Cornelia)Orestilla. Banished 38
c — (38) : Lollia Paulina. Div. 39
d — (39) : Milonia Caesonia
e Sister: Iulia Drusilla = 2i

f — Iulia Livilla = 2j

Tiberius Claudius Nero Germanious = 2d. Aug,

25 Jan. 41 . ....
Wife : Plautia Urgulanilla
— Aelia Paetina
— Valeria Messalina ....

! — (49) : Iulia Agrippina (Jun.) = 2h. For-

merly (A. d. 28) m. to Cn. Domitius Aheno-

barbus. Aug. 50 ....
Son (a) : (Claudius) Drusus

' — (c) : Ti. Claudius Caesar Germanious
Britannicus

Daughter (a) : Claudia

Bate qf Death.

16 Mar. a.d. 37

Sep. B. c. 9

a. d. 37

A. D. 19

A. D. 31

A.D. 33

A. D. 38
A. D. 41

A. D. 20

A. D. 23
A. D. 23
A. D. 37
A. D. 43

24 Jan. 41
bef. 37

49

38
41

12/13 Oct. 54

48

19/22 Mar. 59
20

bef. 13 Feb. 55

Imhoof-Blume.i', Lytliscke Stadtmunzen, p. 120.
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h daughter (b) : (Claudia) Antonia, m. 41 Cn.

Pompeius Magnus and (after 46/47) Faustus

Cornelius SulJa Felix

i — (c) : Claudia Oetavia = 5 a .

5. Nero Claudius Caesar Drusus Germanicus, s. of

Cn. Doniitius Ahenobarbus and 4 d. Ad. by
4 in 50. Aug. 13 Oct. 54 .

a Wife (53) : Claudia Oetavia = 4 i. Div. 62
b — (62) : Foppaea Sabina. Aug. 64
c — (66) : Statilia Messalina
d Daughter (b) : Claudia Augusta

6. L. Clodius Maeer. 68.

[afp. IV

Date of Death.

65/68
62

. 9 Jun. 68

. 9 Jun. 62
endofsummer65

63

68

7. Servius Sulpioius Galba. Accepts Empire 6 Apr,
68. Caes. circa 16 Jun. 68 .

S. M. Salvius Olho. Aug. 15 Jan. 69

9.. A. Vitellius Germanicus. Aug. 2 Jan. 69
a Father: L. Vitellius

b Brother: L. Vitellius....
c Wife : Petronia

d — Galeria Fundana
e Son (c) : (Vitellius) Petronianus

/ — (d): (Vitellius) Germanicus
g Daughter {d) : Vitellia

10. T. Flavius Vespasianus, s. of Flavius Sabinus and
Vespasia Polla. Accepts Emp. 1 Jul. 69.
Aug. 21 Dec. 69

a Wife : Flavia Domitilla
b Son : T. Flavius Vespasianus = 11

c — T. Flavius Domitianus = 12
d Daughter: FlaviaDomitilla,husband unknown
e Granddaughter: Flavia Domitilla, m. Flavius

Clemens (botb banished 95)

/ Great-grandson : Flavius Vespasianus (jun.)

g — (Flavius) Domitianus (jun.)

11. Titus Flavius Vespasianus = 10 b. Assoc. Emp. 70.

Aug. 24 Jun. 79
a Wife : Arrecina Tertulla

b — Marcia Furnilla

c Daughter : (Flavia) Iulia m. T. Flavius Sabinus

12. T. Flavius Domitianus = 10c. Aug. 14 Sep. 81
a Wife (70) : Domitia Longina. Aug. 82

13. M. Cocceius Nerva. Aug. 19 Sep. 96 .

. 15 Jan. 69

. 17 Apr. 69

After 18 Dec. 69

ca. 21 Deo. 69

24 Jun. 79

. 31 Sep. 81
Under Nero

18 Sep. 96

25 Jan. 98
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Date of Death.

14. M. Ulpius (Nerva) Traiauus. Assoc. Erup. 27 Oct.

97. Aug. Jan. 98 bef. Aug. 11,117
a Father : M. Ulpius Traianus .... bef. 100
b Sister : Marciana m. C. Salonius Matidius . 114
c Niece (b) : Matidia ...... 119
d Grand-niece (c) : (Vibia) Sabina = 15 a
e Wife : Pompeia Plotina 122

15. P. Aelius (Traianus) Hadrianus, s. of P. Aelius
Hadrianus Afer and Domitia Paulina. Ad.
by 14 in 117. Aug. 11 Aug. 117 ... 10 Jul. 138

a Wife (en. 100) (Vibia) Sabina = 14 d. Aug. 128 136
b Favourite : Antinoiis bef. 30 Oct. 130

16. L. Ceionius Commodus = L. Aelius Commodus
Verus, s. of L. Ceionius Commodus. Ad. by
15 summer 136 I Jan. 138

a Wife : Avidia Plautia
b Son : L. Ceionius Commodus = 19

17. T. Aurelius Fulvus Boionius Arrius Antoninus =
T. Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Pius, s. of
Aur. Fulvus and Arria Fadilla. Ad. by 15
on 25 Feb. 138. Aug. same date . . 7 Mar. 161

a Wife (112) : Annia Galeria Faustina (sen.), d.

of M. Annius Verus. Aug. 138 . . . Dec. 140/JUI.141
& Son : M. Aurelius Fulvus Antoninus
c — M. Galerius Aurelius Antoninus
d Daughter : Aurelia Fadilla

e — Annia Galeria Faustina (jun.) = 18a

18. M. Annius Verus = M. Aelius Aurelius Verus
Caesar = M. Aurelius Antoninus, s. of
Annius Verus and Domitia Lucilla. Ad. by
17 on 25 Feb. 138. Aug. 7 Mar. 161 . . 17 Mar. 180

a Wife (145) : Annia Galeria Faustina (Jun.) =
17e. Aug. 147 176

b Son : M. Annius Verus. Caes. 12 Oct. 166 . autumn 169
c — L. Aurelius Commodus = 20
d Daughter : Annia Galeria Aurelia Faustina

e — Annia Lucilla m. 19 (164) and Claudius

Pompeianus Quintianus (169) . . . 183

/ Mother : Domitia Lucilla .... bef. 7 Mar. 161

19. L. Ceionius Commodus = L. Aurelius Verus =
16 b. Ad. by 17 on 25 Feb. 138. Aug.

7 Mar. 161 Jan. 169

a Wife (164) : Annia Lucilla = 18 e

20. M. Aurelius = L. Aelius Aurelius = L. Aurelius

Commodus Antoninus = 18 c. Caes. 12 Oct.

166. Assoc. Emp. 176. Aug. 177 . . 31 Dec. 192

o Wife (178) : Bruttia Crispina. Ban. 182
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Date of Death.

21. P. Helvius Pertinax. Aug. I Jan. 193] . . 28 Mar. 193
a Wife : Flavia Titiana
b Son : P. Helvius Pertinax .... under Caraealla

22. M. Didius Iulianus. Aug. 28 Mar. 193 . . I Jun. 193
a Wife : Manlia Scantilla
b Daughter: Didia Clara

23. C. Pescennius Niger. Aug. May 193. . . Nov. 194

24. D. Clodius Septimius Albinus. Caes. Jun. 196.

Aug. 196 19 Feb. 197

25. L. Septimius Severus Pertinax. Aug. Apr. or
May 193 4 Feb. 211

a Wife : Iulia Domna ..... 217
b Son : M. Aurelius Antoninus = 26
c — P. Septimius Geta = 27

26. M. Aurelius Severus Antoninus [Caraealla] =
25 b. Caes. aut. 196. Aug. bef. 3 May 198 8 Apr. 217

Wife (202) : Fulvia Plautilla, d. of Plautianus.
Ban. 205 212

27. P. (or L.) Septimius Geta = 25 c. Caes. 2 Jun. 198.
Aug. 211 27 Feb. 212

28. M. Opellius Severus Macrinus. Aug. nApr. 217 JuL 218
a Son : M. Opellius Antoninus Diadumenianus.

Caes. 11 Apr. 217. Aug. Apr. 218 . . Jul. 218

29. Varius Avitus = M. Aurelius Antoninus [Elaga-
balus or Heliogabalus]. Aug. 16 May 218 11 Mar. 222

a Grandmother: Iulia Maesa, sister of 25a. m.
Iulius Avitus ...... 223

b Mother: Iulia Soaemias Bassiana . . . 11 Mar. 222
c Wife : Iulia Cornelia Paula
d — (220/221) : Iulia Aquilia Severa
e — (221) : Annia Faustina, granddaughter of

18 d

30. M. Aurelius Severus Alexander. Ad. as Caes.

by 29 on 10 Jul. 221. Assoc. Emp. 222.

Succeeded 11 Mar. 222 . . . 18/19 Mar. 235
a Mother : Iulia Avita Mamaea, m. Gessius

Marcianus. Aug. 222 .... 18/19 Mar. 235
b Wife : Memmia
c — Gnaea Seia Herennia Sallustia Barbia

Orbiana
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31. C. Iulius Verus Maximinus. Aug. bef. 25 Mar.

235
a Wife : Caecilia Paulina
b Son : C. Iulius Verus Maximus. Caes. 236

32. M. Antonius Gordianus (1) Sempronius Romanus
Africanus. Aug. Feb. (?) 238 .

a Son : M. Antonius Gordianus (II) Sempronius
Romanus Africanus. Assoc. Emp. Feb. (?)

238
b Daughter : Maecia Faustina m. Iunius Balbus

33. D. Caelius Calvinus Balbinus. Aug. Mar. (?) 238

34. M. Clodius Pupienus Maximus. Aug. Mar. (?) 238

35. M. Antonius Gordianus (III) Pius, s. of 32 b.

Caes. Mar. 238. Aug. Jun. 238 .

a Wife (241) : Furia Sabinia Tranquillina

36. M. Iulius Philippus (sen.). Aug. Feb. 244 .

a Wife (bef. 238) : Marcia Otaoilia Severa
b Son: M. Iulius Severus Philippus (jun.). Caes.

244. Aug. 247
c Father ?: Marinus

37. Marinus in Moesia and Pannonia, 248 ;
prob. = 38

38. Tiberius Cl(audius) Mar(inus) Paeatianus in

Moesia or Pannonia
;
prob. = 37

39. M. F ... Ru . . . Iotapianus in the East, 248

40. C. Messius Quintus Traianus Decius. Aug. end
of 248

a Wife : Herennia Cupressenia Etruseilla

b Son : Q. Herennius Etruseus Messius Traianus
Deeius. Caes. 250. Aug. 251 .

c — C. Valens Hostilianus Messius Quintus.

Caes. 250. Aug. Nov. 251 ....
41. C. Vibius Trebonianus Gallus. Aug. summ. 251

a Wife : Aflnia Gemina Baebiana

6 Son: C. Vibius Afinius Gallus Veldumnianus
Volusianus. Caes. Nov. 251. Aug. Jul. 252

42. L. Iulius Aurelius Sulpieius Uranius Antoninus

253/4 in the East

43. M. Aemilius Aemilianus. Aug. May/Jun. 253 .

a Wife : C. Cornelia Supera
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Sate of Death.

44. P. Licinius Valerianus (sen.). Aug. Aug. 253.

Captured by Persians 261
a Wife ? : Mariniana bef. 253 ?

b Son : (Licinius) Valerianus 268
c — ? Marinianus
d — P. Licinius Egnatius Gallienus = 45

45. P. Licinius Egnatius Gallienus = 44 d. Aug. 253? 4 Mar. 268
a Wife : Cornelia Salonina
b Son : P. Licinius Cornelius for Corn. Lie.)

Valerianus. Caes. 255 259
c — P. Licinius Cornelius (or Com. Lie.) Saloni-

nus (or Salon. Valerianus) 268
d — ? Q. Iulius Gallienus
e Cousin : (Licinia) Galliena

46. Cyriades (Mareades) in the East. 258.... 258

47. D. Laelius Ingenuus in Moesia. 258 .... 258

48. P. C . . . Eegalianus in Illyricum. 258
a Wife : Sulpicia Dryantilla

49. M. Fulvius Maerianus (sen.). Aug. 261 . . bef. Aug. 262
a Son : T. (or M.) Fulvius Iunius Maerianus

(jun.). Aug. 261 bef. Aug. 262
b — T. Fulvius Iunius Quietus. Aug. 261 . . . 262

50. Ballista, contemporary -with 49

51. (Calpurnius ?) Piso Frugi in Thessaly. 261 . . . 261

52. P. Valerius Valens in Macedon. 261 .... 261

53. Tib. Cestius Alexander Aemilianus in Egypt. 262 . 263

54. Saturninus. 263

55. Celsus in Africa. 264-5

56. C. Annius Trebellianus in Isauria. 265

57. M. Cassianius Latinius Postumus (sen.) in the
West. Aug. 259 (?) . ... 269 (?)

a Son : Postumus (jun.)

58. Ulp(ius) Corn(elius) Laelianus in Gaul. 268 . . 268

59. Lollianus = 58 ?

60. M. Piavonius Vietorinus (sen.) in Gaul. ca. 265 . 268
a Wife: Vietori(n)a 268
b Son : (Piavonius) Vietorinus (jun.)

61. M. Aurelius Marius in Gaul. 268 .... 268
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62. C. Pius Esuvius Tetricus (sen.) in Gaul. 268.
Dep. 273

a Son : C. Pius Esuvius Tetricus (jun.). Caes.
268

63. M'. Aoilius Aureolus in R.haetia. 267 .

237

Hate 0/ Death.

275

268

64. M. Aurelius Claudius (II) Gothious. Aug. 268 . bef. 29 Aug. 270
a Brother: M. Aurelius Claudius Quintillus.

Aug. Apr./May 270

65. L. Domitius Aurelianus. Aug. Apr./May 270 .

a Wife : Ulpia Severina

66. Septimius Odenathus in Palmyra. Aug. 265
a Wife : Septimia Zenobia : ruled with c.

Aug. 270
b Son (mother unknown) : Herodes orHerodianus
c — (a) : I(ulius) A(urelius) Septimius Vaballa-

thus Athenodorus, succ. betw. 29 Aug. 266
and 28 Aug. 267 ; reeogn. by Aurelian 270

;

captured with b not later than 29 Aug. 271
d — (a): Herennianus (Haeranes)
e — Timolaus

/ Cousin : Maeonius

67. Antioehus in Palmyra. 273

68. Firmus in Egypt. 273

69. M. Claudius Tacitus. Aug. 25 Sept. 275 .

a Brother: M.AnniusPlorianus. Aug. spring 276

70. M. Aurelius Probus. Aug. spring 276

71. Iulius Saturninus in the East. 280 .

72. Proeulus in Gaul. 280 (?) .

73. Bonosus in Gaul. 280 (?) .

74. M. Aurelius Carus. Aug. Oct. 282

a Son : M. Aurelius Carinus = 75

b — M. Aurelius Numerius Mumerianus. Caes.

Oct. 282. Aug. summ. 283

.

75. M. Aurelius Carinus = 74 a. Caes. 282. Aug.

summ. 283 .....
a Wife : Magnia Urbica
b Son ? : (M. Aurelius) Nigrinianus

Apr./May 270

275

Aug. 266/Aug.

[267

Aug. 266/Aug.

[267

273

spring 276
8umm. 276

aut. 281

280

280?

280?

Bumm. 283

spring 285

76. M. Aurelius Iulianus in Transpadana, &c.

283-285

ca.
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Aug. 284. Abd.77. C. Valerius Dioeletianus.
1 May 305 .

a Wife : Prisoa
b Daughter : Galeria Valeria = 85 a

78. M. Aurelius Valerius Maximianus Herculeus.

Caes. 285. Aug. 286. Abd. 1 May 305.

Rest. 306. Flies from Rome 307. Rest. 308.

Dep. 308
a Wife : Eutropia
b Son : M. Aurelius Valerius Maxentius = 88
c Daughter : Fausta = 93b
d Step-daughter : Theodora = 84b

79 Amandus j
. g^ 2g m

bu. Aelianus
)

^

51. M. Aurelius Maus . . . Carausius in Britain. 286

52. Allectus in Britain. 293

83. Achilleus = L. Domitius Domitianus in Egypt
296

b

c

d
e

f
9

Si. Flavius Valerius Constantius (I) [Chlorua] ad
by 78 in 292. Aug. 1 May 305 .

o Wife (274) : Flavia Iulia Helena. Div. 292.

Aug. 306 .......— (292j : Flavia Maximiana Theodora = 78 d
Son (a) : Flavius Valerius Constantinus = 93
— (6): IuliusConstantius,m.GallaandBasilina
— (b): Delmatius = 97
Daughter (6) : Flavia Constantia = 90 a
— (b) : Eutropia

85. Galerius Valerius Maximianus ad. by 77 in 292,

Aug. 1 May 305
a Wife (292) : Galeria Valeria = 77b

86. Flavius Valerius Severus (II). Cats. 1 May 305
Aug. 306 (after 25 Jul.)

87. C. Galerius Valerius Maximinus (II) Daza,neph
of 65. Caes. 1 May 305. Fit. Aug. 307
Aug. 308

88. M. Aurelius Valerius Maxentius = 78 b. Aug.

27 Oct. 306
a Son : Romulus ....

89. L. Domitius Alexander in Africa. 308

90. C. Flavius Valerius Licinianus Licinius (sen.)

Aug. n Nov. 307 ....
o Wife (313) : Flavia Constantia = Sif
b Son : Flavius Valerius Constantinus Licinianus

Licinius (jun.j. Caes. 317

[app. iv

Date of Death.

3X3
314

3M-

310

293

296

297

25 Jul. 306

328

5 May 311

2 Apr. 307

313

Oct. 312
bef. 312

3"

324
33°

326
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91. Aurelms Valerius Valens. Caes. 314 .

92. Sex. Mareius (?) Martinianus. Caes. 323 .

93. Flavius Valerius Constantinus Magnus = 84 c.

Caes. 306. Fil. Aug. 307. Aug. 307 -

a Wife : Minervina
6 — (307) : Flavia Maxima Fausta = 78 c .

c Son (a) : Flavius Iulius Crispus. Caes. 317
d — (b) : Flavius Claudius Iulius Constantinus

= 94
e — (6) : Flavius Iulius Valerius Constantius

= 95

f — (6) : Flavius Iulius Constans = 96

g Daughter: Constantina m. 97a and 101
h — Flavia Iulia Helena = 103 a

94. Flavius Claudius Iulius Constantinus (II) = 93 d.

Caes. 317. Aug. 337

95. Flavius Iulius Valerius Constantius (II) = 93 e.

Caes. 323. Aug. 337
a Wife (361) : Faustina

Daughter (a) : Constantia = 108 a

96. Flavius Iulius Constans (I) = 93f. Caes. 333.
Aug. 337

97. Flavius Iulius Delmatius, s. of 84 e. Caes. 335 .

a Brother : Flavius Hanniballianus, m. 93 g

98. Flavius Iulius Popilius Nepotianus Constantinus

s. of 84g. Aug. 350. Dep. 350

99. Vetranio at Sirmiuni. Aug. 1 Mar. 350. Dep. 350

100. Flavius Magnus Magnentius. Aug. 350 .

a Wife : Iustina. See 105 b

b Brother: Magnus Deeentius. Caes. 351
c — Desiderius. Caes. 351 ....

101. Flavius Claudius Iulius Constantius Callus, a.

of 84 d. Caes. 351. Assoc. Emp. 351
a Wife (351) : Constantina = 93

g

102. Flavius Silvanus in Gaul. 355 ....
103. Flavius Claudius Iulianus (Philosophus or Apo-

stata) son of 84 d and Basilina. Caes. 355.
Aug. 360 .......

o Wife (355) : Flavia Iulia Helena = 93 h

104. Flavius Iovianus. Aug. 363 ....

Sate of Death.

3*4

323

. 22 May 337

326
326

354

340

361

35°

337
337

353
38i

353
353

354
354

355

363
360

364
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105. Flavius Valentinianus (I) s. of Gratianus. Aug.

364
a Wife : Valeria Severa Marina. Div. 368
b — (368) : Iustina = 100 a

c Son (a) : Flavius Gratianus = 108
d — (b): Valentinianus = 109

e Daughter (b) : Iusta

/ — (6): Galla = 110b
g — (6) : Grata

106. Flavius Valens, brother of 105. Assoc. Emp.
and Aug. 364

a Wife : Albia Dominica
b Son : Valentinianus Galatus

c Daughter: Carausa

107. Procopius Aug. 365

10S. Flavius Gratianus = 105 c. Aug. 367. Succ.375
a Wife : Constantia = 95 b

109. Valentinianus (II) = 105 d. Aug. 375 .

110. Flavius Theodosius. Aug. 379 .

a Wife (376) : Aelia Flaceilla .

6 — (386) : Galla = 105f .

e Son (a) : Flavius Arcadius. Aug. 383.
peror of the East]

d — Honorius = 113

e Daughter (a) : Pulcheria

/ — (b) : Aelia Galla Placidia, m. Ataulph (414)
and 114

111. Magnus Maximus. Aug. 383 ....
a Son : Flavius Victor. Aug. 383 . . .

112. Eugenius. Aug. 392

113. Flavius Honorius = 110 d. Aug. 393. Succ. 395

114. Constantius (III). Assoc. Emp. 421
a Wife (417) : Aelia Galla Placidia = 110f
b Son : Valentinianus = 120

c Daughter : Iusta Grata Honoria = 120 a .

115. Flavius Claudius Constantinus (III). Aug. 407.
Recogn. by 113 in 409 ....

o Son : Constans. Aug. 408 ....
lie. Maximus, in Spain. 409. Dep. 411

117. Iovinus. Aug. 411
a Brother: Sebastianus. Assoc. Emp. 412

[Em

[app. IV

Date of Death.

375

388

378

366

383

392

395
385
394

408

388
388

394

423

421

450

after 454

411
411

413

4 J 3
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1

Date 0/ Death.

118. Priscus Attalus. Aug. 409-410 ; again 414 .

Dep. 415

119. Iohannes. Aug. 423 425

120. Placidius Valentlnianus (III) = 114 b. Caes.

424. Aug. 425 455
a Sister : Iusta Grata Honoria = 114 c. Aug. 433 after 454
b Wife (437) : Lioinia Eudoxia. See 121 a
c Daughter : Aelia Pla.cidia = 126 a

121. Petronius Maximus. Aug. 455 .... 455
a Wife (455) : Licinia Eudoxia = 120 b

122. Eparchius Avitus. Aug. 455. Aid. 456

123. Iulius Maiorianus. Aug. 457 461

124. Libius Severus (III). Aug. 461 .... 465

125. Procopius Anthernius. Aug. 467 .... 472
a Wife : Aelia Maroia Eufemia

126. Aniciua Olybrius. Aug. 472 .... 472
u, Wife : Aelia Plaeidia = 120 c

127. Glycerius. Aug. 473. Dep. 474

128. Iulius Nepos. Aug. 474. Dep. 475 . . . 480

129. Eomulus Augustulus. Aug. 475. Dep. 476
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Munzen. [Wien. Kais. Akad. Denksehr. V.] Vienna, 1854.

J. C. Rasche : Lexicon unuersae rei numariae veterum. 6 vols.

(11 parts). Leipzig, 1785-1804 ; Suppl. 2 vols. 1802-1804.
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W. Ridgewat : The Origin of Metallic Currency and Weight Standards.
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J. Sabatier : Monnaies byzantines. Paris, 1862. 2 vols.
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Z. f. N. II (1875).

Die Erircrbungen des kon. Munzcabinets. Z. f. N. X1II-XVIII
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J. P. Six : Monnaies grecques inidites ou rares. Num. Chr. 1888 ff.

S. W. Stevenson, C. Roach Smith, F. W. Madden : Dictionary of
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W. H. Waddington : Voyage en Asie Mineure au point de vwe numis-
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Melanges de Numismatique. [Rev. Num.] Paris, 1861-1867.
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W. W. Wroth : Greek Coins acquired by the British Museum. [Annual
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§ B 30.]

F. Caeelli : Numorum Italiae veteris Tabulae CCII, ed. Cavedoni.

Leipzig, 1850.
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Y. Imhoof-Blumer : Die Miinzen Akamaniens. Num. Zeit. X. (1878).
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1880.

P. Gardner : British Museum Catalogue, Thessaly to Aetolia.
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London, 1889.
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J. Leicester Warren : Greek Federal Coinage. London, 1863.
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London, 1887.
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W. W. Wroth : Cretan Coins. Num. Chr. 1884.
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Etudes sur la Numismatique cre'toise. Rev. Num. 1889.
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W. W. Wroth : The Santorin Find of 1821. Num. Chr. 1884.
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J. N. SVORONOS : No/ticjfinriKi) Ka\ la-ropla T/js apxaias Mujcorau. Bull.

Corr. Hellen. 1893.

D. P. PaSCHALIS: NojuioTmriKi) rijs apxalas "Aj.8puu. Journ. Intern.

1898.

15. Bosporus, Pontus, Paphlagonia, Bithynia.

[See also under Thrace, § 6.]

B. Koehne : Description du Music Kotschoubeij. 2 vols. St. Petersburg,

1857-

A. von Sallet : Numismatik der K'Onige des Bosporus und Pontus.

Berlin, 1866.
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J. P. Six : Sinope. Num. Chr. 1885.

W. W. Wroth : British Museum Catalogue: Pontus, Paphlagonia,
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Th. Reinach: Trots Boyaumes d'Asie Mineure, Cappadoce, Bithynie,

Pont. Paris, 1888 ; SuppL, Rev. Num 1891.

Un nouveau rot de Paphlagonie. Rev. Num. 1894.

Vn nouveau roi de Biihynie. Rev. Num. 1897.

F. Imhoof-Blumer : Zur Munzkunde des Pontos, von Paphlagonien

,

&c. Z. f. N. XX. (1897).
Bithynische Munzen. Journ. Intern. 1898.

16. Mysia, Troas, Aeolis, Lesbos.

W. W. Wroth : Asklepios and the Coiits of Pergamon. Num. Chr.

1882.

F. Imhoof-Blumer: Die Miinzen der Dynastieron Pergamon. Abhandl.

d. k. Akad. d- Wiss. Berlin, 1884.
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und Lesbos. Z. f. N. XX. (1897).
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W. W. Wroth : British Museum Catalogue : Mysia. London, 1892.

British Museum Catalogue : Troas, Aeolis, and Lesbos. London,

1894.

17. Ionia, Caria, and Islands.

B. V. Head : History of the Coinage ofEphesus. Num. Chr. 1880, 1881.

British Museum Catalogue : Ionia, Satrapal Coinage of the
West Coast of Asia Minor, Islands of Ionia. London, 1892.

British Museum Catalogue : Caria, Cos, Rhodes, &c London, 1897.

P. Gardner: Samos and Samian Coins. Num. Chr. 1882.

18. Lydia and Phrygia.

F. Kenner : Phrygische Munzen. Num. Zeit. IV. (1872).

F. Lenormant : Monnaies royales de Lydie. Ann. de Num. IV. (1873).

B. V. Head : The Coinage of Lydia and Persia. London, 1877.

F. Imhoof-Blumer: Lydische Stadtmunzen. Geneva and Leipzig,

1897.

19. Lycia, Pamphylia, Pisidia.

Ch. Fellows : Coins of Ancient Lycia. London, 1855.

•I. L. Warren : Greek Federal Coinage. London, 1863.

.1. Friedlander : Die pamphylischen Aufschriften auf Munzen.
Z. f. N. IV. (1877).
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J. P. Six : Milnzkunde Pisidiens u. angrenzender Lander. Z. f. N. VI.

(1878).

Monnaies lyciennes. Rev Num. 1886, 1887.

Til. Bergk : Zur Geschichte des griechisehen Alphabets in Pamphylitn.
Z. f. N. XL (1884).

E. Babelon : Bibliotheque Nutionale, Catalogue : Les Perses Acheine-
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2D. Lyeaonia, Isauria, Cilieia.
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Rev. Num. 1883.

W. W. Wroth : Coins of Isauria and Lyeaonia. Num. Chr. 1883.

F. Imhooe-Blumer : Maths, Megarsos, &c. Ann. de Num. 1883.
Zur Munzkunde Kilil-iens. Z. f. N. X. (1883).
Coin-types of some Kilikian Cities. Journ. Hellen. Studies, 1898.

[See also § 26.]
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V. Langlois: Numisniatique de lArmenie. Paris, 1859.

E. Thomas : Armenian Coins. Num. Chr. 1867, i863, 1871.

0. Blau : Die Herren von Sophene u. ihre Miinzen. Num. Zeit. IX.

(1877).
Zwei Mithradate von Armenien. Z. f. N. VII (1880).

Th. Reinach : Trois Boyaumes d'Asie Mineure. Paris, 1888 ; Suppl
,

Rev. Num. 1891.

E. Babelon : Bibliotheque Nationale, Catalogue: Les Rois de Syrie,

d'Armenie et de Commagene. Paris, 1890.

V. Imhoof-Blumer : Zur griech. Milnzkunde—Eusebeia Kaisareia,

&c. Rev. Su. 1898.

\V. W. Wkoth : British Museum Catalogue : Galatia, Cappadocia,
Armenia, and Syria. London, 1899.
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M. Duanb: Coins of the Seleucidae. London, 1803.

A: von Sallet : Die Filrsten von Palmyra. Berlin, 1866.

F. DE Saulct : Memoire sur les Monnaies datees des Sileucides. Paris,

1871.

Numisniatique palmyre'nienne. Rev. Arch. 1872.

Numismatique de la Terre Sainte. Paris, 1874

P. Gardner: British Museum Catalogue: Seleucid Kings of Syria.

London, 1878.
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E. H. Bunbuhy : Unpublished Coins of the Kings of Syria. Num. Chr.

1883.

E. Babelon : Bibliotheque Rationale, Catalogue : Les Rois de Syne,

d'Armenie et de Commagene. Paris, 1890.

W. W. Wroth: British Museum Catalogue: Galatia, Cappadocia,

Armenia, Svria (Koinon, Commagene, Cyrrhestica, Chalcidiee,

Palmyra, Seleucis and Pieria, Coele-Syria, Trachonitis, Deca-

polis). London, 1899.

23. Cyprus and Phoenicia.

H. DE Luynes : Numismatique et Inscriptions Cypriotes. Paris, 1852.

J. P. Six : Observations sur les Monnaiesphinkiennes. Num. Chr. 1877.

Du Classement des Series Cypriotes. Rev. Num. 1883.

E. Babelon : Marathus. Rev. Num. 1888.

Aradus. Rev. Num. 1891.

Les Monnaies et la Chronologie des Eois de Sidon. Bull. Corr.

Hellen. XV. (i
c
gi).

Bibliotheque Rationale, Catalogue: Les Perses Achemenides . . .

Cypre et Phenicie. Paris, 1893.

24. Galilea, Samaria, Judaea.

F. DE Saulcy : Numismatique de la Terre Sainte. Paris, 1874.

E. Merzbacher : Jiidische Aufstandsmunzen. Z. f. N. 1874.
Untersuchungen iiber alt-hebraisclie Munzen. Z. f. N. III-V. (1876-

1878).

P. "W. Madden : Coins of the Jews. London, 1881.

Th. Reinach : Les Monnaies juives. Paris, 1888.

L. Hamburger : Die Silber-Munzpragungen wahrend des letzten Auf-
standes der Israeliten. Z. f. N. XVIII. (1891).
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H. de Luynes : Monnaies des Nabateens. Rev. Num. 1858.

M. DE Vogue : Monnaies des rois de Nabatene. Rev. Num. 1868.

P. DE Saulcy : Lettre . . . sur la Numismatique des Bois nabathe'ens de

Petra. Ann. de Num. 1873.
Numismatique de la Terre Sainte. Paris, 1874.

B. V. Head : On Himyarite and other Arabian Imitations of Coins of
Athens. Num. Chr. 1878.

On a Himyaritic tetradrachm and the Tresor de San'u. Num. Chr.

1880.

G. Schxumberger : Le Trisor de Sand. Paris, 1880.

J. H. Mordtmann : Neue himjarische Munzen. Num. Zeit. XII. (1880).

A. Erman : Neue arabische Nachahmungen griechischer Munzen. Z. f. N.

1882.
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A Sorlin-Dorligny : Monnaies nabatiennes inedites. Rev. Num.
1887.

E. Babelon : Monnaies nabatiennes inedites. Rev. Num. 1887.

26. Mesopotamia, Babylonia, Parthia, Persia, and Satraps.

H. DE Ltjynes : Nwnismatiqtte des Satrapies et de la Phe'nicie. Paris,

1846.

A DE Longperier : Eois Parthes Arsacides. Paris, 1853-1882.

A. D. Mordtmann : Erldiirung d. Miinzen mit Pehhi-Legenden . Abth. I.

Sasanidm. Zeit. d. deutsch. morgenland. Gesellsch. 1854.

W. H. Waddikgton : Numtsmatique et Chronologie des Eois de la.

Characene. Rev. Num. 1866.

P. Gardner : Tlie Parthian Coinage. London, 1877.

B. V. Head : The Coinage of L-ydia and Persia. London, 1877.

A. von Sallet: Die Miinzen d. Konige v. Characene. Z. f. N. VIII.

(1881).

J. P. Six: Le Satrape Ma~aios. Num. Chr. 1884.

E Drouin : Monnaies a Le'gendes arameennes de Charachie. Rev. Num.
1889.

E. Babelon : Numtsmatique d Edesse en Mesopotamia Rev. Beige,

1892.

Les Monnaies des Satrapes. Rev. Num. 1892.

Bibliotheque Rationale, Catalogue : Les Perses Achemenides, les

Satrapes, &c. Paris, 1893.

La Numismatiqite et la Chronologie des Dynastes de la Characene.

Journ. Intern. 1898.

E. J. Rapson : Marlcoff's unpublished Coins of the Arsacidae. Num.
Chr. 1893.

P. Imhoof-Bltjmer : Die Miinzstiitte Babylon. Num. Zeit. 1896.

27. Baetria and India.

A. Cunningham : Coins of Alexander 's Successors in the East. Num.
Chr. 1868-70.

A. von Sallet : Nachfolger Alexanders d. Gr. in Bactrien u. Indien.

Z. f. N. VI-X. (1879-83).

P.Gardner: British Museum Catalogue: Greek and Scythic Kings
of Baetria and India. London, 1886.

E. J. Rapson : Indian Coins. [Buhler's Grundriss d. indo-arisehen

Philol. "u. Altertumskunde.] Strassburg, 1898.

28. Egypt.

A. von Sallet : Die Daten d. alexandrinischen Kaisermiinzen. Berlin,

1870.
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F. Feuaedent : Numismatique.— Egypte anciemie. Paris, 1870-1873.

J. DE Rouge : Monnaies des Nomes d'Egypte. Rev. Num. 1874, and

Ann. de Num. VI. (1882).

R. S. Poole : British Museum Catalogue : the Ptolemies, Kings of

Egypt. London, 1883.

British Museum Catalogue : Alexandria and the Nomes. London,

1892.

F. Lenobmant : Lettre . . . sur les Monnaies tgyptiennes. Ann. de
Num. VIII. (1884).

E. Revillout : Lettres . . . sur les Monnaies egyptiennes. Ann. de
Num. VIII-XIX. (1884-1895).

B. P. Gbenfell : The Silver and Copper Coinage of the Ptolemies.

[Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus, Appendix III.]

Oxford, 1896.

L. Sohwabe : Die kaiserlichen Decennalien u die alexandrinischen

Munzen. Tubingen, 1896.

29. Africa (excluding Egypt).

L. MtiLLEE: Monnaies de Vancienne Afrique. 4 vols. Copenhagen,
1860-1874.

F. Bompois : Midailles grecques autonomiesjrappees dans la Cyrena'ique.

Paris, 1869.

Zobel de Zangrontz : Estudio historico de la Moneda antigua espanola

(Hispano-Carthaginian coins). Madrid, 1879.

E. Deouin : Les Listes royales Uhiopiennes et leur Autorite historique.

Rev. Arch. 1882.

R. S. Poole : British Museum Catalogue : the Ptolemies (Cyrenaica
under the Ptolemies). London, 1883.

W. F. Peideaux : Coins of the Axumite Dynasty. Num. Chr. 1884.

E. Babelon : Monnaies de la Cyrina-ique . Rev. Num. 1885.

A. Maye : Die antiken Munzen der Inseln Malta, Gozo, u. Pantelleria.

Munich, 1894.

SO. Roman and Byzantine.

[See also § A.]

Baeon dAilly : Recherches sur la Monnaie romaine depicts son Origine

jusqu'a la Mort d'Augusie. Lyon, 1863.

A. Missong : Zur Munzreform unter d. rom. Kaisern Aurelian u.

Diocletian. Num. Zeit. I. (1869).

H. A. Gbtteber : British Museum Catalogue of Roman Coins : Roman
Medallions. London, 1874.

Til. Mommsen : Romische DenarschStze. Z. f. N. II. (1875).

P. Beock : Numismatische Untersuchungen uber die spdtere r5m. Kaiser-

zeit mit besonderer Beziehung auf die Miinzmarken. Z. f. N. II,

III. (1875, 76).
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F. Lenormant : Etudes sur les Ateliers monetaires et leurs Marques duns
la Num. romaine. Ann. de Num. V. (1877).

W. Froehnee : Les Medallions de I'Empire tomain. Paris, 1878.

M. Bahrfeldt : XJeber die dltesten Denare Roms. Z. f. N. V. (1878).

A. Missong : Die Vorluufer der Werthzahl CB anf rom. Guldmiiiizrii.

Z. f. N. VII. (1880).

A. DE BELFORT : Recherche des Monnaies impiriales romaines non de'crites

dans I'Ouvrage de H. Cohen. Ann. de Num. VI. (1882)—XIV.
(1890).

II. Bahrfeldt u. K. Samwer : Geschichte des alieren rbmischcn

Milnzwesens. Vienna, 1883.

M. Bahrfeldt : Die gefutterten Miinzeti aus d. Zeit der romischen

Republik. Num. Zeit. XVI. (1884).

A. Maekl : Die Reichs-Munzstiitten nnter der Regierung Claudius II.

Golhicus u. Hire Emissionen. Num. Zeit. XVI. (1884).

B. Pick : Zur Titulatur der Flarier. Z. f. N. XTII. (1885); XIV. (1887).

F. Kenner : Moneta August i. Num. Zeit. XVIII. (1886).

F. Kenner : Der romische Medallion. Num. Zeit. XIX. (1887).

Th. Mommsen : Die fiinfzehrt Miinzstatten derfiinfzehn d iodetianischen

Diikfsen. Z. f. N XV. (1887).

F. Gnecchi : Appunti di Kumisniatica romana. Rivista Italiana di

Numismatica, Iff. (1888 ff.J.

F. Kenner : Romische Goldbarren mit Stempeln. Arch.-epigr. Mitt.

aus Oest., XII. = Num. Zeit. XX. (1888).

A. Markl : Die SeidismuuzstStten under der Regierung des Quintillus

11. Hire Emissionen. Num. Zeit. XXII. (1890).

0. Seeck : Die Miinzpolitik Diochiians u. seiner Nachfilyer. Z. f. N.

XVII. (1890).

0. Voetter : Erste diristliche Zeichen auf rumischen Mini en. Num.
Zeit. XXIV. (1892).

M. Bahrfeldt: TJeberprdgte Miinzen aus d. Zeit d. rom. Republil-.

Z. f. N. XIX. (1895).

R. Mowat : Les Ateliers monetaires imperiaux en Gaule. Rev. Num.

1895.

R. Mowat : Combinaisons secretes de Lettres dans les Marques monitains

de VEmpire romain. Rev. Num. 1897.

J. W. Kubitschek : Beitrage zur fruhbyzantinischen Numismatik.

Num. Zeit. XXIX. (1897).

0. Seeok : Sesterz und Follis. N. Z. XXVIII. (1897).

H. Willers : Romische Silberbarren mit Stempeln. Num. Zeit. xxx.



KEY TO THE PLATES

Metal

EL

N

EL

EL

EL

EL

EL

A/

/R

M

M

Weight in
Grammes

1081

16-516

16-33

14-or

16-04

14-22

13-92

803

1030

5-44

8.36

PLATE I
Page

Rev. Oblong incnse be-

Babylonic Slater. Early
LydiaP Striations.

tween two squares.

VII C. B.C 177
Phocaea. Seal 1. Below, O. Rev. Two

incuse squares of unequal sizes. Phocaic

Stater. Early VI c. B.C. . 8, 33, 176, 214
Cyzieus. Tunny-fish bound with fillets. Rev.

Two incuse squares ; in smaller, scorpion.

Cyzicene Stater. Early VI c. B.C. . . . 167

Ephesus? AM^I'M^OTOAO. Stag
grazing r. [Rev. Oblong incuse between
two squares.] Phoenician Stater. Early
VI c. B.C. . . 79, 160, 168, 181, 210,

Cyzieus. Winged female figure running ].,

raising hem of chiton with 1. ; in ex-

tended r. tunny. Rev. Incuse square of

mill-sail pattern. Cyzicene Stater. B.C. 500-

45° 119. *52 , ^i '79
Uncertain of Ionia. Two lions' scalps com-
bined inversely. [Rev. Oblong incuse be-

tween two squares.] Phoenician Stater. VII c.

158
Miletus. Lion with head reverted, couchant

r.| within frame. Rev. Three incuses ; in
first, square, stag's head r. ; in second,
oblong, fox running 1. and three pellets ; in
third, quatrefoil, five pellets arranged on
two lines in saltire. illlesiani^) Stater. VII c
B. C. ..... 7

Sard.es (Croesus ?). Foreparts of lion and bull
confronted. Rev. Two incuse squares. Croe-

sean Gold Stater, b. c. 568-554 ... 7

Sardes (Croesus?). Similar to preceding.
Babylonic Stater. B c. 568 -554 . 7

Persia. The Great King running r. with bow
and spear. [Rev. Incuse square.] Sighs.

V c. b. c. . . . . . . 30, 172
Persia (Darius I\ Similar to preceding.

Daric. B.C. 521-486 .... 30, 172
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Metal

el

Billon

/R

/R

(R

"Weight in
Grammes

1406

14-37

IO-II

(pierced;

17-22

7-94

Plate I (continued).

SamOS? Forepart of bull r., head reverted.

[Rev. Quadripartite incuse square.] Mile-

sian (?) Slater. Late VI c. B. c. . . 39.

Lesbos. Gorgoneion. Rev. Incuse square.

Phoenician Stater, ca. <B. c. 500
Calymna. [Eudely reple^ented archaic

bearded head 1., in crested helmet.] Rev.

Chelys, in incuse impression adapted to its

shape. Babylonic Stater. Early VI c. B. 0.

Cyrene. Silphium, silphium-seed, and lion's

head 1. Rev. Eagle's head r. "with serpent
in beak ; in field, floral ornament ; the whole
in dotted incuse square. Euboic Tetradrachm.

Late VI c. B. c

Chios. Sphinx seated 1. ; in front, amphora.
Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Chian

didrachm. Early V c. u. c

Page

158

70

158 n

114

39

/R
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No.
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Metal

m

fR

fR

fE

fR

fR

Weight in
Grammes

856

11 88

17-18

11-67

8-55

fR
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No.
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No. Metal

/R

/R

fR

fR

m

fR

Weight in
Grammes

17-44

17-43

17-15

4283

15.00

43-36

17.26

7-74

PLATE VI.
Page

173

162

Naxos (Sicily). Head of Dionysus r. wearing
ivy-wreath. Rev. /V AX I O /V Silenus seated

on ground, raising cantharos to his lips.

Incuse circle. Attic Telradrachm. ca. 460
B. c 159, 162, 219

Selinus (Sicily). River-god SEAI^Og 1.

sacrificing with patera at altar, before which
a cock ; in his 1. a laurel-branch ; behind
him, selinon-leaf and bull on basis. [Rev.

V\0|TV\OV\IA35 Apollo and Artemis
in quadriga 1., Apollo shooting with his

bow.] Attic Tetradrachm. ca. 460B.C. .

JJaxos (Sicily). Types similar to no. 1, but
on rev. ivy grows beside Silenus, who holds

thyrsus. Attic 1'etradrachm. ca. 415 B.C.

Syracuse. SY P AK o S I n N Head of Per-

sephone 1 , wearing wreath of corn ; around,
four dolphins ; in field A ; below, traces of

signature EYAIhJE. [Rev. Quadriga 1.

;

above, Nike crowning charioteer ; below, on
steps, shield, greaves, cuirass and helmet

;

below which AO[A]A.] Attic Decadrachm.

ca. 400 b. o 65, 159, 163, 193
Thurium. Head of Athena r. Rev. OOY-

P I -n. N H Bull butting r. Incuse square.

Italic Distater. ca. 440 B.C. . . 117,

Syracuse. SYPAKoSinN Head ofAre-
thusa 1. ; around, four dolphins, on lowest

of which Kl MilN. Rev. Similar to no. 4.

Attic Decadrachm. ca. 400 B.C. 65,159,163,172,193
Syracuse. APEOOSA Head of Arethusa

facing, dolphins amid her hair. On diadem,

KlMttN. Rev. SYPAKO g| flN Quad-
riga ]., Nike above advancing towards
charioteer ; meta overturned beneath horses'

feet ; in exergue, ear of corn. Attic Tetra-

drachm 163, 172
Terina. Head of Nike r. in laurel-wreath ;

behind head, <t>. Rev. TEPlNAIO|s|
Nike, holding caduceus and bird, seated r.

onhydria. Italic Stater, ca. 420 B.C. . 158,163

163

>R 1439

PLATE VII.

Philip II of Macedon. Head of Zeus L
Rev. <t> I A I P P O Y Youth on horseback to

r. carrying palm-branch ; in field, bee.

Phoenician Stater. 359-336 b. c. . . 9,171
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No. Metal
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No. Metal

1 A/

JR

JR

JR

/R

JR

JR

N

JR

JR

Weight in
Grammes

8.31

17-16

10.71

17.00

16-64

16-82

16.87

863

1669

1645

PLATE VIII.
Page

Diodotus of Bactria. Head of Diodotus r.,

diademed. Sec. BASIAE-T-S AlOAO-
To Y Zeua 1. hurling thunderbolt, aegis on
his arm ; in field 1., wreath and eagle. Gold

Stater, ca. 250 B.C. . . . .10
Mithradates II ofPontus. Head of Mithra-

dates Ilr., diademed. [Rev. BASIAEflZ
MIOPAAATOY Zeus seated 1. with
eagle and sceptre; in field 1., star and cresc-

ent; three monograms.] Attic Tetradrachm.

240-T90 ? B.C. ...... 164
Alexander of Epirus. Head of Zeus r.,

wreathed with oak. Rev. AAEIANAPoY
[TO]Y NEOTTOAEMOY Thunderbolt.
In field, eagle r. Corcyrean Stater. 342-326 B.C. 164

Antimachus of Bactria. Head of Anti-
machus r. , wearing diadem and causia.

[Rev. BASIAEilS GEoY ANTIMA-
XoY Poseidon standing to front, with
trident and palm-branch. Monogram in

field.] Attic Tetradrachm. ca. 200 B. c. . 164
Side. Head of Athena r. (Countermark,

E<t>E and bow in bow-case). [Rev. Nike I.

carrying wreath ; in field 1. pomegranate
and AH.] Attic Tetradrachm. ca. 100 B.C. . 39

Aetolia. [Head of Heracles r. in lion's skin.
]

Rev. [A]ITQWi[N] Aetolia seated r. on
pile of shields, r. resting on spear ; in field,

letters and monogram. Attic Tetradrachm.

279-168 B.C. ...... 108
Philip "V of Macedon. On a Macedonian

shield, head of the hero Perseus 1. in winged
bonnet, harpa over shoulder, with features

of Prince Per-eus. [Rev. BASIAEHS
01 Air^l^oY Club, three monograms. The
whole in oak-wreath, outside which, sword.]

Attic Tetradrachm. 220-178 B.C. . 159,171
Alexander II of Syria. Head ofAlexander r.

,

diademed. Rev. [B] ASI AEHZ A AEZ-
ANAPoY 0E0Y EniOANoYZ
|\||KH<t>OPoY Zeus seated 1. with Nike
and sceptre. Gold Stater. 128-123 B.C. . 12

Perga. Head of Artemis r. , laureate, quiver

at shoulder. [Rev. APTE M I AoS HEP-
TAIAZ Artemis 1. with wreath and
sceptre, accompanied by hind ; in field,

sphinx r.] Attic Tetradrachm. He. B.C. 164, 169
Smyrna. Head of Cylielo r., turreted. Rev.

ICMYPN Al -TLfJ and monogram in oak

-

wreath. Attic Tetradrachm. He. B.C. 11, 164, 169
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Metal

JR

JR

M

/R

/R

JR

N

JR

Weight in
Grammes

16-82

I3'4i

I3'97

34

8.23

1665

PLATE IX.
Page

Epidaurus (Achaean League). Head of Zeus
r., laureate. Rev. In laurel-wreath AX in
monogram. Above monogram, serpent ; in

field ZQ. Aeginetic Triobol. Ill c. B.C. 10, 112

Zl
Byzantium (imitation of Lysimaehus\ Head

of Alexander the Great r. with ram's horn
and diadem. Rev. BAZIAE.QZ AYZI-
MAXOY Athena seated 1. holding Nike.
In field, monogram ; on seat BY; in exergue,
trident. Attic Tetradrachm. lie. B.C. 11,154,178

Byzantium. Head of Demeter r. veiled and
wreathed with corn. Rev. [E]PI OAYM-
PIOAnPfOY] 1 Poseidon seated r. In
field 1. PJ r. monogram. Phoenician Stater.

ca~. 280-270 B c. .

Chalcedon. Head of Demeter r. veiled and
wreathed with corn. Rev. KAAX Apollo,
with bow and arrow, seated r. on omphalos.
In field, monogram and A I. Phoenician
Stater, ca. 280-270 B.C. ....

Masioytes (Lycian League). Head of Apollo
r.laureate, bow at shoulder. Rev. AYKIQCJ
M A Z Lyre in incuse square. Rhodian (?)

Drachm. 168-ca. 81 b. c. . . 88,111,
Dyrrhachium. MO|\|oYNloZ Cow

suckling calf ; to r., ear of corn ; in exergue,
grapes Rev. AYP AAMHNOZ Double
floral pattern within square. 229-100 B.C.. 121

Athens. Head of Athena Parthenos r. Rev.

AOE. BAZIAE. MIOPAAATHZ
APIZTinN Owl on amphora; in field,

star between two crescents. The whole in
olive-wreath. 87-6 B c. . . . 87, 200

Athens. Head of Athena r. Rev. AOE.
ANTIOXOZ KAPAIXOZ MENAN.
Owl on amphora ; in field, elephant ; on
amphora I ; below Z(f). The whole in olive-

wreath. Shortly before 175 B.C. . 11,130

106

106

.153

JR 14.97

PLATE X.

Tiridates II of Parthia. Head of king 1.,

diademed. Rev. BACIAEnC BACI-
AEnisl APCAKDC EVEPTET.V
AIKAIDV EnilANDVC [l-]IAEA-
AHMDC King seated 1., holding Nike.
Debased Attic Tetradrachm. 33-32 B.C. 160

1 An Olympiodorus was prostates of Byzantium in 221 B.C., but this coin is probably to
be connected with another person of that name.
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No. Metal
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No. Metal

/R

A/

A/

/R

/R

/R

M

/R

A/

/R

/R

Weight in
Grammes

7.82

8-59

4.67

4.1

1

17-11

27.77

3-41

4-32

3-37

1 07

2-24

PLATE XI.
Page

181

Tarentum. Boy on horseback r. placing

wreath on head of horse ; another boy
examining horse's hoof. In field <t>. Bev.

TAP AS, with shield and trident to J. on
dolphin ; below, E and waves. Concave
field. 344-334 B.C. . . 62,172,175

Tarentum. Veiled head of Demeter r. In
front TAP A and dolphin, behind E. Bev.

TAPANTINnN Taras supplicating Po-

seidon. In field r. T and star ; below seat,

K ; on an incision, L Concave field.

344-334 bc 60, 175 n
Etruria. XX Young male head 1 , wreathed.

Bev. Bull 1., above which, bird flying with
wreath in beak ; in field I., star ; in exergue

in Etruscan characters F E L Z P A P I (retro-

grade). Concave field. Mid. IV c. B.C.

Syracuse. SYPAKoginN Head of

Athena three quarter face 1. ; around, four

dolphins. Bev. SYPAKoglilrJ AEY-
KAS[PI£] Leukaspis, with shield, hel-

met, and sword, fighting to r. with spear;

behind him, altar ; in front, ram lying on
its back. Attic Drachm. Early IV c. B.C. .

Carthage. Head of Persephone 1. wreathed
with corn; around, dolphins. Bev. Horse's

head 1. ; behind, palm-tree ; below, Phoeni-
cian letter ([n:n]n = the camp). Concave
field. Attic Tetradrachm. Mid. IV c. B.C.

Hiero II of Syracuse. Head of Hiero 1.,

diademed. [Bev. BA£IAEo£ lEPfl-
|s|0 2 Nike driving quadriga r. ; above,
star ; in field r. K.] Piece of 32 Litrae.

270-216 b.c .10, 164
Capua. Janiform head. Bev. ROMA Two

soldiers taking oath over a slain pig held
by a third kneeling between them.
panian drachm. End of IV c. B. c.

Rome. Head of Roma r. ; behind, X
RoM/\. The Dioscuri on horseback
charging to r. Denarius. Shortly after

268 b.c 47, 53, 170.

Rome. Head of Mars r. ; behind, N^X. Bev.

ROMA Eagle r. on thunderbolt. 60 Ses-

terces, ca. 217 b.c. .... 54.

Borne. Types as on no. 8 ; behind head, 1 1 S
Sestertius. Shortly after 268 b. c. . 47,170,187

Rome. Types as on no. 8 ; behind head, V.
Quinarius. Shortly after 268 b. 0. 47, 170, 187

55

187

9,97

Cam-

Bev.

60

187

99
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No.

13

H

Metal

/R

/R

Weioht in
Grammes

2-88

3'95

4-°5

Plate XI (continued).
Page

Rome. Head of Jupiter r. laureate. Rev.

ROMA Victory r. crowning trophy; at

her feet, a sow (moneyer's symbol). Vic-

toriatus . ..... 47
Italian Allies. ITALIA Head of Italia r.

Rev. The Dioscuri riding r. and 1. In
exergue, in Oscan characters, C. PAPI(ms)
C . (flius). Denarius. 90-89 b. c. . 99, 1 1

3

Italian Allies. Head of Italia 1. ; inscrip-

tion in Oscan, MVTIL(!«) EMBRATVR
Rev. Two soldiers taking oath over a pig
held by a kneeling man. In exergue, in-

scription as on no. 13. Denarius. 90-89 B.C. 99,113

/R

N

R

/R

/R

/R

JR

3-95

10.72

387

392

4-08

4.02

3-H

PLATE XII.

Rome. ROM A Bust of Roma I. In field

1. X. Rev. P. I^ERVA Three citizens en-
gaged in voting; on a tablet in the back-
ground, P. Denarius. 99-94 B. c. . . 132

Rome. L-SVLLA Head of Venus r. and
Cupid 1. with palm. Rev. IMPER ITE-
R V M Two trophies, lituus and ewer.
Aureus. 87 b. c. . . . 54, 100,17m, 173

Home. FAVSTVS Head of Diana r.

;

behind, lituus. Rev. FELIX Sulla seated
1. ; before him, Boechus kneeling, holding
up olive-branch ; behind him, Jugurtha,
hands bound, kneeling. Denarius. 62 B.C. 176

Rome. L. ROSC Head of Juno Lanuvina
r. in goat-skin head-dress. Behind, helmet.
Rev. FAB AT Girl bringing food to the
dragon of Lanuvium. Behind, club. Ser-

rated edge. Denarius. 70 b 0. . . . 154
Rome. [M SlCAVR AED CVR [E]X
SCREXARETAS Aretas,kingofNaba-
thaeans, kneeling r. beside camel. Rev.

[P] HVP(S)AEVS AED CVR C
HVPSAE COS PREIVER [CA]PTV
Jupiter in Quadriga 1. Denarius. 58 B.C. . 190

Rome. MO|slETA Head of Moneta r.

Rev. T. CARISIVS Moneyer's instru-

ments and cap of Vulcan. The whole in

wreath. Denarius. 45 b. c. . . . 145
Rome. CAESAR- DICT PERPETVo
Head of Julius Caesar r. wreathed. Rev.

L- B V C A Caduceus, fasces, axe, globe, and
clasped hands. Denarius. 44 b.c . . 100
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No.

5

Metal

/E

Weight in
Grammes Plate XIII (continued).

Page
Abydus. [A WroltpaTap KCAIffap Aotfmos

cennMioc ceovHPoc nepn-
Islaf Bust of Sept. Severus r.] Rev. 6171
APXo*ro5 (t>ABA.npoKAoVABVAH-
vav Leander swimming towards lighthouse
of Sestus, in which stands Hero with lighted
lamp. 193-211 a.d. ..... 176

Pergamum. 06AM PilMHN Bust of
Eoma r., wearing turreted crown. Rev.

06ON CVNKAHTON Bust of the
Roman Senate r. Ic.a.d. . . 91, 188

Conana (Pisidia). [AY7"c"<P<i™p \<aiaap
TTOrrA,or AlKimos rAAAIHN°C
CEBocttos Head of Gallienus r.l Rev.

KoislANeOON Zeus with sceptre; in
field, ©. 253-268 a.d 151

Samos. [M<V«b AVPs?ams KOMpoSos AN-
Tflvtivos Bust of Commodus r.] Rev.

C AM I i"lN Cultus statue of Samian Hera,
wearing polos, round which serpent twines,
and holding patera with pendent fillet in
each hand ; beside her, Nemesis, with r.

hand on her breast. 180-192 a.d. . . 169
Ephesus. [AAPIANOC KAICAP
OAYMTTIOC Bust of Hadrian r.] Rev.

6 Cp 6 C I H N Temple of Artemis, contain-
ing statue of the goddess, and showing
reliefs in the pediment ;ind on the lower
drums of the columns. [Bibl. Nat., Paris. 1

129-138 a. d • 169, 174

PLATE XIV.

6'73

Elis. [AYTOKPATOJP AAPIANOC
Bare head ofHadrian r.] Rev. HA6 1 [(ON]
Head of Zeus Olympius of Pheidias r. lau-

reate. [Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.]

117-138 a.d. 175

Caesarea (Cappadocia). [AAPIANOC
CeBACTOC Head of Hadrian r.] Rev.

YT7ATOC r.nATHPnAT>'&,?. Figure

of the Emperor on Mt. Argaeus ; in field,

sun and crescent. 119-138A.D. . 12,89,174
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No. Metal

/E

Billon

Weight in
Grammes

14.87

Billon

Plate XIV (continued).
Page

95

J 70

Antiochia (Pisidia). [I M Perator C A E Sar
Lucius SEPtimius SEVERVS PERtinax
A VG u stus. Head of S. Severus r. laureate. ]
Rev. COLonia CAESarea ANTIOCHia.
Senatus Romanus (?). M§n, wearing Phry-
gian cap, crescent at shoulders, stands to
front; in 1. Nike carrying trophy; r. rests
on sceptre ; 1. foot on bull's head ; beside
him, cock. 193-211 a.d. ....

Myra (Lycia). [AYTok/mtoj/) KAIoap
Mci/)KosANT<£»"osroPAIANoC C6Ba-
aro? Bust of Gordian III r. laureate.] Sev.

M V P 6 (l) N Simulacrum of Artemis Eleu-
thera in a tree which is attacked by two
men with axes and defended by two snakes.
238-244 a. d. .

Alexandria (Egypt). [KvTOKpaTwp YCaZoap
T\ott\ios Wklvvios O VnAepiayos TAAAIH-
NOC 6\ael3tis eVrux^s QeQaoTos Bust of
Gallienus r. laureate.] Sev. L A (year 4 .

Bust of Sarapis 1., wearing modius ; behind,
sceptre. 256-257 a. d 12,90

Laodieea (Pbrygia). [IOVAIA AoMNA
C 6/3aari7 Bust of Domna r. In a counter-
mark, head of an Emperor.] Rev. AAoAI-
KeilN NenKopnN Tyche holding
patera and statue of Zeus stands between
wolf and boar; in field, TTTH (=88).
2H a.d i ?I !87

Antioehia(Syria). [KAI ZAPoZ ZEBA-
ZTOY Head ofAugustus r.] Rev. ETOYZ
A hi I KHZ Tyche of Antioch seated r. on
lock, holding palm-branch; at her feet,

river-god swimming r. In field, YTIA (in
monogram) I T and another monogram
(ANTIOX?). 2-! B.C. . . . 12.

Alexandria (Egypt). [NEPilr KAAYB.os
KAIZap ZEBaa™ TEP^awtds AYTO-
icparaip Head of Nero r. laureate.] Sev.
NEO. ATAO. AAIM. Serpent Agatho-
daemon r., wearing skhent, enfolding ears
of corn and poppy-heads. In front, LT
(year 3). 56-57 a.d. . . . ^,90

Cotiaeum (Phrygia). AHMOC KoTI-
A E D N Beardless head of Demos r. (Sev.
Ent n. AlAfou AHMHTPIANoY ITT-
TTlKoC APXon-os KoTIAEDM (17,07 and
aiy in ligature). Helios in quadriga to front.]
253-260 A. D QI

89

188
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No.

10

Metal Weight ih
GRAMMES

Plate XIV (continued}.
Page

Apamea (Phrygia). AHMOS Bearded
bust of Demos r. Rev. TT. rT6AArON-
toc nANHrvpiApxoi- AnAMenN
Tyche standing to J., in r. rudder, in 1.

cornucopiae. 244-249 a. d. . . 91,188,212
Docimeum (Phrygia). I6PA • BoVAH
BustoftheBouler. [Rev. MAK6A O [si DM
[A]oK|M6[nN] Facade of hexastyle
temple.] lie. a.d. ... . 188

Dionysopolis (Phrygia). X6VC TTO-
THoC AloMvConoAeiTHN- Head
of Zeus Poteos r. , wearing taenia. Rev.

CTPATHToVNToC [C]r)[C]TPA-
TOVB. MEANAPoC Personification of

R. Maeander reclining I., in r. reed, 1. rests

on overturned urn from which water flows.

lie. a. d. . . . . 91,126,171,187

PLATE XV.

JE
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No. Metal

/R

A/

/R

Weight in
Grammes

3'I5

5-n

3°9

A/

A/

13

A/

/R

4-45

4-39

209

Plate XV {continued).
Page

Roman. [ANTON I MVS PI VS FELIX
AVG. Head of Elagabalus r. laureate.]

Rev. SANCT. DEO SOLI ELAGA-
BAL. Car drawn by four horses, contain-

ing stone of Elagabalus shaded by four

parasols. [Struck at Antioch.] Denarius.

218-222 a.d. ....... 186

Roman. [DIOCLETI AN VS AVGVS-
T V S Bust of Diocletian r., laureate.] Bev.

IOVI CONSERVATORI Jupiter with
sceptre and thunderbolt standing to 1., eagle

at bis feet ; in field 5 (60), in exergue

SMA. [Struck at Antioch.] Aureus. 303-

E.lman
1
''

DIOCLETI ANVS AVG. Head
of Diocletian r., laureate. Bev. VICTORIA
S A R M AT. Four soldiers sacrificing before

the gate of a camp. [Struck at Trier.]

Miliarense. 286-305 a. d. . . -53
Roman. [IMP. C. DIoCLETIANVS

P. F. AVG. Head of Diocletian r. lau-

reate.] Bev. GENlo PoPVII RoMANI
Genius standing to 1. with cornucopiae and
patera ; infield, XX I B ; in exergue, A L.E.

[Struck at Alexandria.] Follis. 296-305 a.d. 51

Roman. CONSTANTINVS P.F. AVG.
Head of Constantine I r. laureate. Bev.

VOTIS V • MVLTIS X • Victory
writing en shield, supported on column,
VICTORIA AVG. In exergue, P TR.
[Struck at Trier.] Solidus. 306-337 a.d. . 55

Roman. Dominus Noster HONORIVS
P. F. AVG. Bust of Honorius facing,

wearing diadem, and holding in 1. mappa,
in 1. sceptre surmounted by eagle. Bev.

VOT. XXX. MVLT. XXXX. Seated
figure of the Emperor, holding mappa and
sceptre with eagle ; in field, R V ; in
exergue, CO MOB. [Struck at Ravenna.]
Solidus. 395-423 a.d. . . . . .165

Constantinople, dominus Noster |iERA-
CL.IHS PerPetuus AVI (Augustus). Bust
of Heraclius I facing, wearing helmet, and
holding cross in r. Bev. VICTORIA
AVC,4sta 6 and in exergue C0N0B
Cross potent on three steps. Solidus. 610-
641 a.d 165, 171

Roman. D.N. FL. CL. I VLI AN VS P. F
AV. Bust of Julian II r., diademed. Bev.

VOT. X. MVLT. XX. in wreath; below
which, CoNS. [Struck at Constantinople.]
Siliqua. 361-363 a. u 54



INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Abbreviations in inscriptions, 197.
Abdera, standard, 34 ; in alliance
with Amphipolis, 116; type of
griffin, 117 ;

punning types, 120.

Abydos, Hero and Leander, 176.
PI. XIII. 5.

Acanthus (Macedon), change in

standard, 205 ; lion and bull,

174.
Acarnania, federal coinage, 108.

Accent in Roman inscriptions, 217.

Accusative, names of deities in, 186.

Achaean league, coinage of, 10, 112.

PI. IX. 1.

Acragas : see Agrigentum.
Acropolis of Athens as type, 174.
Actian era, 201.

Adada (Pisldia), 198.

Adjectives naming issuing au-

thority, 180.

Adianum (Sicily), 43.
Adulteration of coinage, 31, 68, 71

;

penalty for, 105.

Aediles, coins signed by, 138.

Aegae (Achaea), form of 7, 209.

Aegeae ^Cilicia), era, 201 ; form of 0,

211.

Aegean Islands, standard, 36.

Aegina, eai'ly coinage, 6,8
;
quality,

13 ; electrum of (?', 14 ; Aeginetic

standard, 34 f., 223. PI. II. 1.

Aegium (Achaea), rjiuol3e\iv, 196.

Aemilius Scaurus, 190. PI. XII. 5.

Aeneas at New Ilium, 176.

Aenus (Thrace), standard, 38 ; type

of Hermes, 169, 206.

Aetna, coins of, 200 ; Aetna-Inessa,
16.

Aetolia, federal coinage, 108
;
per-

sonified, ib. PI. VIII. 6.

Africa, alliances in, 1 18.

Agathocles of Syracuse, 10 ; titu-

lature, 18 r.

Agonistic inscriptions, 192 f. ; table,

193-
Agrigentum (Acragas), gold coinage,

42 ; decadrachms, 65 ; eagles and
hare, 163 ; artists' signatures,

195; forms of a, 208; v, 211
;

a, 214. PI. III. 9.

Agyrium (Sicily), 43.
A.iax, son of Oi'leus, 187.

Alabanda (Caria), 200.

Alaesa (Sicily), 113.

Alba Fucentis, 59.
Alcaeus at Mytilene, 186.

Alexander of Epirus, style of coins,

164. PI. VIII. 3.

Alexander of Pherae, 81, 180.

Alexander III of Macedon, the
Great, coinage, 81, 82 ; standard,

38 ; decadrachms, 65 ; quality,

13 ; types, 171: represented as
Heracles, 172 ; at Sagalassus, 175 ;

imitations of his coins, 10, 11, 38,
I77 . PI. VII. 4, 5.

Alexander II of Syria, Zebina, gold
coin, 11. PI. VIII. 8.

Alexandria (Egypt), 12, 14, 89

;

cessation of Greek coinage, 92

;

inscriptions, 190
j

personifica-

tions, 188 ; Roman mint-marks,
140. PI. XIV. 5, 8 ; XV. 9.

Alexandria Troas, gold, 87 n.

Alliances, 102 f. ; within the union
of S. Italy, 104.
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Alloys, 13, 16 ; testing of, 24. See

also Adulteration.
Altai' as type, 171.
Amasia (Pontus), altar of, 171.

Ambianum (Gaul), mint-marks,
228.

Amblada (Pisidia), title, 184.

Amenanus, river, 187.

Amphaxitis, 109.

Amphictiones of Delphi, 81, 117.

PI. V. 7.

Amphipolis (Macedon), standard,

34 ; a Macedonian mint, 109

;

mint-mark, 178 ; facing head,

163; race-torch, 172. PI. V. 1.

Amyntas of Galatia, gold pieces,

87 n.

Anastasius I, bronze coinage, 53.
Anaxilas of Rhegium, types con-

nected with, 175.
Anazarbus(Cilicia),r.B.,r.r., 191 n.;

yvfxvatXiapxto., 193 n.

Ancyra (Galatia), 172.

Animal types, 161, 173.
Anthius, river, 187.

Antimachus of Bactria, portrait,

164. PI. VIII. 4.

Antiochia—Alabanda, 200.

Antiochia (Caria), bridge over
Maeander, 174 ; awapxia, 193 n.

Antiochia (Pisidia), type of Men,
95 ; Victoria* BDD. NNN., 198. PI.

XIV. 3.

Antiochia (Syria"), dpyvpo/coTreta at,

131 n. ; coinage &5e\(pS:v Srjpwv,

113 ; silver under the Empire, 12,

14, 89 ; standard, 34 ; tetradrachms
= 3denarii,74; coinswithS.O.,94;
titles of Trajan at, 182 n. ; erovs

veov Upov, 196 ; Roman mint-
marks, 228. PI. XIV. 7 ; XV. 6, 7.

Antiochus II of Syria, form of ca,

214.

Antiochus III of Syria, defeat at

Magnesia, it.

Antiochus IV of Syria, Epiphanes,
and the apyvpoicoTrua, 131 n. ; titles,

185 ; Athenian coin, 122 ; form
of a, 214. PI. IX. 8.

Antiochus VI of Syria. PI. X. 4.

Antiochus VII of Syria and Simon
Maccabaeus, 85.

Antoninianus, 51, 53.

Antoninus Pius, titles, 182. PI.

XV. 3.

Antonius (M.), quality of coins, 14.

Apamea (Phrygia), Noah's Ark, 170

;

form of 0, 212. PI. X. 6 ; XIV. 10.

Apamea (Syria), 113.

Aphrodite as type, 169 ; temple at

Paphos, 174.

Apollo as type of Lacedaemon, 169,

206 ; 'hpxayhas, 113; at Amphi-
polis, 163 ; slaying Python at

Croton, 170 ; with wind-god, at

Caulonia, 171.

Apollonia (Illyria), standard, 40
;

magistrates' names, 121 ; form of

«", 210.

Aptera (Crete), artist's signature,

t-95-

Apulia, Tarentine standard in, 63.

Aquileia, mint-marks, 228.

Arabia, standard, 33.

Aradus (Phoenicia), standard, 33,
PI. VII. 5.

Arcadia, federal coinage, 81, 107 ;

full-face coins, 164 n. ; artists' sig-

natures (?), i95;oS(c\os),i96;form
of 8, 209; use of koppa, 215. PI.

II. 8.

Areas and Hermes at Pheneus, 170.

Archaisms on coins, 153, 162, 203.

Archelaus I of Cappadocia, 165.

PI. X. 9.

Architectural types, 206.

Archons in Asia Minor, 128.

Arelatum (Gaul), mint-marks, 228.

Aietas of Nabathaea, 190.

Areus of Sparta, 82.

Argaeus, Mount, at Caesarea, 89,

174.

Argo, representation of, 189.
Argos, iron coin, 17, 18.

Ariminum, standard of, 49 n.

Aristotle's conception of money, 67.

Armenia, representation of, 187.

Aisaces I of Parthia, 10.

Artemis as type, 169 ; coin of Sicyon
dedicated to, 197 ; temple at

Ephesus, 174 ; i\ev6ipa, 170,
184 n. ; the stag her symbol, 79 n.,

168. PI. I. 4.

Artists : see Coin-engravers.
Aryandes, 84 n.

As of Central and Northern Italy,

59 ; of Luceria and Venusia, 63 ;

of Rome, 45 ; fall in weight, 46 f.

;

Roman imperial, 50 ; of pure
copper, 16.
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Asoalon (Judaea), portrait of Cleo-

patra, 165. PI. X. 8.

Asia Minor, local standards, 38

;

restrictions of coinage under
Rome, 12, 87. Asia Provincia,

PI. XII. 8.

Asiarch, office of, 129.

Aspendus (Pamphylia), types, 172 ;

convention with Selge, 106.

Asylum, right of, 184.

Athena as type, 169, 171.

Athens, earliest coinage, 8, 15m. ; its

quality, 13, 68 ;
gold, 9 ; weight

of gold drachm, 31 ; electrurn (?),

14 ; denominations of silver, 64 ;

archaism, 162, 203, 209 ; type of

Athena, 169 ; treatment of head,

161 ; olive-spray, 168 ; coinage of

'new style,' 11 ; mint-marks,
130 ; monetary officials, 121 f.

;

'A0e. 6 Sc/ios, 181
;
gold of Mith-

radates, 87, 200 ; forms of a, 208
;

6,210 ; type ofAcropolis, 174 ; rela-

tion ofAthens to subject-allies, 83 ;

Attic standard, 38, 223. See also

Euboic-Attic. Attic tetradrachms
tariffed disadvantageously, 73.
PI. II. 2 ; IV. 3 ; IX. 7, 8.

Athletic types, 172.

Attributes of deities as symbols,

178.

Audoleon of Paeonia, form of o, 212.

Augusta Trevirorum, mint-marks,
229.

Augusti, cult of, 183.

Augustus, restores tresviri monetalcs,

134 ; coin with his portrait, 165 ;

with quod viae mun. sunt, 190. PI.

XII. 8, 10 ; XIV. 7.

Aurei, Roman, 54.

Authority indicated by types, 171 ;

by inscriptions, 180.

Baal-Tars as type, 169.

Babylonian weight-system, 27

;

standard, 32, 222, 223 ; dis-

tribution, 33.
Bactria, coinage of, 10. See also An-
timachus, Diodotus, Eucratides.

Nickel coins, 16.

Baletium (Calabria), form of 6, 210.

Bankers, supposed private issues,

79-

Barbarous imitations of Greek coins,

9, 2°3, 2°4-

Bars of metal as currency, 5 ; of

gold from mint at Sirmio, 136,

137-

Barter, 1.

Basin fur oil, 193.
Berenice and Ptolemy I, 185.

Billon, 16.

Bisaltae, standard of, 34 ; form of

/?, 209 ; of A, 211.

Bithynia, icoivovof, 118. PI. XIII 4.

Blanks, preparation of, 143 f., 148.

Boards of magistrates, 129.

Boats, names of, 193. See also

Galley.

Boeotia, shield of, 168 ; federal

coinage, 107 ; form of a, 208.

Borders, 158 ; of dots in imperial
times, 204.

Bosporus Cimmerius (Crimean
district), gold coinage, 13. 33, 86

;

ritual fiaaLktajs, 189 ; form of u,

208.

Bottiaea (Macedon), 109.

Boul^ personified, 91, 188.

Brasidas in Thrace, 205.
Brass, Roman, 15, 50.

Brescello, hoard of, 218.

Britain, restriction of coinage, 87.

Bronze, as a medium of exchange,
41 ; first used for coinage, 9 ; its

unpopularity in Crete, 69 ;
quality

of, 15 ; u-e in Sicily, 43 ; Italy

and Rome, 41, 44! ; South Italy,

63;Etruria,57;cessationinRoman
Republic, 49 ; coinage of Roman
colonies, 93 ; of provinces under
Empire, 91. See also Copper.

Brundisium, standard, 49 n.

Bruttians, coinage of, 61, 109.

Brutus, coins with KOSfiN, 86; with
portrait of L.Junius Brutus, 186.

Bull, human-headed, 161. Sardes,
PI. I. 8, 9 ; Samos (?), PI. I. 12.

Buthrotum, 138.

Byzantium, iron coinage, 9, 17;
standard of silver, 34 ; convention
withChalcedon, 106 ; mint-murks,
178, 194 ; form of j8, 208, 209

;

abbreviation for Kataap, 198 ; im-
perial silver, 90. PI. IX. 2, 3.

Caecilius Metellus (M.), type, 176.

Caepio : see Servilius.
' Caeretan right,' colonies with,

92.

T 2
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Caesar, coinage, 100 ; increases
moneyers to four, 134. PI. XII. 7.

Caesarea (Cappadocia), coinage
under the Empire, 12, 14. 89 ;

inscriptions on, 190, 196 ; Mount
Argaeus, 174. PI. XIV. 2.

Calpurnius Piso Caesoninus, 191.

Calymna, form of incuse, 158 n.

PI. I. 14.

Camarina i,Sicily) gold, 42 ; artists'

signatures, 194.

Camirus (Rhodes), electrum, 14.

Camp coinage of Carthage, 98.

Campania, Roman electrum in, 70
;

Campanian standard, 34, 60, 61,

223. See also Capua.
Camulodunum, mint-marks, 228.

Canting or punning types and
symbols, 120, 176.

Capricorn of Augustus, 172.

Capros, river, 171.

Capua, gold, 60 ; electrum, 15, 61.

PI. XI. 7.

Caracalla, gold, 87 ; antoninianus,

5 i,53- PI- XV. 4 .

Caria, silver in imperial times, 90.

Carisius (P.), ico.

Carisius (T.), 145. PI. XII. 6.

Carteia (Spain), 138.

Carthage, begins to coin, 9 ; military
coinage, 97 ; electrum, 15, 71 ;

standard, 34 ; heavy denomina-
tions, 65 ; Roman colony, 136 n.

;

Roman mint-marks, 229. PI.

XI. 5.

Carthago Nova, 138.

Cast coins, 73, 155 ; casting of
blanks, 143.

Castor and Pollux on Roman silver,

170.

Catana (Sicily) gold, 42; artists'

signatures, 194, 195 ; form of o,

208 ; in alliance with Leontini,

115 ; coins with name of Aetna,
200.

Caulonia (Bruitium), a member of

South Italian union, 103 ; type of

Apollo with wind-god, 171
;

treatment of human figure, 161,

PI. III. 3.

Celenderis (Cilicla), standard, 36.

Centenionalis, 52.

Chalcedon, convention with By-
zantium, 106 ; abbreviation for
Kmirap, r98. PI. IX. 4.

Chalcidice, standard, 34, 38; federal

coinage, 108. PI. V. n.
Chalcis and the Euboic standard,

37 ; standard of Chalcidian
colonies, 36.

Chalcus. 37, 64.

Chariot-types at Syracuse, 172, 193 ;

to front, 164 n.

Chersonesus Taurica, ZKevBepas, 184.

Chios, standard, 39, 223 ; names of

denominations, 196. PI. I. 16.

Chrysopolis, the plant, 24.

Cilicia, spread of coinage to, 9

;

under Persia, 84 ; under Seleu-

cidae, 85.

Cimon, coin-engravers of this name,
193, 195-

Circular incuse, 153.

Cistophori, 12, 39, 87, 88, 224.

Cilies personified, 187 ; titles of,

183.

Cius (,Bithynia), 150.

Clay moulds for easting coins, 157.

Clazomenae (Ionia), iron coins,

72 n. ; artist's signature, 195 ;

X(a\/fovs), 196.

Cleopatra, portrait at Ascalon. 165 ;

at Patrae, 85. PI. X. 8.

Clodius Macer, 101 n.

Cnidus, coinage of ^,94 B.C., 112;
head of Aphrodite, 206.

Coin, definition of, 2.

Coin-engravers, status of, 131 ; sig-

natures, 194.
Coining, processes of, 143 f.

Cologne, 94.
Colonies, Greek, 116; Roman, 92;
monetary officials, 136.

Colophon (Ionia\ r)jj.io0u\wv and
TerapTrjfJoptov, 196.

Colybrassus (Cilicia), yv/j.vaaiapxia,

193 n.

Commemorative inscriptions, 189.

Commercial alliances, 102 f.
;

theory of coin-types, 166.

Commodus as Roman Hercules, 91,
PI. XIII. 2. 8.

Common manah, 29 ; norm, 30,

32-

Complimentary issues, T89 ; in-

scriptions, 190 ; alliances, 102.

Conana (Pisidia), PI. XIII. 7.

Concave fabric, 154, 155.
Constantine the Great, coinage, 52,

55. PI. XV. 10.
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Constantinopolis, mint-marks, 194,
228, 229. PI. XV. 12, 13.

Consul, authority over coinage, 132 ;

title, 182 ; abbreviated cos, 198.

Copia = Lugdunum, 93.

Coponius (C), praetor, 100.

Copper, 15, 16 ; sources, 22 ; im-
portance in Italyand Egypt, 22n.

;

relation to silver, 37. See also

Bronze.
Cora (Latium), 59.
Coresia (Ceos), sepia-type, 173.

Corcyra, begins to coin, 8, 9 ; types,

117, 177 ; magistrate^' names,
121 n. ; names of boats, 193, 194 ;

Corcyraean standard, 40, 56, IT7.

PI. II. 7.

Corfinium, 113.

Corinth, early coinage, 8
;
quality,

13 ; type of Athena, 169 ; use of

koppa, 215 ; a Roman colony, 93,

94 n. Corinthian standard, 41,

223 ; origin of South Italian stan-

dards, 61. PI. II. 5, 6; IV. 6.

Cornelius Sulla : see Sulla.

Corporations, coins issued by, 129.

Cos, discobolus of, r62, 172 ; form
of <r, 213.

Cotiaeum (Phrygia\ PI. XIV. 9.

Cotys of Thrace, Kutvos xaPaK 'T'lh

180 n.

Countries personified, 187.

Cragus (Lycia), in.
Crenides (Macedon), gold of, 9, 20.

Crete, standard, 36 ; cistophori, 39 ;

silver in imperial times, 90.

Crimea : see Bosporus Cimmerius.
Croesus, coins ascribed to, 7. PI. I.

8,9.
Cross as type, 171.

Croton (Bruttium), a member of

South Italian union, 103 ; in alli-

ance with other towns, 104, 115;
shares die withMetaponturn, 151

;

tripod-type, 171 ; Apollo and
Python, 170 ; use of koppa, 215.

Cumae (Campania), gold, 60 ; type
of mussel, 173 ; form of inscrip-

tion, 181.

Cybele as type, 169.

Cydon at Cydonia, 170.

Cydonia (Crete), Cydon as type,

170 ; artist's signature, 195.
Cyprus, spread of coinage to, 9

;

standard, 33, 36 ;
gold, 84.

Cyrenaiea, adopts coinage, 8 ; elee-

trum, 14 ; standard, 34 ; Cyre-
nians in alliance with Samians
and Ialysians, 114; coinage under
the Ptolemies, 85 ; federal coins,

113 ; silphium type, 173. PI. I.

15 ; v. 3.

Cyzicus, electrum coinage, 14

;

standard, 33 ; divisional system,

65 ; discount on electrum, 70

:

tunny-type, 166 f. ; monstrous
types, 161 ; birth of Erichthonius,

170 ; Heracles and serpents, 112 ;

coin of Pharnabazus, 96 ; relation

of symbol to type, 119 f., 179;
archaistic retention of incuse
square, 153, 203 ; Eoman mint-
marks, 228, 229. PI. I, 3, 5 ; V.
6, 8 ; XIII. 1.

Damastium (Epirus), mining im-
plements on coins, 21 n.

Daric, 13 ; weight of, 30.

Datames, satrap, 96.

Dates, how indicated, 201 ; inscrip-

tions relating to, 196.
Dating of coins, 199 f.

Dative, names of deities in, 186;
Greek dative -Latin ablative (?;,

13911.

Debasement of coinage under the
Empire, 13, 14. See also Adul-
teration, Degradation.

Decadrachms, 64 f.

Decargyrus, 54.
Decennalia, 190.

Decorative types, 177.
Decussis, Roman, 49.
Dedicatory formulae, 127 ;

graffiti,

197.
Deduction from weights hy mint,

3°i 31-

Degradation of standards, 26, 31,
156 ; in size, 156; in quality, 205 ;

a sign of date, 205.

Deification of rulers, 185.

Deities as types, 169 ; named on
coins, 186.

Delphi, coinage of Amphictiones,
81, 117, 169; in alliance with
Side, 102. PI. V. 7.

Demareteion, style of, 159, 161

;

date of, 200.

Demetrias (Thessaly), 109.
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Demetrius Poliorcetes, 10, 175. PI.

VII. 7, 10.

Demetrius I, of Syria, Soter, 11.

Demos personified, 91, 188.

Denarius, history of, 47, 48, 53 ;

basis of Western coinage, 86

;

made universal money of account,

73, 89 ; double denarius of Dio-
cletian, 51.

Denominations, 64 ; how far in-

dicated by types, 168; named on
coins, 196.

Dextans of Teate and Venusia, 62.

Didrachm, 64, 69.

Didyma, 80, 191.

Dies, 145, 149 f. ; hinged together,

204 n. ; differences in, 130 ; com-
munity of, 150.

Diobol, 64.

Diocletian, monetary reforms, sr,

53, 54 ; mint-marks on coins, 140.

PI. XV. 7-9.

Diodotusof Bactria, 10. PI. VIII. i.

Dione as type, 169.

Dionysius of Syracuse, debased
coinage, 17, 70.

Dionysopolis (Phrygia), 91. PI.

XIV. 12.

Dionysus, head of, type of Naxos,
r62 ; KTiffT?;s, 186.

Discobolus of Cos, 162, 172.
Discount on silver of Asia Minor,

87 ; on eleetrum, 70.

Divisional system of Asiatic stan-
dards, 64 ; of Corinthian, 51. See

also Denominations.
Docimeum (Phrygia), PI. XIV. n.
Domna, Julia, PI. XIV. 6.

Drachm, origin of name, 5 n. ; of

Athens, 64 ; Didyma, 191 n.

Dupondius, 15, 49, 50.

Duumviri in Roman colonies, 136,
138.

Dyrrhaehium (Illyria), standard,

40; magistrates' names, 121;
form of 6, 210. PI. IX. 6.

Eagles and hare, type of Agrigen-
tum, 163. PI. I. 15.

Ecclesia personified, 188.

Edessa (Mesopotamia), imperial
silver, 90.

Edoni, Getas king of, 81, 181 n.
;

use of 7), 210. PI. II. 9.
Egypt; system of weights, 27 ;

standard of coinage, 34. See also

Ptolemies, Alexandria.
Elagabalus. PI. XV. 6.

Eleetrum, composition of, 14 ; dis-

tribution, 14. 15 ; early coinage,

8 ; supposed private is.-ues, 79 ;

divisional system of Asiatic elee-

trum, 65 ; debased character, 70 ;

at Syracuse, 43 ; in Campania,
61, 70 ; at Carthage, 71 ; at

Cimmerian Bosporus, 86.

Eleusis, sanctuary coinage, 81.

PI. IV. 5.

Elis, type of Victory on basis, 163 ;

of Zeus, 169; archaistic use of f,
125; artists' signatures (?), 194,

195. PI. V. 2 ; XIV. *.

Emesa, silver under Rome, 89.

Emperors, cultus of, 1 18 ; titulature

of, 182 ; identified with deities,

91 ; their families, 230 f.

Epaminondas, coin of, 124.

Ephesus, eleetrum, 79 n.
;
gold of

8784 B.C., 39, 87 ; cistophori, 39 ;

coinage with Heracles and ser-

pents, 112 ; imperial silver, 90 ;

to aya$6v personified, 188 ; type
of Artemis, 169 ; temples, 189 ;

temple of Artemis, 174 ; UpaTrq/jL-q,

189 ; neocorates, 183 ; veai. 'Etpe.Sij.

etrex^P; I27 ; StfpaxftoVj 196 ; mint-
mark, 178. PI. I. 4 ; VIII. 5 ;

XIII. 9.

Epidaurus, PI. IX. 1.

Epimeletes, 127.

Epirus, type of Zeus and Dione,
169 ; federal coinage, 108. See

also Alexander of Epirus.
Eras, 201 f.

Eretria, 107.

Erichthonius, birth of, 170.
Eryx (Sicily), in alliance with

Segesta, 115.

Etruria, spread of coinage to, 9

;

standards, 38, 55. PI. III. 1
;

XI. 3.

Euboea, eleetrum, 14 ; early silver,

8; standard, 38; cow-type, 173;
types indicating denominations,
66 ; federal coinage, 107 ; form of
a, 208. PI. II. 4.

Euboic-Attic standard, 38, 223 ;

discarded in Clialcidice, 205 ;

combined with Sicel system, 42 ;

in Etruria, 56.
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Eucratides of Bactria, ' medallion,'

65.

Evaenetus, coin' engraver, xgs, 194.

Exchange, stages in development
of, 1.

Fabric, 143 ; an indication of date,

203.

Facing head on coins, 163 ;
quad-

riga and riders, 66.

False moneying, 72, 73 ; moulds
used by false moneyers [?), 157.

Familia monetalis, 135.

Faustina I, PI. XV. 5.

Faustina II, die of, 149, 150.
Federal coinages, 10, 103 ; under
Eome, 88.

Festival coinages, 91, 118, 191 f.

;

inscriptions, 192.

Fiesole hoard, 220.

Finds as evidence for dating coins,

217.

Fish-shaped co : ns, 3, 156.

Flaminian Way restored, 190.

Flamininus, T. Quinctius, gold coin,

99-
Flan : see Blank.
Follis, 51 f.

Forgery : see False moneying.
Forum of Trajan, 189.

Founders named on coins, 187.

Gades (Spain), 93, 95.
Galley, as type, 173 ; racing-galleys,

193-

Gallienus, PI. XIII. 7 ; XIV. 5.

Games : see Festival.

Gaulish coinage, origin, 9, 10 ; imita-

tions of coins of Philip II, 177 ;

of Rhoda, 178 ; leaden and tin

coins, 16 ; coinage restricted by
Rome, 87.

Gela (Sicily), gold coinage, 42

;

human-headed bull, 161 ; form
of 7, 209. PI. III. 7.

Genitive, magistrates' names i n , 121

,

127 ; deities' names in, 186.

Gerousia, personified, 91, 188.

Getas, king of Edoni, 81, 181 n. ; use
of 7i,

210. PI. II. 9.

Glass coin-weights, 18.

Gold, sources of, 19 ;
quality in

coinage, 13 ;
gold-unit equated to

ox, 27 ;
gold-standard, 33, 222,

223 ; relation of gold to silver,

42, 75 ; becomes important in

coinage, 9 ; in Etruria, 55 ; at

Rome, 54 ; in South Italy, 60 ; in

Sicily, 42 ; issued by subjects of

Macedon and Persia, 84 ; dis-

appearance from Greek coinage,

ir ; regulation of, under Rome, 86.

Gomphi (Thessaly), form of 7, 209.

Gordian III, PI. XIV. 4.

Gortyna (Crete), goddess in tree,

163 ; foreshortening of figures,

164 n. ; barbarous imitations, 204

;

introduction of bronze, 69 ; form
of 7, 209 ; of 1, 21 1 ; of a, 213. PI.

IV. 2, 4.

Graffiti, 197.

Grains of corn used to determine
weight-unit, 27.

Grants of right of coinage, 85, 88.

Graeco-Asiatic standard. 32.

Graving-tool used for coin-dies, 149.

Gyges of Lydia, coins ascribed to, 7.

Gymnasiarch, 193.

Hadrian, travels of, 176. PI. XIII.

3, 4, 9 ; XIV. 1, 2.

Haliartus (Boeotia), form of spiritus

asper, 210.

Halicarnassus, Phanes of, 79 n.

Harbours of Zancle and Side, 173,

174-

Hare at Rhegium and Messana,
175; tornbyeaglesatAgrigentum,
163.

Hatria, standard, 59.
Head, human, treatment on coins,

161 f.

Heliopolis (Syria), silver coinage
under Rome, 89.

Helios as tj-pe, 169.

Hemiobol, 64.

Hemitetartemorion, 64.

Hera as type, 169.
Heraclea (Lueania), gold, 60 ; stan-
dard of silver, 63 ; artist's sig-

nature, 195.

Heraclea (Thrace), Roman mint-
marks, 229.

Heracles, type of Alexander the
Great, 171, 172 ; fighting hydra,
170; strangling serpents, 112,

173 ; Commodus as 'HpanMjs
'Poj/taTos, 91.

Heraclius I, PI. XV. 12.
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Heraea (Arcadia), iron coin, 18

;

mint of federal coinage, 107.

Heraldic schemes, 158.

Herbessus (Sicily), 43.
Hermes as type, 169, 170.

Hero and Leander, 175.
Hicetas of Syracuse, 10.

Hiero I of Syracuse, founds Aetna,
200.

Hiero II of Syracuse, 10 ; SiKeAiwrap

coins, 113; portrait, 164. PI.

XI. 6.

Hieronymus of Syracuse, 10.

Hieropolis (Phrygia), 127.

Himera (Sicily), warm springs at,

173 ; destruction of the city, 199 ;

coins with Agrigentine type, 115,

207 ; standard, 36 n. ; artists'

signatures, 195 ; form of spiritus

asper, 210.

Hippias and the Athenian coinage,

41, 69.

Historical allusions in types, 175,

207 ; dating by historical evidence,

199.
Hoards, as evidence fordating coins,

217.

Holmi (Cilicia), union with Side,

i°5-

Homer represented on coins, 176,

185.

Homonoia, 115.

Honorius, PI. XV. 11.

Horse, Thessalian type, 172 ; symbol
of Liberty, 173.

Horseman, type of Tarentum, 172
;

seen to front, 164 n.

Hot-striking, 148.

Household of Emperor in charge of
coinage, 135.

Hyporon (Bruttium) and Mystia,

"5-
Hypsaeus : see Plautius.

Hyrgalean koivov, 107.

Ialysus (Rhodes), allies of Cyrenians
from, 114.

Iasus (Caria), coinage of 394 u.c,
112. PI. V. 9.

lceni, type of, 177 n.

Ilium, New, type of Aeneas, 176 ;

types and inscriptions, 186.

Imitative types, 177.
Imperator, right of coinage, 98.
Incuse impression, origin of, 148,

149 ; varieties of, 152, 153 ; 'mill-

sail ' square, 203 ; revival of in-

cuse square, 153, 203 ; incuse

types of South Italy, 152 ; of Les-

bos, 153.
Inscriptions, artistic treatment of,

160; classification of, 180 f. ; in-

dications of date drawn from, 207,
208.

Ionian theory of origin of coinage,

7 ; early coins, PI. I. 6, &c.

Iron, sources of, 23 ; coins, 5 n., 6 n.,

9 n., 17; at Clazomenae, 72 n.

;

core of plated coins, 72.

Island-coins, 8.

Isthmian games, 192.

Italia, name of Corfinium, 113.

Italian Allies, federal issues, 86

;

113. PI. XI, 13, 14.

Italic standard, 61, 223;
Italy, bronze in, 44 f. ; Northern
and Central, standards, 59

;

Southern, begins to coin, 9 ; stan-

dards, 60
;
quality of coins, 13 ;

incuse types, 152 ; monetary
union, 103; alliance coins, 114.

Judaea, coinage of procurators, 91 ;

of First Revolt, 34, 85 n. ; coins
referring to its subjection, 176,

189.

Jugurtha, surrender of, 176.

Julia Procla, 186.

Julian II, PI. XV. 13.

Junius Brutus (L.), portrait of, 186.

Juno Moneta, temple of, 141.

Kheriga of Lycia, type of Athena
seated, 206.

Kikkar, 28.

Kings, coinage of, 10 ; represen-
tation of, 172, PI. I. 10, n;
titulature, 181.

'Kneeling' figures on coins, 158.
Koina, issues of, 113, 118, 189, 192.
Kupfernickel, 16.

L, numeral sign, 90, 203.
Lacedaemon, iron coinage, 9, 17 ;

type of Apollo, 169, 206.
Lampsacus, electrum coinage, 14,

70 ; style of staters, 164 ; types
and symbols, 120; Heracles and
serpents, 112. PI. V. 10.
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Laodicea (Phrygia), rivers of, 171,

187 ; coins with &6-y[mTi2vvK\7]T0Vj

91 n., 191. PI. XIV. 6.

Laodicea (Syria), coinage dSeXtpaif

Stj/mov, 113 ; boars at, 174.

Larissa(Thessaly), Thessalian mint,

109 ; horse type, 172.

Latin language in Roman colonies,

94 ; colonies with ' Latin right,'

92.

Laurium, mines of, 21.

Laiis (Lucania\ 103.

Lead, in bronze coins, 15 ; coins

of, 16.

Leather money, 18.

Legend : see Inscriptions.

Legionary coins, 101.

Leontini (Sicily), canting type, 176
;

in alliance with Catana, 115
;

artist's signature (?;, 194 ; form
of A, 211.

Lesbos, standard, 33 ; debased gold,

70; billon, 70 ; divisional system
ofelectrum, 65; symbol displaces

type, 120 : see also Mytilene.
PI. I. 13 ; IV. 9.

Lete (Macedon), treatment ofhuman
figure, 161.

Letters, forms of, 208 f. ; A—N on
Athenian coins, 122.

Leucas (Acarnania), 108.

Leucaspis, 187.

Lex Cornelia, 73 n.

Lex Flaminia, 48.

Lex Iulia peculatus, 73.

Lex Papiria, 49.
Libral coinage, 41 f.

Ligatures, 207, 208.

Lindus (Rhodes), Cyrenian allies

from (?_), 114.

Lion, type of Sardes, 172 ; head of

lion at Leontini, 176 ; tearing
bull, Acanthus, 174.

Lipari islands, find from, 219.
Litra, coinage based on, 41 f., 56,

57. 62.

Local features as types, 173.
Lncri (Bruttium) in alliance with

Messana, 1 15.

I/oeri (Opuntii), type of A.jax, 187.
Londinium, mint-marks, 228, 229.
Luceria (Apulia), standard, 47.
'Lucullan ' coins, 100.

Lugdunum = Copia, 93 ; mint-
marks, 229.

Lycia begins to coin, 9 ; federal

coinage, 88, no ; silver under the

Empire, 90 ; type of Apollo, 169;
of boar, 168, 174. PI. IX. 5.

Lycos, river, 171.

Lydia and the invention of coinage,

6, 7 ; electrum, 14 ; standard, 32.

PI. I. 1.

Lydian stone, 24.

Lyre, PI. I. 14.

Lysimachus of Thrace, 10 ; imita-

tions of his coins, n, 38. PI.

VII. 6 ; IX. 2.

Lyttus, form of 1 and A, 211.

Macedon begins to coin, 8 ; standard,

34 ; regal coinage, 81 'see also

Alexander III, Philip II. Philip

V, Perseus) ; under Philip V,

109, 123 n. ; under Perseus, 109 ;

coins of Zo'ilus, 125 ; coinage of

the Regions, 12, 88 ; under Rome,
88, 109. PI. X. 5.

Maeander, river, 187.

Magistrates, monetary, 119 f.

Magna Graecia, see Italy, Southern.
Magnesia ad Maeandrum (Ionia),

coinage of Themistocles, 71 n.

,

85 ; monument of Themistocles,

189 ; representation of the Argo,

189 ; title iado/iT) rrjs 'Actios, 183.

PI. IV. 1.

Magnetes (Thestaly), 108.

Mallus (Cilicia), standard, 36 ; Sa-
cra (I) Senatus, 188.

Manah, 28.

Marks of value in Sicily, 43 ; Rome,
46 f. ; Etruria, 55 f. ; Northern
and Central Italy, 60

; South
Italy, 60 n., 62, 63.

Maroneia (Thrace), Dionysiac types.

173-
Mar^yas of Roman Forum, 95.
Masicytes, (Lycia), in. PI. IX. 5.

Massae, 156.

Massalia, bronze coins, 15 ; stand-
ard, 34.

Maximian, mint-marks of, 140.
Mazaeus, satrap, 97. PI. IV. 12.

Measures, Pheidonian, 6.

Medal, distinction from coin, 2 n,
' Medallions' of Asia Minor, 40, 89.
Mediolanum, mint-marks, 229.
Medium of exchange, 1, 26.
Melos, canting type, 176.
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Memphis, leaden coins, 16.

Men, the God, 95.
Mende (Thrace), Dionysiac types,

173 ; change in standard, 205.
Mesembria (Thrace\ use of san,

215 ; mint-mark, 178.

Messana (Sicily), type of hare, 175 ;

in alliance with' Locri, 115

;

artists' signatures, 194, 195 ;

form of o-, 213; see also Messina,
Zancle.

Messene (Peloponnesus), type of

Zeus. 169.

Messina, find of 1895, 218. See

Messana.
Metals, sources of, 18

;
quality of,

13 ; testing, 23.

Metapontum (Lucania\ a member
of South Italian union, 103 ;

gold,

60 ; type of corn-ear, 173 ; shares
die with Croton, 151 ; artists'

signatures, 194, 195.
Metellus, M. Cnecilius, 176.

Miletus, standard, 38, 224 ; temple-
coinage, 81, 191. PI. I. 7.

Miliarense, 52, 53.
Military issues, 96 ; in the West,

97 ; of Eome, 98 f.

'Mill-sail' incuse, 152, 203. PI.

1-5-
Mina, 28 ; weight-mina and money-

mina, 31.

Mines in antiquity, 19 f.

Mints. Organization, at Athens,
129 ; at Rome, 139. Building
seen on coins of Paestum, 146.

Mints closed in Italy, 12 ; estab-
lished in provinces, 12 ; issuing
silver under the Empire, 88 f.

Mint-marks, 178, 194; on Athenian
coins, 130 ; on Roman, 139, 228.

Mithradates II of Pontus, portrait,

164. PI. VIII. 2.

Mithradates of Pontus, the Great,
portrait, 165 ;

gold coin struck
at Athens, 87, 122, 200. PI.

ix. 7 ; x. 7 .

Monarchs, coinage of, 81.

Money, ancient theory of, 67.

Moneyer, office of, 124 ff.

Monograms, 207, 208.

Monsters as types, 161.

Montecodruzzo hoard, 220.

Monuments as types, 174 ; named,
188.

Monunius of Illyria, form of a, 213,

Moulds for casting coins, 156, 157.

Mountain-types, 174.

Mule-car at Rhegium and Messana,

175-
Municipia, coinage of, 93.

Mylasa (Caria\ type of Zeus, 169.

Myra (Lyeia), type of Artemis, 170.

Mystia (Bruttium), in alliance with
Hyporon, 115.

Mytilene (Lesbos), electrum, 15

;

union with Phocaea, 103 f.
;

portraits, 186 ; alliance with
Pergamum, &c, 102. See also

Lesbos.

Nabis of Lacedaemon, 82 n., 182.

Names of coins, 196.

Naucratis, ' Silversmith's Hoard,'
218.

Naxos (Cyclades), wine-cup, 167.

PI. II. 3.

Naxos (Sicily), standard, 36 n. ;

retains cult of its mother-eity,

117 ; types connected with wine,

'73; style of head of Dionysus,

159, 162 ; of Silenus, 159, 162,

164 n. ; artist's signature, 195 ;

coins in Messina find, 218 ; form
of v, 211 ; off, 212. PI. VI. 1, 3.

Neapolis (Campania), artist's signa-

ture, 195.

Neapolis (Macedon), standard, 34.

Nemausus (Gaul), ham-shaped
coins, 3, 4.

Nemean games, 192.

Neocorates, 183, 185.

Neoi, coins issued by, 129.

Nero, reduces denarius, 53. PI.

XII. 9, n ; XIV. 7.

Nicaea (Bithynia), 190.

Nickel, 16.

Nicomedia (Bithynia), coin with
Zto\os, 188 ; Roman mint-mark,
229.

Nicopolis (Epirus), silver, 90 ; in-

scription to Nero, 190.

Nike, personified at Terina, 187;
seated on basis, Elis, 163 ; stand-
ing on prow, Demetrius Polior-
cetes, 175 ; type of sovereignty,

172 ; name of boat (?), 194.
Noah's Ark at Apamea, 170.
Nominative, names of cities in, 181

;
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of deities, 186; of magistrates,

121, 126.

Numerals on Roman coins, 217 ; as

indication of value, 196.

Numidia, leaden coins, 16.

Nummus, 42 ; of Central Italy, 59 ;

of Tarentum, 62.

Obol, 64. See also Greek Index,

6@o\6s.

Obverse and reverse, 151.

Oecumenical games, 192, 193.

Offieinae ofRoman and Alexandrian
mints, 140.

Officinatores, 141, 142.

Olbasa (Pisidia), form of A, 216 n.

Olbia (Sarmatia), fish-shaped pieces,

3, 156 ; cast coins, 156.

OloOsson (Thessaly), 109.

Olympian games, 192, 193.

Olynthus, head of league of Chal-
cidice, 108 ; artist's signature (?),

195-

Optio, T41 n. , 142, 146.

Ornamental types, 177.

Ostia, mint-mark, 229.

Owl with crook and flail, 172. PI.

II. 2.

Oxide, 25.

Ox-unit and gold-unit, 27.

Paestum, mint of, 93 ; coin repre-

presenting striking of money,
145-148. See also Poseidonia.

Pale(Cephallenia , tritetartemorion
of, 196.

Pamphylia, spread of coinage to, 9.

Pandosia (Bruttium), in alliance

with Croton, 115; artist's signa-

ture, 195 ; form of i, 211.

Pannonia, ball-shaped coins, 3.

Panticapaeum (Chersonesus Tau-
rica), gold, 18, 40. PI. V. 4.

Paphos (Cyprus), Aphrodite of, 1 69

;

temple of, T74.

Papius (C.) Mutilus, coinage, 100,

"3-
Parlais (Lycaonia\ 95 n.

Parthia, beginning of coinage, 10.

See also Vologeses III, Phraates II,

Tiridates II.

Patina, 25.

Pautalia (Thrace), personifications

at, 188.

' Pegasi ' in Corinthian colonies,

117.

Pentobol, 64.

Perdiccas, base coinage of, 16 n.

Perga (Pamphylia), type of Arte-

mis, 169 ; style of head, 164 ;

sphinx, 178; form of f, 215; of

san, 215. PI. VIII. 9.

Pergamum (Mysia), coins struck by
prytaneis, 125 ;

gold, 87 ; cisto-

phori, 39; titles of city, 184; coin

with 2f/3affTcV Ke<pa\iojv ypaptfia-

rtvuv, 127. PI. X. 2 ; XIII. 6.

Perrhaebi (Thessaly), 108.

Perseus as type, 171.

Perseus of Macedon, portrait. 164

;

Macedon under, 109. PI. VIII.

7 ; X. 3.

Persia, introduction of coinage, 8

;

representation of the Great King,
172 ; coinage of subject dynasts,

84 ; of satraps, 95 f.
;
quality of

darics, 13. PI. I. 10, 11.

Persic standard ; see Babylonian.
Persis, fire-altar, 171.

Personifications as types, 173, 187,

206.

Persons, historical, named on coins,

185.

Phaestus (Crete), types, 170; *ai-

ffTiwv to iratfxa, 180 n. ; form of 1,

211. PI. IV. it.

Phaino-Artemis, 79 n.
' Phanes,' supposed coin of, 79, 168.

PI. I. 4.

Pharnabazus, satrap, 96. PI. V. 6.

Phaselis (Lycia), galley-type, 172

;

form of <p, 214.

Pheidon of Argos, 5 n., 6 ; Pheido-
nian standard, 40.

Pheneus (Arcadia), type of Hermes,
169, 170. PI. V. 12.

Pherae (Thessaly), Alexander and
Teisiphonus, 81, 82, 180.

Philip II of Macedon, gold, 9

;

quality of, 13 ; style of silver

staters, 164; types, 171, 177;
imitations of. 177 ; grant of

coinage to Philippi, 83. PI.

VII. 1, 2.

Philip V of Macedon, portrait, 164 ;

type of Perseus, 171 ; Macedon
under, 109, 123 n. PI. VIII. 7.

Philippi (Macedon), 83. PI. VII. 3.

Phlius (Phliasia), form of A, 211.
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Phocaea (Ionia\ standard, 33 ;
gold,

8 ; debased gold, 70 ; electrum,

15; divisional system, 65; union
with Mytilene, 103 f. ; canting

type, 176 ; relation of symbol
and type, 119; form of <p, 214.

PI. I. 2 ; IV. 8.

Phoeis, names of strategi on coins,

124 ; form of a, 208.

Phoenice (Epirus), form of <p, 214.

Phoenician standard, 32, 33, 222,

223 ; origin of Campanian, 61.

Phraates II of Parthia, 97.
Pietas, L'via as, 91.

Piso, see Calpurnius.
Pittacus at Mytilene, 186.

Plated coins, 71.

Plautius Hypsaeus (C), 190. PI.

XII. 5.

Political alliances, 102, 106.

Polycrates of Samos, 16 n.

Polyrhenium (Crete), artist's signa-

ture, 195.
Pompeius Magnus, 100.

Pontus, see Mithradates II, Mithra-
dates the Great.

Populonia (Etruria), PI. III. 1.

Portraiture, 10, 164 f
.

; disguised,

172 ; idealized, 164 ; on Roman
coins, 100.

Poseidon as type, 169, 175.

Poseidonia (Lucania), fabric, 104,

152; type of Poseidon, 169; treat-

ment of human figure, 161 ; in

alliance withSybaris, 115; amem-
ber of the South Italian union,
104; form of 1, 211 ; of a, 213. See

also Paestum. PI. III. 2, 8.

Potidaea (Macedon), 169.

Potin, 16.

Prepositions in magistrates' signa-

tures, 127.

Prerogative of coinage, 78.

Priest ploughing, 95.
Private coinage, 78.

Piivernum, capture of, 190.

Provinces under Rome, 88 f.

Proconsuls, names on cistophori, 88.

Procurators, monetary, 135, 136.

Prostanna (Pisidia), Mount Viaros,

!74-

Prymnessus (Phrygia) and Synnada
share one die, 151.

Prytaneis of Smyrna, 124 ; of Per-

gamum, 125.

Ptolemaic drachm, weight of, 30,

3 1 -

Ptolemy I, Soter, 10, 85 ; called

Seus, 185 ; coin with 'AXegavSpeiov,

181. PI. VII. 9.

Ptolemy II, Phil.idelphus, gold oc-

tadrachms, 65. PI. VII. 8.

Ptolemy V, Epiphanes, gold, n.
Ptolemy VI, Philometor, Beds, 185.

Ptolemy XIII, Auletes, 14.

Punning, see Canting types.

Pythian games, 192, 193.

Pyxus(Lucania) in the South Italian

union, 103, 104 ; form off, 212.

Quadrans, Roman imperial, 50.

Quaestors, coins signed by, 138.

Quality of ancient money, 68.

Quatuorvirs, 134.

Quinarius, history of, 47, 48.

Race-horse, type of f hilip II, 177.

Race-torch, type of Amphipolis,

172.

Rates of exchange, 74.

Rationalis, 135.
Ravenna, mint-mark, 229. PI. XV.

11.

Reduction of Roman coinage, 47 f.

;

of Etruscan bronze, 57.

Regions of Macedon, 88, 109.

Regnal dates, 203.

Relief, treatment of, 160.

Religious alliances, 117; theory of

coin-types, 166; types of religious

import, 169.

Reverse-types, introduction of, 151.

Rhegium (Bruttium), standard, 36
n. ; lion's scalp, 117 ; hare, 175 ;

coinfromLipari find, 220 ; artists'

signatures, 195.

Rhoda (Spain), canting type, 176;
Gaulish imitations, 178.

Rhodes, importance of coinage, 10
;

standard, 39, 223 ; weights as a

test of date, 205 ;
gold coinage,

9 ; drachms current under the
Empire, 74, 89 n. ; canting type,

176; Helios, 169; Heracles and
serpents, 112, 173; revival of in-

cuse square, 153, 203 ; SiSpaxnov,

196 ; mint-mark, rose, 178. PI.

V. 5-

Rhoemetalces of Bosporus, form of

f, 210. PI. XIII. 3.
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Rings as currency, 3, 5.

River-gods, 171, 187.

Rome, interference with Greece, 11

;

regulation of coinage of subjects,

85; military coinage, 98 f. ; made
a colony, 94 ; Roman provincial

governors, 139 ; monetary magis-
trates, 131 ; colonies, 92 ; earliest

coinage, 9 ; Roman pound, 41 ;

standards of bronze, 44 f. ; of sil-

ver, 47, 53 ; of gold, 54 ; weight-
systems, 224, 225 ; reduction in

size of bronze, 156 ;
quality of

bronze, 15, 16 ; electrum, 15

;

plated coins, 71 ; adulteration

of imperial coinage, 71 ; mint-
marks, 229 ; art of coins, 165 ;

personifications, 187 ; Roma per-

sonified, 91, 187 ; forms of letters,

215 f- PL XI. 8-12
; XII. 1-7,

9-1 1 ; XV. 1-5.

Royal manab, 29, and norm, 30,

32 ; types, 173.

Sacrificial instruments, 173.
Sagalassus (Pisidia), Alexander at.

175 ; titles of, 207 n.

Salamis (Cyprus), PI. VII. 9.

Salapia (Apulia), form of tr, 214.
Samos, standard, 33, 39, 224 ; early

electrum, 38 ; Samians at Cyrene,
114; coinage with Heracles and
serpents, 112, 173; type of Hera,
169. PI. I. 12 ; IV. 13 ; XIII. 8.

San, forms of, 215.

Sappho at Mytilene, 186.

Sardes, personified, 91 ; lion-type,

172. PI. I. 8, 9; XIII. 1.

Satraps, coinage of, 84, 95 ;
portrait

of satrap, 164.

Scalptores, 141.

Scaurus : see Aemilius.
Scripulum, scruple, 42.

Scyphate fabric, 155.

Secret mint-marks, 140.

Segesta (Sicily"*, hunter-god, 163

;

in alliance with Eryx, 115; l£ar,

196 ; form of 7, 209.
Seleucia (Cilicia), silver coins, 89.

Seleucia(Syria\ coins aSeXfpuivbrjfiaiv,

113 ; form of 0, 212.

Seleucid coinage, 10. See also Antio-
chus, Seleucus, Syria. Seleucid
era, 201.

Seleucus I, Nicator, of Syria, 10.

PI. VII. 11.

Seleucus II of Syria, form of •/,

213.

Selge (Pisidia), convention with
Aspendus, 106.

Selinus (Sicily), wild celery of, 173 ;

a canting type, 176 ; form of S,

209 ; of ^; 214. PI. "VI. ^j.

Semis, Roman imperial, 50.

Semuncial standard, 49.

Senate, Roman, bronze coinage, 50,

x 34i r35 !
personified, 91, 188.

Serdica, mint-mark, 229.

Serrate fabric, 154.

Servilius Caepio 1 Q.), 191.

Sesterce, silver, introduction, 47 ;

cessation, 48 ; bronze and harass,

15, 50 ; as meney of account, 48.

Sestos (Thrace), Hero and Leander,

176 ; inscription relating to coin-

age, 125.

Seuthes of Thrace, inscriptions on
coins, 180 n.

Severus, Septimius, PI. XIII. 5

;

XIV. 3.

Sextantal system, 47 n.

Shekel, 28.

Shield on Boeotian coins, 168
;

shield-types, 159.
Shrinkage in casting coins, 156.

Sicily, spread of coinage to, 9

;

weight-system, 224 ; standards,

36, 38; federal coinage of Timu-
leon, 113, 191 ; alliance-coins,

114; Carthaginian coinage, 97;
Sicily personified, 113.

Sicinius Illvir, 100.

Sicyon, form of a, 213 ;
punctured

inscription on stater, 197.
Side (Pamphylia), union with
Holmi, 105 ;

' alliance ' with
Delphi, 102; canting-type, 176;
tariffing and countermarking of

tetradrachms, 39, 87 ; harbour,

173,174. PI. VIII. 5.

Sidon, earliest coinage, 9 ; king in
car, 172 ; walled city, 206.

Siglos, 31.

Signatores, 141, 142.

Signatures of magistrates, 119,
132 f-

Signia, 59.
Silenus, type of Naxos, 162.

Siliqua, 54.
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Sillyum (Pamphylia), cast coin,

157-

Silphium, 173. PI. L 15.

Silver, sources, 20 ;
quality, 13

;

relation to other metals, 75-77 ;

at Rome, 71, 73 ; in Etruria, 55 ;

in South Italy, 61 ; of Roman
colonies, 93 ; restrictions under
Rome. 88 f.

Simon Maccabaeus, right of coinage,

85-

Sinope(Paphlagonia),satrapal coins,

96.

Siris (Lucania), 103, 104.

Sirmium, gold bars from, 136;
mint-marks, 229.

Siscia, mint-marks, 194. 229.

Sixths of staters, 65.

Slaves in Greek mints, 130.

Sloping edges, cause of, 144.

Smyrna, head of Cybele (city-god-

dess), 164, 169 ; coins struck by
prytaneis, 124 ; Ba us, 197 ; titles

of city, 207 n. ; dedication for-

mula, 127. PI. VIII. 10.

Social War, coinage of, 86, 99,

Soldiers' pay, 48 n.

Solidus of Constantine, 55.

Solon reforms the standard, 40

;

Solonian weights, 223.

Sovereignty, coinage an attribute

of, 82.

Sparta : see Laeedaemon.
Sphinx of Artemis, 178 ; of Au-

gustus, 172. PI. I. 16.

Spiritus asper, representation of,

210.
' Spread ' tetradrachms, 154.

Square coins, 154.

Stag on electrum stater, 79 n., 168.

PI. I. 4.

Standards, military, as type, 95.
Standards of weight, 26 f. ; at Di-
dyma, 191 n. ; changes in, 205 ;

tables of, 222.

Statues represented on coins, 174,
206.

Stellar types, 177.

Stephanephoros, 130.

Stratus (Acarnania), 108.

Striking of coins, 143.

Strymon, river, 188.

Style, development of, 160 ; an in-

dication of date, 203.

Sulla, Faustus Cornelius, 176. PI.

XII. 3.

Sulla, L. Cornelius, military coin-

age, 100; type of Venus, 171.

PI. XII. 2.

Suppostores, 141, 142.

Sybaris (Lucania), a member of

South Italian union, 103 ; in

alliance with Poseidonia, 115;
fall of, 199. PI. III. 8.

(

Syedra (Cilicia), yvuvaaiapxia. 193 n.

Symbols, classification of, 178 ; of

magistrates, 119 ; of deities, 170 f.

;

on Roman coins, 131 ;
artistic

treatment of, 159.
Synnada (Phrygia) and Prymnessus

share one die, 151.

Syracuse, goldand silver, 42 ; bronze,

43 ; electrum, 15 ; decadraehms,

65 ; denominations indicated by
types, 66 ; coinage of the tyrants,

10 ; theDemareteion, 200 ; chariot-

types, 172 ; a6Ka, 193 ; style of

head, 161, 163; Corinthian stater,

205 ; artists' signatures, 194, 195 ;

form 0aai\eos, 212 ; forms of p
and a, 213 ; E and H, 209 ; use of

koppa, 215. See also under the
various tyrants. PL III. 5, 6;
VI. 4, 6, 7 ; XI. 4, 6.

Syria, Attic standard in, 38 ; heavy
denominations,65; under Seleucid
kings, 85. See also Seleucid coin-

age.

Table, agonistic, 193 ; of Trapezus,

176.

Talent, 28.

Talos at Phaestus, 170.

Taras, hero of Tarentum, 175, 181

;

name of the city, 181.

Tarentum (Calabria), standards, 61,

62, 223 ; in the South Italian
union, 104 ;

gold, 60 ; Taras, 175,
181 ; horsemen, 172. PI. XI. i, 2.

Tariffing of coins, 73.

Tarraco (Spain), mint-mark, 229.

Tarsus (Cilicia), Baal-Tars, 369

;

walled city, 206 ; loyal inscrip-

tion, 190 ; titles, 184 ; r. B. and
T. r., 191 n. PI. IV. 12.

Tauromenium (Sicily), form of p,

213.

Taxation, raising of weights for, 30.

Tegea (Arcadia), iron coin of, 18.
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Teisiphonus of Pherae, 81.

Temenothyrae ;Phrygia), 127.

Temesa (Bruttium) in alliance with
Croton, 104, 115.

Temple coinages, 80, 191 ; types,

174, 180.

Teos (Ionia), form of rj, 210.

Terina (Bruttium), type of Nike,

187 ; style of coins, 163 ; artists'

signatures, 194, 195. PI. VI. 8.

Termera (Caria), 81.

Termessus Major (Pisidia), type of

free horse, 173 ; dating of coins,

200.

Terracotta money, 18.

Tetartemorion, 64.

Tetradrachm and didrachm at

Athens, 64, 69.

Tolrobol, 64.

Thasos, standard, 34.

Thebes (Boeotia), coinage of, 315
to 288 B.C., 108; Heracles and
serpents, 112, 173; shield and
half-shield, 168 ; names of Boe-
otarchs on coins, 124. PI. IV.
10.

Themistocles, satrapal coin, 71,

85 ;
plated, 71 n. ; monument at

Magnesia, 188, 189. PI. IV. 1.

Thessaly, horse-types, 172 ; federal

coinage, 108.

Thessalonica (Macedon), Eoman
mint-marks, 229.

Thibronian money, 97.
Thrace, early coinage, 8 ; coins of

Lysimachus, 10 ; imitations, ri
;

standard of south coast, 33 ; heavy
denominations, 65.

Thurium, head of Athena, 117, 163;
artists' signatures (?), 195. PI.

VI. 5.

Thyrrheum (Acarnania), 108.

Timarchus of Babylon, gold, 11.

Timoleon in Sicily, 113, 191, 205.

Tin, sources, 23; coins, 16, 17;
proportion of, in bronze, 15, 16.

Tiridates II of Parthia, PI. X. 1.

Tissaphernes (?), PI. V. 9.

Titles of magistrates, 128 ; on Roman
coins, 132 ; of rulers, 181 ; of

cities, 183.

Tmolus, electrum of, 7.

Token, nature of, 1, 2.

Torch, type of Amphipolis, 172.

Touch-stone, use of, 24.

Trade, various stages of, 1 ; colonies

and, 116.

Trajan, organizes system of coinage,

135 ; his Forum, 174 ; titles, 182

PI. XV. 2.

Trapezus (Pontus), canting type,

176. PI. IV. 7.

Tremissis, 55.

Tressis, 49.
Tresviri, monetary, 132.

Trevirorum, Augusta, mint-marks,

194, 229.

Tribal unions, 106.

Triens, 55 ; triental standard, 49 11.

Trier, mint-marks, 194, 229. PI.

XV. 8, 10.

Trihemiobol, 64.

Trihemitetartemorion, 64.

Triobol, 64.

Tripod, type of Croton, 171.

Triskeles symbol, no.
Triumvirs, monetary, 132.

Tunny at Cyzicus, 166 f.

Tymnes of Termera, 81.

Types, reason for use of, 67 ; rela-

tive positions on flan, 204 ; type
and symbol, 119 f

.
; composition

of, 158 ; meaning and classifica-

tion, 166 ; inscriptions naming
types, 185 ; character of, as a
sign of date, 205 f. ; distinguishing
denominations, 65 f.

;
personal,

at Rome, 132 ; of Roman colonies,

95 ; of Greek colonies, 117.

Tyrants, debased coinage, 70.

Tyre, earliest coinage, 9 ; type of

owl, 172 ; gold decadrachm, 87 ;

silver under Rome, 89, 90.

Uncial standard, 48.

Values of the metals, relative, 74 ;

of coins, how indicated, 65 f.

,

67, 196.

Vases given as prizes, 193.
Vassal rulers, treatment by Rome,

92.

Velia (Lueania), standard, 34, 61,

63, 223 ; artists' signatures, 195.
PI. III. 10.

Venus, type of Sulla, 171.
Vespasian, PI. XV. 1.

Vettii, wall-painting in house of,

144 f.

Viaros, Mount, 174.
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Victoriatus, standard of, 40 ; intro-

duction of, 47 ; cessation . 48.

Victory ; see Nike.
Vigintivirate established, 135.
Vologeses III of Parthia, 207 n.

Wave-pattern, 158.
Weighing of precious metal, 5.

Weights and "weight-standard-*,

26 f., 222 f. ; weights as a sign of

date, 204.

Wheel, engraving, 149.
Wind-god at Caulonia, 171.

Wine-cup at Naxos (Cyclades\ 167.

Winged running figure, PI. I. 5.

Wolf and Twins, 95.

Wooden money, 18.

Wreath, use of, 158.

Zaeynthus, form of £ 210.

Zancle (Sicily', belongs to South
Italian union, 103, 104 ; standard,

36 n. ; harbour, 173, 174; in alli-

ance with Croton, 115 ; coins in

Messina find. 218 ; form of 5, 209.

See also Messana. PI. III. 4.

Zeus as type, 169, 171 ; attributes

of, 178; Eleutherios, 113; Poteos,

91.

Zinc, proportion of, in bronze, 15,

16.

Zoi'lus, coins of, 125.
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'Aya96v, to, 188.
*AyaivoOeaia, 193.
'AdeX^wv drjfiQJVj 114.

'Aerocpupos, 178 n.

'AOe. 6 SifxoS) 181.

*A0Aa, 193.
Am?, 187.

AZ777, 187.

AhrjaafiivoUj 128.
' Ak6v?j, 24 n.

'AfcpayavTos, 180.

"Awria, 192.

'AXefdySpcia, 192.

'AAefafSpaa, 'AAefdi'Spcios, 180.

'AAc£avSpos, 175.

'AXefdrSpoi/, 180.

'AktcatoSj 186.

'Afi€vav6s, 187.

'Ai/a0 . . .j 197.

'Avi6rjK€
1 127.

'Aj/0imdTa>, 139.

'Airrjfirj iepa
7
189.

'Apyvpiov, 180.

'ApyvpOKOTTitoVj 129 f.

"Apyvpos, 188.

'Apyoj, 189.

'ApioTa, 192, 193.
'A/M<rTo£e(!/os)

?
194-

'Ap/caSt/coV, 81, 180.

'Apfxevia, 187.
' ApT&fXlTOS TCLS lAtfcS/401't, 197.

'Apxiarpos, 129.

"Apxow, 128.

'Aa/c^meta, 192.

'Affcrapta rpia
:
196.

'Aaoapiov tffivav, 196.

"AffvkoSj 184.

'ATrdA^a, 192.

AuyjuaTfia "Apicra 'Okvfima, 193.

AvTiepa., 198.

AvTotcpctTQjp Koutrap k.t.X.
9

182.

Avt6vopos, 184.

Ba'i\eos Nd^Qfos, 82 n.

Baffai/iT^s kiOosj 24.

Bat7t\ei)yj 181 ; B. paatkeojv tf.T.A.,

207 n. ; /3a(7i\€os, 212.

Ba i/s, 197,
B. NeojtcopwVj 183.
BoVpvj, 188.

BouAt;, 188.

T. B., 191 n.

r. r. 19m.
TepouiTia, 188.

rfTa? 'HS^Wojc BacrtAtus, 181 n.

I', Necofcupcw, 183.

rop5(di'7ja
J
192.

TvfAvatTtapxiaj 193 ;
yv^xvadapx ^ ?,

191 11.

Aav/cAe, 181.

AaToi^ a7a^a)y, 20.

AetfaeTT/pts Ku/huv, 190.

AeApis, 3.

AeppowaToSj 187.

Aeppajvtfctiv, 180.

AtJ/ios, 188.

Aid, 127.

Ata 'ISafop, 186.

Amx«"/, 155 n.

Aldpaxpov, 9011,, 196.

AiSvfxajv {ky) iepi}, 80.

Atfo 'EAevflepfov, 186.

Atxakicov t 64.

A. 'NewKopaif, 183.

AuypuxTt "ZwKkiirovj gin., 191.

&P*XM> 5 n., 9011.
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'EfidSftrj tt}$ 'Ao-car, 183.

'E7 AtSvfWJV ieprj, 191.

Eis alujva robs Kvpiovs, 190.

ElffavyeiKavros, 128.

Etffe\affTi«a, 192.

Ei? ewva roiis Kvpiovs, 190.

'EKK\i]<ria, 188.

'EA.evfle/ja, 184.

'EAet'tfepos oiy/ao?, 188
'Efj.iropt.KT) fiva, 129 n.
5

E£a/ceffTt5a?, 194.

'Efa?, 196.
'Eth, 127.
y

ETnfj.€\7]6€VTOS, emjJLtX-qffavTOs, eiTlfXC-

Xtjttjs, 127.

'E7nTp<57rov, 139.
'Eth<£. Kafffap, 18311.

'EmxapaTTeiv, 127, 143 n.

'Emfei, 195.

"'ETOU?, 90, 203 ; €TOU? Sc/f. t€poO, €TOV?

Upov, erovs vkov Upovy 196.

Evaivtroiy), 194.
Euap^iSa?, 194.
Eu/cAetSa, 194.

EvfXTjvoVj 194.
EuffciSij?, 183.

Evrvxr)s, 183.
7

E<pealwv ovrot vaoi, 189.

Zd^/cAoi', 174 n.

Zei/? 'EAev0e/«os, 113.

*'H\6ffT/JOi', rjKfKTpos, 14.

"HAia, 192.

'Kpuo^ektUj 7)fuo@6\ioV) 196.
'HpaffAftSa?, 195.
'HpatfA?}? 'P»/xafo?, 91.

'HpttovKij 140.

©car AtoXtr
,

A7/3i7TTrtVai/, 186.

©edr "PwprjVj 186.

®*di/ Svi/tfA^roe, 188.

©ed 'PaJ/x7/, 91.

©ed OauaTeiVa, 90.

0€^i'5es, 192.

0€/^ffTOK\77?, 189.
©ecJSoros eiroei, 195,
0edi' SuwcX^TOf, 186, 188.

0€O? SlWA^TO?, 188.

©ea)i/, 185.

©17pa, 194.
®i(3p6jvetov v6ixifftJux

t 97 n.

QvyaTTjp tov drjfxov, 129.

'Iepd (city), 184 ;
(contest^, 192.

'UpcL 0ov\tj, yepovaia, GvvKX-qTOS, 188.

'l€pairf}fj.T}
}
189.

'Ifptvs brjftov, 129.
*Ifpo£ d7wves, 192.
'Ifpo? 'Atto.X£ojv 'OXvptma Olfcovfxe-

vtfcSs, 193.
'l€p6s 87}flO$, 188.

'IujS*, 140.

'lovdaias eak<utcvia$, 189.

'Ioi^A/ar) npo/ckav qpcu'tdaj 186.

'Iinrofcpa.T7}s
} 195.

"Iff0/ua
t 192.

'IffO7ru0ta, 192.

Is. X?., 198.

Kafieipia, 192.

Katroi', 113.

Kafffap, 182.

Kan-eTwAia, T92.

Ka . . . p — Kaiffapj 198.

KaraffTpaTfi'a, 97.
Kepcmoi/, 54.
KiAifCtov, 84, 96.

KA€u5a>pov, 195.
KotvoVj 113, 118.

Kotvof 'Affias, 189, 192.

Koicic MTjrpoiroKeiTwv twv kv 'Icwv/a,

192.

Koi^o? twv rpiSiv 'Eirapxtwv, 192.

KoAAv/3o?, 64.

KofifMj 143 n., 180.

Ko/^ttSou ^afftAeiWro? 6 fcoo~fj,os cvTVX&t
190.

K^n-Teiy, 14311.

Kocraw, 86.

KpaT^ffnTTro'v), 195.
KWffTT/?, 187.

Ku^€, 181.

Kvpavaiot UTo\epaiq}?j 191 n.

KSjfioSy 194.

A — Xtrpa, 196.

AaKibaifioviuii', 'A/ijSAaSsart', 184.
Aaptffata, 180.

AevKaavis, 187.
Aeiwos xP Ufft^ s

j
r4«

Aitpa, 41 f.

Mcttfapicu Kiafoi', 190.
Mt'aj/5po?, 187.

M^dAa, 192.
Mevefffoti? ktio-ttjs, 187.

MjJAoc, 176.
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Myrpo. KoAwvia, 94.
MrjTpoTToXts, 91, 183, 185.
Mvcij 28, 1290.

Nea 6ed "Hpa, 91.
Nf'/x«a, 192.

Neot, 129.

NecwSpos, 183.

Neor^y, 194.
Ncpwvt b7]fj.offi(o Trarpajvt. 'EAAd8os, igo.

Ntvaj/Tos errde*, 195.
Necu«opos, 183, 185.
Nt/ca, 187, 194.

HiK7}<f>6poS) 178 n.

No/i((T/ia, 211., 180.

No/ios, 2 11., 62.

NOVfXfLOSj 62.

OB, 55, 196.

OpeXiafcot, 5n., 611., 17.

OptXoij 17.

Oj3o\(5s, 511., 6311., 196.

05(fXos), 196.

QiKavftepiica, -tcus, 192, 193.
O n6op.os evrvx*t, 190.

OAtf/ima, 192, 193.
OA.u/Lnritfd*', 81.

OflTJpOVj 186.

O/^oVota, 102, 189.

O rea>. 'E<£e. 637. i-nex®-P*i I2 7»

Ope^aA/cos1

, 15.

Ovakepiava, 192,

Ilafjua (?), 180.

Ilapd, 127.

Ilap^e . . ., 195.

HevTexa^K0V
i
64.

ntj/Tc^Kioy, 196.

IlepioSos be/carr) /r.r.A., 190.

U6\is
t
91, 187.

IIopTty «aA., 197.

Tlpotz\a : see 'IovAia.

Upo/cXjjs, 195.
npurdi/eis- Zptvpvai&JVj 124.

IlpcDra, 192.

IIpcuTT;, 183 ; tt. tt> 'A<ria$, 183, 184.

npi&Tqs Ilto-tSaj^ K.T.\.
t
207 n.

np&TOJv 'Aalas /c.t.A., 207 n.

ni!0ta, 192, 193.

nu0<55wpos, 195.

'FtjytvoSj 180.

'Po^oy, 176.

'PcO/t?;, 91 n. : see aZso 0edc 'PwfirjVj

®e& 'Vwpvq.

2/3 = 2ej9a(T7-ds, 198.

26,0acrT(J?, 182.

2e/3a<7Ta)i', vtajic6po5 revv, 185.

2e/3j3 = 2€(3aoToi
t
198.

2eA.ii/oi/j 176.

2€U7jpeta, 192.

HevyptavT) Maicpetviavi) MrjTpoVoAis Tap-

ao?, 184.

Seu^pou jSaciAEi/oproso nSffpios tvTvx*t
t

190,
'S.Tjp.avrrjptov, 130.

^Tj/xaaia, 188.

217A0S, 28.

2*877, 176.

2t8?;Ta)j/ AeXcpwv opiovota, 102.

2t«eA(a, 113.

2t/fAoy, 28.

2oAt#oV, 180.

So^kjtijs, 129.

2Taxff, 188.

^T€(pavr)<p6pov Spaxna't, 129 n.

2t(5Aos, 188.

^,vftp.axt-tc6v
} 113, 191.

2d/x/*axos (''Papaicw), 184.

2uv = 'Zvvp.ax'-^v, 112, 191.

"Xwopx^a, 129, 193 n.

2i>V/cA7/tos, 91, 188.

"XvpatcooiaiV) 180.

2a><7t7roAis, 187.

2wo"au', 195.
2cuTetpa, 187.

Ta«mos, 192.

TdAai/Toi/, 28.

Tdpas, 181, 187.

Tas 'Apra/xtTos ra? eAKeS/*ovi, *97-
Tetpal 0cl<ji\£qjs, i8q.

Tfp/tepiKoV, 81.

Tepai/cov, 84.

TtvoapatcooTr} Xi'a, 3911.

TeTapTrjfiSpioV) 196.

TeTpaatrapioVj 50.

TerpdxaA/fCtt', 196.

Tpdire£a, 176.

TpiTeraprTJ/xopioi/j 196.

Ivpvoty), 81.

'T5ap€(TT€poi/, 105.

Tids 'Aciapxov, 'AcppodeuTticWj 7r<J,\tcus,

129.

'T7raTei;oi/Tos, 139.
'Tnep W/C7?» 'Pajftaicuv tf.T.A., 90.

U 2
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* • • v 195.
$aivovs fifil ffTJfia, 7911., 181,
&L\i(XTiajv, 195.
^ivrepa, 197.
QlTTaiCOS, 1 86.

&pvyik\os, 195.
fyajteai'Sts, 70 11.

&WK1], 176.

&aj<j<f>6pos, 194.

X = xa^K0^st *96.

XaXtcSrcpaTOV KacaiTcpoVj 1 7 n.

XaX/coik, 37.
Xapa«Ti7/j, 14311., 180,

XapaTT€tv
7

j 26, 14311.
Xoipioov, 195.
Xpva6s, 188.

Xapcifcu', 155x1.

¥a7r0w, 186.

tyrjtytaajxivov, 127.
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A. A. A. F. F. : see Tresvin.
Achaia restituta, 176.

Ad fru. emu. ex S. C, 191.

Aequatores, 141.

Aes argento miscere, 72 n.

Aes grave, 45 ; rude, 44, 156 ; sig-

natum, 45, 156.

Anthius, 187.

Antoninianus, 51.

A. Plautius, Aed. Cur. S. C, 133.
Argentum Oscense, 21.

As, 41 f
, 57 f-

Auggg., 198.

Augusto ob c. s., 190.

Augustus, 182.

Aureus, 54.

Aurichaloum, 16.

Caesar, 182.

Capitolina, 193.

C. Cassius L. Salina., 134.

C. Coponius Pr., 100.

Centenionalis, 52.

Certamina Sacra Capitolina Oecu-
meniea Iselastica Heliopolitana,

193-

Ces = Censor, 138.

C. Hypsae. Cos., 190.

Civitas foederata. 184 ; sine foedere

immunis et libera, ib.

Cn. Corn. M. Tuc. Patr., 95.

Col. C. A. A., 94.

Col. CI. Agrip., 94.

Col. L. Ant. Com., 94.

Col. Nem., 4.

Com. Asiae, 189.

Concordia Militum, iot.

Conduetores flaturae, 141.

Conflare, 155 n.

Copia, 93.
Coticula, 24 n.

C. Pulcher, 132.

Cudere, 143 n.

Cuneus, 2 n.

Cur. % Fl., 155 n.

D. D., 136, 138.

DDD. NNN.. 136, 198.

Decargyrus, 54.
Decennalia, 190.

Decussis, 49.
Denarius, 47.
Dextans, 62.

Digma, 136.

Dispentatores, 135.
Divi R, 182.

Divus, Dir.n, 182.

D. N., 183.

D. S. S., 133, I3J.
Dupondius, 49, 50, 58, 60.

Duumviri quinquennales, 138.

Empor. Munic, 93 n.

Equester Ordo Principi Iuventutis,
190.

Ex A. P., 133.

Ex D. D , 136.

Ex S. C , 133, T34.

Familia monetaliy, 135.

F. C, 138.

Feelix, 217.

Felix, 183.

Felix Aug. lib. Optio et Exactor
auri nrgenti et aeris, 142.

Ferire, 143 n.

Ferrum argento miscere, 72 n.

Fides Militum, 101.
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Flare, 155 n.

Flaturarius, 141, 145.
Fl. Flavianus Pro. sig. ad digma, 136.

Follis, 51 f.

Forum Traian., 189.

Graecinus Quin. Tert. Buthr., 138.

Heliopolitana, 193.

Hibero Praef., 138.

Imp. Caes. Quin. L. Ben. Prae. , 138.

Imperator, 132, 182.

Imper. iterum, 100.

Indulgentiae Aug. moneta impe-
trata, 93.

Inficere, 72 n.

I^elastiea, 193.
Italia, 113.

Iudaea Capta, 176, 189.

L Bennio Praef. , 138.

L. Cestius C. Norba. Pr. S. C, 134.
Leg., 88.

Leg. XIII. Gem. M. V., 101.

L. Flaminius Chilo Illlvir pri.

fla., 134, 155 n.

Libra, 41, 45 f.

Libralis, as, 41.

L. P. D. A. P., 133.

L. Eegulus Illlvir A. P. F., 134.
L. Sulla, 100.

L. Torqua. Q. Ex S. C, 133.
Lucianus obr. I sig., 136.

M. Agrip. Quin. Hibero Praef., 138.

Malliator, 141, 142, 145, 146.

M. Aquil. M. F. M. N. Illvir, 132.

Massae, 156.

M. Calid. Q. Met. Cn. Fl., 132.

M. Fan. L. Crit. P. A. Aed. PI., 133.

Miliarense, 52, 53.
Miseere monetam, 72 n.

M. Lucili. But"., 133.
M. Scaur. Aed. Cur. Ex S. C, 190.

Municipi Patronus et Parens, 95.

M. Volteius. M. F., 134.

Nob. Caes., 183.

Numisma, 2 n.

Nummus, 42, 59.

Obryzum, 136.

Oeeumenica, 193.

Officinatores, 141, 142.

Oricbalcum, 16.

Oscense argentum, 21.

Pater Patriae, 182.

Patronus et Parens, Municipi, 95.
Pecunia maiorina, 52.

Percutere, 143 n.

Periodicum, 192.

Permissu Augusti, Caesaris, 93

;

proconsulis, 94.
P. E. S. C, 133.

P. F.. 183.

P. Hypsaeus Aed. Cur., 190.

Pietas, 91.

Pilipus, 217.

Piso Caepio Q. ad fru. emu. ex S. C,
191.

Pius, 183.

Pontifex Maximus, 182.

PP. Aug., 183.

P.P.D.D., 94.
Praefecti pro duumviris, 138.

Preiver. Captu., 190.

Procurator monetae, 135, 136.

P. Servili M. F. P., 133.
Pu(blice}, 133.

Q = Quaestor, 132, 138.

Q. Anto. Balb. Pr. S. C, 133.
Quadrans, 46, 50, 57 f., 63.

Quatuorriri monetales, 134.
Quinarius, 47, 48.

Quincunx, 60, 63.

Quincussis, 58.

Quirilluset Dionisus Sirm. sig., 136.

Quod viae mun. sunt, 190.

Kationalis, 135.
Bex Aretas, 190.

Eoma, 99, 181, 187, 208.

Bomano(m), 180.

Bom. et August., 189.
Bulli, 133.

S = semis, 64, 196.

Sac. Mon. Urb. Augg. et Caess. NN-,
140.

Sacra (certamina), 193.
Sacra (!) Senatus, 188.
Saeculares Augg., 19a.
Saeeulum novum, 190.
Sanct. Deo Soli Elagabal., 186.
S. C. , 50, 94, 95 n., 100, 133, 134, 191.
Scalptores, 141.
S. C. D. T., 134.
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Scripulum, 42.

Semis, 46, 50, 57 I, 64, 196.

Semuncia, 49, 60.

Senatus sacra (!), 188.

Serrati, 154.

Sescuncia, 60, 63.

Sestertius, 15, 47, 48.

Sextans, 46, 57 f.

Sieinius Illvir, 100.

Signare, 143 n.

Signatores, 141, 142.

Siliqua, 54.

Sirm., 136.

Solidus, 55.

S. K„ 95-
Superpositus, 141 ; auri monetai
nummulariorum, 135.

Suppostores, 141, 142, 145.

Tingere, 72 n.

T. Quinoti, 99.

Tremissis, 55.
Tressis, 49, 60.

Tresviri auro argento aere flando

feriundo (monetales), 132.

Tribvmicia potestate, 182.

Ti-iens, 46, 55, 57 f.

Vaala, 217.

Victoriatus, 47, 48.

Unoia, 46, 48, 57 f., 63 f.

Vota suscepta, votis decennalibus,
&c, 190.

Illvir, 132, 133.

IIII. I. D. D. D., 136 n.

IIIIvirD. D., 138.

Illlvir pri. fla., 134, 155 n.

THE END
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